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The following table shows the significant symbols used in this work. Local notations, such

as sub- and superscripts are explained in the text.
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Kurzfassung

Motivation

97% des weltweit verfügbaren Frischwassers liegt als Grundwasser vor. Grundwasser ist

eine begrenzte Ressource. Daher sind dessen Schutz und Management ein vorrangiges Ziel

von gesellschaftlicher, ökologischer und ökonomischer Relevanz. Die konstante Nachfrage

nach sicherem und sauberem Trinkwasser steht im direkten Konflikt mit gesellschaftlichen

und wirtschaftlichen Landnutzungsansprüchen.

Wassergebietsmanager sind daher stetig mit der Aufgabe konfrontiert, alle potenziellen

Gefahren in einem Wasserschutzgebiet bestmöglich zu kennen, zu kontrollieren und zu

beherrschen, so dass ein Wechsel vom Schutzgebietsmanagement hin zum aktiven Risiko-

management stattfindet. Trotz dieses angestrebten Wechsels fehlt in vielen Bereichen eine

klare Definition zur Handhabung von Unsicherheiten. Unsicherheiten im Risikomanage-

mentsystem treten beispielsweise bei der Parametrisierung von Modellvariablen, der Wahl

des Simulationsmodells und Diskretisierungsansatzes, der mangelnden Kenntnis über die

geologische Beschaffenheit des Untergrundes und der geringen Datengrundlage sowie dem

menschlichen Handeln auf. Durch eine genauere Kenntnis des Systems, z.B. des Unter-

grunds, können die physikalischen Prozesse modell-technisch und mathematisch besser

approximiert und damit die Unsicherheit reduziert werden. Aven (2011) zeigt, dass eine

Unsicherheitsanalyse ein integraler Bestandteil einer Risikoabschätzung ist. Diese versucht

nach Kaplan and Garrick (1981) die drei Fragen (1) Was kann passieren?, (2) Wie wahrscheinlich

ist es? und (3) Wie hoch ist das Schadensmaß, wenn es eintritt? zu beantworten.

Leider existieren kaum umfassende systembezogene Konzepte für Brunneneinzugsgebi-

ete, die Risiken von der Gefahrenquelle bis zum Schutzgut simulationsgestützt, proba-

bilistisch und physikalisch basiert quantifizieren, und diese mit entscheidungstheoretischen

Ansätzen koppeln, um die menschliche Entscheidungsvariabilität mit zu berücksichtigen.

Somit ist bislang eine rationale und optimale Entscheidungsunterstützung unter Berück-

sichtigung der Risikowahrnehmung im Risikomanagement von Trinkwasser nicht möglich.

Zielformulierung

Es soll daher ein robustes Risikomanagementsystem erarbeitet werden, welches eine prob-

abilistisch-quantitative und physikalisch basierte Analyse des Rohwassers und damit

eine Begrenzung von Gefährdungen in der Trinkwasserwirtschaft erlaubt. Das globale

Ziel dieser Arbeit ist die Einführung eines innovativen Bayesschen Risikokonzepts, um

das Risiko in der Trinkwassergewinnung aus Grundwasser zu quantifizieren und mit Hilfe
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von robusten und neuen Entscheidungskonzepten in Abhängigkeit der unterschiedlichen

Interessensziele zu steuern und zu minimieren. Quantitative Risikoanalyseansätze sind

den qualitativen überlegen, da diese zum Beispiel eine Aggregierung von Schäden am

Empfänger auf einer Kardinalskala ermöglichen und somit den Gesamtschaden im Ver-

gleich zu qualitativen Methoden (Ordinalskala) genauer beziffern. Darüber hinaus er-

lauben quantitative Methoden ein objektives, transparentes Risikomanagement und bi-

eten in Verbindung mit ökonomischen Konzepten Risikomanagern ein wertvolles Entschei-

dungssystem. Das Risikomanagementsystem soll flexibel gestaltet sein, so dass einzelne

Module im Risikomodell verhältnismäig leicht ausgetauscht werden können (vergleiche

Elemente und Knoten im Fehlerbaum). Dies ermöglicht die Verwendung des Risikosys-

tems mit beliebig vorhandener Software und wenigen Daten. Probabilistische Methoden

ermöglichen die Quantifizierung der Modell- und Paramaterunsicherheit, so dass Risiko-

manager die aktuelle Risikosituation besser einschätzen können. Aufgrund der kom-

plexen hydrogeologischen Struktur im Untergrund und dem Unwissen über deren genaue

Verteilung (mangelnde Datenlage) unterliegt die Modellierung von Transportflüssen in

Grundwassersystemen groen Unsicherheiten. Mit Hilfe von datengetriebenen Bayess-

chen Kalibrierungstechniken kann die vorhandene Unsicherheit reduziert werden, so dass

die Risikowerte näher an der Realität liegen. Massenflüsse drfen nur mit physikalisch

basierten Transportmodellen ber die Zeit, dem Ort und der Schadenshäufigkeit (Frequenz)

aggregiert werden. Dies ermöglicht eine genauere Bestimmung des Gesamtschadens und

damit eine verbesserte Risikoabschätzung, da einzelne Gefährdungen häufig keine Gefahr

für den Empfänger darstellen, aber in ihrer Summe diesen beeinträchtigen. Vor diesem

Hintergrund muss eine verlässliche Risikoanalyse und Priorisierung von Gefährdungen

kumulative Aspekte mit berücksichtigen. Insgesamt erlaubt die Arbeit eine genauere

Analyse, Quantifizierung und bessere Begrenzung von kumulativen Risiken, eine ziel-

gerichtete Einrichtung von Monitoringsystemen, und ein szenario-basiertes optimales

Risikomanagement. Im Vordergrund steht die methodisch-konzeptionelle Entwicklung

des Risikoquantifizierung- und -managementsystems, flankiert von zwei Fallstudien. Als

Risiko wird das erwartete Nichteinhalten eines a-priori gesetzten Schwellenwertes definiert,

das eine sichere und saubere Trinkwasserversorgung verhindert.

Ansatz

In dieser Arbeit werden zwei quantitative Risikomodelle vorgestellt. Ein Modell, VIP,

weist mit probabilistischer Information schwellenwertüberschreitende Grenzlinien zum

Schutz des Brunnenwassers durch Schutzgebietsausweisung aus. Das andere Risikomodell,

STORM, berechnet das Gesamtrisiko basierend auf interessenspezifischen Risikomaßzahlen

und einer kumulativen, aggregierenden Betrachtung von Risiken. Das daraus resultierende

Gesamtrisiko setzt sich aus der Überlagerung von stoffungleichen, räumlich, zeitlich, und

periodisch versetzten Gefährdungen zusammen. Die flexible, robuste und risikobasierte

Entscheidungsanalyse basiert in beiden Methoden auf vier Brunnenvulnerabilitätskriterien

(Frind et al., 2006). Diese Vulnerabilitätskriterien werden mit Hilfe von Monte Carlo Sim-

ulationen probabilistisch ausgewertet und damit epistemische Unsicherheit quantifiziert.
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Dadurch sind für jedes Kriterium und an jedem Ort im Einzugsgebiet probabilistische Infor-

mationen in Form von kumulativen Verteilungsfunktionen vorhanden. Die probabilistische

Information zu den vier Kriterien ist:

1. Die Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung der Spitzenankunftszeit für mögliche Einträge von

Schadstoffen an jedem Raumpunkt des Einzugsgebietes.

2. Die Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung der Spitzenkonzentration im Brunnen und damit

ein Maß für das Verdünnungspotential des Aquifers aufgrund von Diffusion und Dis-

persion.

3. Die Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung der vorhandenen Reaktionszeit für Gegenmaßnah-

men vom Tag des Schadeneintritts bis zum dem Tag, an dem die Stoffkonzentration

im Brunnen über einem bestimmten Grenzwert liegt.

4. Die Wahrscheinlichkeit der Dauer dieser Grenzwertüberschreitung, gemessen als

Brunnenausfallzeit.

Sie dienen als Grundlage zur Ableitung jeglichen transport-basierten Risikomaßes, z.B.

”
customer minutes lost“,

”
toxic unit“,

”
hazard quotient“ und andere.

Als Gegenmaßnahme zu teuren Monte Carlo Simulationen wird das Strömungsfeld

umgekehrt und der Transport rückwärts vom Brunnen bis zu allen möglichen Punk-

ten im Einzugsgebiet berechnet. Dies umgeht die Notwendigkeit für jeden einzelnen

Diskretisierungspunkt des Einzugsgebietes ein Vorwärtsmodell laufen zu lassen. Als weit-

ere Modellreduktion wird der Ansatz der zeitlichen Momente (e.g., Harvey and Gore-

lick, 1995) verwendet. Zur Auswertung der Vulnerabilitätskriterien muss die komplette

Information zum Konzentrationsverlauf am Brunnen vorliegen. Die Kombination aus

(partikel-basierten) zeitlichen Momenten (hier: Lagrange (Salamon et al., 2006) und Eu-

leransatz (Harvey and Gorelick, 1995)) und der analytischen oder numerischen Kurven-

rekonstruktion (hier: inverse Gauß Verteilung (Folks and Chhikara, 1978) und nicht-linearer

max-entropischer Ansatz in log-Zeit (Harvey and Gorelick, 1995)) liefern alle transport-

relevanten Informationen für ein flexibles und robustes Risikomanagement. Mangelnde

Daten über die Materialeigenschaften des Untergrunds und fehlende Kenntnis der Mate-

rialheterogenität führen zu unterschiedlichen Parametersätzen gleicher Modellgüte, so dass

eine Bandbreite von möglichen Ergbenissen existiert. Mit Hilfe der Geostatistik können

für diese Parametersätze unterschiedliche Heterogenitätsfelder generiert werden, die den

Materialeigenschaften des Systems entsprechen. Zur Reduzierung der epistemischen Un-

sicherheit wurde das geostatistische Modell mit Hilfe des Bayes’schen Ansatzes stochastisch

(formelles Bayes’sche GLUE, Feyen et al., 2003) auf direkte und indirekte Daten kalibriert

und damit aktualisiert. Bei deterministischer Kalibrierung von Strömungsmodellen kann

die Kovarianzmatrix der Parameter nach der Kalibrierung berechnet und für die kondi-

tionelle Simulation verwendet werden. Die Ergebnisse aus der Transportsimulation dienen

als Grundlage für beide Risikomodelle (STORM und VIP), um einerseits das Gesamtrisiko

aus dem Versagen mehrerer verschiedener Gefährdungen am Empfänger, andererseits eine

risikobewusste Schutzgebietsausweisung zu quantifizieren. Das VIP und das STORM-

Konzept sind modell- und schutzgebietsunabhängig. Dies wird durch zwei methodisch

getrennte VIP Ansätze an einem synthetischen und realem Brunneneinzugsgebiet illustri-

ert. Die quantitativ erfassten Risikowerte werden durch Zuweisung von Nutzwerten für
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ein transparentes, rationales Entscheidungssystem verwendet, um Zielformulierungen un-

terschiedlicher Interessengruppen optimal bedienen zu können.

Schlussfolgerung

Diese Arbeit zeigt, dass in allen Belangen quantitative Risikoansätze den qualitativen

überlegen sind. Ebenso weist sie darauf hin, dass nur physikalisch-basierte probabilistis-

che Informationen innerhalb einer Risikoabschätzung und eines robusten risikobasierten

Entscheidungshilfesystems essentiell sind. Die Aggregation von Risiken, die sich zeitlich

am Empfänger überlagern, führt nur durch Aggregation auf der Ebene von Massenflüssen

zu plausiblen und korrekten Risikomaßen. Es dürfen nur Gefährdungen mit gleicher

Schadensausprägung (z.B. Nitrat, chlorierte Kohlenwasserstoffe) auf Basis der Massenflüsse

zu einem kumulativen Risiko aggregiert werden. Das Gesamtrisiko ergibt sich in

Abhängigkeit der Risikomazahl z.B. durch Summation oder durch ein anderes Rechen-

verfahren. Des Weiteren erlaubt die Bayes’sche Modellkalibrierung sowohl a-priori Wis-

sen zur Reduzierung von Unsicherheit einzubinden, als auch eine realitätsnähere Ein-

schätzung der Modellergebnisse. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die Unsicherheitsre-

duzierung nicht per se Risiko minimiert und von dem gewählten Nutzwert abhängt. Risiko

selbst ist von der Risikomaßzahl, welche das Ziel der Risikoabschätzung definiert, dem

Risikoansatz und dem Risikoverhalten abhängig. Bestimmte Gefährdungen zeigten einen

höheren Einfluss auf häufig wiederkehrende Ereignisse als andere und umgekehrt. Mit

Hilfe dieser Differenzierung und der Berücksichtigung der Versagenswahrscheinlichkeit

eines Gefährdungsträgers kann eine klare Priorisierung der Gefährdungen basierend auf

dem ausgehenden Risiko stattfinden, so dass der Vergleich zwischen Gefährdungen mit

niedrigem, häufigem und hohem, seltenen Schaden gelingt. Des Weiteren führt die Summe

der Einzelrisiken zu einem Risikowert, welches die Priorisierung und die gesamte Risikosi-

tuation fehlerhaft, gegebenenfalls mit groen Folgen fr das Risikomanagement und der

Risikominimierung, einschätzt. Selbst als Worst-Case Szenario unterschätzt die Summation

der Einzelschäden den maximal beobachteten Gesamtschaden um mehr als 50%. Nichts-

destotrotz sind 98% aller Gesamtschäden kleiner als die Summe der Einzelschäden. Insge-

samt wurden unterschiedliche robuste und risikobasierte Entscheidungsunterstützungssys-

teme vorgestellt, die eine interessensspezifische, optimale Entscheidung in Abhängigkeit

der jeweiligen Risikowahrnehmung erlauben.
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Motivation

97% percent of the world’s usable freshwater is stored as groundwater, which is a limited

resource. Thus, its protection and management is a world-wide major societal, health-

related, ecologic and economic concern. The constant demand for clean and safe drinking

water is in direct conflict with social and economic land-use claims.

Therefore, water managers are challenged to know (1) what kind of hazards exist within

the water catchment, (2) how these hazards can be controlled and (3) knowing that they

are controlled. Thus, water management shifts from fixed and thus passive wellhead

delineation zones to active risk management. Despite this desired change, a clear definition

on dealing with uncertainties in risk assessment and management for drinking water

supply systems is still missing. Aven (2011) shows that uncertainty analysis is an integral

part of risk assessment. Also, the US EPA (2001) promulgates cumulative probability

distribution functions to assess confidence bounds, regarding the risk prediction. These

uncertainties are, for example, a result of measurement error, model conceptualization

and parameterization. Therefore, it is necessary to quantify uncertainty as part of risk

assessment. According to Kaplan and Garrick (1981), risk assessment addresses three

questions (1) What can happen?, (2) What is the probability that it happens? and (3) What is

the damage after it happens? Thus, in general risk is the
”
uncertainty about and severity of the

consequences of an activity with respect to something that humans value“ (Aven and Renn, 2009).

Unfortunately, only few comprehensive risk concepts exist for drinking water supply

systems that address risk from source to receptor, while considering uncertainty and

physically-based modeling aspects. Modularized, transport-based and probabilistic risk

quantification models coupled with a rational, and stakeholder-objective decision analysis

framework for groundwater supply systems do not yet exist. Only with this type of

comprehensive risk model, stakeholders are able to estimate risk at the receptor level most

accurately. This supports stakeholders to take risk-informed, implementable, transparent,

and evidence-based decisions (Pollard et al., 2008) in an uncertain environmental frame-

work. Furthermore, it pushes water governance to the next higher level.

Goal

The main purpose of this work is to present a new methodological risk concept within a

Bayesian framework to quantify and manage risk within groundwater resources for drink-
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ing water supply, utilizing smart decision analysis concepts based on multiple stakeholder-

objectives. The risk concept has to be quantitative, flexible, probabilistic and physically-

based.

Quantitative risk assessment approaches are superior to qualitative ones. For example, they

allow the aggregation of hazard impacts, provide transparency due objectivity, and enable

risk-informed management that is based on cardinal scale and economic concepts. The flex-

ibility in the risk model allows stakeholders to easily exchange single modules (compare

fault-tree: nodes or events) with ready available software and modeling techniques in a

plug and play mode. Probabilistic methods that quantify uncertainty provide a prediction

space of many possible outcomes, such that stakeholders can better evaluate the current risk

situation. Especially in case of subsurface heterogeneity and the lack of knowledge about the

structural distribution, it is indispensable to quantify uncertainty. It is possible to reduce un-

certainty by Bayesian-based conditioning techniques, moving risk estimates closer to reality.

State-of-the-art transport-based models are able to calculate the cumulative hazard impact

at the target objective as required by European Commission (2003). Only physically-based

transport models allow aggregation of mass discharges across space, time and frequency.

This allows risk managers to evaluate hazards more precisely as individual hazards are of-

ten deemed to be no risk, although contributing to the overall expected impact at the well.

Therefore, hazard ranking across the catchment has to be performed in a cumulative envi-

ronmental setting. Thus, risk quantification concepts are in demand to provide valuable and

indispensable information for water stakeholders that are quantitative, flexible, probabilistic

and physically-based. Only admitting uncertainty and utilizing this type of risk framework

stakeholders are able to take transparent, robust, rational, and risk-informed decisions.

Approach

To fulfill the stated goal, I present two quantitative risk modeling frameworks in this the-

sis, where the first approach is an integral part of the other. The first model, VIP, provides

probabilistic information to delineate vulnerability-based wellhead protection zones for a

given non-compliance probability level. The second risk model, STORM, quantifies the

overall risk based on the transport results of VIP, taking cumulative risk aspects and the

stakeholder-objective views into account. The overall risk is deduced from the total concen-

tration breakthrough curve at the well, where mass discharges from different release loca-

tions of the same contaminant type are aggregated across space, time and frequency. The

accumulation over hazard type is available by statistical analysis. In both cases, a flexible,

robust and risk-informed decision analysis is based on the four well vulnerability criteria

by Frind et al. (2006). These four intrinsic vulnerability criteria are cast into a Monte Carlo

framework, resolving epistemic uncertainty. They deliver pixel-wise probabilistic informa-

tion for each location across the catchment. The additional probabilistic information is:

1. The probability of peak arrival time from all potential spill locations to be faster than

a required minimum time.

2. The probability of peak concentrations in the well to be larger than some maximum

allowed level (e.g., an MCL).
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3. The probability of the time window available to react (=reaction time) after a spill

event until a critical concentration level is exceeded in the well (e.g., drinking water

standard) and the probability to be smaller than a minimum critical value required to

take adequate counter measures.

4. The probability that the well has to be shut down or is exposed to a non-compliance

contamination level for more than a given critical duration (= exposure time).

These four measures serve as intermediate risk level to deduce any known risk measure,

such as Customer Minutes Lost, Toxic Units, Hazard Quotient and so forth.

Due to the probabilistic approach via Monte Carlo simulations, the featured concept would

lead to high computational costs, especially in light of stochastic conditioning schemes. As

a counter measure, model reduction techniques such as the reverse flow formulation (e.g.,

Neupauer and Wilson, 2001) and temporal moment-based transport calculations are em-

ployed. STORM relies on the transport results of the VIP approach. In order to demon-

strate the flexibility of the risk concept, two novel model combinations are presented. It also

shows that probabilistic risk assessment is already available with common software. One

set of tools uses a Eulerian transport description resolving heterogeneity on and above a

fine grid scale in order to distinguish between dilution and plume location. The backward

temporal moment approach (e.g., Harvey and Gorelick, 1995) is combined with a maximum

entropy-based reconstruction technique in log-time, utilizing Gauss-Hermite integration.

The second model suite combines particle-based moments with analytical breakthrough

curve reconstruction. The particle-based moments are obtained by MODPATH (e.g., Pol-

lock, 1994) extended with a random walk step to account for dispersion. The breakthrough

curve reconstruction technique is based on the inverse Gaussian distribution (e.g., Folks and

Chhikara, 1978). For both models, conditional geostatistical fields have been generated, in

order to quantify and reduce epistemic uncertainty. The first model is conditioned on di-

rect and indirect data by the formal Bayesian Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimator

(e.g., Feyen et al., 2003). The other model provides conditional flow simulations based on

the post-calibration covariance matrix which is available by automated deterministic cali-

bration models, such as PEST (e.g., Doherty and Hunt, 2010). The presented VIP concept

is catchment- and model-independent. The transport-based vulnerability results serve as

a basis for robust and transparent decision making. The concept improves the accuracy of

current and possible future wellhead protection outlines by risk-aware delineation (VIP).

The VIP approach is demonstrated for a synthetic and a real test catchment.

The transport results are used for STORM to quantify the overall risk of water supply failure,

when water is abstracted from groundwater. The STORM model is a forward approach and

assigns to each individual hazard across the catchment a probability of failure. These haz-

ards fail independently of each other, such that mass discharges of the same contaminant

type are aggregated at the well, although hazards have failed at different times and loca-

tions with varying frequency. The expected impact per year or the impact for a given return

period can be estimated per hazard, contaminant type and across all risk sources. Thus,

STORM is a valuable tool for active risk management to install most effective mitigation

measures and to find the most severe hazards through prioritization.



XXII Summary

Conclusion

The thesis demonstrates that quantitative, probabilistic and physically-based risk models

are superior to qualitative or deterministic risk assessment approaches in all aspects to sup-

port transparent and robust decisions. The overall risk allows stakeholders to monitor risk

over time, in order to detect risk trends. Only physically-based models are capable to ag-

gregate mass discharges at the well that overlap in space, time and frequency. Therefore,

only mass-discharge-based risk measures are accurate enough to base decisions upon, as

individual hazards alone often pose no risk. Hazards with varying units (across chemical

type) are aggregated based on statistical analysis and not per summation. This is due to

the fact that risk estimation based on critical levels are highly non-linear. Furthermore, the

Bayesian framework allows to reduce epistemic uncertainty. Within a synthetic case study,

the worth of data in light of accuracy, quantity and data type has been investigated based

on pre-defined sampling scenarios. The study shows that measurement accuracy plays an

important role in uncertainty reduction and that the sampling campaign with nine measure-

ments delivers the cost-optimal situation for delineating wellhead protection zones with a

90% safety level. Overall, the four vulnerability criteria set into a probabilistic framework

provide the intermediate basis, to obtain any known transport-based risk measure. It has

also been shown that prioritization depends on the risk model, risk estimate, risk objective

and risk-attitude. There exist risk sources that influence more frequent impacts than others

and vice versa. Due to this discernment and the consideration of hazard failure frequency

it is possible to prioritize hazards and compare hazards with low, frequent impacts to high,

rare events. Furthermore, the sum of hazard-wise risk levels lead to a bias in total risk with

consequences in misjudging the current risk situation and thus the risk management. Even

in case of a worst-case scenario this summation underestimates the maximum observed im-

pact level by more than 50% by covering 98% of all possible severity levels. By coupling a

decision analysis framework to the risk quantification approaches robust, transparent and

economic-based risk management is available for water risk managers.



1. Introduction

”
A ship is safe in harbor, but that’s not what ships are for.“

by William G.T. Shedd (1820 – 1894)

1.1. Motivation

In 2010, the UN declared supply with clean and safe drinking water to be a new human

right (A/64/L.63/Rev.1, 2010). To date many national regulations exist worldwide to pro-

tect drinking water resources (e.g. DVGW, 2006; US EPA, 1993). Nevertheless, the World

Health Organization (WHO) finds that poor water quality still poses a severe risk to human

health, both in developing and industrialized countries (WHO, 2004). They recommend

using a risk-based approach in order to ensure fresh, clean and safe drinking water via im-

plementing water safety plans into national legislation from catchment to tap (Davison et al.,

2005).

To date, approximately 74% of the drinking water in Germany is supplied from groundwa-

ter (UBA, 2013). Denmark is almost fully supplied by groundwater. Many other countries

face a similar situation. These groundwater resources are vulnerable to human activities and

natural phenomena. Industrial, agricultural, transport and geogenic hazards are typically

located across the drinking water catchments and pose a severe risk, varying in magnitude

and toxicity, to the supplied drinking water. Thus, stakeholders may ask themselves ques-

tions, such as:

1. How safe is the current supply situation?

2. Which hazards pose the greatest risk to the supply well?

3. How and to what extent can the supply situation (reliability) be improved?

4. What are the most effective risk mitigation measures?

Risk assessment and management schemes help to answer the above questions. In fact,

by adopting a risk framework, stakeholders will start to determine all risk sources in the

catchment, estimate the risk at the receptor level and take risk-informed, implementable,

transparent and evidence-based decisions (Pollard et al., 2008).

1.2. Problem Setting and Goals

As soon as water stakeholders start the challenging task of risk assessment, they are con-

fronted with additional questions that are more detailed and related to the risk analysis and
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management approach:

i. What are suitable and reliable risk analysis methods that avoid risky (hence determin-

istic) and too conservative (hence simplistic models) decisions? (I-1 to I-6, II-1)

ii. How valuable are qualitative (semi-quantitative) and easy to use risk assessment tools

in spite of their approximate character? (I-2)

iii. How can epistemic uncertainty aspects be incorporated into risk analysis and what are

the benefits? (II-3)

iv. What are relevant risk measures and how can risk be measured in a quantitative sense?

(III-2, III-3)

v. How to get an overall risk level across all hazards in the catchment despite its variabil-

ity? (III-1)

vi. To what extend can cumulative risk assessment lead to alternative decisions? (III-1)

vii. To what extend can risk measures be used to manage or mitigate risk? (II-3, III-3)

viii. Do different risk measures lead to different decisions? (III-2, III-3)

In light of these questions, the overall aim for this thesis is:

to assess the reliability of safe water supply by developing smart risk quantification and

management concepts and tools that support risk-informed and robust decision making

in the light of uncertainty, using state-of-the art transport-based models and statistical

methods.

Therefore, I will combine the conceptual ideas of physically-based risk assessment of con-

taminated sites with geostatistical and probabilistic methods within a Bayesian framework.

This will improve the risk management process to enable risk-informed decisions in an un-

certain framework. By doing so, I will present three major contributions to the community.

1. The first contribution is an overview and in-depth introduction in risk assessment

and management in the field of environmental engineering. Advantages, disadvan-

tages and limitations of qualitative and quantitative risk models are discussed that

will allow risk managers to judge the reliability and suitability of risk analysis meth-

ods.

2. The second contribution (VIP) casts a deterministic macro-dispersive vulnerability-

based risk model into a probabilistic framework in order to account for uncertain-

ties in the model used. VIP stands for Vulnerability IsoPercentile that show spatially

mapped lines of non-compliance with pre-defined safety levels. VIP is a physically-

and catchment-based backward risk assessment concept. It introduces four well vul-

nerability values as intermediate risk levels.

3. The third major contribution (STORM) utilizes the vulnerability isopercentile concept

(VIP) to establish a forward cumulative risk model that is able to account for failure

probabilities for each hazard and to adapt to the objectives of water stakeholders by

implementing stakeholder-view-dependent risk measures. STORM is an acronym for

stakeholder-objective risk measures.
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Along these three major contributions, there exist several sub-aims. These sub-aims will

help to answer the above stated questions. Please note, the numbering in the brackets above

relates the questions to the proposed sub-aims.

1.3. Specific Goals and Contributions

Introduction in Risk Assessment (Chapter 3)

I-1) Risk guidance: In this thesis, I aim to provide general guidance for water stakeholders

and scientists to perform risk assessment and management for drinking water catch-

ments the best possible way in line with current regulations and scientific standards

(Chapter 3). Furthermore, I aim at clarifying the use of risk terminology, as risk is

clearly defined in the international standard (ISO, 2009), but often used more vaguely

in the water-related literature.

I-2) Choice of risk model: In order to avoid pitfalls and misconception, while using qual-

itative and quantitative risk models, risk managers and scientists need to be critical

with available methods and software. With Chapter 3 and Chapter 10, I want to

demonstrate the strength and weaknesses of qualitative, deterministic and probabilis-

tic risk approaches.

I-3) Physically-based risk models: The delineation of wellhead protection zones is classi-

cally based on deterministic physically-based models. Also risk assessment of contam-

inated sites is based on deterministic transport-based models. In this thesis, I want to

demonstrate that meaningful risk analysis is only available with mass-discharge-based

risk models, as only these models will be able to adequately aggregate the severity of

impact at the target level (Chapters 3, 7, and 10).

I-4) The role of dispersion in risk assessment: Dispersion lowers peak concentration of

contaminants at the well. The presented risk concepts are able to distinguish between

these dilution effects and actual uncertainty in plume location, as they avoid upscaled

Fickian macrodispersion. Nevertheless, deterministic transport models often use for

simplicity advective-only assumption. A detailed discussion on why dispersion mat-

ters is given in Sections 3.6.3 and 8.3.

I-5) Probabilistic risk models: These models enable risk managers to take decisions in

light of cumulative probability distributions of the estimated risk measures. Within

this thesis, I want to demonstrate that additional information is available by quanti-

fying epistemic uncertainty, supporting risk-informed decision analysis (Chapters 4

to 6).

I-6) Modularity: Risk models need to be flexible to adapt to the local situation and available

software. The aim is to introduce software- and catchment-independent risk frame-

works, where each step can be performed by another model. Therefore, I will show

the modularity of the step-wise procedures of VIP (Chapter 4) and STORM (Chap-

ter 7).
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VIP (Chapters 4-6, 8, 9)

II-1) Applicability to practitioners: In this thesis, I want to show that risk-based wellhead

delineation (here: the VIP framework) is easy to understand, conceptually simple and

that VIP maps can be intuitively interpreted without special training. For this rea-

son, I will apply the VIP framework with readily available software (Chapter 9) and

demonstrate it on an actual catchment.

II-2) Risk quantification and management with VIP :

• The resulting risk levels are commonly based on advective or upscaled macrodis-

persive transport calculations. With VIP I will show that peak arrival time is the

more conservative and better risk measure for wellhead delineation in compari-

son to bulk arrival time (e.g., Section 8.4).

• VIP will introduce a decision analysis framework that allows risk-aware wellhead

delineation. Questions on the actual well safety or the increase in safety at no

(or only little) additional costs in comparison to the current delineated area are

addressed (e.g., Section 6.2).

• How much can uncertainty be reduced by collecting more and better data? One

of my goals is to demonstrate the worth of data in wellhead protection zone delin-

eation and to what extent it is worth to add additional data in light of economic

constraints (e.g., Section 6.1).

II-3) Reduction opportunities in computational time: Combining physically-based and

probabilistic risk models within a Bayesian geostatistcial framework is one of the ma-

jor goals as previously stated. This directly leads to dramatically high computational

costs due to the required Monte Carlo framework. Therefore, the aim is to reduce com-

putational time by adequate model reduction techniques (e.g., Section 5.5, Chapter A).

STORM (Chapters 7, 10)

III-1) Cumulative risk assessment: Risk estimation is challenged by the variability of haz-

ards. They differ in contaminant properties, spatial location across the entire catch-

ment and temporal occurrence of hazard failures. With STORM, I want to demonstrate

how to assess cumulative risk levels, despite the complexity in aggregating the sever-

ity levels of different types of hazards (e.g., Section 7.5). Furthermore, the validity of

risk summation is discussed (e.g., Sections 3.6.5 and 10.2.2).

III-2) Stakeholder-objective views: Within a participatory process different interest

groups exist that value different risk objectives. This makes risk assessment close to

an impossible task to satisfy all required needs. It is therefore my aim, to introduce

intermediate risk levels obtained from one model that are based on mass discharge

information. Any risk measure should be quickly and easy available through these

intermediate risk levels (e.g., Section 7.5). The influence of varying risk objectives on

the resulting decisions is also investigated (e.g., Section 10.3.3).
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III-3) Risk estimation and management with STORM :

• In environmental systems, risk estimates are classically calculated by probability

times damage. In this conception, risk is conditional to failure events that have

in fact occurred. STORM estimates the statistically expected damage within a

given return period, also considering the time between failures for assessing a

risk estimate. Chapter 10 will demonstrate the difference between the two risk

estimation approaches.

• STORM is capable to investigate the effectiveness of scenario-based risk mitiga-

tion options. How risk mitigation is influenced by several factors, such as risk

attitude, time-dependent mitigation strategy, or options available, is further in-

vestigated in Section 10.3.

• A major advantage of quantitative risk models is hazard prioritization. In Sec-

tion 10.3.1, I will discuss challenges in hazard prioritization and compare hazard

ranking lists based on different risk models, risk measures and risk preference.

1.4. Framing the Thesis

This section provides a brief overview on assessing risk in the field of water resource protec-

tion. The aim of this section is to frame the approach pursued in this thesis (see Chapter 2).

Relevant sections are highlighted, where an in-depth discussion exists.

As previously mentioned, the WHO (Davison et al., 2005) proposed water safety concepts

to determine and control all known hazards from catchment to tap. The multi-barrier con-

cept (O’Connor, 2002) intensifies this requirement by stating that each barrier from source

to tap should guarantee safe drinking water. Within a drinking water catchment, there exist

several threats that may alter the quality of groundwater resources, such as agricultural ac-

tivities and substances (e.g., fertilizer, pesticides), industrial areas (e.g., dry cleaners, gas sta-

tions) or hazards from settlements (e.g., sewage system, waste site). Thus, risk assessment

and management for drinking water supply begins on the catchment level to protect the

used water resources (Section 3.4) and should follow the source-pathway-receptor concept

(e.g., US EPA, 1989). This is similar to risk assessment for contaminated sites (Section 3.3.2).

Qualitative and Quantitative Risk Assessment

The most classical form is wellhead protection by delineating time-related protection zones

(e.g., Stauffer et al., 2005, Section 3.6). Despite this, there exist multiple risk assessment mod-

els to estimate the risk of individual hazards. On international and national level, the WHO

(Davison et al., 2005) or the DVGW (DVGW, 2009), respectively, propose to use qualitative

risk estimation methods in order to rank and prioritize hazards and thus to identify poten-

tial threats to the drinking water source. In fact, many stakeholders follow these guidelines

and rely on qualitative risk methods. Nevertheless, qualitative methods are of limited use to
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support stakeholders in taking risk-informed and informative decisions (Neukum and Az-

zam, 2009). Especially in the context of cumulative impact assessment as requested by the

European Commission (2003), qualitative methods fail to accurately predict the cumulative

severity level. In addition, Cox (2008) argues that ranking of individual hazards that fall

within the same risk category on a categorical scale used in qualitative methods is impos-

sible. A detailed discussion on qualitative risk models and their usefulness is provided in

Section 3.5.

Only quantitative risk assessment methods can actually improve effective, rational, trans-

parent, and honest risk management decisions regarding prioritization and risk reduction

(Section 3.6). These methods quantify risk levels of individual hazards on cardinal scales.

Thus, prioritization of all hazards within one hazard category is available. Here, I distin-

guish between two communities, one using physically-based deterministic transport mod-

els (Section 3.6.1), the other using probabilistic risk models (Section 3.6.2).

Structured Risk Assessment

As early as in 1975, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (1974) performed probabilistic

risk assessment studies for nuclear power plants by fault tree analysis. The applied prob-

abilistic methods quantify uncertainty and risk by assigning failure probabilities to single

elements of the tree. Only recently, fault tree analysis models or graph-based systems (e.g.,

Nilsen and Aven, 2003) gained importance in environmental systems and subsequently in

drinking water supply studies (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2009; Rodak and Silliman, 2012; Sadiq

et al., 2007). These graph-based probabilistic models enable stakeholders to consider haz-

ards across location and contaminant types within the entire catchment, while considering

uncertainty aspects. The system is modularized into sub-components, containing probabil-

ity information on possible failure events. Furthermore, graph-based models allow to flexi-

bly exchange single tree elements (nodes) with more sophisticated models or with software

and knowledge available. For example, Lindhe et al. (2009) performed a quantitative risk

analysis via fault tree analysis, considering only expert knowledge to assign probabilities to

their tree elements without using analytical or numerical software tools. Although being a

promising instrument, up to date, these models cannot aggregate mass at the receptor level

to adequately predict the overall and combined severity of impact (e.g., Bolster et al., 2009;

Fernàndez-Garcia et al., 2012).

Physically-based Risk Assessment

A decade later, the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) introduced the risk as-

sessment guidance for Superfund sites in groundwater engineering (US EPA, 1989), which

marks the beginning of deterministic mass-discharge-based risk quantification (e.g., Cush-

man et al., 2001, Section 3.3.2). Hereupon, many studies followed and adopted the proposed

source-pathway-receptor concept, estimating the level of severity at the receptor by using

numerical or analytical transport models (e.g., Jamin et al., 2012, Section 3.3.2). Due to a con-

servative approach in estimating risk, many authors assume advective-only transport calcu-

lations (e.g., Tait et al., 2004). This assumption may lead to estimates that misjudge the actual
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risk situation, because dispersion lowers concentration levels in the pumped raw water, as

the contaminant plume mixes and spreads along the pathway to the well (e.g., Kitanidis,

1994). A detailed discussion on dispersion is given in Section 3.6.3. Overall, physically-

based models are often scenario-based, deterministic and focused on known contaminated

sites, neglecting uncertainty.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

As early as 1998, Evers and Lerner (1998) asked the question of how uncertain wellhead

protection delineation is. Upscaled parameters such as hydraulic conductivity introduce

model and thus prediction errors. Geostatistical models resolve the unknown heterogeneity

of the subsurface. Therefore, setting these geostatistical fields into a probabilistic context

helps to quantify parameter uncertainty related to the subsurface (e.g., de Barros et al., 2012;

Rubin, 2003). For example, Feyen et al. (2003) used a Bayesian modeling framework to fur-

ther reduce the parameter uncertainty by conditioning the geostatistical model to measured

hydraulic head and conductivity values. Many more studies exist that use a Bayesian ap-

proach to update their model accuracy by more and better data (e.g., de Barros et al., 2009,

Chapter 6). Further aspects of uncertainty in risk assessment are provided in Section 3.6.4.

Cumulative Risk Assessment

Furthermore, physically-based models allow aggregation of impacts across space and

time of contaminants with identical contaminant properties (e.g., Troldborg et al., 2008).

Cumulative impact assessment is required by the European Commission (2003) that directly

leads to the task of cumulative risk assessment (e.g., US EPA, 2007). In cumulative risk

assessment there exists many challenges, such as aggregation across different contaminant

types, accounting for different failure times, temporal arrival of contaminants at the well,

spatial distribution across the catchment, and so forth. Some problems, such as aggregation

across space or different contaminant types are already solved by using utility functions

(e.g., Fishburn, 1970) within a physically-based transport model (e.g., Jamin et al., 2012;

Troldborg et al., 2008). Nevertheless, all studies related to cumulative physically-based risk

assessment neglect uncertainty and failure frequency of individual hazards. In addition,

cumulative or total risk assessment advances the identification of risk trends, if assessed

and monitored over a longer time period. Therefore, well safety concepts are in demand

of a risk assessment framework that admits and quantifies uncertainty, while considering

state-of-the-art mass-discharge-based transport models (Section 3.6.5).

Stakeholder-objective Risk Measures

Frind et al. (2006) were among the first to consider dispersion in impact assessment by in-

troducing an upscaled Fickian macrodispersion transport model to assess well vulnerability
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at the drinking water well within a backward deterministic risk model (e.g., Cushman et al.,

2001). The information obtained from a contaminant breakthrough curve is summarized

by four intrinsic well vulnerability criteria. These well vulnerability criteria determine the

impact of possible contamination load from source to receptor, exactly as desired by Einar-

son and Mackay (2001). The concept of well vulnerability is a fundamental part of this

thesis, as it provides the necessary information to support stakeholders in transparent and

risk-informed decision making (Chapter 6). One of the major contributions of this thesis

will be to add the uncertainty aspect to the well vulnerability criteria, as probabilistic and

risk-related information are missing. Therefore, the concept is explained in more detail in

Chapter 4. Just recently, de Barros et al. (2013) used well vulnerability criteria in the context

of environmental performance metrics. Still, the focus in probabilistic risk assessment is on

environmental and human-health risk assessment, as stated by Öberg and Bergbäck (2005),

and not on technical or economic-related issues.

Nevertheless, various stakeholder groups such as policy makers, water utility managers,

environmental scientists or consumers are concerned about different risk objectives. Each

stakeholder group measures impact on their own relevant severity scale, leading to multiple

risk measures with as many possibilities for competing decisions. Example are the impact

on the environment and on human-health (e.g., Öberg and Bergbäck, 2005) with risk mea-

sures such as toxic units (e.g., McKnight et al., 2012), hazard quotients (e.g., Hodgson, 2012)

and daily intake rates (e.g., Rodak and Silliman, 2012; US EPA, 1989). Lindhe et al. (2009)

used a risk measure taken from the energy sector, which is called customer minutes lost to

assess the technical down-time of the Gothenburg water supply system.

Up to presence, there exists no study that considers economical, technical, environmental or

health-related risk aspects all at once, thus satisfying the information needs of stakeholders

from different disciplines with one single risk concept. MacGillivray et al. (2006) state that

“there are potential tensions between managing the risks of a commercial water business

and the overarching public health“, especially in the light of financial pressure. Therefore,

it is indispensable to provide information that deliver stakeholder-objective risk measures

(STORM) that calculate risk measures as mentioned above and beyond. These and other

meaningful stakeholder-objective risk measures are available by the four well vulnerabil-

ity criteria. Providing a STORM concept will be the third major contribution of this thesis,

next to the probabilistic well vulnerability concept and the introductory overview to risk

assessment and management. A detailed discussion on STORM is given in Chapter 7.

Risk Management and Decision Analysis

The choice of the best management option can easily get very complex, when considering

the spatial, temporal and cumulative hazard impact across several risk sources with differ-

ent impact dimensions (hazard type). Risk quantification is one part of risk management.

The risk estimates are evaluated in light of critical (pre-defined, regulatory-based) levels. In

case, risk is unacceptable hazard prioritization supports to target effective mitigation op-

tions (e.g., Troldborg et al., 2008), such as land-use changes (e.g., Rodak and Silliman, 2012).

None of these studies considered risk of non-compliance in light of uncertainty reduction

neither through conditioning schemes (e.g., Schöniger et al., 2012) nor improving wellhead
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protection zone delineation to capture more accurately the well catchment. Hazard prioriti-

zation (e.g., Troldborg et al., 2008), choice of mitigation alternatives (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2009;

Rodak and Silliman, 2012) or improving the system reliability are risk management options,

that are available all at once within the VIP and STORM framework. The concept of decision

analysis (e.g., Freeze et al., 1990) is used to find the best available scenario-choice. A detailed

review on risk management and decision analysis is given in Chapters 3 and 6.

Most Relevant Quantitative Risk Studies

Overall, in the light of implementable and still reliable risk management decisions, stake-

holders need models and scenarios, that should neither be overly expensive (e.g., simplistic

models) nor too risky (e.g., deterministic models). There exist only few risk assessment

approaches that fulfill these requirements to ensure and quantify water supply safety by

combining both probabilistic and physically-based aspects with state-of-the-art models (e.g.,

de Barros et al., 2009; Rodak and Silliman, 2012; Tait et al., 2004). Rodak and Silliman (2012)

use a fault tree analysis framework, thus failing to aggregate risk levels. Tait et al. (2004) use

among others an advective-only assumption, zonation-based approach and neglect the fact

of impact aggregation due to failure frequency. de Barros et al. (2009) focuses on improv-

ing human health risk measures through additional hydraulic conductivity data. The latest

work by de Barros et al. (2013) assesses the influence of relevant length scales to environmen-

tal performance metrics and the benefit of uncertainty reduction for more accurate environ-

mental performance metrics without considering cumulative risk aspects, model flexibility

or risk measures beyond human-health.

1.5. Thesis Description - A Starting Point

Due to the shortcomings sketched in the previous section and the goals of Section 1.2, I

define the thesis as:

Risk assessment and management for drinking water supply systems has to be prob-

abilistic, quantitative and physically-based. Only physically-based models enable the

aggregation of mass-discharges at the well, which is the only valid way to account for

cumulative effects across hazards in space, temporal arrival and frequency. Aggregation

across different contamination types is only available by statistical analysis on the level

of risk estimation. The flow and transport calculations should avoid upscaled models

that already include averaging procedures, because they would hinder a clean statisti-

cal analysis. Also, they should be set into a Bayesian and/or geostatistical probabilistic

modeling framework to quantify and reduce epistemic uncertainty. That being said on a

conceptual level, adopting the flexibility and modularity of graph-based risk methods will

be a valuable step on the way from theory to practice. For practical application, it is also

relevant to develop a unique concept that offers all desirable risk measures for multiple

stakeholder views out of one method. Thus, stakeholder decisions can be supported by

stakeholder-objective risk measures and by intuitive decisions analysis frameworks.
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The overall aim for this thesis is:

to assess the reliability of safe water supply by developing smart risk quantification and

management concepts and tools that support risk-informed and robust decision making

in the light of uncertainty, using state-of-the art transport-based models and statistical

methods.

Water supply safety has two dimensions, first providing enough water (quantitative aspect)

and second water that is of sufficient quality. The thesis focuses on the last aspect, protecting

groundwater resources that are used for drinking water supply, to avoid system failure due

to exceedance of critical threshold levels.

In order to set the stage for the hypothesized thesis in Section 1.5, the presented study will

provide in Chapter 3 an overview on current risk regulations and available risk concepts

in the field of environmental engineering and drinking water supply to set the frame for

quantitative risk assessment. The starting point of Chapter 3 is to clarify risk terminology

across disciplines and for this thesis. With the help of Chapter 3, I will demonstrate the

advantage of quantitative risk assessment methods in comparison to qualitative ones, and

why quantitative methods should be probabilistic and physically-based. Furthermore, I will

also address the need for cumulative risk assessment. These findings are applicable to any

research field, such as automotive, financial markets, medicine, IT services and so forth.

Therefore, Chapter 3 provides an excellent overview on risk assessment and management

that should enable risk managers to judge the suitability and validity of a given risk model.

Two Risk Modeling Concepts (VIP and STORM)

Starting from Chapter 4, I will introduce two quantitative, physically-based and proba-

bilistic risk modeling concepts. These two concepts will improve risk quantification and

management by quantifying parameter uncertainty within a Bayesian framework and by

providing rational and robust decision analysis based on the stakeholder-dependent risk

objectives. Both concepts follow the source-pathway-receptor concept, as shown in Fig. 2.1.

The first approach follows the idea of backward risk assessment, delineating wellhead pro-

tection zones probabilistically via Vulnerability IsoPercentiles (VIP concept). The VIP ap-

proach is based on nine methodological steps that cover modules # 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10 as shown

in Fig. 2.1. The VIP concept provides probabilistic risk information on contaminant well ex-

posure.

The second approach is a forward risk analysis, assessing STakeholder-Objective Risk

Measures (STORM framework) within a modularized framework. The transport results
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Figure 2.1.: Conceptual regional risk model (STORM) to characterize from source (modules

1, 2) via pathway (modules 3-6) to receptor (modules 7, 8) the level of severity,

supporting risk-informed decisions (modules 9, 10).

of the VIP approach are used within the STORM concept. STORM is based on ten modules

as shown in Fig. 2.1 and extends the VIP approach by modules 1 to 4 and 7, thus relating

exposure risk to a temporal frequency component.

Global VIP Approach and Structure

The VIP concept aims to protect drinking water resources via delineation of probabilistic

capture or protection zones. It provides the possible exposure risk to contaminants solely

based on the location of hazards. The flow and transport model requires geostatistical meth-

ods and parameterization of hydraulic conductivity to account for the spatial subsurface

heterogeneity. The calibrated flow model is set into a Bayesian modeling framework to

condition the model to observation data, thus reducing epistemic uncertainty. In order to

distinguish between the uncertainty in plume location and actual dilution, Monte Carlo

simulations are used to resolve spatial heterogeneity while using local-scale dispersivities.

Monte Carlo methods lead to cumulative distribution functions instead of just statistical

moments, providing the probabilistic risk-based information, as proposed by the US EPA

(1997). Nevertheless, Monte Carlo simulations require a large computational demand, espe-

cially in the light of model conditioning. As a counter measure, the flow field is reversed and

transport-based time-related moments are calculated to efficiently reconstruct the full his-

tory of contaminant breakthrough curves for each point in the domain, either by analytical

or numerical solution schemes. From these breakthrough curves, intrinsic or post-processed

specific vulnerability criteria can be deduced such as peak arrival time and maximum peak

concentration. When compared to critical levels in each realization within a Monte Carlo

framework (e.g., reflecting regulatory standards or personal risk acceptance levels), isoper-

centile lines of non-compliance can be mapped to visualize safety margins across the catch-
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ment. Then isopercentile lines serve as input for decision analysis, such as risk-aware delin-

eation or the worth of data to reduce epistemic uncertainty.

A detailed step-by-step explanation of the risk quantification concept on a conceptual level

is provided in Chapter 4. The key idea is to set the four well vulnerability criteria by Frind

et al. (2006) into a probabilistic and risk context.

Chapter 5 provides the mathematical description of the VIP concept. The individual model

components are explained, following a step-wise procedure. The appendix provides a smart

and fast breakthrough curve reconstruction technique based on Gauss-Hermite integration

(Appendix: Chapter A).

Chapter 6 describes the use of probabilistic well vulnerability criteria in a risk management

context, in order to support stakeholders in taking risk-informed decisions based on ratio-

nal decision analysis concepts. These VIP-based decision concepts include among others,

risk-aware delineation, the concept of data worth, and the benefit of using additional data

for robust decisions.

The VIP concept is applied to two test catchments: a synthetic (Chapter 8) and a real test

site (Chapter 9). The two test sites are chosen to demonstrate two different toolboxes that

simulate flow and transport processes for assessing the vulnerability isopercentile lines in-

dependently.

Global STORM Approach and Structure

The STORM concept aims to protect drinking water resources via prioritization of hazards

across the catchment in light of their individual and cumulative impact to the recep-

tor. There are two key points that are featured by STORM. First, stakeholder views are

multi-objective and related to human-health, environmental or technical risk aspects. The

presented risk quantification framework STORM is flexible enough to adapt to these desired

risk objectives by using the vulnerability criteria as intermediate risk levels. Secondly, it

accounts for the spatial distribution and temporally recurring failure events of hazards

across the catchment by mass-discharge aggregation at the receptor. The aggregation across

different contaminant types is available via statistical analysis.

The STORM approach is modularized into ten sub-models (see Fig. 2.1), following the

physical and temporal consecutive steps that a contaminant takes from source to receptor.

To each possible risk source across the domain, a failure rate and a probability distribution

of mass release are assigned. The occurrence of failure events per hazard are modeled via

a binomial distribution (module 1, Fig. 2.1). The mass being released to the subsurface is

also randomized (module 2, Fig. 2.1). These two modules are denoted as event model.

The flow and contaminant transport through the unsaturated zone can be described by a

time-lag model, and dissolution of contaminant mass to the aquifer is considered by means

of a simple leaching model. Some contaminants may form pools in a separate immiscible

phase, and thus dissolves only slowly into the ambient groundwater flow. This process

attenuates the arrival, duration and severeness of peak concentration (modules 3 and 4,

Fig. 2.1). These two modules are denoted as immission model. In a multi-hazard setting,

the different hazard mass discharges of the same type may overlap at the well and form

cumulative concentration breakthrough curves in the well. The transport and impact
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model accounts for the pathway segment and thus estimates the damage at the receptor

by calculating the well vulnerability information from these cumulative concentration

breakthrough curves (modules 5-8, Fig. 2.1). Risk is expressed by the expected annual

impact or the expected impact given a return period for each hazard, contaminant type and

across type (modules 9, Fig. 2.1). With this information, stakeholders are able to evaluate

risk, prioritize hazards and risk mitigation methods (module 10, Fig. 2.1). Risk mitigation

is scenario-based and can lower risk by reducing failure probability (uncertainty), mass or

both aspects. These different scenarios are set into an objective decision analysis, which risk

mitigation alternative serves the objective best.

In summary, the STORM framework is a powerful tool to assess cumulative risk, pertained

by spatial, temporal, frequency- and type-dependent hazard variability. It accounts for the

multi-objective views of stakeholders and allows stakeholders to prioritize risk sources

in a complex environment of interacting hazards at the receptor level (aggregation).

The modularization into ten elements follows the idea of graph-based models to simply

exchange individual modules with readily available knowledge and software at any time.

The available information on each hazard is stored in a hazard database. A second database

stores all contaminant-specific flow and transport properties.

A detailed explanation per module of the STORM framework is provided in Chapter 7.

Chapter 7 focuses on accurate aggregation need and the advantage of using stakeholder-

objective risk measures in risk management.

Chapter 10 demonstrates the application of the risk framework to a real test site, based

on transport results from the VIP application shown in Chapter 9 and a synthetic hazard

database. Furthermore, Chapter 10 presents possible risk quantification and management

options. It focuses on and compares lists of hazard prioritization that are based on the

chosen return period, risk objective, risk estimate and risk model. In addition to this,

different scenario-based risk mitigation options are compared.



3. Introduction to Risk Assessment and
Management

Aven and Renn (2009) and other authors unify risk terminology and concepts across

disciplines in a consistent way. Despite these efforts, different scientific communities are

still reluctant to set risk into a consistent and understandable way as defined by the interna-

tional standard organization (ISO) and thus consistent across disciplines. For example, risk

is often defined as probability times damage. In fact, risk is not a product per se, but rather

a combination of both. Even zooming into one community, such as the environmental

engineering one, shows that risk assessment is disunited, adding to the overall confusion.

Although there exist clear guidelines, risk assessment and management is interpreted and

used within each community differently due to historical reasons.

Therefore, it is one of my first aims to clarify the risk terminology in order to establish

a meaningful and consistent terminology for risk assessment and management in this

thesis (Section 3.1). Second, I will provide an overview on risk management as a general

framework (see Section 3.2) and, in specific, for the field of environmental engineering

(Section 3.3). Third, a short review on risk guidelines and regulations for water supply

systems is presented in Section 3.4, with a special focus on German national guidelines.

Finally and fourth, limitations and challenges in qualitative (Section 3.5) and quantitative

(Section 3.6) risk assessment are discussed. Qualitative risk assessment includes index-

based vulnerability methods, while the discussion on quantitative approaches focuses on

graph-based and physically-based methods. Each of these three environmental modeling

concepts (index-, graph- and physically-based) has historically built their own risk commu-

nity and terminology.

3.1. Terminology

Risk assessment and management concepts have been widely praised and adopted to mul-

tiple research fields and applications. They support stakeholders and risk managers to take

risk-informed decisions, regarding economical, social, environmental, technical, and health-

related questions. This includes identification and prioritization of hazards in environmen-

tal systems or of project potentials, the preservation of system reliability, safety aspects and

more. Literature shows (e.g., Aven, 2011), that there still exists a great confusion on how

to use risk terms. In order to avoid misunderstanding, this section defines the most impor-

tant terms for this thesis. The two terms risk and vulnerability are discussed in specific.
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This is important, as I show in the remainder of this thesis (see Section 1.4) that many risk

assessment studies are by definition vulnerability rather than risk assessment frameworks.

Risk is defined according to the AS/NZS 4360 Risk Management Standard (AS/NZS

4360:2004, 2004) as the chance of something happening that will have an impact upon

predefined objectives. Thus, risk is measured in terms of consequences (impact) and

likelihood (chance). This definition follows the commonly used definition by Kaplan

and Garrick (1981), defining risk as a set of scenarios, where each scenario is defined

by probability and consequence. Probability is here used in concurrence to likelihood

or frequency. Aven (2011) argues that, within the risk definition, the term uncertainty

should be used instead of probability, in order to account for all aspects of uncertain-

ties within risk analysis, e.g., the lack of knowledge about outcomes or future event

occurrences. Aven and Renn (2009) define risk as
”
uncertainty about and severity of

the consequences of an activity with respect to something that humans value“. To ex-

press this level of uncertainty, the term probability is commonly used, whereas other

methodologies also exist to express uncertainty, e.g., possibility and evidence theory.

Keeping probability instead of likelihood, one has to be aware that
”
probability is al-

ways conditional on a background knowledge“ (Aven, 2011). Performing uncertainty

analysis, e.g., through Monte Carlo simulations, also results in a probability density

distribution of an outcome. This probability is a measure of variation and conditional

to the degree of the resolved uncertainty. Furthermore, risk and all subsequent com-

ponents, probability and damage, are estimated at the receptor level.

Risk analysis is a process that includes the definition of scope, hazard identification and

risk estimation.

Risk assessment is risk analysis (see above) followed by risk evaluation. Risk assessment

distinguishes between three possible risk estimation procedures, which are specified

by the type of risk estimation (qualitative, semi-quantitative and quantitative).

Risk estimation is the process to obtain or calculate risk, respectively. There exist qualita-

tive, semi-quantitative or quantitative risk estimation methods.

Qualitative risk estimation describes the level of uncertainty (resp. probability) and

level of severity on ordinal scales, such as low, medium, high or on a point scale

with a low maximum number of points, ranging, e.g., from 1 (very low) to 5 (very

high), based on subjective and hard data.

Semi-quantitative risk estimation is formally identical to qualitative methods, just

using a finer scale to categorize and rank hazards, regarding their probability and

level of severity. Semi-quantitative methods often include intermediate damage

and/or probability levels, which are based on aggregated case-specific criteria.

They also employ cardinal operators (such as summation or averaging), although

risk is measured on ordinal scale. This discrepancy to use cardinal operators on

ordinal scales will receive more attention during the later parts of this thesis.

Quantitative risk estimation describes the level of severity and uncertainty on car-

dinal scales. Risk quantification methods include process- and statistically-based
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approaches. Statistical or black-box methods allow to empirically calculate the

damage probability from a large data sample. Process- or physically-based mod-

els calculate the damage probability function by mathematical expressions that

represent nature at best.

Risk management can be understood as coordinated activities to direct and control a sys-

tem with respect to risk (Aven, 2011). Risk management includes risk analysis (scope,

hazard identification, risk estimation), risk evaluation, risk reduction (or risk mitiga-

tion, see below) and treatment ISO (2009).

Risk mitigation is an action to reduce a current risk level to an acceptable level.

Risk measure quantifies or measures the consequence (severity) that a receptor is exposed

to, measured in a given dimension. Different choices of risk measures usually exist,

each one possibly leading to different risk estimates and management options.

Risk source are all activities and objects that may potentially alter a desired system or

organization state. Risk sources can have negative and positive effects. Here, risk

sources with negative consequences are used interchangeably with the term hazard

(see below).

Exposure is a process that a person or organism gets into contact with a hazard, thus bridg-

ing the gap between a hazard and a risk (Kolluru et al., 1996). Aven (2012) follows this

definition by stating that exposure describes the fact that an object is being subject to

an event that could possibly induce a negative impact.

Exposure risk assessment accounts for uncertainty in the pathway segment, thus de-

scribing the combination of exposure uncertainty and the level of severity at the re-

ceptor.

Hazard / Threat are terms used for human activities, objects or natural phenomena that

may negatively deteriorate the receptor (see below), i.e., that can induce a negative

impact on the protective good of interest.

Hazard failure is the event that a risk source fails with possible consequences to the system.

Receptor is the last step within the source-pathway-receptor risk concept by the US EPA

(1989). The receptor depends on the scope of the risk analysis and may be, for example,

a human population, an organization, system or the drinking water well.

Regional risk assessment defines the spatial extent of the hazard identification. Here, re-

gional is defined as the catchment that contributes to the aquifer from which drinking

water is drawn (see Troldborg et al., 2008).

Total risk or overall risk is the cumulative effect of uncertainty and consequences by all

available risk sources at the receptor level.

Vulnerability of a receptor depends on the sensitivity to cope with a risk source. In terms

of well vulnerability (Frind et al., 2006), the term vulnerability is distinguished into

intrinsic and specific:
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Intrinsic vulnerability depends only on the hydrogeological characteristics such as

aquifer properties (US EPA, 1993), the overlying soil and geological material.

Specific vulnerability depends, in addition to intrinsic vulnerability, also on contam-

inant properties, such as retardation and degradation.

The International Standard Organization defines vulnerability as
”
intrinsic properties

of something resulting in susceptibility to a risk source that can lead to an event with a

consequence“. Aven and Renn (2009) reformulates this statement in compliance with

the above risk definition, that vulnerability is
”
uncertainty about and severity of con-

sequences of an activity, given the occurrence of an (initiating) event.“. Thus vulner-

ability and risk are based on the same concept, except that
”
vulnerability is always

conditional on an event or risk source“ (Aven, 2011). The proposed vulnerability defi-

nitions are in alignment with each other.

3.2. Risk Management - A General Framework

The literature shows clear disagreement on definitions and scope of risk management.

Lindhe et al. (2009) defines risk management in the context of decision making, starting

with the question whether the current risk is acceptable or not. As a next step, they com-

pared several risk mitigation options within a decision analysis framework to find the best

solution (Lindhe et al., 2011). Tartakovsky (2013) relates risk management to the task of find-

ing the best decision either through optimization or by decision analysis. Furthermore, the

author includes aspects of communicating risk and uncertainty to all participants involved

in the risk assessment. Risk communication and reporting is often unintentionally ignored,

especially within the scientific environmental modeling community, although being part of

the risk management process. The objective of risk communication is to transparently con-

vey information to all participants of the risk assessment process, such as local authorities,

public and others.

In order to resolve these disagreements, national and international standards should be con-

sidered. By definition of the ISO (2009), risk management is more than merely taking a de-

cision and communicating risk. Risk management actually involves all steps starting from

risk analysis and risk assessment to the mitigation of risk and monitoring the system to en-

sure that risk is controlled (see Fig. 3.2). Nevertheless, most authors (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2011;

Tartakovsky, 2013) relate risk management only to the additional working steps directly

following the risk assessment. This point of view seems to be established and accepted

community-wide. There exist several standards, which explain in detail the concept of risk

management, such as DVGW (2009); ISO (2009) and the Australian Management Standard

(AS/NZS 4360:2004, 2004). All these concepts share basic principles, although using a dif-

ferent risk terminology.

Thus, it makes good sense to adopt an even more global view, taken from management in

general. One management framework that features the basic idea of risk management or

any other management and decision process is the PDCA (Plan - Do - Check - Act) cycle.

The PDCA cycle consists of four phases:
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(1) In the
”
planning“ period, one has to identify the target and objectives of the risk as-

sessment study and identify all potential hazards that my alter the defined goals. Fur-

thermore, acceptable outcome levels are determined.

(2) The
”
Do“-phase includes the collection of all available information and data through

monitoring or other means. With the available information, the outcome is estimated.

(3) The results are compared to the predefined acceptable outcome levels (
”
check“) to

define whether they are acceptable or not.

(4) The last phase adjusts the results to the point of acceptance through means of risk

reduction methods (
”
Act“), if necessary.

The PDCA management framework is continuous and helps to constantly and continuously

improve the processes in a system, e.g., supply safety (DVGW, 2009). This is very close to

risk management, which also aims to be a continuous developing process to improve the

system state. Thus, risk management also incorporates the four presented phases, only

naming and structuring the work flow differently.

A modified risk management framework according to ISO is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 and com-

pared to the PDCA cycle. The ISO risk management framework is very detailed, thus being

an excellent raw model for this thesis. The individual steps are explained next.
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Figure 3.1.: Risk management framework modified after ISO (2009), compared to the PDCA

cycle.

Risk Objective: The goal of this step is to define the objectives and targets of the risk as-

sessment study. It includes the definition of the scenario to be analyzed. The following

questions should be addressed: Which object is at risk? What is the unit to measure

risk in, by which risk measure, and which risk level is acceptable and which one is not?

Also, the type of risk assessment study is defined. This is either human-health or envi-

ronmental risk assessment, following European Commission (2003) or US EPA (1989)

standards. Nevertheless, the risk assessment objective could also be of technical or
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economical nature, such as quantitative supply safety with a minimal water produc-

tion down-time or supply with cost-minimal effort. Depending on the risk objective,

the relevant risk estimation criteria and suitable risk models are chosen, respectively.

Risk identification: The risk identification phase includes, among others, the hazard iden-

tification, i.e., the collection of all potential risk sources in the system that might lead to

a positive or negative effect on the target objective. In addition, all possible exposure

routes from the risk source to the receptor are identified and reported. This challenges

risk managers to know their system, including all relevant processes, in depth. There

exist several hazard identification tools that help risk managers to identify all relevant

hazards, such as using expert knowledge, performing a Delphi study or brainstorm-

ing of participants and experts. During the risk identification, process potential risk

mitigation options may come up, which should be marked down as early as possible

for a later use. All information gathered to this point should be systematically doc-

umented. This documentation is often done with the help of hazard databases, e.g.,

using GIS systems.

Risk estimation: Risk has an upside and downside element because the impact at the tar-

get can be positive or negative. Although being aware of upside risk, research com-

munities commonly consider only downside risk. The estimation of risk is either mea-

sured by a monitoring network or calculated by qualitative or quantitative risk es-

timation methodologies. Most scientific work in risk assessment has been done for

improved risk estimation, developing new tools and concepts to represent reality best

and thus render the decision basis closer to reality.

Risk evaluation: The resulting risk is denoted as acceptable, as low as reasonable practicable

(ALARP), or as unacceptable. Assigning risk levels to the categorized impact and

probability is by definition part of the risk evaluation process. This distinction is clear

in qualitative risk assessment, as risk categories are assigned as a last step to the risk

matrix (see explanation in Section 3.5.2). In quantitative risk estimation, risk evalua-

tion is commonly only related to judging the risk estimate against pre-defined thresh-

old levels, goals (see risk objective) or national standards, and evaluate whether the

residual risk is acceptable or not. Risk acceptance depends on risk aversion (see risk

treatment) and denotes the treatment of residual risk. In case risk is not acceptable, risk

managers perform a hazard prioritization that depends on the hazard severity.

Risk opportunities: While risk evaluation focuses on the prioritization of risk sources ac-

cording to their impact and probability at the receptor, the risk opportunities step fo-

cuses on the prioritization of mitigation measures in order to reduce the unacceptable

risk the best way. The prioritization of risk mitigation options is based on the effec-

tiveness of the reduction options to achieve the risk objectives defined in the first step.

The decision by risk managers, which option to take (see risk treatment), can either

be supported through optimization algorithms or by the concept of decision analysis.

According to the ISO (2009), the establishment of risk opportunities is part of the risk

evaluation process. The two steps are separated in this thesis, as determining the best

possible risk mitigation measures is an additional step to hazard prioritization and can

be independently performed of each other. Risk evaluation, risk opportunities and
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risk estimation are closely related, but receive in this thesis a precise work description.

Please note, that the individual step risk opportunity is not a separate working step in

the ISO (2009) definition, but belongs to risk evaluation.

Risk treatment: According to the mitigation ranking and personal preferences, risk man-

agers decide and implement one or more risk mitigation measures. Risk treatment is

often denoted as the process of making and implementing a decision about the miti-

gation measure. As indicated before (see risk evaluation) the decision depends on the

risk behavior or culture. There are three types of risk personalities or cultures:

Risk aversion leads to a decision, where the mitigation option is least uncertain but

confident in its expected risk reduction, although it may be inferior to the other

alternatives in the statistical average.

Risk neutrality leads to a decision based alone on the expected risk reduction,

weighting effectiveness to reduce risk and uncertainty in the reduction potential

the same.

Risk sympathy leads to a decision with highest risk reduction potential, although

being uncertain.

Monitoring: In order to know, that risk mitigation measures were successfully imple-

mented or that risk is below the pre-defined acceptable risk level (see risk objective),

the system and all relevant processes or parameters are monitored. This step is contin-

uous, as stakeholders should always know and re-confirm that all hazards and their

impact at the receptor are under control (e.g., Davison et al., 2005).

Risk communication: In order to transparently reflect decisions and increase public

awareness and confidence, risk communication should not be regarded as a separate

process, but as being an integral part of risk assessment and management. It involves

all interest groups and needs constant documentation of all findings.

Kaplan and Garrick (1981) summarize these steps by defining risk management as achieving

an appropriate balance between realizing opportunities for gains while minimizing losses.

Risk management is a continuous process, being constantly updated with new and most

current information.

3.3. Risk Assessment and Management in the Field of
Environmental Engineering

In this section, I want to first give a brief overview on how to possibly categorize risk models

in the field of environmental risk assessment, at least into categories relevant for this the-

sis (Section 3.3.1). Secondly, the risk assessment of contaminated sites following the RAGS

Manual (US EPA, 1989) is discussed (Section 3.3.2) and related to the definitions from Sec-

tion 3.2. It is important to notice that this community around risk assessment of contami-

nated sites has dominated the risk discussion in the past decade in the field of environmental

engineering.
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3.3.1. Risk Model Categorization

Fig. 3.2 shows how to possibly categorize risk models. The focus of this overview is to

support those that are new to this field of environmental risk assessment, in order to judge

the reliability and suitability of risk models. The presented antipodes are chosen in such a

way, that they are relevant for this thesis, providing literature examples for each category.

It is obvious that any risk concept belongs to only one antipode, each. This table is not

complete and more categories could be added, such as risk objectives (e.g., human-health,

ecological, technical and so forth). The antipodes of potential risk models considered in the

table are briefly explained next.
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Figure 3.2.: Overview on risk types in risk assessment methods for contaminated sites.

Structured vs. Unstructured

According to Tartakovsky (2013), there exist two groups of probabilistic risk assessment

methods. On the one hand, there are structured applications, such as risk models based on

fault tree analysis (Bedford and Cooke, 2001). These fault tree analysis models have been

predominantly used in the field of reliability engineering. On the other hand, Tartakovsky

(2013) mentions unstructured models as a second group. Unstructured models are com-

pletely physically-based, avoiding a modularization and assignment of failure probabilities

to single tree elements. These methods have been mainly used in the field of stochastic

hydrogeology, resolving heterogeneity by geostatistical models (e.g., de Barros et al., 2012).

Further explanation regarding physically-based unstructured and structured (graph-based)

risk assessment approaches is given in Section 3.6.2.
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Forward vs. Backward

Forward risk assessment calculates the level of risk from source to receptor, following the

pathways between source and receptor in the forward direction (e.g., Tait et al., 2004),

whereas backward or reverse risk assessment identifies isolines in the catchment, from

which point a certain risk level at the well is exceeded (e.g., Frind et al., 2006) or how much

mass has to be added in order to achieve an exceedance at a particular point in space (Cush-

man et al., 2001, see Fig. 10.1). These risk levels are commonly measured in concentration

(e.g., maximum concentration level, MCL) or travel time (e.g., for wellhead protection delin-

eation). The backward approach is centered around the receptor, and can be used together

with the reverse transport formulations by Neupauer and Wilson (2001). More informa-

tion regarding forward and reverse approaches is given by Cushman et al. (2001). In the

later parts of this thesis, I will introduce two novel risk models. The first approach, called

VIP, follows a backward risk assessment approach and the second one, called STORM, is a

forward risk model.

Qualitative vs. Quantitative

Qualitative methods estimate risk on ordinal scales (e.g., risk matrices). A well-known field

that uses qualitative methods is karstic aquifer vulnerability assessment (e.g., Aller et al.,

1987; Goldscheider, 2005). Also, practitioners favor to adopt qualitative risk estimation tech-

niques (e.g., Haakh et al., 2013), as these methods are intuitive and comparatively easy in

application, thus leading to quick results. A detailed discussion on qualitative risk assess-

ment is given in Section 3.5. Quantitative methods assess risk on cardinal scales and are

further distinguished either in graph-based (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2009; Rodak and Silliman,

2012) or physically-based models (e.g., Tait et al., 2004). It is also possible that structured

risk assessment models contain physically-based transport models (e.g., Nilsen and Aven,

2003). More details and limitations of quantitative methods is discussed in Section 3.6. Both

concepts developed in this thesis (VIP and STORM) are quantitative and physically-based,

yet copying the modular character from structural approaches.

Vulnerability vs. Risk

Many risk assessment models are rather vulnerability or exposure models (e.g., Chambon

et al., 2011; Troldborg et al., 2008) than risk models, as they neglect natural variability and

uncertainty. Exposure or vulnerability assessment can be called risk assessment, when

the risk is conceptualized as being conditional to the fact that a contamination is present.

Risk is always conditional on the assumptions that uncertain parameters are expressed as

known variables. VIP is a probabilistic vulnerability method that considers uncertainty in

physically-based model parameters, and thus could be perceived as risk estimation method,

here defined as exposure risk assessment. STORM additionally considers the probabilities

of hazard failures and uncertainty in mass load, providing clearly a risk assessment tool.
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Single vs. Cumulative

The risk is calculated at the receptor by measuring the severity of impact in combination

with likelihood. Often, the risk posed by hazards is assumed independently of each other,

and thus hazards are treated as single and non-concurrent risk sources. This is common in

qualitative risk assessment (e.g., Doessing Overheu et al., 2013; Haakh et al., 2013), but also

in quantitative approaches (e.g., Einarson and Mackay, 2001; Frind et al., 2006). Troldborg

et al. (2008) and Einarson and Mackay (2001) emphasized the importance to assess impact

levels correctly by aggregating mass discharges at the well. Although assessing the cumu-

lative impact at the well of one contaminant type, aggregation across hazard types is not

possible, except using transfer functions such as DALY, micro-morts, groundwater qual-

ity index (Jamin et al., 2012) and so forth. While VIP follows the single-hazard mentality,

STORM performs a quantitative aggregation across all hazards within a catchment, thus

being a cumulative method.

Local vs. Regional

Risk is estimated at the receptor. Target receptors could be surface water, groundwater,

indoor inhalation, plants, drinking water wells and so forth. Local risk assessment aims

to estimate the contaminant impact on a receptor within its close vicinity. Nevertheless,

drinking water is subject to all hazards across the catchment as the pumping well acts as

an integral receptor. Jamin et al. (2012) refers to regional risk assessment, while calculating

contaminant transport on the catchment-scale. Doessing Overheu et al. (2013) distinguishes

between regional and catchment scale. Regional impact assessment might include several

well catchments and is used in terms of a political boundary. In this thesis, both terms

are used interchangeably. For a detailed comparison between local and catchment-scale

processes, see Troldborg et al. (2008).

3.3.2. Risk Assessment of Contaminated Sites

According to Öberg and Bergbäck (2005), risk assessment of contaminated sites plays an im-

portant application in the field of environmental engineering. Ecological and human-health

risk assessments, as part of the environmental risk assessment, are primarily influenced by

the RAGS Manual, which has been published by the US EPA for Superfund sites (US EPA,

1989). RAGS is an acronym for Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund. The introduction

of risk assessment to Superfund sites has been motivated by the fact that clean-up of all con-

taminant sites would be too expensive and unfeasible, thus leading to remediation actions

only of sites with the largest risk potential (Einarson and Mackay, 2001). Contaminant sites

only pose a risk to the receptor, if a toxic substance reaches the target object. According to

Einarson and Mackay (2001), this risk is measured in terms of concentration levels, derived

from the mass discharge to the supply well. Cushman et al. (2001) provide an overview on

the historical background of human-health risk assessment at contaminated sites.

Öberg and Bergbäck (2005) argue that probabilistic risk assessment helps to find a rational
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and scientifically justifiable method to deal with uncertainty and variability in the context

of toxicity assessment. The uncertain and varying input parameters are characterized by

probability density distributions. Contaminated sites are challenged by natural variability.

Hazards are spatially, temporal variable, and also the population that is exposed to contam-

ination may change. Öberg and Bergbäck (2005) proposes two probabilistic risk assessment

models in the context of contaminated sites, CalTox (CalTox, 1994) and CLEA (Jeffries, 2009).

Both models are spreadsheet-based (EXCEL).

CalTox is sponsored by the State of California and calculates the emission of a chemical,

the concentration of a chemical in soil, and the risk of an adverse health effect, following

the dose model of the RAGS manual. It evaluates the distribution of a chemical among dif-

ferent environmental compartments (air, water, soil) and estimates human-health risk due

to uptake of chemicals. CalTox relies for the toxicity assessment and risk characterization

on measured contaminant concentrations in the root and vadose zone and in groundwater.

CLEA (=Contaminated Land and Exposure Assessment) is sponsored and developed by the

British Environment Agency. It is also a site-specific risk assessment model that assesses the

potential risk to human health, if a contamination is measured in the soil. The model can

include further concentration measurements, such as concentration levels measured in soil

air, ambient and indoor air or in fruits and vegetables (Jeffries, 2009).

These two example use measured or estimated concentration levels, performing a proba-

bilistic toxicity assessment. Most models that provide concentration estimates by transport-

based calculations do not yet incorporate probability distributions to account for uncer-

tainty, especially not to resolve subsurface heterogeneity via geostatistical fields. Although

these deterministic transport models claim to be risk models, they rather address exposure,

impact or vulnerability than risk levels (see Fig. 3.2). This fact is also known and accepted

(e.g., Troldborg, 2010). The risk aspect is then added by combining the exposure assessment

with a toxicity assessment, leading to risk characterization, which is either probabilistic or

deterministic. The individual steps to perform risk assessment of contaminated sites consist

of four primary elements and is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3.: Flow chart on risk assessment for contaminated sites.
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Data Collection and Evaluation

As a first step, all available data about the contaminated site or area of investigation is col-

lected. This includes the identification of substances that are of concern, evaluating the

contaminant concentrations through sampling, examining the environmental setting and

the characteristics of the contamination. These four elements provide data and informa-

tion, e.g., on hydrogeological setting (aquifer properties) and contaminant properties, such

as amount of mass being underground, factors controlling transport and fate and so forth.

This information is necessary to perform transport simulation in the exposure assessment

step, in order to estimate the impact of the contaminant plume at the receptor. Further-

more, potential exposure routes from source to receptor are sketched and inclosed within

the study.

In the following, the attainment of the necessary information is split into three phases (Trold-

borg, 2010): desktop, field investigation and hazard identification phase. (1) The desktop

phase includes the collection of all historical and actual information on resources and (man-

ufactured) products, maps, photos and older studies about the site that help the risk man-

ager to sketch the source and potential exposure pathways to the receptors. (2) The field

investigation phase tries to justify the effort made in the desktop phase, proving that as-

sumptions about the source and exposure routes are valid. This includes taking measure-

ments such as core samples, concentration and head levels to confirm hydrogeological, hy-

drological maps and source assumptions. (3) The hazard identification phase determines

all relevant information about relevant contaminants, reporting potential adverse health ef-

fects, biodegradability, physical and chemical properties and so forth.

These three phases result in a conceptual model for the risk assessment task that lead to the

exposure assessment as a next step. The first element data collection and evaluation includes

the similar tasks as the risk identification step of Fig. 3.2.

Exposure Assessment

The exposure assessment within human-health risk assessment identifies the population

(receptor) that is possibly exposed to contamination. All potential exposure pathways are

sketched, and for each exposure route quantitative estimates are developed through analyt-

ical or numerical transport models. The same is done for ecological risk assessment. The

US EPA (1989) defines exposure pathway as the course a compound takes from the source to the

exposed individual (ecosystem). Thus, an exposure pathway consists of a source of contamina-

tion, which has been released by any failure mechanism, the transport of the contaminant

source to the receptor (see Fig. 2.1, modules 1 to 8) and a contact point with the contami-

nant of concern at the receptor through one or more exposure routes. As risk assessment

of contaminated sites is commonly related to human-health risk, classical contact points

(exposure routes) are (indoor) air inhalation, dermal contact (e.g., swimming, playing with

sand) or any oral uptake through food or drinking water or children eating soil. A detailed

list on potential exposure routes is given by Cushman et al. (2001). With this information

for each contact point, quantitative estimates on magnitude, frequency and duration of an

exposure are estimated. The magnitude of exposure is often measured as
”
chronic daily
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intakes“ (CDIs).

CDI =
c× CR× EF × ED

BW × TAV
× γki, (3.1)

with c being the transport-based calculated average concentration over the study period,

BW being body weight, ED the exposure duration and TAV is the time period over which

exposure is averaged. CR stands for the contact rate and γki is a transfer function between

groundwater and the contaminant concentration. The US EPA developed standard default

values for typical exposure scenarios to estimate intake rates. There exist several other up-

take formulations (e.g., Sander and Öberg, 2006) than the one proposed by the US EPA in

Eq. (3.1). Nevertheless, Eq. (3.1) is the most prominent and widely used formulation.

Toxicity Assessment

Toxicity assessment characterizes the relationship between the exposure magnitude and ad-

verse health or environmental effects. An exposure-response-relationship serves to identify

the beginning of adverse toxic impact at the receptor and thus provides information on

no-observed-adverse-effect-levels (NOAELs). The adverse health effects are distinguished

between carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic effects. National standards and toxicological

databases (e.g., Integrated Risk Information System, IRIS) provide information on toxicity

properties. In these databases, information on
”
chronic reference dose“ (RfD) and

”
chronic

reference concentration“ (RfC) values can be found, in order to evaluate the toxicity of non-

carcinogenic substances through dermal contact or ingestion (RfD) and inhalation (RfC).

RfD and RfC can be considered as the maximum daily uptake level with no effect (Cushman

et al., 2001). Other parameters to value the maximum uptake are provided by acceptable or

tolerable daily intake levels (ADI/TDI). To consider the exposure-response relationship, re-

garding cancer health risk, the US EPA introduced a contaminant-specific slope factor SF to

value the relative toxicity of carcinogenic compounds (see Eq. 3.2).

Risk Characterization

As a final step, all information gathered in the previous steps are combined and the individ-

ual (qualitative or quantitative) risk values are developed. Non-carcinogenic risk estimates

are obtained by the ratio between CDI and RfD/RfC, yielding a hazard index, which is ag-

gregated across exposure pathway and substances. This hazard index proposed by the US

EPA (1989) differs from the hazard indices developed within the COST program (Zwahlen,

2004). These two factors only share names, as the latter is a qualitative and the former a

quantitative measure. For carcinogenic risk estimates, the individual excess cancer lifetime

risk (IELCR) is calculated according to US EPA (1989):

IELCR = 1− exp (−CDI × SF ) , (3.2)

estimating the increased probability of cancer risk with CDI being the chronic daily intake

rate (see Eq. 3.1). The slope factor SF is available via toxicity databases (e.g., IRIS). Accord-

ing to Rodak and Silliman (2012), the total cancer risk can be estimated as a sum of the risk
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from each individual contaminant across all potential pathways. Acceptable risk levels are

commonly given by national standards (see Section 3.4).

3.4. Water Safety Concepts - Standards and Guidelines

This section aims to review guidelines and standards regarding risk assessment and man-

agement that have the goal to guarantee safe drinking water supply. Safe drinking water

supply requires clean aquifers and water sources, reliable treatment and safe distribution,

which coincides with the three barriers of the multi-barrier approach (e.g., O’Connor, 2002).

The WHO recommends implementing water safety plans into national regulation in order to

ensure clean and fresh drinking water from catchment to tap (Davison et al., 2005). Drinking

water is the most important consumable good and is by definition not exchangeable (DIN,

2000). Therefore, all drinking water safety concepts follow the call of the Bonn Charter to

ensure good safe drinking water that has the trust of consumers (IWA et al., 2004). Good drink-

ing water is characterized to be colorless, odorless, fresh and aesthetically appealing. These

quality requirements are written into many national standards (e.g., DIN, 2000).

A classical risk control strategy for groundwater abstraction is to delineate time-related well-

head protection areas in a deterministic fashion. These areas are regulated in many countries

by national standards or guidelines (e.g., DVGW, 2006; US EPA, 1993). Nevertheless, stake-

holders need additional information to judge the degree of vulnerability of the source water

to hazards that are located within the catchment, whether they are within the protection

areas or outside. Hence, risk assessment and management initiates a paradigm shift from

fixed capture zone areas and protection zones that restrict certain activities per se to actively

check the risk level and thus the acceptance of hazards within the entire catchment. In order

to support this paradigm shift, a more holistic approach is needed to ensure well safety and

to provide more information to stakeholders, such as risk assessment and management.

Therefore, Section 3.4.1 provides an overview on the most fundamental guideline for risk

assessment in drinking water supply, the water safety plan. Section 3.4.2 introduces risk

standards required by the US EPA and Section 3.4.3 by the German Water Association. Both

serve here as two illustrative examples how water safety plans are implemented on national

level. Finally, a short review on wellhead delineation is provided, as this is relevant for the

later parts of the thesis with a special focus on German regulations (see Section 3.4.4).

3.4.1. Water Safety Plans

The WHO (2004) states within their third drinking water guideline, that
”
drinking-water

quality is an issue of concern for human health in developing and developed countries

world-wide“. The WHO proposes an integral and preventive risk-based framework from

catchment to tap. Fig. 3.4 shows the process-oriented management scheme prepared by the

WHO, called water safety plan. Risk models that follow the water safety plan comply with

regulatory or national standards, e.g., health-based targets (intake rates). The water safety

plan is based on the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) concept. HACCP

was first used within the food industry and gives a clear framework to systematically assess
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all hazards over all parts (=system analysis) and check through periodic monitoring, if crit-

ical points (=health-based targets) are exceeded or not. The HACCP aims to determine as

early as possible a negative alteration of physical, chemical, technical or hygienic parame-

ters within the complete chain of investigation. Thus, the water safety plan challenges water

managers to know, control and monitor all possible hazards within the complete supply sys-

tem from source to tap.

The water safety plan framework complies with the multi-barrier concept. Therefore, haz-

ards across the three barriers, water resources, the water treatment plant and the distribu-

tion network, are identified (=system assessment). The monitoring of control measures (e.g.,

data collection related to the health-based targets) help to guarantee safe drinking water and

a proper system operation. Management plans based on qualitative risk ranking should be

used to mitigate risk, whether it does not comply with the health-based targets. The wa-

ter safety plan is embedded into independent and periodic surveillance of the system. The

desired result is that public health is not endangered, and the degree of goal fulfillment is

communicated and published to the population. This strengthens the confidence of cus-

tomers into the supplied drinking water as required by the Bonn Charter (IWA et al., 2004).
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Figure 3.4.: Methodology of risk-based and process-oriented management according to

Bonn Charter (IWA et al., 2004).

3.4.2. Risk Assessment and Management by US EPA Standards

In the United States of America the protection of drinking water is regulated by the safe

drinking water act amendment (Tiemann, 2010) with the overarching goal of human-health

protection. More than 70 regulations have been promulgated by the US EPA only between

1976 and 2002. These standards define Maximum Concentration Levels (MCL) for chemical

and microbial contamination to avoid adverse health effects by consumption and exposure
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of drinking water. The individual states are free to choose their own health standards, but

have to be at least as strong as the ones proposed by the US EPA (2009).

Risk assessment in the field of environmental engineering started in the US with the RAGS

Manual (US EPA, 1989). Risk assessment has been performed for Superfund sites. Later,

several State regulatory agencies required risk assessment also for non-Superfund sites. In

the 90’ies, the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) published the Standard

Guide for Risk-Based Corrective Action Applied at Petroleum Release Sites (ASTM RBCA

Standard) that is based on the RAGS Manual. The goal of this standard was to remediate

only those contaminated sites, which pose the greatest risk to the groundwater. As early

as 2000, the US EPA considered the assessment of health effects due to chemical mixtures

(US EPA, 2000). In 2007, the US EPA published a standard regarding cumulative health risk

assessment of multiple chemicals, exposures and effects updating the 2003 standard. The

evaluation of the cumulative impact involves all sources, contaminants and their interac-

tion, media, exposure routes, vulnerability of individuals, and is measured via the hazard

index. These multi-chemical exposures are ubiquitous, being present in soil, ambient air or

drinking water.

Another framework for analyzing and managing risk, especially in the light of terrorist at-

tacks, is RAMCAP: Risk Analysis and Management for Critical Asset Protection (ASME,

2006). The goal of this guideline and risk management methodology is to protect national

infrastructures at risk, especially in the course of 9/11. A seven-step process provides the

fundamental basis to understand and manage risk from terrorism. The American Water

Works Association (AWWA) has adopted the RAMCAP framework to assess the risk of as-

set and system failure. The American Water Works Association emphasizes the need to con-

sider the worst reasonable case scenarios in risk management, which makes risk assessment

either risky or expensive.

3.4.3. German Risk Standards

In Germany, there exists a long tradition of water protection. Thus, many national stan-

dards to protect drinking water resources exist. Most regulations are promulgated by the

German Association of Gas and Water (DVGW), such as the standards for technical safety

management (DVGW, 2000) and wellhead delineation (DVGW, 2006). Maximum concen-

tration levels are set by the federal ministry of health and are promulgated in the drinking

water directive (TrinkwV, 2001). Regarding risk assessment and management, only two

standards exist. These two standards address risk-based and process-oriented management

of hazards during normal operations (DVGW standard W1001, 2009) and during critical sit-

uations (DVGW standard W1002, 2009), which are defined as crisis. In this context, a crisis

is defined as situations where the water supply company alone cannot cope with the cur-

rently faced situation. The procedure in a crisis is strongly based on a military background,

implying that one crisis leader has all the executive and legislative power.

In the remainder of this thesis, I only consider the DVGW standard W1001 (2009) for risk man-

agement during normal operation. Supply safety under normal operation is guaranteed, if

the water company is running properly. This is fulfilled by keeping health-related issues

(e.g., TrinkwV, 2001), esthetic aspects (DIN, 2000) and technical requirements (e.g., work-
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ing standards promulgated by the DVGW), such as sufficient pipe pressure and amount of

water. These requirements are only achieved, if the involved stakeholders, government, wa-

ter companies and consumers work jointly together. In order to guarantee supply safety, a

methodology is proposed to deal with hazards and compare their relevance related to their

potential to alter the drinking water quality. All parts of the supply chain (resource protec-

tion, water production, treatment, storage and distribution to the consumer) are considered

to assess and evaluate hazards. Here, hazard is defined as a potential biological, chemical,

physical or radiological detriment within the supply system. Thus, the guideline comple-

ments the required end-product control regulations by the technical safety management

standard DVGW (2000) and is in line with the water safety plans of the WHO (Davison

et al., 2005).

Fig. 3.5 shows the risk-based and process-oriented DVGW method for risk management in
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Figure 3.5.: Methodology of risk-based and process-oriented management according to

DVGW (2009).

order to systematically identify, assess, evaluate and control risk sources. In the first step,

the guideline suggests to describe the supply system with all potential hazards that have

the potential to lead to detrimental water quality and quantity. In the next step, qualita-

tive or semi-quantitative risk assessment approaches are proposed to assess the damage

potential of these hazards, the probability of hazard failure, and to estimate the resulting

risk. To illustrate the results and rank hazards, the international standard approach using a

3× 3 or 5× 5 risk matrix is suggested. The third step evaluates the suitability of risk mitiga-

tion alternatives, fulfilling the technical regulations published by the DVGW. Risk treatment

methods that are not included in any of the technical guidelines of the DVGW are validated

concerning their effectiveness, e.g., monitoring parameters before and after installation. The

monitoring of water parameters and the frequency of sampling is essential to verify that risk
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of known hazards is controlled. Finally, all observations, findings, data measured and meth-

ods used throughout the risk analysis need to be documented and periodically repeated to

constantly improve supply safety. The presented outline of the DVGW W1001 is in line with

the ISO standard.

3.4.4. Wellhead Protection by Delineation

The delineation of wellhead protection zones is commonly performed in many countries

world-wide. The common goal is to prevent drinking water from being contaminated by

bacteria or other contaminants such as chlorinated solvent, pesticides and petroleum prod-

ucts. One example are the US EPA regulations (e.g., US EPA, 1993) that are, in turn, in

accordance with the safe drinking water act amendment (Tiemann, 2010). The safe drinking

water act requires from the individual States to develop source protection programs and in

specific focus on two major hazards: microbial or chemical/radiological contaminants. The

US EPA regulation suggests the delineation of time-related capture zones in line with the

multi-barrier approach. The Wakerton, Ontario, Canada, tragedy in 2000 with several dead

people and thousands of people getting ill from bacteriologically contaminated drinking

water was a wake-up call across Canada to enforce regulations and improve province-wide

time-related capture zones, following the multi-barrier concept (O’Connor, 2002). Here, I

will focus on the German national standard DVGW (2006) as the relevant standard in this

thesis for wellhead delineation.

The national standard DVGW (2006) splits the drinking water catchment into three zones.

The inner zone closest to the production wells is called zone 1. The restriction level within

this area is very high, abandoning almost all activities besides mowing the grass. In gen-

eral, the land of zone 1 is owned by the supply company. The second zone is defined by

an intrinsic 50-day advective travel time to the well, considering peak arrival time. The

standard provides several methods to assess the travel-time-based delineation. Intensive

agriculture and industrial activities are not allowed per se within these areas, to avoid mi-

crobial arrival at the production well. The third zone is split into two categories with only

minor restrictions to land-use activities. The regulation of activities within wellhead protec-

tion zones is regulated alone by local authorities and, in more severe cases, in conjunction

with the provincial (regional) ministry. Also, the delineation of wellhead protection zones is

enforced by the ministry and not by the water company. It is also the ministry that decides,

if a well capture zone deserves protection or not.

Furthermore, the standard (DVGW, 2006) provides a list of potential hazards split into seven

categories, such as traffic and transport, residential area, agriculture, industry, waste wa-

ter and others. In accordance to these categories, Haakh et al. (2013) developed a semi-

quantitative risk assessment approach in collaboration with stakeholders of the DVGW re-

search project
”
Risk assessment in drinking water catchments“. This approach is further

discussed in Section 3.5.
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3.5. Qualitative Risk Assessment and Limitations

Qualitative risk methods are widely used across disciplines, such as civil defense, quality

engineering, and project management just to name a few. Most likely, this is due to the sim-

ple and intuitive use of qualitative methods, even for non-trained risk managers. It is easy

to implement expert knowledge and their results support risk management as a first step

to better understand the system, to possibly pre-screen hazards and to identify a bundle of

non-acceptable risk sources.

This section is motivated to guide early-stage risk managers to properly use qualitative risk

assessment methods, while being aware of the limited predictive power of qualitative tools

and while understanding several points of criticism. Actually, there is no need to distin-

guish between qualitative and semi-quantitative methods, as semi-quantitative methods of-

ten simply describe risk in finer resolved categories (see discussion below, Fig. 3.7).

In the following, I provide a a short introduction to qualitative risk assessment studies (Sec-

tion 3.5.1) and risk matrices, as being most commonly the final stel in qualitative risk as-

sessment (Section 3.5.2). Semi-quantitative vulnerability-based risk estimation tools are dis-

cussed next (Section 3.5.3), including risk intensity calculations according to Zwahlen (2004)

and a newly published approach in the field of drinking water supply safety according to

Haakh et al. (2013). Finally, recognized limitations using qualitative and semi-quantitative

risk assessment approaches are summarized (Section 3.5.4).

3.5.1. Short Overview on Qualitative Methods

Aller et al. (1987) were one of the first authors to predict and map the vulnerability of

aquifers to hazardous surface events within a catchment, using qualitative measures. Their

goal was to map and prioritize locations where the aquifer is more vulnerable to haz-

ardous surface events than at others. More studies followed, especially in the light of semi-

quantitative vulnerability assessment for karstic aquifer systems, such as the European Cost

Action 620 program (Zwahlen, 2004). In that program, risk intensity maps were estimated

by combining vulnerability indices and pre-defined hazard indices of risk sources. Another

European-funded project TECHNEAU (
”
Technology Enabled Universal Access to Safe Wa-

ter“) introduced several methods for risk estimation in the field of water supply safety. One

of them is the so-called
”
coarse risk analysis“. It identifies the most severe threats within

the system and helps setting the right priorities when implementing risk mitigation options

(Hokstad et al., 2009). The coarse risk analysis identifies the severity and the probability of

an event by categorization (e.g., 1 =very low to 6 =very high). The results are then pre-

sented via a risk matrix. All these index-based vulnerability methods and other qualitative

risk approaches, such as risk matrices, work on ordinal scales (e.g., risk is low, medium,

high; hazard points).

It has been argued that such qualitative methods are subjective in their results (e.g., Cox,

2008; Neukum and Azzam, 2009) and thus of limited use to support stakeholders in tak-

ing robust management decisions. A much larger problem to my opinion is that ordinal

scales offer no mathematical operators, such as summation or multiplication, to aggregate

individual risk values to total risk levels or for evaluating the risk product (damage times
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likelihood). This limits qualitative risk estimation when trying to prioritize hazards in a con-

secutive order, or when trying to support risk-informed management decisions. A detailed

discussion on cumulative risk aspects is given in Section 3.6.5.

3.5.2. Qualitative Risk Approach - Risk Matrix

A risk matrix is a table that consists of consequence and probability categories on each axis

(rows and columns). Consequences are deemed to capture the severity, impact or damage,

and probability is exchangeable with likelihood, uncertainty or frequency. Each cell in the

table represents a combination of probability and consequence, leading to a risk, urgency,

priority or management action level. An example of a simple 5 × 5 risk matrix is shown in

Fig. 3.6.

Risk matrices are widely accepted and used across many disciplines (e.g., insurance, bank-
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Figure 3.6.: A 5 × 5 risk matrix, showing three risk categories (acceptable (green), as-low-

as-reasonable-practicable (yellow), not acceptable (red)) and three categorized

hazards A to C. The squared brackets show the range of risk value per cell,

when working on cardinal scale.

ing, transport). They provide a clear and understandable framework to perform risk as-

sessment and management without intensive training in the risk sector. As a consequence,

several parties can be quickly incorporated into the risk assessment process, leading to joint

prioritization of management actions, hazards and mitigation options among others.

This simple accessibility to risk assessment and management can give rise to several danger-

ous situations, as risk matrices have several limitations. In the following, relevant questions

are discussed that should help risk managers to apply risk matrices with care.

• How to choose risk categories?

The three colors in Fig. 3.6 demonstrate the rating of each column-row-pair. The choice
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of risk category that a column-row-pair receives is stakeholder-dependent and thus

subjective to some extent. The US EPA (1989) proposes three categories, where risk is

acceptable, as low as reasonable practicable (ALARP) or unacceptable. Nevertheless,

there still exists the problem on how to distribute the risk categories within the cells

of the matrix. It is therefore common to assume at first the definition by Kaplan and

Garrick (1981), taking the product of the pair and thus categorize risk levels according

to the product score. This leads to hyperbolic risk isolines and thus to symmetric risk

matrices, if the range and the class width on the consequence and probability axis are

constant. The assumption to classify risk according to the cardinal product score is ob-

solete, as risk is estimated on ordinal and not on cardinal scales within risk matrices.

To my opinion, it is very likely, that the class interval widths between severity or prob-

ability levels are not constant. This is especially true for ordinal ranking. For example,

Doessing Overheu et al. (2013) propose for mass discharge rates to the well a log-scale

categorization to assign severity points. Therefore, asymmetric risk matrices are possible

and risk is merely
”
some combination“ and not the strict product of probability and

consequences. Hazards categorized with very low probability and very high damage

might get a different risk level than hazards that occur very often, but with very low

damage potential. Hazards with higher risk category receive higher priority for risk

mitigation and treatment, leading to a hazard ranking ofB(red) = C(red) > A(yellow)

(see Fig. 3.6).

• But how many risk categories are necessary?

As stated above, the US EPA (1989) claims that three risk categories are sufficient for

risk assessment. The probability to distinguish two hazards, by falling in two separate

risk classes given the 5× 5-matrix in Fig. 3.6, is ≈ 63%(= 1− 1/25× [12× 12/25 + 7×
7/25 + 6 × 6/25]). Thus, the probability that two events are within one risk category

is for this example ≈ 37%. This probability changes by choosing a different number of

risk categories. It is obvious that, with increasing category resolution, the probability

increases to be in separate risk categories, leading to possibly as many risk categories

as column-row-pairs are available. From a stakeholder perspective, the more risk cat-

egories are available the better and more precise the risk ranking could be performed.

Nevertheless, this is contrary to the argumentation of US EPA (1989) to rank hazards

according to three risk categories. Also, the qualitative steps that lead to classification

of any given hazard in any of the matrix cells are not overly accurate. Cox (2008) sup-

ports this statement and even enforces the ranking issue by claiming that risk ranking

is only possible between the high and low risk category. Following this argumenta-

tion, the probability in the 5× 5 example that two risk sources fall in the high and low

risk category, is reduced to ≈ 12%(= 6/25× 12/25). Thus, in ≈ 88% of all cases, a clear

ranking between two events is not possible. Increasing the amount of risk categories

and assuming that hazards fall in two separate and significant risk categories will even

reduce the ranking probability. An explanation on significant ranking is given next.

• Is consecutive hazard ranking possible?

Ranking of hazards that fall in different risk categories is available within ordinal

scales. A system with aligned risk categories shows that higher ranked risk levels

are superior to the latter. Thus, by definition on ordinal scales, hazards assigned to
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the same risk category cannot be distinguished between each other and thus ranked.

Increasing the amount of risk categories tacitly leads to the assumption of cardinal-

ity, i.e., implying that intervals between levels (probability and consequence axis) are

known and consistent. Let us assume that interval widths are known and thus risk can

be mathematically expressed by the product of consequences and probability. For each

column-row-pair, a minimum and maximum risk level is calculated through multipli-

cation of the smallest and largest class value. The normalized range per cell is shown

in Fig. 3.6 within the squared brackets. As stated above, the higher risk category is

superior to the lower category, assuming that the largest risk value of the lower risk

category is smaller than the smallest value of the higher risk category. This is true

for all categories that have a positive inclination (see hazard A and B, lower left to

upper right in Fig. 3.6) and false for negative ones (see hazard A and C. In this case,

hazard A might has a higher risk value than the unacceptable hazard C). This is due

to the hyperbolic character of risk levels. Therefore, Cox (2008) argues ranking of two

hazards independent of positive and negative inclination is only possible, if the con-

nected straight line between these two hazards passes through an intermediate risk

level. There is no risk value within the acceptable column-row pairs that is larger than

within the unacceptable classes. In Fig. 3.6 this would mean, that hazards can only be

ranked according to acceptable and unacceptable risk and that only a pool of hazards

within the unacceptable risk level is identified instead of a consecutive ranking of the

top
”
five“ events. An introduction on how to construct risk matrices in order to reduce

the problem of false hazard ranking is presented by Cox (2008).

• How valuable are risk matrices for decision making?

Risk matrices are often used for risk-informed management decisions, such as identi-

fying the most severe hazards that pose an unacceptable risk. Let us assume three risk

sources (e.g., A(C = 0.88;P = 0.51), B(C = 0.83;P = 0.91), C(C = 0.42;P = 0.82)), as

shown in Fig. 3.6, with P representing the probability scale and C the consequence

axis. In this example, hazards B (red) and C (red) are the ones with the highest

concerns that need special treatment by the risk manager. The validity of decision

making with risk matrices is tested next. Let us assume that a different risk manager

assigns to the three previous hazards a consistently lowered consequence level (e.g.,

C = C − 0.15). One would expect that the ranking of hazards is robust and would

not change compared to the previous ranking. In fact, however the order changes. B

(red) is still identified as the most severe hazard, but hazard C is now categorized to

the ALARP risk category. With A and C now being in the same category, the choice

between A and C is now more difficult. Thinking on cardinal scales as often uninten-

tionally done, hazard A is identified as the more severe hazard than C, as the class

product is RA = 0.12 and thus larger than RC = 0.10. This suggests a change in

order compared to before. The same is true, if any parameter P or C is constantly

changed, e.g., through a uniform effective risk mitigation measure. This problem is

known as the principle of translation invariance (see further explanation to this effect

by Cox (2008)). To my opinion this effect shows the non-cardinal behavior of risk ma-

trices and that risk managers need to be critical, when using cardinal operations (e.g.,

multiplication and summation) in qualitative risk assessment approaches.
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• How to consider cumulative risk aspects?

Aggregation of risk is often followed by summation or building the product of risk

levels (e.g., Jamin et al., 2012). As previously discussed, cardinal operations such as

summation need a critical view, when using qualitative risk assessment. Not only risk

matrices suffer that problem of translation invariance but also semi-quantitative meth-

ods (see Fig. 3.7). In order to consider cumulative aspects in a risk matrix, one has to

accept the ordinal behavior of risk matrices, and then assign aggregated severity cat-

egories according to pre-defined combination rules. These rules assist risk managers

and stakeholders in how to categorize two low risk values or one low and one high risk

value. However, the ranking between these cumulative situations will almost surely

be even less rigorous as the individual ranking.

A good reading on the limited use of risk matrices, such as decision making based on a rank-

ing, is Cox (2008). The choice of risk categories is common knowledge. All ideas regarding

cardinal and ordinal scales, such as cumulative risk aspects, and providing a critical review

on risk matrices for the use in the environmental (hydrology) engineering community are

new and so far to my knowledge first published in this context. There has been a paper

on semi-quantitative vulnerability approaches by Neukum and Azzam (2009), moving from

qualitative to quantitative approaches in order to make the comparison between karstic vul-

nerability models more transparent.

3.5.3. Semi-quantitative Risk Methods

Semi-quantitative risk assessment methods are also denoted as being DRASTIC-based (e.g.,

Doessing Overheu et al., 2013). As introduced before, DRASTIC is a methodology to as-

sess an index-based vulnerability value for the groundwater body (Aller et al., 1987). It was

the first of its kind and assigns for each factor a point value (severity of impact or suscep-

tibility) within a given range (e.g., 1 − 10, with 10 being most severe or susceptible). The

six key factors of DRASTIC are Depth to water, net Recharge, Aquifer media, Soil media,

Topography, Impact of vadose zone and hydraulic Conductivity of the aquifer. Each factor

is independently weighted by a weight ωi, leading to the following equation for the pollu-

tion potential π:

π = D · ωD +R · ωR +A · ωA + S · ωS + T · ωT + I · ωI + C · ωC . (3.3)

Also qualitative risk estimation methods adopted this intuitive concept of knowledge factor-

ization by assigning points to individual factors (e.g., contaminant toxicity, amount of mass

being stored) in order to estimate impact and the adjacent risk. Fig. 3.7 shows a schematic

concept for factorization and thus the next step to semi-quantitative approaches. Risk is esti-

mated as the combination of damage and probability, here represented by a product of both

(Kaplan and Garrick, 1981). Semi-quantitative approaches use sub-factors to account for

more detailed and available background information, leading to vulnerability values and

intermediate damage levels. Coding this background knowledge is motivated by the idea

to make risk assessment more transparent and objective. The combination is based on mul-

tiplication and summation, here building the product of sub-factors and the sum of basic
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knowledge factors (e.g., age, toxicity). In the following, two semi-quantitative approaches

are illustrated (Haakh et al., 2013; Zwahlen, 2004).
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Figure 3.7.: Conceptual illustration of parameter combination in qualitative and semi-

quantitative risk assessment, adopting a fault-tree flow diagram.

Risk Intensity by COST (Zwahlen, 2004)

The European COST Action program 620 (Zwahlen, 2004) proposed to develop risk intensity

maps based on the spatially distributed vulnerability values. These risk intensity values

RI depend on local-scale processes, neglecting the transport to the groundwater well. The

COST risk intensity is thus a map showing the risk potential of groundwater contamination:

RI =
1

HI
· π, (3.4)

with HI being the hazard index, describing the harmfulness of each hazard and π being the

vulnerability value (see Eq. 3.3) at the hazard location. The risk intensity index shown here

provides smaller risk intensity numbers for higher risk levels. This is due to the fact, that

risk sources with higher pollution potential receive a larger hazard index and more vulner-

able locations a smaller value. In order to ensure non-ambiguous risk values, the reciprocal

hazard index was used (Zwahlen, 2004).

This hazard index depends on the harmfulness of a risk source in general (H), the site-

specific likelihood of groundwater contamination (Rf ) and a ranking factor (Qn) that ex-

presses how large and how toxic the stored substances are:

HI = H ·Qn ·Rf . (3.5)

Hazard values H range between 1 and 100 and were proposed by an expert panel of the

COST program. Within look-up tables it is possible to quickly assign a hazard point value

to the risk source (e.g., nuclear waste site = 100, graveyard = 25). In order to distinguish

between the harmfulness of individual hazards within one hazard category H , the weight
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Qn has been introduced and ranges from 0.8 to 1.2 to indicate the amount of toxic substances

compared to the general average. The likelihood Rf represents the information basis about

the hazardous site, which can be interpreted as the inherent uncertainty associated with the

risk estimation due to lack of information.

Well Production Risk by Haakh et al. (2013)

Semi-quantitative risk assessment is widely accepted and especially favored by practition-

ers, which is shown by the more recent study of Haakh et al. (2013). The goal of this method

is to estimate the risk of source water contamination, accounting for catchment-scale pro-

cesses through modularizing the risk model according to the source-pathway-receptor con-

cept (top level of Fig. 3.7). The risk R of drinking water contamination at the production

well is given by Eq. (3.6).

R = SBr · E, (3.6)

with SBr being the damage at the well and E the probability of hazard failure. The damage

at the well is estimated as

SBr = SO · π · tc, (3.7)

with SO being the damage at the local scale (=spatial location of the hazard), π the vulnera-

bility value of the aquifer according to Goldscheider (2005) and tc the travel time a contam-

inant needs from the point of contamination to the well, tacitly assuming that longer travel

times lead to more excessive contaminant dilution due to dispersion or to a larger degree

of degradation. The damage at the local scale is estimated as the sum of hazards (various

chemical compounds) at this site, accounting for toxicity Q and amount of mass m being

available for accidental spills:

SO =

n∑

i=1

mi · ωi +
n∑

j=1

Qj · ωj . (3.8)

The parameter ω is a weighting factor, following the concept of DRASTIC. All factors are

categorized between very low (= 1) and very high (= 5), in accordance to a 5 × 5-matrix (see

Fig. 3.6). A conceptual flow diagram of this method is shown in Fig. 3.7, with X = tc be-

ing the travel time of a contaminant to the well tc and SO the intermediate damage at the

local scale. The evaluation of risk levels between hazards is strictly limited to one hazard

type sector (e.g., agriculture, industry, waste water, and so forth). There exist seven sectors,

which are defined by DVGW (2006).

In the following, I will highlight some critical remarks of mine that each risk manager us-

ing semi-quantitative risk assessment methods should be aware of. The first one is to pay

attention when using mathematical operations on ordinal scales that are only valid for calcu-

lations on the cardinal scale. This issue has been fully discussed in Section 3.5.2. Concerning

the issues discussed below, not every semi-quantitative or qualitative risk assessment tool is

affected by the proposed critical views. The following listing should only be seen as a check

list to interact in depth with the chosen model:
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• Are all key factors relevant and appropriate for the risk assessment purpose?

The model choice to estimate risk and thus fulfilling pre-defined risk objectives is

crucial. Not only the choice of factors, but also the validity of individual factors to

predict the actual risk objective has to be checked. As an example, the travel time

tc in Eq. (3.7) assumes less impact (smaller impact value on the consequence axis,

see Fig. 3.6) due to dilution or degradation with longer travel times. Travel time is

an inappropriate factor (or at least an incomplete description) as two contaminants

with different degradation potential would receive the same point value, although

they would arrive at the well with different concentration levels. Also, this model

implies that peak concentrations are relevant. Stronger plume dispersion after longer

travel times may actually lead to longer time windows where the well is subject

to concentration values larger than a critical threshold. Thus, one has to pose the

question how the chosen key factors actually influence the risk objective.

• Is zero-risk achievable?

Fig. 3.7 shows that sub-factors are aggregated by summation to receive an intermedi-

ate damage. This is the case in DRASTIC (see Eq. 3.3) and for the damage estimation

at local scale (see Eq. 3.8). Let us assume, in the following that the mass at one site

is very high, but the toxicity is negligible. Nevertheless, according to summation

there still exists a damage potential at local scale. In this situation, it would help to

condition factors on each other, e.g., by building a product (see Eq. 3.5).

• Are hazards impacting all at the same time?

Based on probability theory, summation of probabilities indicates the independent fail-

ure of events (at least approximately, for very low probabilities), leading to a higher

likelihood of impact. For example, fault tree analysis uses
”
OR-Gates“ to indicate these

independent hazard failures. Summation of impact, however assumes that all events

happen at the same time, or more precisely occur at the same time at the receptor or

aggregation level. The same is true about the summation of factors in qualitative risk

assessment. The summed mass of n-compounds in Eq. (3.8) tacitly assumes that all

mass is released at the same time. Of course, there are good arguments for summa-

tion as, relatively to other sites, the larger mass storage causes a larger risk potential

and needs a higher awareness than at other sites given a constant summed toxicity

factor. The risk of overestimating the joint impact is nevertheless given in many risk

assessment studies. Jamin et al. (2012) summed up groundwater quality indices across

various contamination sites. US EPA (2007) proposes to sum up hazard indices across

contaminants, assuming the perfect simultaneous occurrence of all contaminants at

the receptor. When using summation, risk is misinterpreted and overestimated, as

arrival times of individual compounds at the well will most likely differ in practice.

Furthermore, the toxicity effect at the receptor is also assumed to be cumulative and

occurring at the same time. There are two critical views. First, human health-effects

due to toxic impact might not behave linearly, such that summation of toxic health ef-

fects is acceptable. US EPA (2007) shows that the exposure-dose response relationships

is non-linear, especially in case of chemical mixtures. Second, hazards that are more
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toxic fulfill in general higher safety requirements, such that the probability of failure is

reduced. This leads to less frequent and thus possibly non-overlapping arrival times

at the well. A detailed discussion on failure rates and their effect on cumulative con-

centration breakthrough curves is discussed in Chapter 7.

• Are points across different factors comparable?

Points are assigned to the factors shown in Fig. 3.7, indicating the severity or impact

of that factor. The points across factors are summed up, leading to the overall risk.

DRASTIC evaluates their factors mainly on a 10-point-scale (Aller et al., 1987). Are 10-

points assigned to a gravel soil layer as severe as a 0−2% slope in topography? Haakh

et al. (2013) evaluate the travel time on a 5-point-scale and COST uses a 100-point-scale

for their hazard weight (Zwahlen, 2004). The hazard weight H for surface fuel storage

tanks in COST equals Hfuel = 50 and for municipal sanitary landfills Hlandfill = 50.

Thus, the cumulative hazard severity of the fuel tank and the landfill equals the impact

of nuclear waste sites Hnuclear = 100. Even more critical, four cemeteries Hcemetery =

25 in the catchment are as dangerous as the nuclear waste site. Therefore, aggregation

of ordinal factors leads to risk levels that are misleading, due to the unknown interval

scale.

• Are points within one factor comparable?

Due to the above reason, Haakh et al. (2013) propose to compare only those risk

sources, that are deemed to be within one hazard sector. These hazard sectors are

defined according to DVGW (2006) into seven areas (e.g., agriculture, industry). The

authors of that study wish to better reflect the unknown interval scale by evaluating

hazards only within one hazard category. Nevertheless, the problem is persistent even

within one factor. Taking the example of DRASTIC (Aller et al., 1987), assigning 10-

points to the factor
”
depth to the water table“, if it falls between 0m − 1.5m and only

half of the points (5), if it is between 9.1m − 15.2m. This interval is non-linear and

thus leads to the problem of translation. Doessing Overheu et al. (2013) propose for

the mass discharge a log-scale instead of a linear or arbitrary interval width to assign

points from 1 to 10 to the contaminant volume. Thus, the choice of interval distances

is subjective and therefore also the severity points are subjective. Due to these reasons,

summation and multiplication should only be used on cardinal scales.

3.5.4. Limitation of Qualitative Risk Assessment - A Summary

Qualitative (semi-quantitative) risk assessment methods as introduced above need to be

critically reviewed. In the following, I would like to only shortly summarize the findings of

the discussion in the previous two subsections. In most cases, all conclusions apply to both

risk matrices and semi-quantitative risk approaches.

Risk matrices ...

• are subjective and thus ignore the value of transparency in decision making, as risk

categories are stakeholder-dependent.

• show the hyperbolic character of the risk product (Kaplan and Garrick, 1981).
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• can lead to symmetric or asymmetric risk categories.

• work on ordinal scales, such that mathematical operations defined for cardinal scales

are prohibitive.

• fail to account for cumulative risk aspects, as summation assumes perfect simultane-

ous impact of all hazards at the receptor.

• are sufficiently resolved by three risk categories. With increasing risk categories, they

lead to a lower probability in a meaningful hazard ranking.

• enable consecutive risk ranking only for positive inclined hazards.

• can only distinguish between hazards located in separate risk categories, and are un-

able to rank hazard within one risk category due to the use of an ordinal scale.

Semi-quantitative and qualitative risk assessment approaches need to be critically viewed,

as...

• semi-quantitative approaches are formerly the same as qualitative risk approach,

only resolving the risk situations in more than the factors
”
probability“ and

”
conse-

quences“. Thus, semi-quantitative risk assessment codes background knowledge to

several sub-factors. Still, they inherit most disadvantages of risk matrices.

• non-zero risk levels are estimated (depending on the risk model), although there exist

an actual zero-risk situation, such as non-toxic compounds in Eq. (3.8).

• some of the chosen risk factors, e.g., travel time, age, may unintentionally reflect a

different target than the pre-defined risk objective.

• the point or ranking interval within one risk factor is non-linear.

• the same severity level (assigned points) of two different risk factors might lead to a

different magnitude of damage at the receptor.

3.6. Quantitative Risk Assessment

Quantitative risk assessment models estimate risk on a cardinal scale. There are two main

quantitative risk modeling communities (see Fig. 3.2). First the deterministic risk modelers

that perform impact rather than risk assessment of contaminated sites, accounting in most

cases for human-health and environmental risk (e.g., McKnight et al., 2012; Troldborg et al.,

2008). Second, the probabilistic risk assessment community that accounts for uncertainty

aspects in risk assessment, such as resolving heterogeneity by geostatistical hydraulic con-

ductivity fields (e.g., de Barros et al., 2013, 2009; Rubin, 2003) or using fault-tree analysis

methods (e.g., Bolster et al., 2009; de Barros et al., 2011; Rodak and Silliman, 2012).

Deterministic models are calibrated software tools that fit a parameterized model to ob-

served data the best possible way, neglecting the fact of parsimony. These risk models de-

liver a single risk estimate. Nevertheless, often, there exist several parameter set-ups that

lead to the similarly good results. Probabilistic models account for this effect by assigning
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probability density functions to these parameters (Öberg and Bergbäck, 2005), solving the

model in the most simplest form several times with randomly chosen parameter sets. The

results produce a probability density function, providing a measure of confidence in the

prediction.

In the field of drinking water supply multiple quantitative risk models exist to ensure wa-

ter safety. This section will introduce quantitative risk assessment studies in more depth,

separated into deterministic (Section 3.6.1) and probabilistic risk assessment models (Sec-

tion 3.6.2). Furthermore, quantitative risk assessment approaches have several limitations.

These challenges include the aspect of dispersion (Section 3.6.3), leading to diluted well

concentration levels, the necessity in accounting for uncertainty (Section 3.6.4) and risk ag-

gregation (Section 3.6.5). A comprehensive discussion on all limiting factors in quantitative

risk assessment would go beyond the scope of this short review.

3.6.1. Deterministic Risk Assessment Approaches

Deterministic risk assessment approaches mostly originate from the physics-based commu-

nity, with their roots within the field of risk assessment of contaminated sites (Section 3.3.2).

There are several types of physically-based risk models to ensure water safety. Here, I distin-

guish between backward and forward risk assessment models (more details, see Section 3.3.1).

The following is a review of the most relevant studies in this field, serving to identify their

short-comings.

Wellhead Protection Delineation - A Backward Risk Concept

A classical approach for a well safety and thus risk control is to delineate time-related well-

head protection areas by calculating hypothetical travel-time zones in a deterministic fash-

ion, as suggested by the US EPA (1993). These capture zones most commonly rely on purely

advective steady-state transport considerations, e.g., based on forward or backward parti-

cle tracking (e.g., Moutsopoulos et al., 2008; Pollock, 1988), neglecting dispersive transport

effects (see discussion in Section 3.6.3).

Frind et al. (2006) transferred the concept of qualitative vulnerability mapping into a quan-

titative, mass discharge-based model. With the help of four intrinsic well vulnerability crite-

ria, these authors assess the severity of impact at the well (=receptor) via a macrodispersive

Eulerian approach. Their approach is purely vulnerability-based, neglecting uncertainty

aspects. Furthermore, these authors present intrinsic vulnerability conditions, neglecting

land use activities and thus hazard properties at the upstream end. In this context, intrin-

sic means that the vulnerability criteria depend only on the hydrogeological characteristics

of the aquifer rather than on contaminant-specific transport properties. The well vulnera-

bility criteria consider to some extent the dilution of potential spill events due to disper-

sive mechanisms. They also deliver additional information for well catchment managers

and stakeholders beyond the classical information on travel time-based wellhead protection

zone delineation, such as mean breakthrough or peak arrival time, peak concentration levels

or well down-time.
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Forward Risk Models

An overview on forward mass discharge-based risk approaches is given in Tab. 3.1, com-

plementing the extensive literature review by Troldborg et al. (2008). In the following, each

study is evaluated in more detail.

Troldborg et al. (2008) outline the importance to focus on catchment-scale processes instead

of local-scale plume concentrations when assessing the impact on water supply wells from

multiple sources. These authors show the cumulative aspect of mass discharge-based aggre-

gation at the well across spatially distributed contaminant sites, resolving their risk model

into a leaching (local scale) and an advective catchment-scale transport model via particle

tracking (MODPATH, Pollock, 1994). In order to prioritize between hazards, the relative

ratio of mass discharge of each hazard in comparison to the total mass discharge has been

proposed. This enables stakeholders in the light of constrained remediation budgets to pri-

oritize individual contaminant sites according to their relative impact at the well, focusing

on an individual contaminant type.

Verreydt et al. (2012) published a mass-flux-based method, that measures the mass discharge

from known or unknown contamination sites at pre-defined control planes, which are lo-

cated upstream of a plane of compliance. The upstream distance is chosen in such a way

that it is far enough upstream to initiate remediation efforts for well protection, if the max-

imum allowed mass discharge is exceeded. For each contaminant type, a specific control

plane for monitoring mass discharge needs to be installed, making this approach unfeasible

for well catchments with highly heterogeneous land-use distributions. Hazards that may

occur between the control plane and the well are not considered, and the uncertainty of

missing a contaminant discharge in an insufficiently dense sampling network at the control

plane is not considered. Nevertheless, it is the only study that enables to assess the impact

from non-point and point hazards (see Tab. 3.1).

Tait et al. (2004) introduced a multi-component mass flux-based approach to optimally po-

sition new boreholes within an urban catchment. The approach consists of three models: (i)

The catchment zone probability model, which identifies the probabilistic advection-based

capture zone of new wells by calculating the advective travel time of particles to the possi-

ble wells over a set of Monte Carlo simulations, (ii) the land-use model, which identifies all

industrial sites from past and present within a pre-defined probabilistic borehole catchment

and (iii) the probabilistic risk model, which solves an analytical one-dimensional equation

for the solute transport from each industrial site located in the catchment to the possible

boreholes, using the probabilistic arrival times from the catchment zone probability model.

This approach is only applicable for continuous point sources and underestimates the ac-

tual catchment area due to purely advective flow calculations. This limitation brings several

disadvantages. First, one may fail to account for sites that contribute to well contamination

by dispersion mechanisms. Secondly, it is impossible to treat non-point threats (e.g., ni-

trate in agricultural use). Thirdly, accidents that are of short duration but occur more often

(e.g., sewage overflow) cannot be treated. Despite of this, the implemented transport mod-

els overestimate concentration and thus risk levels. Tab. 3.1 shows that the authors neglect

the effect of dispersion using a particle tracking code for transport calculations. Dispersion

lowers the impact at the well and thus result in smaller risk levels (e.g., Cirpka et al., 1999).

Jamin et al. (2012) introduced a mass-discharge-based model to calculate a cumulative
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groundwater quality index across hazard types and spatially-distributed risk sources. They

follow a modular approach with three segments, following the source (a geospatial hazard

database) - pathway (flow and transport in the aquifer) - receptor (well) concept. To eval-

uate the combined impact at the well, they calculate the cumulative groundwater index by

transferring concentrations into the SEQ-ESO (’Systme d’Evaluation de la Qualit des Eaux

Souterraines’, e.g., groundwater quality evaluation system) ranking system. The proposed

risk concept assumes that all hazards occur perfectly simultaneously. This overestimates the

risk because the actual probability of all events occurring at the same time is rather low.

Shortcomings of Current Forward and Backward Risk Models

Most studies calculate the level of severity by deterministic transport modeling, neglect-

ing the fact of uncertainty, e.g., in hazard characteristics (e.g., hazard characterization - failure

severity) or hazard failure (hazard characterization - failure probability). In addition, dispersion

is omitted or treated macroscopically, although dispersion on smaller scales has a significant

impact on contaminant dilution and weakens the meaning of purely advective catchment

outlines or impact (Section 3.6.3). All of the risk models reviewed here, as listed in Tab. 3.1,

fail to aggregate mass discharges over a history of multiple spill events at a single hazard

location (aggregation - temporal), nor do they perform a quantitative risk accumulation across

hazard types (aggregation - contaminant types). Jamin et al. (2012) achieved the latter only

with qualitative methods. Thus, these approaches are vulnerability instead of risk analysis

tools after the definition used in this thesis.

3.6.2. Probabilistic Risk Assessment Approaches

Pollard et al. (2008) claim that environmental policies need to be evidence-based and risk-

informed, so that prioritized, high quality and implementable decisions can be made with

the confidence of stakeholders. Bakker (2003) states that good governance requires an open,

transparent decision making process. These requirements are only achievable, if uncertainty

quantification is part of the risk analysis. This confronts each risk manager, engineer and sci-

entist with the task to quantify model uncertainty, taking the next step from deterministic to

stochastic modeling, in order to provide a robust and risk-informed decision analysis frame-

work for stakeholders. In contrast to deterministic risk models, probabilistic risk assessment

models quantify epistemic uncertainty. They account for the fact, that the level of severity

at the target is highly variable due to model-related uncertainty.

Throughout my thesis, I will use the term probabilistic risk assessment to infer risk assess-

ment based on parameter uncertainty quantification within a Bayesian framework. Proba-

bilistic risk assessment is an integral part of risk assessment, as risk covers epistemic and

aleatory uncertainty aspects. Please see a short explanation on aleatory and epistemic un-

certainty in Section 3.6.4. The following provides a review of structured, graph-based and

unstructured, physically-based methods for probabilistic risk assessment. Again this serves

to identify their shortcomings.
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Table 3.1.: Overview on mass-discharge-based regional risk assessment approaches, focus-

ing on well safety.
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Structured Risk Quantification

Structured risk quantification is defined by non-transport-based risk models, such as fault

trees (e.g., Bedford and Cooke, 2001; Bolster et al., 2009), fuzzy models (e.g., Lee et al., 1992;

Sadiq et al., 2007), regression-type models (Tesfamichael et al., 2005) and Bayesian networks

(e.g., Fienen et al., 2012; Thomsen et al., 2012). The structural and modular approach of these

methodologies is fully in line with the source-pathway-receptor concept. The modular char-

acter allows using exchangeable models for each module and flexibility in the level of detail

per module (de Barros et al., 2011). Even physically-based (and hence also mass discharge-

based) models can be used within individual modules (e.g., Nilsen and Aven, 2003; Rodak

and Silliman, 2012).

The most frequent used approach is fault tree analysis. They are able to account for dif-

ferent hazard locations and contaminant types across the entire catchment. Examples can

be found in Bolster et al. (2009); Lindhe et al. (2009); Rodak and Silliman (2012). However,

fault trees are strictly Boolean. This means that they can only propagate yes/no informa-

tion of failure events, and fail to provide information on the possible severity of impact at

the well. Also, they have to assume complete independence of all events. For example, the

inter-dependencies of system behaviors enforced by the flow and transport physics in the

aquifer that is common to the entire catchment cannot be accounted for.

Bayesian networks (e.g. Perl, 2009) have the same structural and modular flexibility as fault

tree approaches and are a promising next step for hierarchical modularized risk assessment

(e.g. Thomsen et al., 2012). Bayesian Networks are based on graph theory, similar to fault

tree analysis, where the relations between two objects in a graph are mathematically defined.

Bayesian networks are directed acyclic graphs that allow to describe the conditional depen-

dence structure between variables in the graph, and they can handle more than just Boolean

variables. Only recently, Bayesian networks have been discovered for environmental prob-

lems (e.g., Fienen et al., 2012; Thomsen et al., 2012). However, the drawbacks are similar to

fault-tree methods, with the exception that Bayesian networks allow inter-dependencies.

Unstructured Risk Quantification (physically-based risk modeling)

Unstructured risk quantification is, according to Tartakovsky (2013), related to physically-

based transport models without being embedded into a modularized logic structure, but

consider uncertainty aspects. The community around probabilistic risk assessment focuses

on parameter uncertainty due to lack of knowledge in input variables, e.g., hydraulic

conductivity. Varljen and Shafer (1991) were the first to use random space functions for the

hydraulic conductivity in order to delineate well capture zones probabilistically, performing

conditional Monte Carlo simulations. Other early work in this field was done, for example,

by Franzetti and Guadagnini (1996) and by van Leeuwen et al. (1998). Many more studies

followed, such as Jacobson et al. (2005) using analytical solutions, Stauffer et al. (2004)

using semi-analytical solutions and Feyen et al. (2001); Moutsopoulos et al. (2008); Vassolo

et al. (1998) using numerical approaches to delineate well capture zones while considering

uncertainty. An overview as well as a comparative analysis on probabilistic methods for

capture zone delineation is given by Stauffer et al. (2005) as a conclusion from the European
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Commission funded project W-SAHaRA
”
stochastic analysis of well head protection and

risk assessment“ (2000 − 2003). The uncertainty in delineating wellhead protection areas

is, of course, expressed by probability density functions. Cole and Silliman (2000) ex-

pressed the uncertainty in capture zone location by
”
percentile capture contours“, whereas

Guadagnini and Franzetti (1999) introduced the concept of
”
probabilistic isochrones“.

The community mainly investigates the uncertainty that stems from the description of

subsurface properties. By casting geostatistical models into a Bayesian framework these

models are able to condition the model with additional data based on hydraulic conduc-

tivity, hydraulic head or mass discharges (e.g., Bakr and Butler, 2004; Feyen et al., 2003).

Overall, there exist only few research groups that employ geostatistical models within a

Bayesian updating framework to condition model results and thus making drinking water

risk assessment and management more robust and accurate (e.g., de Barros et al., 2012,

2013; Nowak et al., 2010).

3.6.3. Important Aspects - Why Dispersion Matters

Andersson and Destouni (2001) and Cushman et al. (2001) argue that risk assessment of

contaminated sites tends to overestimate risk as contaminant transport models cannot ac-

curately predict concentration levels due to unresolved natural attenuation and transport

processes in the subsurface. The overestimation of concentration levels is acceptable in the

light of conservative decision making. Nevertheless, conservative decisions may lead to

unbearable costs in order to guarantee water supply safety. This also somehow contradicts

the principle idea of risk assessment (RAGS Manual) to mitigate only those hazards within

limited investigation budget that pose the largest risk. Due to these reasons, it is necessary

to consider the aspect of natural attenuation and dispersion in risk assessment and manage-

ment. For now, I only assume the effect of dispersion. I will show at a later point, how to

incorporate natural attenuation to the presented risk models.

The better a model can capture the details of transport behavior, the more valuable is the

impact for decision making that can be anticipated. For example, the arrival time and peak

concentration of contaminants strongly depend on the structure of the granular soil matrix.

The contaminant dilutes and spreads due to Brownian motion and due to the flow through

the heterogeneous soil matrix (e.g., Scheidegger, 1954). The following aspects influence the

scale-dependent spreading of contaminants:

(a) The velocity profile between a cross-section of two grains,

(b) The different pore throat sizes,

(c) The variability of grain size and geometry within Darcy scale, leading to tortuous flow

paths,

(d) Spatially varying hydraulic conductivities between several Darcy REVs after upscal-

ing to the continuum scale and

(e) Large-scale geologic features, such as geologic windows, lenses or geologic layering.
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Dispersion of solute mass is composed of four main processes. First, the center of contami-

nant mass follows the tortuous path (e.g., due to geologic features) of the macroscopic mean

flow. Second, the contaminant plume is spreaded by smaller-scale processes (meso-scale

dispersion), stretching the plume and thus leading to cigar-shaped plumes with finger-like

features. Third, hydromechanical dispersion mainly acts as a boosted version of diffusion.

Fourth, the diffusion of contaminant mass to groundwater is enhanced due to the larger sur-

face area of plumes induced by spreading at the meso-scale. This process is called dilution.

There have been several studies that investigated the interaction and impact of spreading,

mixing and dilution to concentration levels (e.g., Cirpka et al., 1999; Kitanidis, 1994; Nowak,

2005). For a more detailed discussion please go to the relevant literature.

Most well safety studies, such as wellhead delineation (e.g., Moutsopoulos et al., 2008; Pol-

lock, 1988) or forward mass-discharge-based risk models (e.g., Tait et al., 2004) often use

advective transport calculations, neglecting the effects of dispersion and dilution. These

studies assume a plug displacement of contaminant mass, depending only on the macro-

scopic groundwater flow velocity. This has several implications within risk assessment:

1. Dispersion reduces the peak concentration and thus leads to overestimation of concen-

tration levels at locations downstream of the contaminated site when not considered

(e.g., Cirpka et al., 1999; Kitanidis, 1994).

2. Dispersion allows particles to cross streamlines and so reduces the meaning of bound-

ing streamlines in a manner relevant for wellhead delineation or site characterization

to identify relevant hazards. Thus, contaminators just outside of the investigation area

or conventional advection-based protection zones may pose a risk, although deemed

to be safe.

3. Dispersion leads to an arrival time distribution, providing information on first, peak

and bulk arrival.

Therefore, to consider dispersion delivers important information for improved risk assess-

ment and management. Nevertheless, depending on a list of relevant scaling metrics, the

advection-only assumption ranges between acceptable to crude (de Barros et al., 2012, 2013).

The most relevant scales that determine whether dispersion is relevant are the width of a

possible spill, the duration of contaminant impact, the distance to the well, and characteris-

tic length scale of heterogeneity.

The degree of local scale dispersion (see items above (a) to (c), de Barros et al., 2012; Rubin,

2003) is characterized by the Péclet number. The Péclet number is a dimensionless number

to characterize the ratio between the characteristic time scale for advective and diffusive

flux for the problem-relevant length scale, such as the characteristic length scale of hetero-

geneities. de Barros et al. (2012) show that advective assumptions may be valid even for

small Péclet numbers, as contaminants close to the end point may not be significantly influ-

enced by local scale dispersion due to short travel times (distances) to the well. Also, strong

pumping may lead to large Péclet numbers, justifying the advection-dominated description

of transport processes.

Despite the theoretic justification for advection-dominated transport models and thus risk

assessment, many water suppliers measure tailed contaminant breakthroughs, indicating

the influence of dispersion to the contaminant. Due to these reasons, Frind et al. (2006)
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were among the first to introduce a (parameterized Fickian) macro-dispersive transport ap-

proach. This approach reflects the ensemble-averaged or large-scale transport behavior that

results from transport in heterogeneous aquifers. It upscales the microscopic dispersion

processes in combination with the uncertainty caused by heterogeneities onto the modeling

scale (macro-scale). Heterogeneity below this scale is averaged out to an equivalent ho-

mogeneous component. The chosen dispersion coefficient, expressed by longitudinal and

transversal dispersivity, is scale-dependent and increases with scale. The macrodispersion

tensor describes the irregular displacement of the center of contaminant mass based on an

upscaled homogeneous flow assumption that neglects that heterogeneity below this scale.

Therefore, the diffusion-like character of macrodispersion may not be misunderstood as

actual diffusion and dilution as described above (e.g., Kitanidis, 1988). It accounts for the

overall sum of uncertainty in plume centroid positions, in plume outlines and in the dissipa-

tion rates of peak concentration (e.g., Dagan, 1984; Gelhar and Axness, 1983). Thus, under

non-ergodic transport conditions, the upscaled Fickian macrodispersion approach fails to

capture peak concentrations (Andricevic and Cvetkovic, 1998) and natural attenuation ef-

fects. In the other extreme, models that represent the existing heterogeneity only in parts or

not at all underestimate dispersion and thus the impact of concentration levels at the well

(e.g., Nowak, 2005), thus failing to accurately reflect the risk of well contamination.

In order to resolve heterogeneity, at least up to the grid scale, random time-independent

hydraulic conductivity fields can be introduced (e.g., Dentz et al., 2000) and dispersion is

parameterized only on the local scale. With the help of Monte Carlo simulation of het-

erogeneous conductivity fields in combination with only hydromechanical dispersion, it is

possible to separate between the effects of uncertain plume position and dilution of peak

concentrations (e.g., Kitanidis, 1994). Thus, the transport of contaminants is calculated with

these random fields several times, in order to receive a set of potential distributions of con-

taminant concentration plumes (see Fig. 3.8). Fig. 3.8 (right) shows the ensemble average

and individual concentration distribution across space for the obtained ensemble of con-

taminant plumes, here schematically shown for nr = 10 realizations.

Each realization represents one possible real solution with local-scale dispersion coefficient.

The ensemble average breakthrough curve represents the macro-dispersive solution, show-

ing concentration levels where there are none in comparison to possibly true individual

solutions. This is due to spatial integration over irregular plume outlines (spreading) and

ensemble averaging over uncertain plume positions. The only exceptions are at the limits

of large plumes at late travel times (Dagan, 1984; Dentz et al., 2000). Hence, macrodisper-

sion approaches cannot separate the dilution of peak concentrations from the uncertainty

in plume geometry or location. Macrodispersion averages also across peak concentrations

at the target position, delivering smaller overall concentration levels and thus underesti-

mating risk. Furthermore, positioning sampling locations according to the macrodispersive

concentration profile can possibly miss the actual plume pathway. These are three good rea-

sons to consider heterogeneity as random fields within probabilistic risk assessment instead

of using deterministic upscaled model results. Therefore, this local-scale dispersive trans-

port approach is pursued within this thesis. More reasons, such as the consequences related

to risk assessment, are presented for an illustrative example in Section 8.3.
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Figure 3.8.: Illustrative example to show the difference between macrodispersion and local-

scale dispersion. Plume based on macrodispersive transport calculations (left).

Plume based on local-scale dispersion (middle). Schematic plume distribution

across x = 250m, showing nr = 10 local-scale based plume distributions and

the ensemble average (= macrodispersion solution).

3.6.4. Important Aspects - Why Uncertainty Matters

Aven and Renn (2009) state that
”
uncertainty analysis constitutes an integral aspect of the

risk analysis“. It is therefore indispensable to cast the question of well safety into a proba-

bilistic framework to admit and quantify uncertainty. Unfortunately, each model used for

risk analysis is a mere representation of the real world, taking model assumptions and sim-

plistic mathematical approximations of observed and unobserved behavior of the physical

subsystem or the risk source into account. These assumptions affect, among others, initial

and boundary conditions, failure rate, discretization schemes and magnitude of mass re-

lease (e.g., Hoeting et al., 2006; Neuman, 2003; Park et al., 2010).

Therefore, computational models and thus the resulting risk estimates are subject to three

main error sources: model conceptualization, parameterization and numerical implementa-

tion. These errors can be expressed by probability density functions, providing a prediction

estimate (ensemble mean) and information on how accurate the prediction is (variance). In

order to explore the uncertainty in conceptualization (e.g., Sousa et al., 2012), which model

provides the best estimate, one could use methods, such as Bayesian model averaging (e.g.,

Hoeting et al., 1999). Numerical modeling error is getting smaller with increasing available

computer power that allows finer discretization. Nevertheless, discretization (e.g., Finite-

Difference-Methods) as performed in computational fluid dynamics or iterative solvers (e.g.,

Newton-Raphson) inhibit error sources. In this thesis, I only consider parameter uncertainty,

which stems from three sources: measurement error, spatial heterogeneity and temporal

fluctuation. An overview on parameter uncertainty is provided by many authors, such as

Refsgaard et al. (2007); Tartakovsky (2007).

Often these uncertainties are distinguished into epistemic and aleatory uncertainty (e.g.,

Nilsen and Aven, 2003). Epistemic uncertainty is reducible and describes the state of im-

perfect knowledge. Therefore, epistemic uncertainty is interchangeably used for parameter

uncertainty in the field of geostatistics. Aleatory uncertainty stems from the fact of natu-
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ral variability, a process in nature that is random, such as climate or population variability.

Aleatory uncertainty is non-reducible and is represented by probabilistic expressions (e.g.,

the choice of normal or Poisson distribution), which are part of the model (Nilsen and Aven,

2003).

Thus, considering both definitions, the stochastic hydrology community quantifies and re-

duces epistemic uncertainty. It is important to notice that Walker et al. (2003) refers to

stochastic uncertainty as aleatory uncertainty. This is contrary to the definition before,

where stochastic uncertainty is referred to parameter and epistemic uncertainty. An in depth

discussion would be beyond the scope of this thesis. For a distinction between aleatory

(stochastic) and epistemic uncertainty, I would like to refer to Aven and Renn (2009).

In addition, the lack of knowledge about the soil structure and scarcity of data, such as point-

wise information ( e.g., bore core) across the catchment, makes risk assessment a complex

task. These uncertainties in material properties affect physical subsurface processes such

as dilution and spreading of contaminant plumes to a large extent (Rubin, 2003). There-

fore, data assimilation or conditioning tools are inevitable to reduce uncertainty as far as

possible and so provide a robust and reliable decision basis. In order to improve model

predictions, several studies in the past adopted the idea of incorporating additional data to

reduce uncertainty (e.g., de Barros and Rubin, 2008; Leube et al., 2012; Maxwell et al., 1999),

using inverse methods (Tarantola, 2004). There exist several conditioning methods for un-

certainty reduction, such as the Bayesian (formal) GLUE approach (e.g., Feyen et al., 2003),

Ensemble Kalman Filters for parameter estimation (e.g., Nowak et al., 2010; Schöniger et al.,

2012), Markov-Chain-Monte Carlo methods (e.g., Zanini and Kitanidis, 2009), the Quasi-

linear geostatistical approach (e.g., Kitanidis, 1995) and upgrades (e.g., Nowak and Cirpka,

2004) and many other methods (e.g., Alcolea et al., 2006; Hendricks Franssen et al., 2009).

Maxwell et al. (1999) introduces three questions related to risk management in an uncertain

framework, that are in line with this thesis : (1)
”
Where will the contaminant plume be located

at a later time?“ (2)
”
When will the contaminant plume arrive at some downgradient location?“

and (3)
”
What is the risk to individuals utilizing the contaminated aquifer for household water?“

Deterministic models provide answers, but cannot predict the decision uncertainty. Only

by admitting parameter uncertainty, the three questions can be answered robustly in an un-

certain environment. From an even wider point of view, not only parameter uncertainty

quantification is important, but also further uncertain aspects need to be considered (Aven,

2010). For example, the health-related impact (type of illness) by a chemical is unknown or

the exposure pathways and duration of individual and related properties such as age, body

weight, consumption attitude, and so forth. de Barros and Rubin (2008) even argues that un-

tackled uncertainty in toxicity transfer functions may be outweighing the uncertainty in het-

erogeneity of the subsurface. Here, in this thesis I avoid the problem of specifying levels of

human-health risk by measuring risk mostly by the characteristics of breakthrough curves in

the drinking water well. If health-risk considerations are relevant to the involved stakehold-

ers, the information obtained by a breakthrough curve can be transformed to human-health

risk in post-processing.
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3.6.5. Important Aspects - Why Aggregation Matters

Cumulative impacts refer to the total harm to human-health, environmental systems, busi-

nesses or any target object that results from different stressors over time. A stressor is a

risk source that can negatively impact the receptor that is defined through the risk objective.

Aggregation is the technical step to assess the cumulative impact or risk.

The European Commission (2003) requires to assess the cumulative environmental impacts

to a target objective. The water framework directive evaluates the environmental status of

a water body in the light of multiple stressors (e.g., McKnight et al., 2012). The US EPA

promulgated in 2007 a guideline with
”
concepts, methods and data sources for cumulative health

risk assessment of multiple chemicals, exposures and effects “ (US EPA, 2007). Assessing human-

health risk, the US EPA proposes already in US EPA (1989) to consider all potential exposure

routes, such as inhalation, dermal contact or direct ingestion. Not only the sum of different

exposure pathways (RAGS Manual, US EPA, 1989) but also different chemical compounds

(US EPA, 2007) lead to cumulative health risk. The consideration of cumulative aspects will

ultimately lead to better and more accurate predictions of risk levels and thus decision mak-

ing.

In qualitative risk assessment, aggregation of impacts is commonly done by summation as

shown in the Section 3.5.2. Jamin et al. (2012) follows the same route, calculating quantita-

tive concentration levels and converting these into a groundwater quality index in order to

aggregate across contaminant types through summation. This summation of ordinal values

is critical. The proposed method for aggregation by the US EPA also relies on summation

(US EPA, 2007). The cumulative hazard index is summed up via exposure pathways and the

total hazard quotient is the sum across adverse health effects due to different chemicals. Fur-

ther aggregation-based quantitative risk approaches are fault-tree based (e.g., Lindhe et al.,

2009; Rodak and Silliman, 2012).

Following literature, summation of risk levels is widely used and accepted for cumulative

risk assessment. Summation is valid as long as the system is linear. Summation for non-

linear systems, such as threshold-based risk analysis, fails to provide accurate risk estimates

and thus provide a poor decision basis.

Troldborg et al. (2008) show that, for spatially distributed contaminated sites aggregation

on mass-discharge level is necessary at the receptor level to assess the cumulative impact

of individual hazards in risk assessment. Tait et al. (2004) emphasized that contaminated

sites, which are spatially separated and fail at different times, may lead to mass arrival at

the downstream receptor during a same time period. This is shown within the example of

Fig. 3.9 and will be discussed in-depth in the following.

Fig. 3.9 shows three breakthrough curves of chemicals with same chemical properties, re-

sulting from three independent hazards distributed across the catchment. Two out of these

three hazards actually lead to well exposure times, texp,2 = 123 days and texp,3 = 114 days,

when considering them individually. Thus, one hazard pose no risk to the drinking wa-

ter well, as their impact on the receptor is below a given threshold level (here red line,

Fig. 3.9). The summation of both risk estimates (exposure time) equals texp,sum = 237 days.

The summed up breakthrough curve (black line) is the sum of the three mass fluxes, lead-

ing to an accumulated exposure time of texp,con = 353 days. This disparity is expressed
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Figure 3.9.: Breakthrough curves of three individual hazards and the mass-discharge aggre-

gated breakthrough curve (black), showing the risk measure: exposure time texp.

by Eq. (3.9):
n∑

i=1

Ri 6= R(
n∑

i=1

xi), (3.9)

where R represents some risk or impact measure, here texp, and x some sub-process, that

influences the risk or impact level, here aggregation of mass discharge or concentration lev-

els ci(t).

There exists another possibility to look at the aggregation problem. Thinking of risk in terms

that a system operates or not (0/1 in fault tree analysis), risk managers only focus on the

time, where a system is out of operation (0-mode). The duration of failure (0-mode) under

the assumption that failures happen jointly (worst case scenario) leads in this example of

Fig. 3.9 to an exposure time of texp,minmax = 133 days.

As simple as it sounds, the only correct way of aggregation is based on mass discharge ag-

gregation, leading in this example to well down-time of texp,con = 353 days. Adding the

individual risk levels, however, is incorrect. The summed-up exposure time of two inde-

pendent hazards leads to well down-times that underestimate risk. This underestimation is

risk measure-dependent. In case of considering peak concentration, the summed-up maxi-

mum concentration level cpeak,sum = 1.35 · 10−7 g/l overestimates peak concentration of the

total breakthrough curve cpeak,con = 1.13 · 10−7 g/l.
Summation of risk levels always assumes that the impact is independent of each other and,

here, in the case of well down-time, occur in a consecutive order. Simply aggregating the in-

dividual concentration levels would assume perfect concurrency. Often, this hard assump-

tion of independence is justified to consider a worst case situation. For non-threshold-based

risk measures, this worst-case assumption may be valid, if considering all hazards and not

only the critical ones. Nevertheless, threshold-based risk levels such as well exposure time,

time to react, or maximum concentration ratios fail to project the worst case situation.
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Certain risk sources, such as combined sewage overflow, pipe leakage, fertilizing, and so on,

fail frequently and thus impose a threat to the drinking water source more than once. The

arrival of contaminant mass at the well from these type of hazards may temporally overlap

quite often, adding up the contaminant mass and thus leading to higher concentrations lev-

els in the well water. A detailed discussion is provided in Section 7.5.

Fault-tree models take the aspect of failure frequency into account, by assigning a constant

failure rate (exponential lifetime functions) to each component. Each Component (node) is

treated as being stochastic independent of each other. Due to the Markov assumption fault

trees estimate a future state based on the present situation, such that there exist no time axis

that allow aggregation of impacts over a history.

Aggregation is not only necessary across space, time and frequency, but also across hazard

type. Often, the impacts are transferred according to a utility function in one common unit,

such as costs (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2011) or the hazard quotient (US EPA, 1989). These impact

factors are often aggregated by summation (see hazard quotient), assuming that each factor

is independent of each other. In fact, summation of impact values within a non-linear sys-

tem will misjudge the actual risk level (see discussion before).

In conclusion, cumulative risk assessment in the field of drinking water protection needs to

account for mass discharge aggregation across space, time, frequency and type. Only the

combination of space, time and frequency aspects in aggregation lead to the true impact at

the receptor. Changing regulatory or critical levels leads to a non-linear impact response at

the well. Therefore, risk management schemes that rely on simple summation-based risk

models will drastically misjudge the actual risk situation.

3.7. Findings on Risk Assessment and Management

• Risk terminology is disunited even within the field of environmental engineering.

Nevertheless, all risk assessment and management frameworks follow similar con-

cepts and include steps such as definition of risk objectives, hazard identification, risk

estimation, evaluation and treatment.

• Semi-quantitative and qualitative risk assessment models are formally the same and

work on ordinal scales. All mathematical operations on ordinal scales are prohibitive

and lead to faulty risk interpretation. The use of risk matrices and qualitative risk

models, in general, for decision making and hazard prioritization is limited, such that

a consecutive ordering of hazards is close to impossible.

• Despite of this, qualitative risk assessment is a helpful and valuable tool, especially in

the sense of a screening tool and taking the first steps to approach risk assessment and

management to better understand the system.

• Quantitative risk assessment methods avoid some of the pitfalls of qualitative ap-

proaches and seem to be a promising next step in more accurate risk management

(consecutive ranking). Nevertheless, the increased accuracy goes along with increased

costs in model set up, calibration, expert knowledge, and so forth.
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• Structured risk estimation methods, such as fault tree-based ones, fail to adequately

assess the level of severity, missing mass aggregation across modules. However, the

modular character has its advantages.

• Physically-based risk assessment models allow to consider dispersion and degrada-

tion effects in the transport impact calculations. The actual risk situation is misjudged,

when risk or impact levels are summed up, considering advection-only assumptions

and neglecting uncertainty.

• Physically-based risk assessment models account for cumulative effects of past,

present and future stressors, while considering hazard type, failure frequency and the

spatial and temporal distribution of these hazards and follow the source-pathway-

receptor model. This is achieved by aggregation of mass-discharges on the level of the

receptor.

• Risk-informed decisions need to be based on probabilistic and physically-based risk

models, that account among others for the variability in risk sources (space, time and

type) across the entire catchment, dispersion effects, and the uncertainty in hydroge-

ology and geostatistical model selection.

• Robust and risk-informed decision making is available, when epistemic (parameter)

uncertainty is quantified.



4. VIP - A Risk Quantification Approach 1

VIP stands for Vulnerability IsoPercentiles. It is a vulnerability concept that provides a

framework for probabilistic, quantitative and physically-based risk assessment and man-

agement, based on so-called vulnerability isopercentile maps (VIP maps). It aims at sup-

porting wellhead delineation with information on probabilistic compliance levels of maxi-

mum allowable vulnerability. VIP maps display these information by showing isolines of

non-compliance levels.

The aim of this chapter is to introduce the methodological approach to obtain vulnerabil-

ity isopercentile maps, featuring the conceptual and non-technical level. Mathematical and

technical issues will be addressed in Chapter 4. The possible risk management options in

wellhead delineation offered by VIP will be introduced in Chapter 6. The VIP concept is

based on nine steps that are introduced in Section 4.1. The benefit of setting well vulnera-

bility criteria into a risk context and calculating vulnerability isopercentiles is given in Sec-

tion 4.2. These nine steps of the VIP approach are demonstrated for two different novel

method combinations. The modeling tools used in the two VIP frameworks and their dif-

ferences are presented in Section 4.3.

4.1. The Vulnerability Concept in Nine Steps

Fig. 4.1 shows the step-by-step procedure of the VIP concept. In the following, these nine

steps are qualitatively described, highlighting the benefits of the risk quantification and

management framework VIP.

Step 1: Model Set up

Model-based delineation of capture zones is available by simulation tools such as MOD-

FLOW (Harbaugh et al., 2000). Such models are required to predict travel times to the well

and other characteristics that describe how vulnerable the well is to contaminant release

at each point in the catchment. Setting up such a model requires, among other things, an

assumption on the spatial structure of heterogeneous aquifer parameters (e.g., hydraulic

conductivity, porosity), a corresponding parameterization and a flow and transport de-

scription. The spatial structure can be parametrized, e.g., via zone-wise values, as values of

pilot points or as more general geostatistical models. These models can easily be exchanged

1Parts of this chapter have been published in Enzenhoefer et al. (2012) and (Enzenhoefer et al., 2013).
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Figure 4.1.: VIP concept to determine probabilistic well vulnerability criteria.

depending on software accessibility and financial budgets.

Geostatistical Model

In order to account for spatial variability and parameter uncertainty, the hydraulic conduc-

tivity K can be treated as a random space function (e.g., Delhomme, 1979). K is the most

sensitive parameter to assess wellhead location (e.g., Feyen et al., 2003). Further parameters

that may be assumed to be uncertain include recharge qr (e.g., Hendricks Franssen and

Kinzelbach, 2004) and porosity ne. The latter is often assumed to have a smaller influence

due to its narrow range in aquifers, but may in fact be relevant for the assessment of

time-of-first-arrival (e.g., Riva et al., 2006). Due to the Monte Carlo approach, any other

kind of additional uncertainties would be easy to implement, such as uncertain boundary

conditions (e.g., Kitanidis, 1995), and so forth.

In case boundary conditions or conceptual aspects of the catchment model are uncertain, it

is also possible to randomize them and, if necessary, also employ Bayesian model averaging

(e.g., Hoeting et al., 1999). A good reading on the analysis of different conceptual models

of the aquifer heterogeneity structure is Riva et al. (2006). These authors show how such

assumptions affect the uncertainty for delineating time-related wellhead protection zones.
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Groundwater Flow Model

It is most common to use steady-state flow fields and neglect the effect of dispersion, while

calculating wellhead protection zones (e.g., Moutsopoulos et al., 2008). The importance of

dispersion has been shown in Section 3.6 and is considered in all risk models developed in

this thesis. For flow and transport, I assume steady-state flow fields. This is despite the fact

that flow fields may actually be subject to seasonal, diurnal or other fluctuations, such as

pumping rates, recharge levels or background flow direction. Also, the concept of spatially

fixed bounding streamlines for well catchments breaks down under transient conditions

(Festger and Walter, 2002). Transient flow conditions may influence the extent and shape of

the capture zone delineation. Furthermore, well catchments under transient flow conditions

are subject to additional parameter uncertainty related to time/frequency analysis. Accord-

ing to Reilly and Pollock (1996), seasonal variations or small daily fluctuations are of minor

importance. Nevertheless, this simplification may not be valid in some situations, such that

future research is needed.

The governing equations for flow and transport are provided in Section 5.1.1. The geostatis-

tical model to account for uncertainty in hydraulic conductivity is discussed in Section 5.1.3.

Step 2: Model Calibration

The flow model is typically calibrated to available flow and transport data. Due to epistemic

uncertainty, model and measurement error or other simplifying assumptions, it is often im-

possible to obtain one unique parameter set in light of low data availability to represent

reality and thus the observed data. The goal of model calibration and inverse modeling is

to find one or more parameter sets that represent observation data as close as possible.

The classical optimization approach formulates an objective function, based on the resid-

uals between model and data. This objective function is minimized. Optimization algo-

rithm are available such as gradient-based (e.g., Steepest-descent, Levenberg-Marquardt) or

stochastic-based algorithms (e.g., simulated annealing, bootstrapping). All over-determined

and linear problems are well-posed, such that gradient-based methods are applicable.

Mildly non-linear parameter dependence can be linearized, e.g., through Taylor series ex-

pansion. PEST (Doherty and Hunt, 2010) is a non-linear parameter estimator for problems

that are mildly non-linear. PEST is capable to regularize such that under-determined and

some classes of ill-posed problems can be made well-posed, allowing to obtain a single best

parameter set.

Geostatistical methods generate a large number of uncertain parameters. Then, the calibra-

tion problem is heavily under-determined, such that the statistical approach to inversion,

has to be used, and non-linear and global optimization techniques are in demand. Stochas-

tic calibration, such as Bootstrapping, allows to establish many possible parameter sets to

represent reality in an under-determined situation.

Depending on the parametrization of the spatial structure, adequate calibration schemes are

available. Using pilot-points (e.g., Alcolea et al., 2006) or zone-wise description of the hy-

draulic conductivity fields lead to a smaller amount of uncertain model parameters. It is

possible to receive the post-calibration covariance matrix by any deterministic calibration
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model, such that it can be used for conditional flow simulations (step 3). A closer discussion

on linear and non-linear calibration and well-posed problems is given in Chapter 5.

Step 3: Conditional Simulation

Calibration and conditioning are closely related. Calibration traditionally refers to deter-

ministic parameter estimation of a single parameter set that represents the observed data

best (step 2), but the post-calibration parameter uncertainty still needs to be quantified and

accounted for. Conditioning is classically used in stochastic hydrogeology, where the geo-

statistical model based on a random space function is updated with information that was not

available when the geostatistical model was formulated (Rubin, 2003). Due to epistemic un-

certainty, model parameters are non-unique and lead to uncertain model predictions. This

directly leads to the use of Monte Carlo simulations. In order to reduce uncertainty, one

can couple Monte Carlo simulations with any kind of conditioning schemes, such as En-

semble Kalman Filters (e.g., Nowak et al., 2010; Schöniger et al., 2012), Bayesian GLUE (e.g.,

Feyen et al., 2003), Markov-Chain-Monte Carlo methods (e.g., Zanini and Kitanidis, 2009),

the quasi-linear method of geostatistical inversion (Kitanidis, 1995), the successive linear

estimator (e.g., Vargas-Guzmán and Yeh, 2002) or Null-space Monte Carlo methods (e.g.,

Jaime Gómez-Hernánez et al., 1997).

Because there are many possibilities, each with specific advantages and disadvantages (see,

e.g., Hendricks Franssen et al., 2009), the main idea of the VIP concept is independence on

the actual choice of conditioning or calibration methods. In any case, the output of steps

2 and 3 is a set of many parameter sets that are consistent with the data, and statistically

represent the uncertainty after calibration.

Step 4: Moment-based Backward Transport Calculations

The Monte Carlo simulations used in step 3 lead to high computational costs. To reduce

the computational effort, model reduction techniques are in demand. A promising model

reduction approach is the combination of temporal moments (e.g., Harvey and Gorelick,

1995) and reverse flow formulation (Neupauer and Wilson, 2001).

The most efficient way to delineate wellhead protection zones is to solve the flow and the

advective-dispersive transport problem reversely (Neupauer and Wilson, 2001). The reason

is that the reverse transport approach delivers the required information about solute trans-

port from all possible spill locations to the well in a single transport simulation. Instead of

releasing a solute tracer at each location xi within the domain and then solving many sepa-

rate transport simulations within the same (forward) flow field, it reverses the direction of

flow and injects a virtual tracer into the groundwater well, from which the tracer is trans-

ported reversely into the aquifer. The reverse modeling approach is formally based on the

adjoint-state solution of solute transport and is conceptually similar to backward particle

tracking (e.g., Uffink, 1989).

The classical or reverse advection-dispersion equation can be solved by Eulerian schemes or

by particle tracking random walk (Lagranian) for transport calculations. The VIP approach
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is independent on the choice of Lagranian or Eulerian transport description. In this thesis,

I will present two VIP applications, utilizing the Eulerian (Chapter 8) and the Lagranian

(Chapter 9) transport framework.

The computational demand within a particle-tracking random walk (PTRW) approach and

the accuracy of model predictions are directly dependent on the number of particles being

used. Like-wise, Eulerian transport description asks for finely-resolved simulations in or-

der to avoid high levels of numerical dispersion that may bias the risk estimates, and small

time steps are required to guarantee an accurate resolution of the temporal behavior. As a

counter measure to keep computational costs low, moment-based transport simulations in

combination with robust breakthrough curve reconstruction techniques are adopted to sim-

ulate transport in both VIP models. A mathematical description will follow in Chapter 5.

For more information on time-related moments and their information content, see Leube

et al. (2012).

Step 5: Breakthrough Curve Reconstruction

Although step 4 considers only temporal moments of breakthrough curves for the sake

of computational speed up, the vulnerability analysis of the VIP concept requires the full

time behavior of breakthrough curves. Analytical and numerical approaches, such as kernel

density estimators or polynomial function fitting, are available to reconstruct contaminant

breakthrough curves based on time-related moments. Harvey and Gorelick (1995) proposed

to use the method of Maximum Entropy in log-time to reconstruct breakthrough curves from

temporal moments. Among all reconstruction options, the maximum entropy principle as-

sumes as little as possible and is therefore the least subjective way of reconstruction (e.g.,

Jaynes, 1957).

Folks and Chhikara (1978) proposed to fit a so-called inverse Gaussian distribution (IGD)

for a wide range of fields. Hathhorn and Charbeneau (1994) proposed to fit the inverse

Gaussian distribution as parametric breakthrough curve model to small numbers of par-

ticles from particle tracking random walk simulations, and Hathhorn (1996) showed the

direct correspondence between the inverse Gaussian distribution and an analytical solution

for advective-dispersive transport in semi-infinite domains. It corresponds to the analyti-

cal solution for tracer breakthrough of the advection dispersion equation (ADE) in three-

dimensional uniform flow fields, with instantaneous point-like injection. Mathematical de-

tails follow in Section 5.5. The mathematical background of reconstructing the full break-

through curve information by maximum entropy in log-time is provided in Appendix A.1.

Also, it is possible to post-process the data to account for retardation and degradation.

Please note, that steps 4 and 5 depend on the available flow and transport software. Again,

the mentality of VIP is to be independent of software choices.

Step 6: Post-processing for Fate and Extended Release

Frind et al. (2006) followed a conservative approach based on so-called intrinsic well vul-

nerability criteria. In this context, intrinsic stands for the contaminant transport that is
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independent of contaminant properties, i.e., without decay or sorption. Specific vulnera-

bility additionally accounts for contaminant-specific properties, i.e. degradation and retar-

dation by sorption. Andersson and Destouni (2001) showed the importance to consider

sorption within risk analysis. Within a simple post-processing procedure, the methodol-

ogy proposed here is capable to include linear sorption and first-order degradation. In the

same post-processing, the VIP concept can be applied to extended release conditions. All

post-processing steps can be applied in any arbitrary combination, depending on the given

situation of assumed wellhead contamination. A mathematical description is provided in

Section 5.6, and Section 9.2.5 illustrates the difference between contaminant-specific and in-

trinsic concentration breakthrough curves at the well in a test case.

Step 7: Well Vulnerability Criteria

The intrinsic well vulnerability criteria by Frind et al. (2006) deliver information on peak

arrival time, peak concentration, time of contaminant exposure at the well and the time of

first-arrival. These four criteria can be computed from the reconstructed and post-processed

breakthrough curves that result from steps 5 and 6 for each location across the domain. They

serve as fundamental basis for the vulnerability isopercentile concept and the risk quantifi-

cation approach, STORM (see Chapter 7). The well vulnerability criteria depend on regu-

latory concentration-based threshold levels and on the concentration breakthrough curves

at the well. For more details to well vulnerability criteria in a risk context, see Section 4.2.

Appendix A.3 presents a semi-analytical solution to directly solve for two of the four well

vulnerability criteria.

Step 8: Probabilistic Well Vulnerability Criteria

The information from step 7 on well vulnerability criteria is deterministic. Therefore, these

four criteria are cast into a probabilistic framework to assess for epistemic uncertainty. This

is achieved by evaluating the pixel-wise statistics of well vulnerability criteria across the

conditional realizations from step 3. The resulting probabilistic well vulnerability criteria

deliver indispensable information as required by US EPA (2001) on the cumulative distribu-

tion of the well vulnerability criteria across the whole modeling domain. These cumulative

distribution functions can be evaluated in light of non-compliance to pre-defined critical

threshold values. With this information, water managers are able to plot vulnerability isop-

ercentile lines (VIP) that directly suggest outlines of wellhead protection areas with consis-

tent reliability levels. A detailed explanation follows in Section 4.2.

Step 9: Risk Management

The VIP concept provides probabilistic information that supports stakeholders to develop

and improve complete risk management schemes as recommended by water safety plans.

The corresponding VIP maps provide access to stakeholder-specific performance indicators
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or risk measures such as (1) the possible impact and range of damage due to hazardous events in

the catchment (e.g., likelihood and duration of well down-time), (2) the prioritization of contaminant

sources at different locations (e.g., via expected peak concentrations) and (3) the economic value of

possible mitigation measures (e.g., cost effectiveness of re-delineating the wellhead protection area).

To illustrate the usefulness of the vulnerability concept, several studies related to data worth,

prioritization and risk-aware delineation are presented throughout the thesis. Furthermore,

the VIP concept improves the discussion basis with all stakeholders involved in the risk

assessment process.

The resulting probabilistic VIPs will allow water managers to

(a) quantify the current safety level of existing delineations,

(b) newly delineate protection areas in an area-neutral fashion to achieve higher consistent

safety levels,

(c) control the costs for larger risk-aware delineations and other risk mitigation measures,

(d) render the decision making process more robust against uncertainties, and

(e) improve transparency towards consumers and stakeholders.

A detailed discussion related to risk management within the VIP framework is given in

Chapter 6.

4.2. Vulnerability used in a Risk Context (step 7 & 8)

The central point of the VIP concept are the four well vulnerability criteria by Frind et al.

(2006) (step 7), set into a probabilistic context (step 8). These two steps are the essential

conceptual steps of the VIP framework and need much more explanation than it has been

provided in the nine-step overview of Section 4.1. Therefore, both steps are discussed in

more detail in the following.

4.2.1. Step 7: Well Vulnerability Criteria (WVC)

The four intrinsic and deterministic well vulnerability criteria are (see Fig. 4.2):

1. The time tpeak between a spill event and arrival at the well.

2. The level of peak concentration cpeak relative to the spill concentration cspill.

3. The time treact to breach a given threshold concentration ccrit (e.g., a drinking-water

standard).

4. The time of exposure texp during which the threshold concentration is exceeded.

The first criterion tpeak represents the most common time-related capture delineation

scheme. For example, German guidelines (e.g., DVGW, 2006) state, that the critical
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Figure 4.2.: Well vulnerability criteria after Frind et al. (2006), cast into a probabilistic

framework.

travel time to ensure microbiological safety of drinking water is τcrit = 50d. By orig-

inal definition, the capture zone is delineated according to the bulk arrival of con-

centration, often denoted as t50. Advective-based or advection-dominated transport

models commonly use the measure of bulk arrival time, as peak and bulk arrival times

are identical for symmetric (i.e., almost Gaussian) breakthrough curves and also at the

advection-dominated limit. The VIP concept uses the arrival time of peak concen-

tration instead of bulk arrival in order to delineate wellhead protection zones, as the

often observed tailing of breakthrough curves typically leads to earlier peak arrival

tpeak than bulk arrival t50 in heterogeneous media (see Section 3.6). Therefore, tpeak
is the more conservative and relevant criterion to be considered in risk analysis. The

effect of using tpeak instead of t50 is shown and discussed further in Section 8.3.

The second criterion, peak concentration cpeak, accounts for dilution of peak concentra-

tions by pore-scale dispersion, sub-grid dispersion, heterogeneity and direct dilution

within the pumping well. As discussed in Section 3.6, assessing this criterion excludes

all upscaled (e.g., parameterized Fickian) macrodispersive approaches, because they

fail to reflect actual levels and arrival times of peak concentrations (see discussion on

bulk t50 and peak arrival time tpeak, Section 8.3). The peak concentration cpeak forms

the basis for human-health risk assessment related to acute doses (see Fig. 7.2 and

Tab. C.1).

The third criterion treact tells water managers the time available to react after a spill event

before critical contaminant levels are being exceeded at the well. This is the most im-

portant information to design early-alert sensor or monitoring systems, and to plan

emergency measures, even for worst-case most early arrival of low concentrations on

any desirable confidence level. Knowing the probability distribution of treact delivers
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the information basis for operational risk assessment for setting up mitigation mea-

sures.

The fourth criterion, the time texp above a certain critical concentration level, is equivalent

to well down-time. It can serve as a measure for the damage in economic risk analysis,

that a catchment manager or the water supply company has to cope with. The time

out of operation can then easily be expressed monetarily, and the expected financial

loss can be compared to the costs of alternative risk treatment methods within risk-

informed management decisions. If a spill remains undetected, exposure time texp is

also an important impact factor for chronic health risk. Furthermore, well down-time

indicates the consequences related to customer being without drinking water (e.g.,

Lindhe et al., 2009), due to failure within the supply system. Therefore, exposure time

texp forms the basis for economic and operational risk management, and assessment

of chronic health-effects (see Fig. 7.2).

Thus, well vulnerability criteria play a critical role in risk management from the economic,

environmental or human safety point of view. Furthermore, they can be used as Environ-

mental Performance Metrics as introduced by de Barros et al. (2012). In summary, well vulner-

ability criteria deliver indispensable risk-based information on:

1. the possible detriment, such as the maximum extent of acute health effects via peak

concentrations (WVC 2), the possible extent of chronic health effects by long-term ex-

ceedance of threshold levels (WVC 4), or the magnitude of economic loss due to well

down-time (via the duration of excessive concentration levels in the well, WVC 4),

2. the prioritization of contaminant sources at different locations within the catchment,

e.g., due to shorter available reaction time (via the time until threshold arrival, WVC 3),

or due to larger potential of adverse health effects or economic loss (see item above),

3. the economic value of suggested risk mitigation measures, e.g., by cost efficiency anal-

ysis or by conducting a cost benefit analysis with the customers willingness to pay

(e.g., Lindhe et al., 2011), and

4. the suggested areal outlines for wellhead protection zones that are directly linked with

the transport physics to the well (WVC 1) that deliver management options as de-

scribed in detail in Section 6.2.

Please note, that the third and fourth well vulnerability criterion require a pre-defined

threshold concentration level, ccrit, on which the resulting well vulnerability values depend

on. This concentration-based threshold level is not necessarily coinciding with the critical

performance levels, introduced for the probabilistic vulnerability concept (see next). In or-

der to avoid misunderstanding, the critical performance levels are denoted by greek letters

or by WV Ccrit and the concentration threshold level as ccrit. The well vulnerability criteria

only depend on the shape of the concentration breakthrough curve. Thus, also monitored

breakthrough curves can be interpreted in the light of the well vulnerability criteria with the

limitation that monitoring-based VIP cannot be used for risk prevention.
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Possibilities to Combine the Four Criteria

Together, the third (time to react) and the fourth vulnerability criterion (well down-time)

provide the necessary information for financial optimization of risk treatment alternatives,

while criteria one and two yield the essential information for toxicity assessment in human-

health risk assessment and for compliance with classical time-related delineation laws. An

example for a contaminant-specific aggregation of vulnerability characteristics to augment

the second and fourth well vulnerability criteria is

∫ ∞

0
(c(t)− ccrit)

ψ dt, (4.1)

with ψ being a dimensionless weighting factor that water managers are able to non-linearly

weigh the severity of impact (response), e.g., within a non-linear dose-response relation-

ship. Eq. (4.1) can also be interpreted as a linear non-carcinogenic human-health risk model

(due to the threshold-based concentration) with ψ = 1 and, when the averaged concentra-

tion over time is multiplied with some toxicologically-based parameter (e.g., the lethal dose

LD50 or slope factor in cancer risk assessment) that depends on a dose-response relation-

ship.

As a simplistic approach for combining all four intrinsic well vulnerability criteria, the over-

all maximum extent of the delineated areas for a certain isopercentile for all four criteria

is available. This would yield the highest reliability in providing safe and clean drinking

water. This is similar to Sousa et al. (2012), who dealt with capture zone delineation uncer-

tainty by taking the maximum extent from all model scenarios. More sophisticated ways

to combine the four intrinsic vulnerability criteria to one simple rule of delineation could

be defined on a case-to-case basis, reflecting the individual preferences of the water man-

ager. Although a
”
unified“ risk measure is possibly available, I do not recommend this

type of aggregation, but rather propose a multi-objective optimization to find along a Pareto

front the best solution, that is most suitable for the different interests of stakeholders (see

Section 11.4). Risk assessment and management is based on a singular risk objective (see

Section 3.2) to which the well vulnerability criteria provide quantitative risk measures. Con-

sidering a unified approach blurs the actual risk picture. This is demonstrated later in this

thesis (see Section 10.3), where I compare the prioritization of hazards given two different

risk objectives. The discussion on stakeholder conflicts and a unit risk measure is continued

in Section 7.1.

4.2.2. Step 8: Vulnerability Isopercentiles (VIP)

In order to account for epistemic uncertainty, which evolves through the lack of knowl-

edge about the system to be modeled, the four deterministic well vulnerability criteria by

Frind et al. (2006) are set into a probabilistic framework (see Fig. 4.2). As discussed in Sec-

tion 3.6.4, it is irresponsible to perform risk analysis and management without considering

epistemic uncertainty. Only by admitting and considering the effects of model and parame-

ter uncertainty, the required probability distributions for contaminant peak concentrations,

travel times, threshold arrival times and well down-time can be simultaneously obtained
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for each location across the domain. These probability density functions enhance the infor-

mation available for risk managers. They provide information on expected damage and the

damage related to a pre-defined confidence interval. This is in line with the US EPA (2001)

guidelines, calculating human-health risk from individual contaminants and comparing the

probability distributions to contaminant specific critical values.

The easiest way to set a deterministic model into a probabilistic framework is by Monte

Carlo simulation, varying the input parameters for each realization to account for epistemic

uncertainty. The four intrinsic well vulnerability criteria are evaluated for each Monte Carlo

realization j = 1, . . . , nr at all points xi in the domain Ω. As a result, the full probability

distribution of the corresponding well vulnerability criteria k for each location xi is avail-

able. If additional information is available in form of direct and/or indirect measurements,

the model can be calibrated on the available data d0 (step 3), leading to the posterior or

conditioned probability density distribution for the k-th criterion:

Pk (WV Ck ≥WV Ck,crit|x = xi,d0) ≈
1

nr

nr∑

r=1

Ik,r(xi), (4.2)

where Ik,r(xi) is an indicator function that assumes a value of unity in realization r, if the k-

th criterion is larger than the value WV Ck,crit at location xi within the domain Ω, and zero

otherwise. When choosing a certain critical value WV Ck,crit, Eq. (4.2) yields catchment-

wide probability maps Pk (x) of exceeding (or falling below) a critical level WV Ck,crit for

wellhead protection. The concept of critical values is in line with the concept of perfor-

mance criteria introduced by James and Freeze (1993) to judge the risk of system failure.

When plotting these probability maps as iso-probability contours, one obtains so-called vul-

nerability isopercentiles (VIPs). This follows the idea of percentile capture contours (e.g.,

Cole and Silliman, 2000) and probabilistic isochrones (e.g., Guadagnini and Franzetti, 1999),

which express the uncertainty in capture delineation of wellhead protection zones.

Compared to the non-probabilistic well vulnerability criteria, the VIPs deliver additional

probabilistic information, such as:

1. The probability of peak arrival from all potential spill locations to be faster than a re-

quired minimum time (e.g., 50 days). The probability distribution of tpeak delivers

the information necessary to assess the risk of not meeting the legal regulation about

time-related delineation. This allows to rationally choose larger catchment outlines for

safety reasons.

2. The probability of peak concentrations in the well to be larger than some maximum

allowed level (e.g., an MCL). The statistics of cpeak form the basis for human-health

risk assessment, providing information on acute doses (see Fig. 7.2 and Tab. C.1), and

allows to judge the compliance with legal threshold concentrations.

3. The probability of the time window available to react (=reaction time) after a spill event

until a critical concentration level is exceeded in the well (e.g., drinking water stan-

dard) to be smaller than a minimum critical value (e.g., 10 days) required to take ad-

equate counter measures. This is of importance to asses the reliability of monitoring

systems and thus allows to judge the compliance of the operational processes.
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4. The probability that the well has to be shut down or is exposed to a non-compliance

contamination level for more than a given critical duration. The statistics of exposure

time texp form the basis for economic and operational risk management, and assess-

ment of chronic health-effects (see Fig. 7.2).

The threshold level ccrit for the third and fourth vulnerability criteria and the critical values

WV Ck,crit for calculating the VIPs used in Eq. (4.2) are specific to each investigated situa-

tion and supply company. Often, hard data are given by regulatory agencies (e.g., drink-

ing water standards), depending on the properties of the contaminants under investigation

(bacteriological, chemical, and so forth). In all other cases, the technical situation or the risk

acceptance level of the water supply company will determine the threshold values. Also,

the risk measures in the second risk quantification framework (STORM, see Chapter 7) will

depend on the a-priori defined critical threshold value ccrit.

Like the well vulnerability concept, the presented VIP concept is independent on the mod-

eling framework. In this thesis, I will show how VIP maps are calculated for two different

modeling problems in the upcoming Section 4.3.

4.3. Introduction of Two Numerical Toolkits for VIP

This Section links the VIP concept from Sections 4.1 and 4.2 with the numerical techniques

in Chapter 4, the management framework from Section 6, and the test and demonstration

cases in Chapter 8 and Chapter 9. A this point of the thesis, I introduce two possible numer-

ical toolkits for the VIP framework with their set of tools used to assess probabilistic well

vulnerability criteria. This exploits the freedom and independence of the VIP framework

from technical choices in its steps 1 to 5. First, I discuss the reason why two VIP frame-

works are presented (Section 4.3.1). Second, the approach for each VIP framework and their

methodological differences within the nine steps are illustrated (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.1. Why Two VIP Modeling Frameworks?

The VIP concept does not depend on a specific hydrogeological setting nor on the processes

occurring within a catchment. Therefore, I demonstrate the usefulness of VIP maps to a

synthetic (see Chapter 8) and to a real catchment (see Chapter 9). The synthetic test case is

a simple rectangular sandbox model, whereas the real catchment features a karstic hydro-

geological setting. A second major advantage of the VIP concept is the independence on

methodological tools, such that risk managers can use their own software tools to perform

probabilistic risk assessment by the VIP concept. Here, I use two novel model combinations

to calculate the vulnerability-based risk measures (see Fig. 4.3).
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Why VIP in a Synthetic Catchment?

The synthetic test case provides a simple domain to investigate well vulnerability crite-

ria (Frind et al., 2006) within a stochastic framework in more detail. The used numerical

framework and test case demonstrates the usefulness of separating between actual dilu-

tion and uncertainty in plume spreading and location. This separation delivers indispens-

able risk-based information, which are not available by deterministic (macro-dispersive)

approaches.

Why VIP in a Real Catchment?

Practitioners still refrain from applying new techniques related to probabilistic risk assess-

ment for mainly three reasons.

1. They fear the possibly cost-intensive additional areal demand of probabilistic safety

margins,

2. probabilistic approaches are allegedly complex, not readily available, consume huge

computing resources and require many complex assumptions (e.g., Renard, 2007), and

3. uncertainty bounds are fuzzy, whereas final decisions are binary (e.g., Pappenberger

and Beven, 2006).

The primary goal to illustrate the VIP concept to a real catchment is to show that these reser-

vations are unjustified and that probabilistic information is available with readily accessible

software tools.

4.3.2. Two Approaches Applied to Calculate VIP Maps

Two different modeling tools for exposure risk quantification are shown in Fig. 4.3. The

combination of methods proposed here for the two VIP frameworks are merely two sets of

possible options, chosen according to the ease of use and the ready availability of tools. The

individual methods applied to each VIP framework, demonstrated in Fig. 4.3, are mathe-

matically explained in Chapter 5.

Approach for VIP applied to the synthetic catchment

The step-wise approach for this VIP framework uses state-of-the-art tools mostly found in

academia, as explained next.

Step 1: The groundwater flow model is described by Eulerian flow formulation and solved

by a Finite Element code developed by Nowak (2005).

The aquifer heterogeneity is resolved on and above the relatively fine grid scale in

each realization with the help of Monte Carlo simulations, using log-hydraulic conduc-

tivity fields that follow the concept of random space functions (e.g., Delhomme, 1979).
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Figure 4.3.: Showing two different method combinations to achieve VIP maps.

Only the unresolved variability on the sub-grid scale remains parameterized via local

(grid-size) dispersivities (e.g., Rubin et al., 1999). This is due to the fact that vulner-

ability criteria are sensitive to the difference between uncertainty in plume location

and actual dilution (Kitanidis, 1994), which prohibits to use solution techniques on

the macroscale. I also allow the geostatistical model to be uncertain within the frame-

work of Bayesian geostatistics (e.g., Kitanidis, 1986), by using uncertain mean, trend,

covariance parameters and shape (e.g., Feyen et al., 2003; Nowak et al., 2010, see Sec-

tion 5.1.4). I do so, because uncertain covariances add substantially to the uncertainty

of transport (e.g., Riva and Willmann, 2009, see Section 5.3.1).

Step 2: The geostatistical modeling approach directly leads to large numbers of uncertain

parameters and thus to an under-determined calibration set up. Therefore, classical

calibration tools, such as PEST (Doherty and Hunt, 2010) will lead to no solution.

Stochastic calibration techniques are in demand (see step 3).

Step 3: Here, I condition the randomized geostatistical model to direct and indirect data,

as proposed by Feyen et al. (2003) with the formal Bayesian Generalized Likelihood

Uncertainty Estimator (GLUE). This weighting scheme quickly leads to excessive com-

putation times, such that I recommend to process direct point-scale measurements of

parameters with fast Kriging-like conditional simulation techniques (e.g., Fritz et al.,

2009) in combination with conditional sampling of covariance parameters (e.g., Pardo-

Igúzquiza, 1999) in order to save computer time. The uncertain mean and trend coef-

ficients are directly included in the kriging procedure (e.g., Fritz et al., 2009; Kitanidis,

1986). As a next step, indirect (head, tracer) data is included to the weighting scheme
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in order to condition the geostatistical model. For both steps, processing direct and

indirect measurements, I utilize rejection sampling in order to avoid weighted real-

izations as they would appear in Bootstrap filters. A description of the conditioning

scheme is provided in Section 5.3.1.

Step 4: With the conditioned geostatistical models, the contaminant transport for each loca-

tion across the domain can be calculated. Here, I follow the idea of backward transport

approach by Neupauer and Wilson (2001) to reverse the flow field. Secondly, I solve

directly the steady-state governing equations for temporal moments of transport (e.g.,

Harvey and Gorelick, 1995), delivering the information on the transport behavior in a

highly condensed form (see Section 5.4.2).

Step 5: In order to exploit the full time-dependent concentration history at any point across

the domain, the concentration breakthrough curves have to be reconstructed accord-

ing to the temporal characteristics. Harvey and Gorelick (1995) recommend using the

maximum entropy method in log-time to find the Lagrangian coefficients by nonlinear

optimization, such that the temporal moments are met by the parameterized exponen-

tial function. In order to further reduce the computational demand in the algorithms

for breakthrough curve reconstruction, a situation-adapted Gauss-Hermite integration

has been implemented. A mathematical description of the breakthrough curve recon-

struction is given in Section 5.5.1 and Chapter A.

step 6: With the available information on the full breakthrough curve, it is now possible to

evaluate the four well vulnerability measures in each realization.

Step 7: The resulting breakthrough curves are not modified in a post-processing, assuming

intrinsic conditions. Intrinsic conditions denote the maximum impact to be expected

as no natural attenuation is available that could lower the four vulnerability measures.

Step 8: The cumulative vulnerability criteria distributions are evaluated in light of non-

compliance, such that vulnerability isopercentile lines can be mapped across the catch-

ment.

Step 9: The available probabilistic information are used to demonstrate the effect of condi-

tioning, by adding additional data to reduce epistemic uncertainty. It is analyzed, how

sensitive the uncertainty reduction is to quality, quantity and accuracy of data mea-

surements. The difference between macrodispersive solutions and the probabilistic

information is obtained and discussed in the context of risk management (see Chap-

ter 6). Furthermore, the vulnerability results are used within robust decision analysis,

supporting stakeholders to find the cost-optimal risk mitigation scenario.

This VIP framework is demonstrated along a 2D synthetic test case with a single pumping

well in a porous aquifer. The results are presented in Chapter 8.

Approach for VIP applied to the real catchment

The second risk model provides a toolbox to achieve probabilistic vulnerability maps with

readily available software as it can be found on the market for practitioners. The step-by-

step approach is explained next.
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Step 1: The steady-state flow field is calculated by MODFLOW (Harbaugh et al., 2000).

MODFLOW is widely accepted, and thus dramatically reduces the developing time

for consultants. The parameterization of the flow and transport model is based on a

zonation approach for hydraulic conductivity. The heterogeneous aquifer parameters

to be parameterized are hydraulic conductivity and recharge. Due to the low num-

ber of uncertain parameters, classical optimization-based calibration techniques can

be employed.

Step 2: The MODFLOW model has been calibrated by a local consultant kup (engineer-

ing company Prof. Kobus and Partner, Lang and Justiz, 2009), in an trial-and-error

procedure. Here, I demonstrate the approach as model calibration would have been

done with PEST (Doherty and Hunt, 2010). PEST can return a post-calibration covari-

ance matrix (the inverse of the Hessian matrix used during optimization) to quantify

parameter uncertainty (e.g., Fienen et al., 2010) via the additional utility PREDUNC.

A detailed explanation how to obtain a post-calibration covariance matrix is given in

Section 5.2.

Step 3: The uncertain parameters to model conditional flow fields are randomly gener-

ated, based on the post-calibration covariance matrix, and a Cholesky decomposition

scheme (see Section 5.3.2).

Step 4: Contaminant transport is calculated by particle tracking random walk (PTRW, e.g.,

Uffink, 1989) within a reverse flow field. Here, the widely used transport code MOD-

PATH (Pollock, 1994) was extended with a random walk scheme and applied to the

reverse transport problem. The PTRW approach is further explained in Section 5.4.3.

Step 5: The accuracy of PTRW is proportional to the square root of the number of particles

in each cell (e.g., Kinzelbach, 1988), which easily leads to millions of particles to be

tracked (e.g., Hassan and Mohamed, 2003). As a counter measure, the IGD proposed

by Folks and Chhikara (1978) is introduced to approximate the full information of

particle arrival with extremely low numbers of particles (see Section 5.5.2).

Step 6: The reconstructed breakthrough curves are evaluated for each location in the do-

main according to the four well vulnerability criteria.

Step 7: Before the vulnerability criteria are evaluated, the reconstructed breakthrough

curves are post-processed in order to translate intrinsic (contaminant-independent)

to contaminant-specific WVC (e.g., Kourakos et al., 2012). In this thesis, I present the

effect of retardation on the contaminant breakthrough curve (see Section 5.6).

Step 8: Again, the probabilistic information are obtained via the Monte Carlo approach,

here only using a computationally small number of realizations. VIP lines are mapped,

showing areas of non-compliance with pre-defined critical threshold levels.

Step 9: The probabilistic information is used for risk-aware delineation of wellhead pro-

tection zones. In this work, I present three pragmatic management options (see Sec-

tion 6.2).

This VIP framework is demonstrated along a real test case that is actually used in prac-

tice for the Burgberg catchment (Zweckverband Landeswasserversorgung). The Burgberg
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catchment is located in western Germany and features a karstic setting. The results are pre-

sented in Chapter 9.

4.4. Findings of VIP

The technical advantages are:

• The VIP concept is modular, based on nine steps and conceptually straightforward.

• The VIP approach is formulated independently from the hydrogeological settings and

geologic conditions, such as alluvial or karst aquifers.

• The tools used within each step of the VIP framework are independent of each other,

such that any new combination of models would lead to similar results.

• It only needs minimal code development, and it is fully compatible with commercial,

closed-source simulation software.

• The VIP concept can be applied to arbitrarily complex problems that include ...

– any kind of model uncertainty, uncertainty in boundary conditions, geostatistical

assumptions, non-stationarity, and all other sources of uncertainty that might be

important to consider in probabilistic risk assessment.

– well- and ill-posed uncertain parameter estimation problems.

The VIP concept in a management context:

• The VIP concept is a catchment-based risk approach, following a backward risk ap-

proach (e.g., Cushman et al., 2001).

• The four well vulnerability criteria deliver information for human-health, ecological,

technical or economical risk assessment.

• The probabilistic information on the vulnerability criteria allows water stakeholder to

evaluate the cumulative probability distribution for each vulnerability criterion at any

location across the catchment in light of critical threshold values that may possibly

cause damage.

• It allows prioritization of hazards and possible risk mitigation scenarios.

• By incorporating additional data, the VIP concept allows to render the decision mak-

ing process more robust against uncertainty.
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The limitations of the VIP concept:

• . . . does not allow cumulative impact evaluation, because the possible interaction be-

tween hazards is not (yet) accounted for.

• . . . neglects the probability of hazard failure, because it is a vulnerability.

One key goals of the STORM concept will be to overcome these two limitations.



5. VIP - A Mathematical Description 1

This chapter takes a closer look at the physical, statistical and mathematical formulations

and numerical choices necessary on a technical level, required to fill the VIP concept with

numerical life. The focus is on steps 1 to 6.

5.1. Step 1: Model Set-up

The governing flow equations are introduced, that are used for both the synthetic and the

real test case in Chapters 8 and 9 (Section 5.1.1). Bayes theorem (Section 5.1.2) and the

geostatistical models are discussed next (Section 5.1.3). The real test case in Chapter 9 is

zonation-based, whereas subsurface heterogeneity for the synthetic test case in Chapter 8 is

resolved by a random space function. In Section 5.1.4, the Bayesian geostatistical approach

as used in this thesis is expained.

5.1.1. Governing Equations

The groundwater flow equation at steady state is

−∇ · (K∇φ) = qs in Ω, (5.1)

with locally isotropic hydraulic conductivity K(x), hydraulic head φ, the source and sink

term qs (including wells) and the domain Ω. Boundary conditions for Eq. (5.1) are:

− (K∇φ) · n = q̂ on Γ1, (5.2)

φ = φ̂ on Γ2.

Here q̂, and φ̂ are prescribed fluxes and heads on the defined boundaries Γ = Γ1 ∪ Γ2 of

the domain Ω, respectively, and n is the normal vector pointing outward of the domain.

In order to investigate the contaminant-independent transport properties of the system and

obtain intrinsic vulnerability criteria, the advective-dispersive transport equation (Eulerian

description) for a conservative tracer is considered:

∂c

∂t
+∇ · (vc−D∇c) = 0 inΩ. (5.3)

1Parts of this chapter have been published in Enzenhoefer et al. (2012) and (Enzenhoefer et al., 2013).
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Here c is concentration, t is time, velocity v = q/ne, q = −K∇φ is the Darcy velocity, and

ne is the effective porosity. The local-scale hydromechanic dispersion tensor D is usually

parameterized according to Scheidegger (1954):

D = (αL − αT )
vvt

|v| + (αT |v|+Dm) I, (5.4)

with I being the identity matrix, αL the longitudinal and αT the transversal dispersivity.

Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient. Boundary conditions regarding Eq. (5.3) are

−n ·vc+ n · (D∇c) = 0 on Γ \ Γ2

c = ĉ on Γ2 (5.5)

−n · vc+ n · (D∇c) = −n · vĉspillδ(t0) on Γx0 ,

with ĉ being the prescribed concentrations, here ĉ = 0, on Γ2. ĉspillδ(t0) is an instantaneous

contaminant release at time t0 with concentration ĉspill, here localized to a small element

inside the domain Ω at the location x0, enclosed by the internal boundary Γx0 . For generality,

I use a dimensionless normalized spill concentration of unity. No-flux conditions on all

boundaries except Γ \ Γ2 ∪ Γx0 have been assumed here for simplicity of notation in the

synthetic test case (see Chapter 8). The boundary conditions for the MODFLOW model

(real test case in the Burgberg catchment) are presented in Section 9.1.1.

5.1.2. Bayes’ Theorem

Bayes’ theorem is named after Thomas Bayes (1701 − 1761), who first proposed to update

belief with available knowledge. This is particularity interesting for updating a model

with available knowledge, such as measurement data as demonstrated in this thesis. In

a Bayesian sense, probability is defined by a degree of belief. According to Christakos and

Olea (1992), stochastic hydrogeology is based on the subjectivist view that underlies Bayes

theorem. The theorem reads:

P (A|B) =
P (B|A) · P (A)

P (B)
, (5.6)

where P (A|B) is the probability of A given the event, knowledge or extra information of B,

P (A) being the a-priori belief on the probability of A, often expressed by a subjective prob-

ability distribution, P (B|A) is the likelihood of B given A, and P (B) is the probability of

B, the evidence or knowledge that has not been used before. P (B) is also referred to as the

marginal likelihood or the model evidence. The probability given an event is often referred

to as conditional probability, such as P (A|B) and P (B|A).
Bayesian updating is the process of combining newly available knowledge that has not been

available before to previous knowledge, leading to a more informed posterior belief. It is

applied in this thesis to generate conditional simulations (step 3). This is achieved by gener-

ating unconditional realizations based on a prior assumption about geostatistics, followed

by calculating the likelihood of each realization to comply with observed data. The variance
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of the posterior belief is not per se smaller than before. A reduction of variance can only

be guaranteed in linear inference problems. However, the conditional expected value of the

prediction result is mostly closer to the real value. The methodology of Bayesian updating

is often criticized by frequentists due to the subjective information content related to prior

assumptions. Therefore, Bayesianists or subjectivists often try to choose weak a-priori dis-

tributions that are completely overwritten by the data within the posterior, such that new

information in form of measured data drives the model to the correct prediction results.

5.1.3. Geostatistical Model Set-up

The impact at the well (i.e., the breakthrough curve) is subject to flow and transport pro-

cesses. Knowing hydraulic conductivity or the exact location of geological windows at

each point in space across the domain is impossible. The measurement information that is

available are point information that need physical interpretation and extrapolation in space.

Therefore, the description of heterogeneity across space requires a mathematical framework,

such as geostatistical tools, to represent and interpolate or extrapolate the knowledge gained

by point-wise observations made in the catchment.

Geostatistics provide statistical methods and tools to estimate the spatial pattern for each

point within the domain, given relatively sparse and point-like data. Deterministic inter-

polation techniques, such as spline or inverse distance weighted methods, are almost pro-

hibitive to use for interpolation of hydraulic conductivity fields, as the required amount

of data and density is hard to achieve, especially thinking about the costs for detailed hy-

drogeological surveys. Thus, geostatistical interpolation is embraced. In geostatistics, the

spatial pattern is assumed to follow some sort of coordinated spatial pattern, which can be

described via mathematical functions. This
”
interpolation“ is based on an autocorrelation

function that characterizes the spatial correlation of the pattern. Parameter values that are

spatially closer are more correlated than parameter values that are farther away.

Sampled data is interpreted as a result of such a natural, random process. This stochastic de-

scription of hydraulic conductivity is known as random space functions (RSF) (Delhomme,

1979). The RSF model characterizes the pattern of spatial variability of a random space

function Z(x). Each point x in the domain has a random value z(x), following the random

variable Z(x). The random space function is typically characterized through statistical mo-

ments such as correlation values. In order to infer the spatial structure from observed data,

two statistical assumptions are necessary:

a) Stationarity (statistical homogeneity) assumes that the values of all random variables

z(x) originate from a single random space function Z(x) over the entire domain Ω.

b) Ergodicity assumes that the ensemble statistics of Z (e.g., mean, covariance) coincide

with the spatial averages that can be found within a single realization (Christakos and

Olea, 1992).

The covariance function is defined as:

CZ(h) = E [(Z(x)−m(x))(Z(x+ h)−m(x+ h))] , (5.7)
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with h being the separation vector between two locations (e.g., Rubin, 2003). The semi-

variogram γz is strongly related to the covariance matrix CZ by

γZ(h) = σ2Z −CZ(h), (5.8)

with σ2Z being the variance of the random variable Z across the domain. The

(semi-)variogram is a measure of variability, whereas the covariance function is a measure

of similarity. The shape of the covariance function is obtained by analyzing measurement

data and then fitting a covariance model (or theoretical variogram) to the data. Several co-

variance models exist, such as the exponential, Gaussian, authorized, power law, spherical

model and so on. In the remainder of this thesis, I assume a Matérn model because it has

a shape parameter that can be used for allowing uncertainty in the correlation model and

because it embraces several other models on special cases (see Section 9.1).

Kriging

A well-known approach to estimate spatial variability is Kriging. Kriging uses geostatistical

interpolation to inter- and extrapolate data into space. It provides a best estimate of the

random space function Z(x) at each location x, and also provides the estimation variance

as a measure for uncertainty around the best estimate. First, Kriging uses an empirical

variogram or covariance function that depends only on the separation distance h, and fits a

theoretical variogram or covariance function to the data in order to characterize the spatial

structure of the hydraulic conductivity field. Kriging relies on the stationarity assumption

introduced above. To be more specific, it typically assumes:

1. Stationarity of the first moment, i.e., the expected value of Z(x) is constant in the

domain Ω

E [Z(x)] = µ. (5.9)

2. Stationarity of the second moment, i.e., the spatial correlation only depends on the

separation distance h.

E
[
(Z(x)− Z(x+ h))2

]
= 2γZ(h). (5.10)

The semi-variogram function is similar to Eq. (5.7) and is given by:

γZ =
1

2n(h)
·
n(h)∑

i=1

(Z(x)− Z(x+ h))2. (5.11)

With the linear Kriging estimator it is now possible to infer the unobserved locations x0

from the observed data values:

ẑ(x0) =

n(h)∑

i

ωiz(xi), (5.12)
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with ω being a weighting vector. The weighting vector is based on the proximity of the

sampled locations to the unobserved point and on the spatial correlation structure of the

sampled values. The weights can be obtained by solving the following system:

C · ω = γ0, (5.13)

with C being the matrix of all variogram / covariance values (calculated by the theoretical

model) between all known locations (measurement location) in the domain Ω that is Cij =

CZ(xi − xj). γ0 is the semi-variogram vector, containing all variogram values between the

observed and the unobserved locations, leading to the following three properties.

a) The weights have to sum up to one:
∑nh

i=1 ωi = 1 (ordinary and universal Kriging)

b) The estimation error ǫ of Eq. (5.12) is unbiased: E
[
Ẑ(x)− Z(x)

]
= 0

c) The variance of the estimation error E

[(
Ẑ(x)− Z(x)

)2]
is minimal.

Depending on the properties of the random space function and the various possible degrees

of stationarity assumed, different methods for calculating the weights of Eq. (5.12) can be

derived. For example, well-known Kriging types are simple Kriging (mean is stationary and

known), ordinary Kriging (mean is stationary but unknown) and universal Kriging (mean

can be non-stationary, e.g., exhibit a trend). A good reading on Kriging methods used in the

field of groundwater modeling is De Marsily (1986).

5.1.4. Bayesian Geostatistical Model Formulation

For the synthetic test case, I assumed a geostatistical model that resolves heterogeneity via a

random space function, now denoted as s instead of Z. Let s be a discretized ns× 1 random

space vector s = Xβ + ǫs where the mean vector E[s] = Xβ represents the trend model,

and ǫs denotes zero-mean fluctuations. The distribution of s follows s ∼ N (Xβ,Css),

i.e., s is multi-Gaussian with covariance matrix Css (see Eq. 5.7). Thanks to the flexibility

of the Monte Carlo simulations and Monte Carlo-based conditioning scheme (e.g., GLUE),

arbitrarily complex non-multi-Gaussian models could be employed as well. X is a ns × p

matrix with p deterministic trend functions, and β is the corresponding p× 1 vector of trend

coefficients. For a spatially constant mean of s, X is a ns × 1 vector with unit entries, and

β is the actual mean value. In this specific case, the trend coefficients are uncertain and

will follow a normal distribution β ∼ N (β∗,Cββ) with the expected value vector β∗ and

the p × p covariance matrix Cββ (e.g., Kitanidis, 1986). The distribution of the fluctuations

ǫs are defined by the vector of structural parameters θ, containing, for example, variance

and scale parameters of the covariance function. Subsequently, ǫs has a covariance matrix

Css = C(θ).

5.2. Step 2: Model Calibration

The model for the real test case has been calibrated by hand by the consultant
”
kup“ (Chap-

ter 10). Here, I demonstrate classical deterministic model calibration, as if the calibration
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would have been done with PEST, as PEST is widely used in deterministic model calibra-

tion. If catchment-specific data are available from past or current site characterization cam-

paigns, it is desirable to calibrate or condition (see Step 3) the model to a given data set

arranged in the m × 1 vector do. The data set may comprise direct or indirect data, such

as conductivity data from grain size analysis or permeameter tests, drawdown data from

hydraulic tomography, well testing or past well production data or tracer data.

In general, d0 is related to the parameter vector p by some model: d = f(p). Here, f is

a model that relates observable variables (e.g., conductivity measurements, head observa-

tions, well concentrations) to the parameters p. The goal of calibration is to choose the model

parameters such that simulated data are as close as possible to the observed ones.

There are two approaches that can be used to calibrate linear or weakly non-linear models.

The first calibration technique is
”
manual trial-and-error“, where a parameter set in a forward

model is changed and the results are compared to the measurement data. The parameters

are adjusted by hand in an iterative process to receive the smallest residual between obser-

vation and simulation. The second calibration technique is
”
automated parameter estimation“,

where the residuals are minimized by a suitable optimization algorithm. Automated calibra-

tion techniques are superior especially in the context of incorporating additional knowledge

to the calibration process via regularization terms that are similar to Bayes theorem (see

Section 5.1.2). A well-known automated (quasi-)-linear parameter estimator in the field of

hydrogeology is PEST (Doherty and Hunt, 2010). PEST is capable of solving all well-posed

calibration problems. A well-posed problem fulfills the following requirements:

(1) the formulated problem is overdetermined,

(2) the parameters are sensitive to observation data and sufficiently independent of each

other (uniqueness),

(3) small data changes do not significantly change the calibration results, thus the solution

is robust with respect to noise in the data (stability).

Next, I briefly explain how to set up the objective function for linear parameter calibration

and then I extend formulation to weakly non-linear problems and introduce regularization.

A linear forward model is defined by the following equation:

X · p = dsim, (5.14)

with X representing the model, containing m × n constant model elements, and p is the

n-parameter vector which has to be determined. The data vector dsim contains the m model

predictions that should coincide as closely as possible to the observed data d0. The dis-

tance between model prediction and observation is a measure for the goodness of fit. Two

approaches, the least-square and the maximum likelihood approach, are commonly used.

Both approaches use an objective function Φ. The objective function of the least-square ap-

proach reads:

Φ = ǫTWǫ = (dsim(p)− d0)
T
W (dsim(p)− d0) , (5.15)

where ǫ denotes the error vector, expressing the deviation of simulated measurements to

the observed data and W is the weighting vector. The parameters are adjusted such that Φ
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decreases to a minimum. For linear models, the optimal parameter vector has an analytical

solution given by

Popt =
(
XTWX

)−1
XWd0. (5.16)

The maximum-likelihood approach tries to find a parameter set p with the highest prob-

ability P (ǫ) to describe the observed data set. Here, the observed data is assumed to be

subject to statistical noise, leading to an assumed statistical distribution for the residuals

ǫ. The most frequently used error model is that ǫ is normally distributed with zero mean,

some physically plausible level of variance, and independent. Under this assumption, the

objective function for the maximum likelihood approach reads:

L = P (ǫ|p) =
m∏

i=1

1√
2πσi

· exp
[

−
ǫ
2
i

2σ2
i

]

, (5.17)

with σ2 being the variance of the measurement error. Maximizing L under this assumption

and minimizing Φ, both yield identical optimal parameter sets and the same objective func-

tion as above (Eq. 5.15) is obtained.

The calibration problem can be formulated as an optimization problem to find the param-

eter set p, providing the best estimate dsim. The parameter vector p minimizes Eq. (5.15)

by

p =
(
X(p)TWX(p)

)−1
X(p)TWd0. (5.18)

If the model is non-linear, it can be written as

dsim = X((p)) · p = dsim,0 · p. (5.19)

After linearization by Taylor expansion around p = p0 with the sensitivity matrix J0 =

X(p0), the model is approximated by

dsim = X (p0)p0 + J0 (p− p0) . (5.20)

This leads to the classical Gauss-Newton iteration solution:

pk+1 = pk +
(
JTkWJ

)−1
JTkW (d0 − dsim,k) (5.21)

with iteration index k. PEST is based on this algorithm. There exist several optimization

techniques, such as gradient-based approaches (e.g., Gauss-Newton-method, Levenberg-

Marquardt) or global optimization approaches (e.g., simulated annealing). Gradient-based

approaches are well suited for well-posed problems. Most calibration methods, including

those that follow classical optimization ideas (e.g., PEST or Pilot Points), can be set up to

work with a-priori estimates of parameter values and with a n×n pre-calibration covariance

matrix Cpp between the parameters to be calibrated. Cpp can be used to implement expert

knowledge and thus restrict parameter uncertainty even prior to calibration, by following

Bayes theorem.

From the viewpoint of classical optimization, the inverse of the prior covariance matrix is

a Thikonov regularization matrix Γ = Cpp
−1, which penalizes deviations from p0. The

regularization results in an objective function Φ(p) with one additional term:

Φ(p) =
1

2
(d(p)− d0)

T
W (d(p)− d0) + λ (p− p0)

T Γ (p− p0). (5.22)
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Under the statistical point of view, W is the inverse of an error covariance matrix R, which

characterizes the magnitude of measurement (and model) error for the calibration data used,

expressed as variance. λ is a regularization parameter, here λ = 1/2 as the natural (statisti-

cally motivated) value, if setting Γ = Cpp
−1 and W = R−1. In absence of regularization or

prior knowledge, the second term in Eq. (5.22) simply vanishes. Regularization can also be

used without Bayesian thoughts, simply in order to overcome problems with ill-posedness.

In the statistically motivated context, following the concept of successive linearization, the

calibrated parameter set p̂ is found via the Gauss-Newton iteration:

p̂k+1 = p̂k +CppJ
T
k

(
JkCppJ

T
k +R

)−1
(d0 − Jkp̂k) . (5.23)

5.3. Step 3: Conditional Simulation

Conditional realizations are statistically equally likely parameter sets, and are used to quan-

tify the remaining uncertainty after calibration or Bayesian updating. Subsequently, within a

Monte Carlo mentality, one can simulate flow in the catchment for each set pr, r = 1, . . . , N

with any flow model, such as MODFLOW. The geostatistical model for the synthetic test

case generates realizations conditioned on direct and indirect data with the help of formal

Bayesian GLUE (Section 5.3.1). The zonation model of the real test site has been calibrated

by trial and error. The conditional realizations are generated based on a post-calibration

covariance matrix (Section 5.3.2).

5.3.1. Bayesian Conditioning

In the context of Bayesian updating, the model for the data is written as d = f(p)+ǫs. In the

following, the notation for model parameter will be submitted from p to s, referring to the

geostatistical model formulation from Section 5.1.4. The m× 1 measurement error vector ǫr
follows an error model, here, with the distribution of ǫr ∼ N(0,R), i.e., with zero mean and

m×m error covariance matrix R that characterizes the magnitude of measurement error. If

deemed appropriate, ǫr may also include model error. Then, for known s, the measurements

have the distribution d|s ∼ N(f(s),R). According to Bayes theorem (see Section 5.1.2), the

distribution of s conditioned on a given data set d0 and known β and θ is:

p(s|β,θ,d0) =
p (d0|s) p (s|β,θ)

p (d0)
. (5.24)

The Bayesian distribution (marked by a tilde) for uncertain β and θ is obtained by marginal-

ization (e.g., Kitanidis, 1986):

p̃ (s|d0) =

∫

β

∫

θ
p(s|β,θ,d0) p (β,θ|d0) dθdβ. (5.25)

In this procedure, the entire joint distribution of s,β and θ is jointly conditioned on d0 (e.g.,

Pardo-Igúzquiza, 1999; Woodbury and Ulrych, 2000). Using the Bayesian GLUE approach
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(e.g., Feyen et al., 2003), conditioning the probabilistic WVC is achieved by

P̃ (WV C ≥WV Ccrit |xi, d0) ≈
1

nr
·
nr∑

j=1

wj · Ij(x), (5.26)

with I(x) being an indicator function that assumes a value of unity, if the impact value of the

respective criterion exceeds the critical valueWV Ccrit in realization j at location xi, and zero

otherwise. The weight wj =
Lj

∑n
j=1 Lj

of realization j represents the likelihood L given d0:

L
(
sj ,θj ,βj |d0

)
j
=

(
1

2π · ||R||

)m/2

exp

[
−1

2
(d0 − dsim(sj))

T
R−1 (d0 − dsim(sj))

]
, (5.27)

where dsim(sj) = f(s) is the corresponding simulated data set of realization j.

For large data sets, only a few realizations may be assigned with significant weights. This

problem can be alleviated, when first processing direct point-scale measurements of pa-

rameters with Kriging-like techniques (Fritz et al., 2009, in combination with conditional

sampling). The uncertain mean and trend coefficients may be directly included in the Krig-

ing procedure (e.g., Fritz et al., 2009; Kitanidis, 1986). Then, only indirect (head, tracer) data

remain for processing with the weighting scheme. When replacing Eq. (5.26) by a rejection

sampling scheme, the weights ωj remain constant for all conditional realizations to direct

and indirect data. The rejection sampling reads:

Lr =
Lj
Lmax

=

{
ωj = 1, ifLr ≥ z(accepted sj)

ωj = 0, ifLr < z(rejected sj),
(5.28)

where z is a random number drawn from the uniform distribution between 0 and 1.

5.3.2. Conditional Simulation based on Post-Calibration Co variance

Classical calibration tools such as PEST and any Gauss-Newton algorithm provide a post-

calibration covariance matrix Cpp|d to represent the remaining uncertainty in the calibrated

parameters around p̂. Analytically, it can be written as the inverse of the Hessian matrix H

of second derivatives of the weighted least squares objective function, and has the form:

Cpp|d =
(
JTR−1J +Cpp

−1
)
= Cpp −CppJ

T
(
JCppJ

T +R
)−1

JCpp, (5.29)

where J is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at p = p̂. With the post-calibration covariance

matrix Cpp|d and the calibrated parameter set p̂, it is possible to generate many alternative

parameter realizations pr, r = 1, . . . , N using Monte Carlo simulations. Each parameter

set pr is physically plausible for the model and statistically legitimate in the light of the

available calibration data and prior assumptions. A detailed explanation is given by Fienen

et al. (2010). The randomized model parameters pr are the sum of the calibrated values and

a random component that corresponds to Cpp|d:

pr = p̂+ chol
(
Cpp|d

)T
ǫr, (5.30)

with chol being the Cholesky decomposition and ǫr being a vector of independent, standard

normal distributed random numbers.
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5.4. Step 4: Advective-Dispersive Transport Formulation

For both test catchments, the reverse flow formulation to calculate transport is adopted (Sec-

tion 5.4.1). The transport for the Eulerian flow description is directly calculated via temporal

moments (Section 5.4.2). Transport for the real test site is calculated with MODPATH that

has been extended with a random walk scheme, and temporal moments can be evaluated

even from low particle numbers (Section 5.4.3).

5.4.1. Reverse Flow and Transport Simulation

Monte Carlo-based techniques for transport-based wellhead delineation directly lead to

high computational demands, unless using smart concepts. To decrease computational

costs, the reverse formulation of transport can be applied. It allows to map well vulner-

abilities and capture zones onto the entire domain with a single model run. The key idea is

to reverse the direction of flow in the entire computational domain and inject a unit-mass, in-

stantaneous tracer pulse into the drinking water well (e.g., Frind et al., 2006; Kunstmann and

Kinzelbach, 2000; Neupauer and Wilson, 2001). This avoids the necessity to perform many

transport simulations with contaminants injected at each possible spill location within the

entire catchment. The transport is subsequently solved reversely, using

∂c

∂t
= ∇ · (vc+D∇c) inΩ, (5.31)

and the boundary conditions change to

− n · (D∇c) = 0 on Γ \ Γ2

c = 0 on Γ2 (5.32)

n · vc+ n · (D∇c) = n · vĉspillδ(t0) on Γwell,

where Γwell is an internal boundary that encloses the well, and n·v is the velocity perpendic-

ular to Γwell. More explanation for the backward transport approach is given, e.g., by Uffink

(1989), Cornaton (2003) and by Neupauer and Wilson (2001).

5.4.2. Temporal Moment Approach

The time-consuming computations to receive time-dependent breakthrough curves can be

reduced by directly solving for the temporal moments of contaminant transport (Harvey

and Gorelick, 1995). Temporal moments are capable of representing the characteristics of a

concentration breakthrough curve. Their physical meaning is further explained by Cirpka

and Kitanidis (2000a) and has recently been discussed by Leube et al. (2012).

The k-th temporal moment mk of a breakthrough curve c(x, t) at location x is defined as:

mk(x) =

∫ ∞

0
tk · c(x, t) dt. (5.33)
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The zeroth moment m0 represents the accumulated mass over time that passes by a loca-

tion x. The normalized first temporal moment m1/m0 represents the mean arrival time of a

solute at location x. The normalized second central temporal moment m2c/m0 can be inter-

preted as local dilution. The physical meaning of several lower-order temporal moments is

discussed in more detail by Cirpka and Kitanidis (2000b). Higher order temporal moments

describe characteristics such as skewness, peakedness, and more complex characteristics of

the temporal breakthrough curve’s time behavior that are also known from statistics (e.g.,

Wackerly et al., 2002). These characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

Moment generating equations can be derived from Eq. (5.3) or Eq. (5.31) and their respective

boundary conditions by multiplying the equations with tk and then integrating over time as

in Eq. (5.33) (Cirpka and Kitanidis, 2000b). For Eq. (5.31), partial integration leads to:

∇ · (vm0 +D∇m0) = 0 for k = 0 (5.34)

∇ · (vmk +D∇mk) = k ·mk−1 ∀ k > 0,

with the boundary conditions:

− n · (D∇mk) = 0 on Γ \ Γ2

mk = 0 on Γ2 (5.35)

n · vmk + n · (D∇mk) = n · vm̂k,well on Γwell, ∀ k ≥ 0.

Here, m̂k is the kth-raw temporal moment of ĉ on the boundaries Γ2 and Γwell. Because the

contaminant release at the well on boundary Γwell is instantaneous at time t0 = 0 and with

unit spill concentration, m̂k,well is one for k = 0 and zero for all k ≥ 1. On the boundary Γ2,

m̂k is zero for all k, because the second line in Eq. (5.32) is zero due to the reverse approach,

regardless of the corresponding ĉ in Eq. (5.5). Eq. (5.34) is formally identical to a steady

state partial differential transport equation, which eliminates the need of numerical time

integration and directly yields temporal characteristics at very low computational costs.

5.4.3. Backward Random Walk Particle Tracking

The computational costs of finely-resolved transport simulations with Eulerian methods

are almost prohibitive, especially in large catchment simulations and in three-dimensional

cases. This is even more so, when insisting on acceptably low levels of numerical dispersion,

in order to not bias the risk estimates. The particle tracking random walk (PTRW) method

(e.g., Prickett et al., 1981) is free of numerical dispersion and artificial oscillation (e.g., Sala-

mon et al., 2006). PTRW is simple and robust in application. For these reasons, the use

of PTRW methods is recommended. PTRW has already been used to compute advective-

dispersive capture zones around groundwater wells (e.g., Uffink, 1989), yet without Monte

Carlo simulation of uncertain conductivity fields.

The PTRW approximates the solution to Eq. (5.31) by (e.g., Kinzelbach, 1988):

Xp(t+∆t) = Xp(t) + (v(Xp, t) +∇ ·D(Xp, t))∆t+B(Xp, t) · ξ(t)
√
∆t, (5.36)
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Figure 5.1.: Illustrative sketch, showing the four intrinsic well vulnerability criteria and tem-

poral moments characterizing the concentration breakthrough curve c(t).

where Xp(t) is the particle position at time t and △t is the current time step. B is the dis-

placement matrix that has to fulfillB·BT = 2D. ξ(t) is a vector with three normal distributed

uncorrelated random variables with zero mean and unit variance. The displacement matrix

B after Salamon et al. (2006) equals in 3D:

B =
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 , (5.37)

where αVT and αHT are the vertical and horizontal transverse dispersivities, respectively, and

Eq. (5.4) can be obtained by 1/2B ·BT when setting αVT = αHT = αT . The desired concentra-

tions are evaluated by computing the particle density in each grid cell k = 1, . . . , nc and in

each time step tℓ, ℓ = 1, . . . , nt.

ck(tℓ) =
1

ne,kVk

np∑

i=1

mi · Iikℓ. (5.38)

Here, ne,k is the porosity in cell number k, Vk the volume of the k-th grid cell, np is the total

number of particles used in the simulation, mi the mass of the i-th particle and Iikℓ is an

indicator that assumes a value of unity, if the i-th particle is in the k-th grid cell at time step

tℓ, and zero otherwise.

One key feature of PTRW that the accuracy of PTRW is proportional to the square root of

the number of particles in each cell (e.g., Kinzelbach, 1988), which easily leads to millions of

particles to be tracked (e.g., Hassan and Mohamed, 2003). As a counter measure, a strongly

reduced particle number is used, and Eq. (5.38) is replaced by a more robust breakthrough

curve reconstruction method instead, based only on few lower order temporal moments.
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5.5. Step 5: Moment-based Breakthrough Curve Reconstruction

The contaminant breakthrough curves are reconstructed from transport-based moments via

the maximum entropy method (Section 5.5.1). The particle-based moments are cast into an

analytical reconstruction scheme (inverse Gaussian distribution, Section 5.5.2).

5.5.1. Maximum Entropy Method

Using the Maximum Entropy method (e.g., Jaynes, 2003) in log-time (e.g., Harvey and Gore-

lick, 1995) to recover the full concentration profile yields for a breakthrough curve:

c(t) =
1

t
exp

(
−

nℓ∑

ℓ=0

λℓ · ln tℓ

)
, (5.39)

where λℓ = [λ0, . . . , λnℓ
] are Lagrangian parameters which are obtained by ensuring that the

temporal moments of Eq. (5.39) are identical to those obtained from the transport simulation.

mk =

∫ +∞

−∞
tk · 1

t
exp

[
−

nℓ∑

ℓ=0

λℓ · ln tℓ

]
dt. (5.40)

Here, nℓ is the highest order of moments considered and must be an even number for the

integral to exist. The non-linear optimization problem in Eq. (5.40) can be solved by the

standard Newton method (Mohammad-Djafari, 2001) or any other suitable optimization

algorithm. In this thesis I evaluate the integral in Eq. (5.40) by Gauss-Hermite integration

(e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964) after transforming s = ln t. This numerical integration

scheme is computationally less demanding and, with only 40 Gauss-Integration-Points, I

received a speed-up of more than ≈ 20 in comparison to Riemann or trapezoidal integration.

More information on setting up the Gauss-Hermite integration for non-linear breakthrough

curve reconstruction in log-time and assessing the third and fourth WVC numerically is

provided in the Appendix.

5.5.2. Inverse Gaussian Distribution

For simpler breakthrough curve reconstruction, the first two temporal moments obtained

from the transport code are inserted into Eq. (5.41). The inverse Gaussian distribution is

given by

c(t) ≈ IGD (t; µ, η,m0) = m0 ·
√

η

2πt3
exp

[
−η (t− µ)2

2µ2

]
, t > 0, (5.41)

with parameters µ being the first temporal moment and η = µ3/σ2 being a shape parameter

depending on variance and mean of t (viewed as a random variable of particle arrival time).

The parameter m0 re-scales the entire distribution to the total observed mass m0, accumu-

lated over time within the breakthrough curve in a given cell. The inverse Gaussian with
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η/µ→ ∞ shows asymptotic convergence to normality (Folks and Chhikara, 1978).

If desired and computationally feasible, larger particle numbers for direct interpretation of

c(t) or more elaborate breakthrough curve reconstruction techniques may be applied, such

as kernel density estimates (Fernàndez-Garcia and Sanchez-Vila, 2011) or maximum entropy

reconstruction (Harvey and Gorelick, 1995). In this thesis, the PTRW code has been linked

to the inverse Gaussian distribution, such that the first two temporal moments based on low

particle numbers are sufficient. The accuracy of using low particle numbers in combination

with the inverse Gaussian distribution is presented for the real test case in Section 9.2.6.

5.6. Step 6: Post-Processing for Contaminant Fate

For linear contaminant-specific sorption processes, the velocity v and dispersion tensor D

in Eq. (5.31) are modified as follows

ṽ =
v

Rd
and D̃ =

D

Rd
, (5.42)

withRd being the retardation factor. This simply means to linearly scale the time in Eq. (5.41)

with Rd, and to re-normalize the resulting breakthrough curve with 1/Rd:

cRd
(t) =

1

Rd
· c
(
t′
)
, (5.43)

with t′ = t
Rd

. To account for first-order degradation processes with decay rate ξd, the con-

centration obtained by Eq. (5.41) or Eq. (5.39) is modified as

cD(t) = c(t) · exp [−ξdt] . (5.44)

The breakthrough curves from any extended release history can be calculated by convo-

luting the solution of the instantaneous injection problem with the release strength of the

extended release of single spill events:

ce(t) =

∫ t

0
c(t− τ)ṁ(τ)dτ, (5.45)

where ce(t) is the breakthrough curve for extended release, which is characterized by the

time-dependent injected mass flux ṁ(τ), and τ is the time coordinate for the release history.

The latter requires steady-state flow conditions. The extension to transient flow is provided

by Srinivasan et al. (2012).

5.7. Steps 7 to 9: Evaluating VIP and Decision Support

A detailed explanation of vulnerability values in a probabilistic context has been given in

Section 4.2 (steps 7 and 8). The evaluation of VIP is demonstrated for two test cases in

Chapter 8 and Chapter 9. An introduction to use vulnerability values in a risk management

context (step 9) will be given in Chapter 6.



6. VIP - A Risk Management Approach 1

Risk managers are asked to evaluate the calculated risk against their pre-defined safety mar-

gins (compliance level). In case risk is unacceptable, risk mitigation opportunities are in

demand. Thus, stakeholders are confronted with the task to find the optimal mitigation op-

tion, under the given situation, to treat risk the best possible way. This risk treatment may

address risk reduction based on different scales, such that the consequences of each alter-

native cannot be assessed equally and compared. Another puzzle in decision making is the

environmental complexity penetrated by uncertainty. Therefore, rational decision support

frameworks are required to aid stakeholders in evaluating and comparing risk mitigation

alternatives in the light of uncertainty and across impact dimensions.

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the fundamental concept of decision analysis (Sec-

tion 6.1) to improve robust decision making in a complex environmental setting. Fur-

thermore, a specific decision analysis framework for risk-aware delineation based on the

VIP concept is presented in Section 6.2. Here, I define the risk as the probability of (non-

)compliance with pre-defined acceptable vulnerability levels. Section 6.3 defines two uncer-

tainty measures and two economic risk measures that can be used to assess the performance

of data acquisition and risk reduction plans. The chapter closes with a summary on the main

findings of risk management in a VIP context (Section 6.4).

6.1. Introduction to Decision Analysis

In case risk is unacceptable, risk managers are pre-dominantly confronted with two ques-

tions:

i. how effective a proposed measure for risk reduction below an acceptance level, recog-

nizing that zero-risk is unattainable (Pollard et al., 2008) and

ii. what costs are related to available risk reduction options.

In order to mitigate risk effectively (i), three general decision options are available for risk

managers:

(1) Reduce uncertainty, e.g, through collecting additional information in sampling cam-

paigns or by reducing the probability of hazard failure occurrence.

(2) Reduce impact, e.g., install risk mitigation approaches that reduce mass release, de-

crease receptor vulnerability or other options to reduce the damage at the receptor.

(3) Reduce uncertainty and impact.

1Parts of this Chapter have been published in (Enzenhoefer et al., 2013) and Enzenhoefer et al. (2011)
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Uncertainty Reduction

Risk measures, such as peak arrival time, depend on the geostatistical description of the hy-

draulic conductivity field, site characterization (amount and quality of data) and uncertainty

reduction. Collecting data yields additional information to reduce uncertainty in predicting

risk levels or well vulnerability criteria. Yet, sampling and investigation campaigns are of-

ten restricted by limited budgets, or by other constraints such as inaccessibility of sampling

locations. The amount of data required to reduce uncertainty to an acceptable level has to

be determined rationally and in a goal-oriented manner. This leads to the question how to

optimize experimental designs (e.g., Pukelsheim, 2006), i.e., where to sample, which types

under which circumstance and in which time frame to reduce uncertainty the most. Often,

these optimal design studies are evaluated in the context of least costs (see discussion below

on decision framework). Optimal design has been transferred to geostatistics (e.g., Chris-

takos and Olea, 1992; Müller, 2007) and related inverse problems (Herrera and Pinder, 2005;

Nowak et al., 2010). Furthermore, optimal design is applied to many environmental engi-

neering problems, such as cost-minimal remediation of contaminated sites (e.g., Feyen and

Gorelick, 2005) or the best set-up to monitor contaminant plumes (e.g., Meyer et al., 1994).

Maxwell et al. (1999) showed that increased sampling numbers on hydraulic conductivity

reduces uncertainty in the geostatistical model. This had a positive effect on the predic-

tion goal (here: human-health risk), reducing the prediction variance and thus uncertainty.

Bakr and Butler (2004) investigated the required amount of data to delineate a wellhead pro-

tection area up to a certain accuracy level. They also showed that the gain in information

content is limited with increasing amount of data (see also Feyen et al., 2001). However, the

information gain for a given amount of data can be maximized by optimizing data type and

sampling location (e.g., Nowak et al., 2010).

Impact Reduction

Following the source-pathway-receptor concept, there are three options available to reduce

the level of impact severity at the well:

(i) Source-level, e.g., decreasing the amount of mass being released to the aquifer in case

of an accident.

(ii) Pathway-level, e.g., installing degradation tools to reduce concentration levels, such as

reactive barriers (Freeze and McWhorter, 1997).

(iii) Receptor-level, e.g., enhancing the resilience of the receptor, which might be comple-

mented by post-treatment facilities (Lee et al., 1992; Lindhe et al., 2011).

All these studies rely on scenario-based risk mitigation strategies and follow the suggestion

by Aven and Kørte (2003) to perform decision and formal risk analysis in order to aid

risk-informed decisions, followed by an informal judgment and review process.
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Decision Framework

Finding the best risk mitigation option can be interpreted as balancing the effectiveness of

risk mitigation options (question i.) and the related costs (question ii.). To achieve this, au-

thors have used cost-benefit (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2011; Massmann and Freeze, 1987) and cost

efficiency analysis (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2011). These are methods that rationally support de-

cision making. Overall, there exist two distinct decision-making frameworks in engineering

literature: optimization and decision analysis (e.g., Freeze and Gorelick, 1999). Tartakovsky

(2013) reviews both frameworks, showing similarities of the two approaches. The first deci-

sion framework, optimization, provides the optimal decision or risk mitigation opportunity

from all possible (continuous) alternatives by maximizing or minimizing an objective func-

tion (e.g., Bakr and Butler, 2004; Nowak et al., 2010). The second framework, decision analysis

provides the best option out of a pre-defined set of scenario alternatives (e.g., Andersson

and Destouni, 2001; Freeze and McWhorter, 1997; Massmann and Freeze, 1987). According

to Massmann and Freeze (1987),
”
decision analysis is the branch of systems analysis that

allows for the determination of the best alternative from a set of alternative courses of ac-

tion“. Thus, decision analysis is a special case of optimization, according to Aven and Kørte

(2003). Nevertheless, these authors warn that optimization studies often neglect factors that

influence the decision making. Some of these factors cannot be adequately captured in strict

mathematical expressions, i.e. via utility values (Shrader-Frechette, 1991). A good reading

on the differences between decision analysis and optimization is Freeze et al. (1990) and

Tartakovsky (2013). This decision analysis framework is applied to the VIP framework to

assess the reliability of drinking water supply safety by delineating more accurate wellhead

protection zones as proposed by Feyen et al. (2003) (see Chapter 8).

Economic-based Decision Analysis

In economic-based decision analysis frameworks, risk managers are able to compare the

costs (C) and economic benefit (B) between different risk reduction options (see Fig. 6.1).

Lindhe et al. (2011) were the first to introduce an economic-based decision framework (cost

efficiency ratio and cost benefit analysis) in drinking water supply systems to choose be-

tween several scenario-based decision options that reduce risk, measured in customer min-

utes lost. Tesfamichael et al. (2005) investigated the trade-off between economic benefits

and health-risk for using atrazine in the agricultural sector. Andersson and Destouni (2001)

introduced an abatement cost analysis to reduce concentration levels at a compliance bound-

ary below a pre-defined threshold level.

In Fig. 6.1, the marginal economic costs Y (i.e., the marginal costs with respect to X) are

constant with additional sampling X , which is denoted by the marginal cost curve u1. With

increasing sampling size or better sampling, the uncertainty in areal delineation is reduced.

The amount of additional areal reduction Y decreases with increasing X . Thus, the addi-

tional information (benefit) retrieved from additional samples decreases as shown in Fig. 6.1

for the benefit curve u2. Any scenario where the marginal benefit outweighs the marginal

cost function is a good choice (e.g., James and Gorelick, 1994). Comparing several scenarios

with each other will deliver the best scenario that is closest to the intersection of the marginal
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Figure 6.1.: Optimal risk concept and tradeoff between marginal cost of utility u1 and u2.

Here, u1 equals incremental sampling costs Csamp and u2 equals the information

gain measured as additional areal reduction (Aerr) per sampling increment.

cost and marginal benefit (risk reduction) curves (u1, u2). In an optimization framework this

leads to the following objective function Φ:

Φ = |B(X)−C(X)| , (6.1)

with B(X) being the marginal benefit and C(X) the marginal costs associated to each sce-

nario X . The scenario yielding a value closest to zero of Eq. (6.1) delivers the best decision

choice (see Fig. 6.1). Considering Eq. (6.1) shows, how closely decision analysis and opti-

mization is connected.

The marginal costs Y of X can be calculated by any economic valuation technique, such

as damage replacement costs, the hedonic price method, the bids received by consultants

and so forth. The first two are indirect pricing methods, whereas the latter is a direct pric-

ing technique incorporating stakeholders. According to Freeze and Gorelick (1999), costs

in general are related to capital Ccap, operational Cop and costs Cf that are associated to

sampling failures:

Ci =

∫
1

(1 + g)t
[Ccap(t) + Cop(t) + Cf (t)]dt (6.2)

with g being the discount rate and Ci the total costs associated to the i − th risk treatment

alternative or scenario. A good reading to get a first overview on economic valuation is

provided by Turner et al. (2004). There are valuation methods that help to transfer benefits

Y (X), which are not measured on a monetary scale, to the cost scale, such as market analysis

methods. Often, the utility concept is used to relate benefits to costs by willingness-to-pay

studies (e.g., Fishburn, 1970).

Within the VIP concept, economic value is determined by the reduction of areal demand

for delineation (see Section 6.3.1). This area depends on the resolved degree of epistemic

uncertainty and the chosen level of non-compliance, among others. According to Fig. 6.1,
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a data acquisition campaign should be conducted to an increasing degree X , as long as the

benefits u2 (additional areal reduction) outweigh the cost curve u1 for sampling (e.g., James

and Gorelick, 1994). This type of comparison between information gain due to sampling and

economic costs of sampling is known as data worth analysis (e.g., Freeze et al., 1990; James

and Gorelick, 1994). The concept of data worth is illustrated within a synthetic case study

(see Chapter 8). The worth of additional data to decrease uncertainty in terms of wrongly

delineated area is also presented in Section 8.5. In this section, I will provide answers related

to the following three questions:

1. How many measurements are needed?

2. What type of measurements are best?

3. How well does the sampling quality have to be?

6.2. Risk-aware Delineation of Wellhead Protection Zones

A classical approach to manage the risk of well exposure is to ban all hazards from a travel-

time based area, which is known as delineating a wellhead protection zone. Questions by

water stakeholders and managers such as (1) ’What is the current overall safety level of an exist-

ing delineated wellhead protection area?’ or ’Can we provide the same reliability level with a smaller

protection area at lower costs than the existing one?’ (2) ’How much can the system reliability be

improved without additional areal costs?’ and (3) ’What reliability level can be achieved at only little

additional areal costs?’ (4) ’How much can the system reliability be improved with additional and

more accurate data?’ will now be answered by providing four corresponding management

options based on the VIP maps.

The four suggested management strategies are conceptually shown in Fig. 6.2. These strate-

gies will help water stakeholders to support robust and transparent decisions under uncer-

tainty, while keeping the additional costs relatively small or even leading to smaller delin-

eated areas. Costs in this context are so-called areal costs associated with the area of land

delineated as wellhead protection zone, as land has a monetary value.

The required size of delineated wellhead protection zones under uncertainty is easily larger

than the actual size of the truly required wellhead protection area Atrue (see Fig. 6.3). The

delineated area depends on the degree of uncertainty (areal demand) and on the desired

safety level β = 1 − α of the stakeholders. α is denoted as the risk acceptance level, i.e.,

the accepted probability that the system may fail. The choice of β or α is often limited by

financial constraints of the water stakeholder. A no risk (α = 0) situation is unachievable

(e.g., Pollard et al., 2008). There always exists the chance of something unexpected happen-

ing to the groundwater, endangering safe water supply. Furthermore, delineation outline

of β = 100% would lead to excessively large wellhead protection zones that are in conflict

with the stakeholders interest in the delineated land. In particular, the agricultural sector is

a strong stakeholder blocking many delineation processes in Germany2.

2Personal communication with Mr. Müller, Ministry for Environment, Agriculture, Food, Wine and Forest of

the State of Rheinland-Pfalz
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Figure 6.2.: Risk management with the VIP framework, showing increased areal delineation

costs with increasing reliability level.

If a delineation process has not been considered yet, water managers are free in their deci-

sion to choose an acceptable probability level of non-compliance with the well vulnerability

criterion (i.e. an (non-)exceedance probability level, depending on the respective criterion).

The desired reliability level β∗ defines a consistent outline of the wellhead protection zone,

corresponding to the probability isolines of each VIP.

(I) Current Delineation Reliability Level and Smaller Consistent Area

As basis for further analysis, the current safety level of an existing wellhead protection area

A(0) is assessed first. This is of special interest for water supply companies with no sophis-

ticated post-treatment facilities, as they usually fully rely on perfect groundwater quality,

or for supply wells, which have to be abandoned from the first day of contamination. The

areal demand for source water protection increases with the desired reliability level β∗, as

illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The area Aβ∗ needed to maintain this reliability level β∗ is the integral

over the entire domain Ω:

Aβ∗ =

∫

Ω
I (P1 ≤ β∗)dΩ, (6.3)

where P1 is the exceedance probability for a given well vulnerability criteria, here peak

arrival (k = 1), and a certain critical level WV Ccrit according to Eq. (4.2).

Now, the maximum consistent safety level β(0) of an existing protection zoneA(0) is defined.

In case of an existing protection zone it is the β-value of the largest isopercentile, which is

still fully enclosed by the wellhead area A(0).

In many practical situations, parts of the current protection zoneA(0) will be located outside

the VIP contour line β(0). Therefore, already a smaller protection zone A(−) with the same

consistent reliability level β(0) as the current wellhead protection can be defined. This can

be achieved by simply cropping the wellhead protection area exactly along the β(0) VIP line,

freeing up an excess area ∆A(−) = A(0) −A(−) (see Fig. 6.2).
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(II) Area - Neutral New Delineation

As a possible next step, the areaA(0) of an existing protection zone can be re-allocated within

an optimized outline. To this end, the excess area ∆A(−) from step (I) is re-invested towards

an increased safety level β(+). The new outline will have the same area A(0) but with the

largest possible consistent reliability level β(+) that can be achieved with A(0). The new

outline is found by choosing a consistent safety level β(+), such that the new area A(+) is

just as large as the old area A(0), but the new outline follows exactly a VIP line β∗ (see

Fig. 6.2):

β(+) : A(+) ≡ A(0). (6.4)

(III) Reliability Increase at Minimum Costs

Reallocation or cropping of wellhead protection zones is not always possible, e.g., due to

political interests, or due to existing long-term rights and concerning land use. Also, the

general public, regulators and customers might not accept the fact that some parts of the

existing protection zone are removed in the above management option, as there may or may

have been other plausible or even possibly subjective (based on the public risk perception)

reasons behind the existing delineation. Please remember, wellhead delineation is enforced

by the regional municipalities in Germany (see Section 3.4). Even in such a complex local

situation, the probabilistic reliability information contained in the VIPs may be used to im-

prove the safety of water supply, without competing against the locally established need for

the current protected area. The key argument is the model-based and probabilistic character

of VIPs, and the plain, yet objective, quantitative and transparent language spoken by the

contour maps.

Therefore, the optimized area A(+) from step (II) is complemented by minimal additional

area in order to increase the reliability level β(+) to some larger level β(++). The area △A(+)

needed for this improvement is exactly the area between the VIPs with the two safety levels

β(+) and β(++). Thus, the cost function for the increase of reliability △β = β(++) − β(+) is

directly given by ∆A(+) = A
(
β(++)

)
−A

(
β(+)

)
= A(+) −A(0) in Fig. 6.2.

An intermediate alternative is to keep A(0) without cropping and to complement it with

pieces △A(∗) that are missing in order to reach any desired safety level β(∗) > β(0). The

corresponding cost function is more complex and cannot be plotted in a generalized man-

ner (as a function of isopercentiles and their enclosed area only), as it depends on the actual

geometry of A(0). However, it would better respect the specific local situation, and leave the

other plausible and possibly subjective arguments untouched.

(IV) Increased Reliability Level with Additional and More Accurate Data

The area sacrificed to uncertainty can be reduced, when additional, more accurate and the

most beneficial type of data is incorporated to the delineation model. This inevitably leads

to the following two questions:
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(a) What is the best catchment investigation strategy to achieve a pre-defined reliability

level at lowest costs?

(b) What is the highest achievable reliability level at no additional costs?

Fig. 6.2 illustrate these two questions schematically. With additional data, the reliability of

the wellhead delineation (x-axis) is expected to increase up to a certain limit at no additional

or only small pre-defined costs (Fig. 6.2, IV(b)). Likewise, a given reliability level can be

achieved with less areal demand, when uncertainty in areal delineation is reduced (Fig. 6.2,

IV(b)). Each sampling design would result in an additional risk-aware delineation curve

(gray curve) and thus add to the increased information gain. The benefit of using additional

and better data decreases with more sophisticated sampling techniques and more data (dis-

tance between lines). Thus, an uncertainty measure is defined that can follow the marginal

benefit curve given in Fig. 6.1 in order to know how beneficial additional or better data is.

In this study, this is done for sampling type, quality of measurement and sample size and

illustrated for a synthetic test case (Section 8.5). In order to find an optimal sampling design

case in light of monetary costs, decision analysis is employed to identify the best scenario

for question (a) or (b) among pre-defined sampling designs. Given the fact that stakeholders

pre-define an acceptable safety level (compare Fig. 3.2, step: risk objective), it is now possi-

ble to find the cost-optimal situation, where the marginal costs for sampling outweigh the

benefit in reducing areal demand as far as possible (see IV(a), Fig. 6.2). The same is true for

fixed costs, where additional data pay for themselves in order to improve system reliabil-

ity β (see IV(b), Fig. 6.2).

The concept of risk-aware delineation of wellhead protection zones (I-III) is demonstrated

for a real test site in Chapter 9. The uncertainty reduction due to additional and better data

is demonstrated along a synthetic test case in Chapter 8.

6.3. Uncertainty and Economic Risk Measures within the VIP
Framework

In order to measure the effect of uncertainty reduction in the current problem setting for

wellhead delineation, I introduce two area-based utility functions that measure the amount

of excessive delineated area sacrificed to uncertainty (Section 6.3.1). The first uncertainty

measure is based on the delineated areal error. The second measure estimates the area that

is enclosed between two vulnerability isopercentile lines. Thus, the transfer into economic

analysis is straightforward (see Section 6.1), as areal demand can be priced. As direct eco-

nomic measures for risk, I will consider customer minutes lost (Section 6.3.3) and damage

replacement costs (Section 6.3.4).

6.3.1. Uncertainty Measure: Areal Delineation Error

The benefit of using additional or better data in Fig. 6.1 is expressed by epistemic uncertainty

reduction ∆U , leading to VIP lines that are closer to reality. The error of delineation, Aerr, is
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the excessive delineated areaA+ plus the undelineated areaA− (see Eq. 6.5) compared to the

truly required (but unknown) protection areaAtrue. A
+ is part of the current delineated area

Acurr for the sake of confidence (see Fig. 6.3). A− is the area that is not delineated although it

is part of the actually required area, Atrue. The light gray and white area in Fig. 6.3 indicates

the area, that is truly requiredAtrue and the dark gray and white area indicates the currently

delineated area Acurr. The two partial errors can be combined to the overall error Aerr by:

Aerr = ω1 ·A− + ω2 ·A+. (6.5)

with ω being the weights assigned to the two different types of area delineation error. Inter-
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Figure 6.3.: Schematic concept of delineation error due to epistemic uncertainty.

preting the areal error in the light of human-health risk, the non-delineated error area A− is

more severe (because contamination can enter the well unnoticed) than area A+ that is pro-

tected but located outside the actual wellhead protection zone. For simplicity, and avoiding

discussion on how to value health in monetary terms, I keep these weight equal ω1 = ω2 for

the remainder of this thesis, and omit them from notation.

Within a Monte Carlo context, the expected areal delineation error U as a measure for un-

certainty can be calculated as

U =
1

nr

nr∑

j=1

ωj ·Aj,err, (6.6)

with nr Monte Carlo simulations and ωj being the weight of the j − th realization as it may

arise from Bayesian updating. Here, I will assume equal weights for each model realization

as each ensemble-based realization is equally likely in this thesis by rejection sampling (see

Section 5.3.1). The ensemble-averaged outline A50 is denoted as the actual outline Acurr.

The smaller the delineation error, the more accurate the delineation is and thus the smaller

the measured uncertainty (see Eq. (6.6) and Fig. 6.2, IV(a)). This uncertainty measure is used

in the remainder of this sampling decision analysis framework and in assessing the data

worth.
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6.3.2. Uncertainty Measure: Area-Enclosed by the VIP Lines

Another uncertainty indicator measures the areal demand in delineation between the 10th−
and 90th−percentile contours of the well vulnerability criteria, normalized by the area

within the 50th−percentile contour:

U =
A10 −A90

A50
, (6.7)

where U is some measure for the fraction of the area a planner has to sacrifice due to uncer-

tainty. This definition of U is related to the idea of interpercentile range, normalized by a

median (Enzenhoefer et al., 2012).

6.3.3. Customer Minutes Lost as Economic Risk Measure

Customer minutes lost (CML) is a performance indicator for water managers to measure

the lack of water supply due to quality failure (e.g., a contaminant concentration within the

well above drinking water standard) or quantity failure (e.g., due to water pressure loss) in

minutes per year. The measure, customer minutes lost, is widely used for drinking water

supply systems (e.g., Blokker et al., 2005) and reads within the VIP framework after Lindhe

et al. (2009):

CML(x0) = texp(x0) · Pe(x0) · nr,coaff , (6.8)

with Pe being the entry probability of a spill event occurring at location x0. The exposure

time texp indicates the damage intensity in the sense of minutes or days, when the well is

out of operation due to quality failure. nr,coaff is the relation between affected consumers

(ncoaff ) and all possible consumers (ncoall) within the supply system, which also denotes a

consequence attribute. The number of consumers being affected, ncoaff , depends on the cur-

rent water demand within the supply system. In the unlikely case that pumping is constant

over time, but traditionally assumed for wellhead protection delineation, the consumer ratio

nr,coaff is:

nr,coaff =
dmin
d

, (6.9)

with dmin being the pre-defined amount of water demand per consumer standardized by

the actual demand d of an individual consumer for each model realization.

As the additional information through data sampling reduces uncertainty, VIP lines move

closer to reality. Thus, the risk measure, CML, should become more realistic with improved

sampling schemes. An illustration of customer minutes lost in the light of uncertainty re-

duction is provided in Section 8.5.

6.3.4. Damage Replacement Costs as Economic Risk Measure

According to Turner et al. (2004), there are several economic valuation techniques available

to transfer different mitigation options to a common cost scale. Here, I adopt the method

of replacement costs. It calculates the avoidable damage costs related to each mitigation
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alternative. Here, the damage replacement cost method is a function of well down-time,

texp. Due to the spatial information provided by the VIP maps, it is possible to calculate the

expected damage D for contaminant release at each location xi across the domain:

D(xi) = texp,i ·Qp · γ, (6.10)

with Qp being the well pumping rate and γ representing an a-priori defined water prizing

function. This water prizing function can be constant, such as the given water market price

or a more sophisticated cost function. A demonstration of using damage replacement costs

in a decision analysis framework for risk mitigation strategies is given for a synthetic test

case in Section 8.6.

6.4. Findings of VIP-based Risk Management

• Decision analysis frameworks transparently reflect uncertainty with associated costs,

such that optimal, objective and transparent decision support is available among a set

of pre-defined scenarios.

• The reliability of wellhead delineation can be improved with no or only minimal costs,

when considering VIP-based re-delineation.

• More and better data, such as data type and quality of sampling, reduce parameter

uncertainty and thus help to increase reliability levels at no additional costs. Alterna-

tively, costs can be reduced at a constant safety level.

• The first well vulnerability criterion, tpeak is used to assess the areal demand in well-

head delineation and thus indirectly used to measure uncertainty.

• The fourth well vulnerability criterion, texp is suitable for economic risk analysis, and

allows to calculate damage replacement costs and customer minutes lost.





7. STORM - A Risk Quantification
Framework

This chapter introduces the forward risk assessment and management framework, called

STORM. STORM is an acronym for STakelholder-Objective Risk Measures. The name in-

dicates the flexibility of the risk framework to calculate risk measures that are of specific

interest for various stakeholders. Two key points that motivated STORM are introduced in

Section 7.1.

As already presented in Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1, STORM is modularized into ten modules to

quantify and manage risk from source to receptor. The regional risk assessment is pene-

trated by uncertainty, such as frequency of hazard failure, type and quantity of resulting

contamination loads, subsurface heterogeneity, and so forth. Therefore, it is necessary to

quantify uncertainty and support stakeholders to take robust and meaningful decisions in

an uncertain problem setting based on rational and transparent modeling results.

The prerequisite for applying STORM is a hazard database obtained by hazard identification

(Section 7.2). The ten modules that make up the STORM framework are set into a structured

framework, where each module represents a sub-model within STORM (see Fig. 7.1). These

ten sub-models can be classified into four main modeling steps, including an (1) event model,

(2) immission model, (3) transport and impact model and (4) risk evaluation model (see Fig. 7.1).

In more detail, STORM considers the impact and the mean time to failure of individual haz-

ards (modules 1-2: event model, Section 7.3), the retarding process through the unsaturated

zone (modules 3-4: immission model, Section 7.4), contaminant transport to the drinking wa-

ter well via a physically-based flow and transport model (modules 5-8: transport and impact

model, Section 7.5) and cumulative risk estimation with prioritization of the most severe risk

sources (modules 9-10: risk evaluation model, Section 7.6).

7.1. Introduction to STORM

This section will summarize and extend the motivation and key aspects that lead to the de-

velopment of STORM. Water utility managers and stakeholders are required by regulations,

e.g., the water safety plan (Davison et al., 2005), to perform risk analysis, prioritize hazards

and thus control risk within the catchment. Risk management within the catchment is often

performed in a forward mode, taking the complex hazard properties into account and as-

sessing their impact to the receptor. Two key challenges arise.

First, the hazards within the catchment have properties that differ depending on the hazard

type (e.g., chemical properties, spatial and temporal release pattern). For example, hazards

may include natural risk phenomena or human activities, such as industrial, agricultural,
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Figure 7.1.: Stakeholder-specific mass discharge-based risk assessment concept (STORM),

showing ten individual modules (=nodes) separated into four major model seg-

ments, following the source-pathway-receptor model.

transport-related hazards and geogenic hazards (see Fig. 7.4). These risk sources are spa-

tially distributed across the catchment, fail at different times, lead to different temporal im-

pact distributions at the receptor and are of different contaminant type. Still, in the sense

of cumulative risk assessment, their individual impacts have to be considered to measure

overall risk. Therefore, smart aggregation techniques beyond simple risk summation are in

demand. More details are presented in Section 7.1.1.

Second, different risk management objectives with different underlying risk definitions may

lead to contradicting management actions. For example, MacGillivray et al. (2006) state that

the overarching public health goal may be in conflict with goals regarding economically

efficient water supply. The German guideline DVGW (2009) introduces a risk-based and

process-oriented management for technical, economical and health-related hazards. Water

managers and stakeholders have different interests in groundwater and thus follow activi-

ties that may be conflicting within the well catchment. The hazard ranking, risk perception

and derived risk management strategies depend on the stakeholder-objective view for a spe-

cific situation, such that human-health risk assessment needs different risk measures than

assessing the technical performance. More details are presented in Section 7.1.2.

Due to these two above mentioned reasons, cumulative impact assessment and multi-objective

stakeholder views, a flexible risk quantification and management framework is in demand.
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STORM aims to prioritize hazards within a cumulative risk setting in ten modules and in-

vestigates the factors that influence this ranking. These factors may include different risk

perception, different critical cut-off levels or different risk objectives. Chapter 10 demon-

strates the influence of these three factors in an application.

7.1.1. Mass-Discharge-based Risk Aggregation

Most aspects in risk aggregation, such as summation or worst-case scenarios, have been

discussed in Section 3.6. As a summary of that section, aggregation has to be based on

the mass discharge at the receptor. It accounts for hazards that are distributed across the

whole catchment and for simultaneous contaminant well arrival, although hazards have

failed independently of each other at different times. These two aspects have been already

investigated in literature (see Tait et al., 2004; Troldborg et al., 2008).

Aggregation across contaminant types, such as chlorinated solvents and BTEX compounds,

is less profound and only available by introducing the concept of utility theory (e.g., Fish-

burn, 1970). The basic principle is to unify the consequence unit, such as expressing the

severity scale in terms of costs, disability-adjusted life years (DALY), customer minutes lost

(e.g., Lindhe et al., 2009), cancer risk (e.g., Freeze and McWhorter, 1997), hazard quotient

(e.g., US EPA, 2007) or other risk estimates. Here, I introduce four mass-discharge-based

well vulnerability criteria as utility values that can serve as intermediate risk estimates. Inter-

mediate risk estimates allow the quantification of transport-based risk measures that comply

with stakeholder objectives (see next Section 7.1.2). These risk estimates host aggregation in-

formation only on mass-discharge level (module 8). Summation of these vulnerability-based

risk levels (utility values) across hazard types is prohibitive in a non-linear risk situation.

Thus, threshold-based risk values can only be aggregated by statistical aggregation of the

underlying mass fluxes (module 9).

Tait et al. (2004) state that not the time of failure, but the temporal arrival of contaminant

at the well is important for risk assessment. In fact, this is true as long as hazards only fail

once. In all other cases, the spatial and temporal arrival at the well and the arrival due to

periodic failure have to be considered. Therefore, the novelty in STORM is aggregation of

recurring hazard failures over time, such as combined sewage overflow due to heavy rain-

fall events, regular fertilizing over a well catchment lifetime (e.g., Kourakos et al., 2012) and

fecal transport (e.g., Page et al., 2012) from deer feeding places or cow pastures. The concept

of recurring events is commonly accepted in flood risk and reliability engineering. In flood

risk management, the severity is plotted versus the recurring interval. Thus, risk managers

are able to install mitigation measures or emergency plans based on their risk perception and

accept system failure once in a prescribed (large) recurrence period. Risk managers using

tools of reliability engineering, such as fault-tree analysis, calculate the expected number of

failure events for a given time period. Lindhe et al. (2009) estimated the expected failure in

minutes within a one hundred year time period. Here, I’ll introduce a mean annual impact

measure, where the impact measure is defined by a corresponding stakeholder objective

(Section 7.1.2).

Section 7.5 introduces module 8, convoluting mass discharges of hazards at the receptor

level (space, time and frequency aggregation). Module 9 (annuality and annual mean risk
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measure) is presented in Section 7.6, showing statistical mass-discharge-based aggregation

across contaminant types. Module 10 (see Section 7.6) introduces prioritization of individual

hazards within a cumulative risk situation.

7.1.2. Vulnerability-based Risk Objectives

Stakeholders that participate in risk assessment for drinking water catchments have differ-

ent opinions and interests, such that also their objectives differ. Öberg and Bergbäck (2005)

state that there exist two risk analysis interests in environmental engineering, ecological

(e.g., McKnight et al., 2012) and human-health risk (e.g., Freeze and McWhorter, 1997). As

previously discussed, technical and economic risk analysis is as relevant as the former two.

These different stakeholder views may possibly lead to different rankings of risk sources

within the catchment and depend on the impact unit used to estimate risk.
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Figure 7.2.: Adverse effects triggered by type of contaminant breakthrough in the well water,

leading to stakeholder-objective-risk measures.

A similar situation occurs, if one stakeholder follows more than one suggested risk objective.

This is often tacitly assumed, when asking for a unified vulnerability-based risk measure or

when different risk measures are compared to each other (e.g., qualitative with quantitative

ones). The resulting dilemma becomes very obvious, even when prioritizing only individual

hazards without any aggregation. For example, human-health related questions may focus

on concentration levels, assessing the acceptable or chronic daily intake rate (see Eq. 3.1)

as proposed by the US EPA (1989). Hazards that lead to a high and extended concentra-

tion dose in the supplied water are prioritized. Nevertheless, in an early-alert system, these

hazards may be less prioritized due to longer reaction times, treact. In this case, hazards that

threaten the supply safety with shorter arrival time, even at lower peak concentration levels,

are prioritized (see Fig. 7.2). Therefore, I claim that hazard prioritization is only meaningful,

if it consistently considers only one pre-defined risk objective (see Section 3.2). The
”
unify-

ing“ idea is proposed for further research, by casting the different stakeholder views into a
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multi-objective optimization framework.

To allow a flexible analysis, to address the needs of many stakeholders, and to allow for

multi-objective approaches in later research, it is necessary to provide a framework that is

flexible to adapt to the risk objectives demanded by different stakeholders. A similar idea

has been followed by de Barros et al. (2012). They introduced environmental performance

metrics, accounting for many objectives separately in one model. Here, the mass-discharge-

based well vulnerability criteria provide the necessary information to derive all transport-

related risk measures (see Fig. 7.2) and account for the multiple stakeholder objectives. For

example, from the intermediate risk level of well down-time (WET ), the performance of

risk measure
”
customer minutes lost“ (CML, e.g., Lindhe et al., 2009) can be derived. Can-

cer risk (e.g., Rodak and Silliman, 2012), human-health-related hazard quotients (HQ, US

EPA, 1989) or DALY can be derived from the cumulative contaminant load for a certain time

period (Contaminant Load Exposure, CLE). Toxic units (TU, e.g., McKnight et al., 2012) can

be derived from the maximum concentration load (MCR) and so forth.

As mentioned before, another advantage of using well vulnerability criteria in the STORM

context is that they allow aggregation of risk sources across different contaminant types

(see Section 7.5). Contrary, the information value of a chosen STORM (e.g., well exposure

time, maximum concentration ratio) strongly depends on the hazard types (e.g., long-term

or pulse source) that may pose a risk to water supply in the catchment. Tab. C.1 provides a

brief overview on STORM and which metrics are suitable to assess the risk of certain hazard

types. More details will be provided in Section 7.5.

7.2. Hazard Identification

The STORM approach assumes as a prerequisite, that sufficient information about the haz-

ards within the catchment is available, as a result of the hazard identification process (see

Fig. 3.2). Drinking water is prone to human activities and natural phenomena within the

catchment area. There are agricultural activities (e.g., fertilizing), communal infrastructures

(e.g., sewage treatment plants), industrial activities (e.g., varnishing) and many other risk

sources threatening safe drinking water supply (see Fig. 7.4). Therefore, as a first step in

risk analysis, water stakeholders are asked to identify past and present risk sources (e.g.,

DVGW, 2009) that may have or will alter the groundwater quality.

The available information for each risk source h is documented within GIS-systems or other

file types, thus constituting a hazard database. The stored information is discussed, item by

item, in the following subsections. STORM uses an interconnected database to store infor-

mation on contaminant properties and the hazardous site itself (see Fig. 7.3). Furthermore,

information on the spatial, temporal and chemical hazard type is stored to support and control

the individual sub-elements of STORM (modules 1 - 10). All aspects related to source ge-

ometry in the subsurface are neglected in the current research, but could easily be included

due to the modular approach. For a detailed discussion on how source geometry influences

risk levels, please see Thomsen et al. (2012).
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Figure 7.3.: Necessary hazard information to assess hazard-specific mass flux estimates at

the supply well, by first retrieving hazard property information from a hazard

database and secondly choosing the individual physically-based models within

the logical risk assessment model.
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7.2.1. Hazard Database

The hazard database contains all information collected for each risk source h. The hazard

database stores information on all hazard locations, such as the amount of mass m0 being

handled, the location x a risk source is mapped to, the failure frequency λ for a given time

unit, and which contaminant type j is stored at the risk location. A risk source may contain

several contaminants j, which are treated independently as individual risk sources h in the

hazard database. Within a second database, the contaminant-specific transport properties

such as water solubility, retardation and degradation factors of each contaminant type j are

stored. Thus, both databases are linked to each other. Fig. 7.4 shows several risk sources

that are categorized according to spatial (column) and temporal (row) hazard type. The

additional information on spatial, temporal and contaminant hazard type triggers the model

choice within the individual modules of STORM.
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Figure 7.4.: Examples of risk sources, categorized according to spatial and temporal release

pattern.

7.2.2. Spatial Hazard Types

Kourakos et al. (2012) showed that non-point sources need a different treatment than point

sources in monitoring, concentration level assessment and implementation of regulatory

frameworks. Indeed, transport time statistics and magnitude of impact at the well depend

on the location and areal distribution of the contaminant release. Therefore, the risk assess-

ment approach has to be flexible to adapt to the spatial properties of hazards. Risk assess-

ment of contaminated sites often uses point sources, neglecting the aspect of line or areal

sources (e.g., Tait et al., 2004; Troldborg et al., 2008). Punctual risk sources, such as under-

ground storage tanks, gas stations, sewage treatment plants, etc. are mapped in STORM to

one location and to one discretization cell of numerical transport models (see Fig. 7.4). Line

hazards, such as pipe networks, roads, etc., may fail at independent locations at different

times, acting as individual point sources after failure. However, they may also emit contam-

inant loads along an entire line segment that spans several grid cells. Areal risk sources, such
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as farm fields, cemeteries, etc., release harmful mass over a larger area that often extends

over many discretization cells of the numerical transport model. This inevitably leads to

different arrival times and impact intensity behavior at the well for a single hazard, even

without considering dispersion effects.

Hazards that follow a line source are discretized into l = 1, . . . , L single points. The initial

mass m0,h,j released from a risk source at each location xl is assumed to be constant for line

hazards. The failure rate per location l decreases uniformly to:

λlh,j =
λh,j
L
, (7.1)

Nevertheless, it is possible to assign higher failure rates λlh,j to individual locations l and

vice versa, such as representing dangerous road sections, corroded pipe material and so

forth. This procedure allows failure of one single risk source at different locations at the

same time. This might be true, e.g., for sewage canals that leak at more than one position at

the same time.

Areal risk sources that release contaminant mass on a larger area than individual discretiza-

tion cells are treated the same way as line hazards (e.g., Srinivasan et al., 2012). However, the

mass m0,h,j being released due to an event is now distributed across all L locations, leading

to a lower mass release potential ml
0,h,j . The likelihood of failure for each location stays con-

stant (λlh,j = λh,j). After pre-processing the risk source according to the spatial hazard type

(line/area), the consecutive modules 1 to 10 of STORM can be performed as if all hazards

were point hazards. For prioritization of hazards (module 10), the individual point sources

of a line and area hazard are convoluted to assess the total impact by the spatially hazard

source on the overall risk.

7.2.3. Temporal Hazard Types

Hazards not only vary in their spatial extension, but also in their release duration (see

Fig. 7.4). This is most obvious by comparing a rather short event, such as a sewage overflow

due to heavy rainfall, and a more extended event, such as leachates from municipal waste

landfill sites. The temporal distribution of mass release influences the level of risk and the

strategy to encounter risk by available management options. Pulse events may have a higher

impact at the receptor, but are limited in duration, whereas continuous releases are often less

severe in their resulting concentration levels, but more severe in their duration of impact.

The most tragic combination is long-term contamination at unacceptably high concentration

levels. According to Fischhoff (1990), these long term pollutions may lead to closure of the

facility, depending on the risk perception of water stakeholders, the capability of post-water

quality treatment and the economic feasibility to deal with this long-term contamination.

Pulse hazards, such as animal fecal releases, truck accidents, etc., are of short duration, en-

abling stakeholders to manage risk on a shorter time scales, e.g., compensating well down-

time by prior water storage. This is different with chlorinated solvents and other contami-

nants with slow dissolution, high retardation rates and constant sources. Such contaminants

can possibly act as sources for long-term contamination (e.g., Chambon et al., 2011). Thus,

risk management options may unfold their effectiveness only after years.
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Contaminant types of continuous hazards, such as leakage of municipal waste sites at far

distance to the well, may lead at some point to long-term contamination with low concentra-

tion levels. In general, these background concentrations are often negligible in risk assess-

ment as being too small to directly cause harm. Nevertheless, it is important to notice that

background concentration reduces the distance to a critical concentration level ccrit. Thus,

the dilution potential of the pumped drinking water to cope with contaminants of the same

type is lowered, and the risk of concentration levels induced by the hazards within the same

chemical class exceeding a given threshold level increases.

7.2.4. Chemical Hazard Types

There are many different types of contaminants, ranging from microorganisms to chlori-

nated solvents. Tait et al. (2004) and Verreydt et al. (2012) assume contaminants as solutes.

Troldborg et al. (2008) account for non-aqueous phase liquids (NAPL) that form either pools

on top of the water table (LNAPL) or below the groundwater table (DNAPL). These pools

lead to retarded and extended concentration levels at the well, as only a small amount of

NAPL per time is dissolved into the by-passing groundwater flow. Therefore, transport-

based risk estimates are sensitive to the chemical characteristics of hazards that dictate its

miscibility with water.

The hazard database stores information on chemical properties of individual contaminant

types (chemical database). Furthermore, it allows for each hazard to set the sub-model

choice for dissolution into groundwater.

7.3. Event Model

The event model is modularized into two sub-models - the failure model and the mass re-

lease model. Both models account for parameter uncertainty.

Module 1: Failure Model

The failure model characterizes the probability that a risk source may be subject to a failure

event (see Fig. 7.1, module 1). A failure event F is the situation that a risk source is not prop-

erly functioning at a given point in time. The failure event may possibly cause a negative

effect at the receptor, depending on the amount of mass being released, the attenuation and

degradation potential of the aquifer and the amount of clean water being pumped parallel

to the contamination load.

The event occurrence follows a stochastic process, which is used to simulate the total num-

ber of events and the time of occurrence. The stochastic process is expressed by a time-

dependent failure rate λ(t). Failure rate is not a probability of failure occurrence and thus

can be larger than one. It is denoted as

λ(t) =
pf (t)

β(t)
=

pf (t)

1− Pf (t)
=
Pf (t)− Pf (t+∆t)

∆t · Pf (t)
, (7.2)
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with pf (t) being the time-to-failure distribution (i.e., failure density function) and β(t) being

the reliability or survival function. The reliability function describes the probability of no

failure before time t and is defined as β(t) = 1 − Pf (t) , with Pf (t) being the cumulative

failure distribution (Bedford and Cooke, 2001). The failure occurrence and the time between

two events depend on the lifetime function Pf,h(t) of the risk source h. The failure rates

over lifetime follow a bathtub curve with three distinct failure periods assigned to a com-

ponent (hazard), called
”
infant mortality“,

”
useful life“ and

”
wear-out-time“ (e.g., Wilkins,

2002). There are several lifetime functions available, such as exponential, beta and Weibull

distributions. The last two mentioned functions are capable to capture failures by a lifetime-

dependent failure rate λ(t).

For simplicity, I only consider the useful life period, neglecting the fact of high failure rates

at the beginning and at the end of a hazard lifetime. This is commonly accepted in relia-

bility engineering (e.g., Bedford and Cooke, 2001; Lindhe et al., 2009). In fact, risk sources

that are constantly maintained to state-of-the-art technologies operate over a long time in

their useful life period. As the failure density is nearly constant over this life period, one can

assume a constant failure rate λ, such that the stochastic process follows a Poisson process.

Therefore, the time intervals between events are assumed to be independent of each other

and the probability distribution Pf (t) for the failure-free time until the next event follows an

exponential distribution:

Pf (t) =

∫ t

0
λe−λτdτ = 1− e−λt (7.3)

The advantage of Eq. (7.3) is the simple use of constant failure rates to describe the proba-

bility of system failure, with a smaller data demand than in the more complex models.

Module 2: Mass Release Model

The amount of contamination being released to the subsurface after an event at any hazard

has occurred is often uncertain (see Fig. 7.3, module 2). Thus, the mass being released can

be described by a probability distribution function P (m0,h,j(x)). For simplicity, I assume a

uniform probability distribution of mass being released to the unsaturated zone, specified

by a lower and upper bound.

7.4. Immission Model

The immission model characterizes the flow through the unsaturated zone. The immission

model consists of two sub-models. One characterizes the flow through the vadose zone, the

other one describes the dissolution process of the contaminant mass to the aquifer.

Module 3: Leaching Model

Contaminant mass is typically released onto the surface or within the unsaturated zone up

to the dissolution into groundwater. Then, it propagates through the unsaturated zone to
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the aquifer (see Fig. 7.1, module 3). The contaminant transport through the vadose zone de-

pends on the complex interaction between different factors, such as hydrogeological proper-

ties (soil type, porosity, layer thickness, etc.) and contaminant types (retardation and degra-

dation factor, density, etc.). Several models exist to approximate the travel time through the

unsaturated zone, ranging from simple transfer functions (e.g., Tait et al., 2004) to complex

physically-based models with non-linear functions (e.g., Pollock et al., 2002). Sousa et al.

(2012) investigated within their study the ratio between travel time through unsaturated

zone and total travel time (ttot = tunsat+ tsat). They concluded that considering unsaturated

transport time is only reasonable, when there is a large time lag ratio and when enough

data is available on unsaturated soil parameters. For simplicity, I neglect the transport seg-

ment through the unsaturated zone, but future extensions are straightforward. However,

the unsaturated zone often has a large degradation potential.

Module 4: Dissolution Model

Contaminants reaching the aquifer are either instantaneously dissolved within groundwater

or pool up as NAPLs (see Fig. 7.1, module 4). In case of non-aqueous phase liquids, the

groundwater discharge in the aquifer dissolves the entrapped NAPL phase, depending on

the water solubility of the contaminant and the cross-sectional area of the NAPL source zone.

Here, I assume the Darcy flux q in flow direction to be perpendicular to the cross-sectional

NAPL area Ah, leading to the mass discharge ṁh,j :

ṁh,j(xh) =

∫

Ah

vf (xh) · csat,jdA, (7.4)

with csat,j being the saturated concentration, depending on the water solubility of contami-

nant j. The duration tNAPL,h,j of mass release of this particular event is given by

tNAPL,h,j(xh) =
m0,h,j(xh)

ṁh,j(xh)
. (7.5)

7.5. Fate and Transport Model

The fate and transport model describes the contaminant transport from the point of release

in the aquifer to the receptor. The model consists of three sub-models. The first sub-model

follows the advective-dispersive flow and transport formulation. The second sub-model

accounts for degradation and attenuation. The third sub-model accounts for the aggregation

of all mass discharges of one contaminant type j.

Module 5: Transport Model

The transport model calculates the impact (=amount of mass discharge) to the drinking wa-

ter well, depending on the mass m0 that has been released to the aquifer after an event F
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has occurred (see Fig. 7.1, module 1-4).

Practically, all methods solving the advection dispersion equation can be used to get the in-

dividual mass discharges at the well. Nevertheless, methods that calculate mass discharge-

based impact of multiple hazards within the drinking water catchment can easily lead to

high computational demands, especially when multiple transport simulations with contam-

inants injected at each possible spill location xh within the entire catchment have to be per-

formed. To decrease computational costs, smart simulation concepts are needed. Here, I

will use the tool set as already introduced for the VIP framework (see Section 4.3). In spe-

cific, the application of STORM in Chapter 9 will use MODFLOW (e.g., Harbaugh et al.,

2000) and PEST (e.g., Doherty and Hunt, 2010). The mathematical description for modeling

and simulating flow and transport in a Bayesian geostatistical framework has been given in

Chapter 5.

Following the same approach as Einarson and Mackay (2001), background concentration

values ch,j of contaminant j of hazard h in the well can be estimated for steady-state flow

fields with a constant mass release (continuous plume) as

ch,j =
ṁ0,h,j

QP
, (7.6)

with QP being the pumping rate, and ṁ0,h,j being the mass release rate for hazard h and

contaminant j.

The effect of longitudinal dispersion is neglected in case of background concentration as

transport in the aquifer is assumed to be at steady-state. Transverse dispersion only plays

a role close the bounding streamlines. The background concentration, here simultaneously

used for continuous sources, can be added to the overall breakthrough curve cTot,j of con-

taminant j.

Module 6: Fate Model

It is possible to account for linear sorption and first-order degradation processes in a post-

processing to module 5. A full mathematical description has been provided in Section 5.6.

Module 7: Space and Time Convolution

The drinking water well acts as an integral receptor for all contaminants that have been re-

leased on the catchment level at different locations and time scales (see Fig. 7.5). All hazards

h = 1, . . . , nh are mapped to individual location xh in the catchment. Mass release events

(see Fig. 7.5, stronger coloring) are mapped over time, showing multiple failure events over

simulation time (see Hazard 2 in Fig. 7.5). The uncertainty in risk source failure and thus

mass release is resolved via Monte Carlo simulation of possible failure and release histories

in the catchment.

Fig. 7.6 illustrates temporal, spatial and frequency aspects within a single random release

history, leading to the cumulative concentration history cTot,j in the well of the three hazards

(green line). In the given example (taken from Chapter 10), these three hazards h = 7, . . . , 9
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Figure 7.5.: Conceptual visualization of mass-flux aggregation (module 6) due to event oc-

currences (module 1) of spatially-distributed hazards within the whole catch-

ment and temporal offsets, showing potential hazardous events by highlighted

areas (stronger coloring).

are of the same contaminant type j = 3. Hazard 7 is an areal hazard source type, discretized

in l = 1, . . . , 9 point sources.

None of the individual hazards within the presented time period would exceed a critical

concentration level with ccrit,1 > 3.5 · 10−6. However, there are two important aspects for

aggregation. First, risk managers often deem the situation to be safe, when individual haz-

ards are treated independently of each other. In fact, only considering the breakthrough

curves of hazard 6, 7 and 8 in a cumulative setting leads to an overall failure. Second, con-

sidering the frequency of hazard failure also adds to the cumulative contaminant impact

(tsim > 1400 d). Aggregation of single events may not lead to critical threshold exceedance

(tsim < 1400 d). Only after a total of ≈ 72 failures (hazard 7), the critical level ccrit,2 is ex-

ceeded. A one-time failure of hazard 7 does not lead to contaminant well exposure with

a critical value of ccrit,2 = 2 · 10−6. Please note that the initial buildup of the time-related

aggregation in an initially clean aquifer leads to a statistically not representative time period

within the simulation. This start-up will have to be discarded from statistical analysis.

The decisions and risk measures derived from the cumulative breakthrough curve strongly
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Figure 7.6.: Example to add mass-discharge for aggregating threshold-based values, due to a

non-linear behavior in adding threshold-dependent damage values (module 6).

depend on regulatory levels or critical levels, which are denoted as ccrit. Please note, any

changes in critical levels ccrit lead to a non-linear response in risk (see Fig. 7.6). For ex-

ample, ccrit,1 only leads to a relevant impact, if the total concentration breakthrough curve

is considered. Choosing ccrit,2 = 2.0 · 10−6 at a lower level already leads to relevant well

contamination by hazard 7 alone, although it would have been no risk before. The total

breakthrough curve (green) is continuously above the threshold level, leading to long-term

well down-times. This might lead to unacceptable risk levels and such to well closure in the

most unfavorable case (e.g., Fischhoff, 1990).

Module 8: Stakeholder-objective Risk Measures

The STORM concept is based on four well vulnerability criteria (see Section 4.2). Due to

multiple interests and available risk measures (e.g., DALY, CML, Micro morts, etc.), I intro-

duced in Section 7.1.2 the motivation to use well vulnerability criteria as intermediate risk

levels. These intermediate risk levels are called stakeholder-objective risk measures ξ. Here,

I define the stakeholder-objective risk measures listed in Tab. C.1 in more detail:

Maximum concentration ratio, MCR: The maximum concentration ratio, MCR, is the

ratio between the maximum concentration cpeak to be expected at the well and the

contaminant-specific critical concentration level ccrit. The ratio is defined as

MCRh,j =
cpeak,h,j
ccrit,j

. (7.7)

Maximum concentration ratio MCR is a dilution measure, showing two dilution as-

pects. First, the degree of reduced contaminant concentration due to plume dispersion
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within the catchment is considered (e.g., Cirpka and Kitanidis, 2000b) . Second, the di-

lution of concentration due to pumped clean well water is included to the assessment

(Einarson and Mackay, 2001). Third, ccrit can be adopted accordingly, if water treat-

ment facilities are available. Due to the contaminant-specific normalizing factor ccrit,j ,

hazards can be prioritized across contaminant types j.

Maximum concentration ratio forms the basis for all health-related and concentration-

based risk measures, such as toxic units in ecological risk assessment (e.g., McKnight

et al., 2012). Limitations occur for long-term contaminant release types, as long-term

contaminant uptake leads to chronic rather than acute health effects.

Contaminant Load Exposure, CLE: Concentration profiles are continuous functions,

which can be integrated over time in order to get the total mass of contaminant load

that a consumer is exposed to over a given time period. This is under the assumption

that contamination stays undetected. Contaminant load exposure CLE is most suit-

able for chronic health-related risk measures. The total load takes short and long-term

contamination effects into account. It is defined as the load above a given threshold

level, e.g., drinking water standard or RfD (US EPA, 2012).

CLEh,j =

∫ ∞

0
ch,j (ch,j(t) ≥ ccrit,j) dt, (7.8)

where ccrit = 0 can be used to assess the total load, such as necessary in carcinogenic

health-risk assessment (e.g., US EPA, 1989).

Well Exposure Time, WET : Well exposure time, WET , is the time that concentration lev-

els in the well are above a given threshold level ccrit and is identical to the fourth well

vulnerability criterion texp. It can be used to assess exposure duration, i.e. for cancer

risk assessment (e.g., US EPA, 1989) or the risk of well down-time due to qualitative

water unavailability. The duration of well down-time enables stakeholders to evaluate

the risk economically, as the total unavailable volume of drinking water for exposure

duration can be priced. The measure is further discussed in Chapter 10.

Response Time, RT : The response time, RT , returns the available time between hazard

failure and the point in time, where the concentration exceeds a given threshold level

in the production water. It is identical to the third well vulnerability criteria treact.

The response time can be used to install a smart network of monitoring wells, with

travel times long enough for detection and installing mitigation measures or installing

control planes (e.g., Verreydt et al., 2012).

Prioritization of hazards by response time depends on the gradient of the following

two aspects in a cumulative risk setting. First, the hazardous concentration level ch,j
being present in the well that day of exceedance. And second, the temporal duration

since the hazard has failed until the day of exceedance.

Required Blending Ratio, RBR: Risk of supply failure can be reduced as long as the water

distributor has alternative water sources (e.g., river, lake, sea, ...) or technical storage

capacities that can be used to dilute critical concentration in the well to non-critical val-

ues. The compensation capacities are accounted for when working with the required
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blending ratio:

RBRj =
ṁtot,j

QTot
· 1

ccrit,j
, (7.9)

with QTot being the total amount of raw water and ṁtot,j being the total mass dis-

charge of contaminant j in the well, where in all other water sources that contribute to

QTot the contaminant j is absent. In reality, this might not be true, such that ṁtot,j is

the aggregated mass discharge of contaminant j over all water sources.

A similar concept is available with well down-time, as the time of water being un-

available can be compensated by the time water is available through storage. The

compensation time is dependent on the water demand and may vary over time. In

both cases, the water constructor can pre-define a maximum possible blending ratio,

such that risk is defined as the probability of exceeding the pre-defined maximum

blending ratio given a fixed water demand.

These stakeholder-specific risk measures deliver additional and valuable information for

catchment managers, such that the following questions can be answered:

”
What is the risk ...“

1.
”
... of water treatment failure due to high concentration loading? (MCR)“

2.
”
... to encounter adverse health effects due to acute and chronic concentration loading?

(MCR,CLE)“

3.
”
... of closing a well due to qualitative issues? (WET )“

4.
”
... of suffering quantitative supply failure due to well down-times? (WET )“

5.
”
... of the population to be exposed to contamination accumulated over time?

(CLE,MCR,WET )“

6.
”
... of detection failure due to the installed groundwater monitoring network? (RT )“

7.
”
... that maximum blending capacities fail to guarantee concentration levels below drinking

water standards? (RBR)“

7.6. Risk Evaluation

The risk evaluation model consists of two modules. First, it quantifies the risk (module 9).

Second, it serves to find risk mitigation alternatives that reduce the risk to an acceptable

level, if required in case of non-compliance with the pre-defined objective (module 10).

Module 9: Risk Estimation

Risk is calculated as a combination of uncertainty and level of severity at the receptor. In

case hazards are treated independently of each other and one assumes the vulnerability
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(impact) mentality, the risk R equals the hazard-wise expected damage, measured through

the severity measure ξ (e.g., tpeak,WET,MBR):

R(ξ|F ) = E(ξ|F ) =
∫ ∞

0
ξ · p(ξ|F )dξ, (7.10)

with p(ξ|F ) being the probability density distribution of the stakeholder-objective severity

measure ξ in case of hazard failure F . p(ξ|F ) stems from the fact of parameter uncertainty.

R(ξ|F ) expresses the mean damage given a failureF , i.e., a vulnerability. The risk perception

of Eq. (7.10) is the most wide-spread view in environmental risk assessment. Considering

the time time between failure in risk assessment, Eq. (7.10) changes for WET to:

Ra(texp) = E(ξ(t)) =
1

T

∫ T

0

1

nMC

nMC∑

k=1

I0 (ck,j(t) ≥ ccrit) dt, (7.11)

where Ra is the risk (defined as expected damage) measured through the impact metric ξ

(here: well exposure time to concentrations ck,j larger than ccrit), k = 1, . . . nMC denotes

the Monte Carlo realization k and I is an indicator function that returns unity, if its argu-

ment is true, and zero else. The cumulative concentration breakthrough curve ck,j for each

Monte Carlo realization k and contaminant j in the well includes model and parameter un-

certainty as well as the stochastic history of failure events. Depending on the desired level

of aggregation, one can either use all breakthrough curves from all contaminant types or

perform individual analysis for each contaminant type j. With appropriately chosen time

units Ra(ξ) is the mean annual risk measure, which denotes the expected impact per year.

A more detailed illustration of the annual risk Ra, is based on the idea from flood risk man-

agement. Impacts are mapped against a recurrence interval, often denoted as annuality.

According to this procedure, we follow a similar idea, estimating the impact strength of

annual well-down time:

RJ(texp) =
1

T

nl∑

l=1

t2exp,l · I (texp,l ≥ texp,crit) , (7.12)

with nl being the number of events and texp,crit a critical well exposure time to be expected

within a given time period. For convenience we speak of annuality curves and impact im-

pacts per return period, although in a strict mathematical senseRJ is the strength (variance)

of the mean annual impact. The annual mean risk measure Ra is related to Eq. (7.12) by

Ra(ξ) =

∫ ∞

0
ξcritdJa. (7.13)

The annuality hosts valuable information on temporal recurring severity levels, such that

water managers are able to install emergency plans for a certain recurrence period. In many

situations the interpretation of annuality is more intuitive in communicating risk to stake-

holders. Nevertheless, there are examples, such as customer minutes lost, where risk is

expressed in consequences per year (e.g., Lindhe et al., 2009).
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Module 10: Risk Management based on STORM

In case, risk levels (module 9) are unacceptable, risk mitigation alternatives are in demand.

The most severe hazards within the catchment are determined by prioritization. When con-

sidering hazards independently and without aggregation over time, prioritization can di-

rectly be performed by individual event-wise risk estimates (e.g., Eq. 7.10). However, when

acknowledging the need for spatial and temporal aggregation, prioritization of individual

hazards becomes a complex task.

Troldborg et al. (2008) suggested to take the mass ratio between single concentration and

total breakthrough curve. I follow the approach by Troldborg et al. (2008). Adapted to the

current context, this means to estimate the ratio between the total aggregated risk with and

without an individual hazard. The risk ratio Rr reads:

Rr,h =
R0 −Rc,h

R0
, (7.14)

with R0 being the cumulative risk considering all hazards, and Rc,h being the cumulative

risk without hazard h. The hazard with the largest risk ratio is ranked to be most severe.

Chapter 10 will demonstrate this approach within an illustrative example.

7.7. Findings of STORM

• Hazard prioritization is only meaningful, when one pre-defined risk objective is con-

sistently considered within the risk analysis.

• STORM improves risk management

– It delivers system and hazard information, where mitigation measures are most

beneficial, depending on the expected annual impact or the severity of a 10− or

100− year event.

– Risk can be evaluated in light of the stakeholder attitude to risk, e.g., accepted

impact only statistically once in 100years.

– Stakeholders can establish emergency plans or improve the system, such that it

is capable to compensate the expected impact for a given return period.

• Small concentration levels lower the distance to critical concentration levels and there-

fore have to be considered in cumulative risk assessment.

• There exist more than one way to measure risk, such as consequences per year (=dam-

age times probability) or the damage to be expected within a certain recurrence period.

• Prioritization in a cumulative setting is based on fraction by which any individual

hazard changes the cumulative risk estimate.
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This chapter demonstrates the vulnerability-based probabilistic risk assessment and man-

agement concept from Chapters 4 to 6 on a synthetic test case. The value of mapping vul-

nerability isopercentile lines is discussed as well as the advantage of using local-scale versus

macrodispersive transport calculations. Among other risk management options, I will intro-

duce a framework to judge the worth of data related to drinking water safety as proposed

in Chapter 6.

Section 8.1 introduces the synthetic test case. The resulting intrinsic vulnerability isoper-

centile maps are presented in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 illustrates the necessity of using prob-

abilistic instead of deterministic risk approaches. The benefit of data acquisition for more

accurate wellhead delineation and sound decision analysis is shown in Section 8.5. The ap-

plication of decision analysis within an economic context is presented in Section 8.6. The

chapter closes with a brief summary in Section 8.7. When appropriate, references to the nine

steps of the VIP approach as defined in Chapter 4 are provided.

8.1. Synthetic Test Case

The VIP concept is demonstrated on two variants of a synthetic test case (Section 8.1.1 to

8.1.3 and Section 8.1.4). The flow and transport properties are kept identical for both ver-

sions with the exception of the mean recharge rate and standard deviation. The main dif-

ference between the two test cases is the model domain size, which had to be enlarged for

demonstrating the benefit of additional data.

8.1.1. Model Set-up (Step 1)

For simplicity, the VIP concept is illustrated on a rectangular 2D example with domain size

300m × 300m (see Fig. 8.1). This example only serves for illustrative purposes, as the

method is independent of dimensionality, complex geometries and boundary conditions.

A hydraulic background gradient from west to east with ∇φ = 0.005 is assumed with ap-

propriate fixed head conditions on both Dirichlet boundaries (west and east). Within the

reverse approach (Section 5.4.1), a Dirac-pulse with concentration ĉspill is introduced at a

single well at x = 225m and y = 150m with a pumping rate of QP = 1 × 10−4m3s−1. All

other boundaries (north and south) are no-flux boundaries. The aquifer is assumed to be

leaky and confined with an uncertain normally distributed and spatially constant recharge

rate of qrg = 120mma−1 and standard deviation σrg = 10mma−1.
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The discretization of the domain equals dx = dy = 1m with assumed subgrid-scale dis-

persivities of αL = 2.5m and αT = 0.25m (including the dispersion due to depth av-

eraging, e.g., Dentz et al., 2000). The total number of nodes to solve are ntot = 90.601.

As covariance model for log-transmissivity Y = ln(T ), the Matérn correlation function is

chosen (e.g., Handcock and Stein, 1993) because it has an additional shape parameter κ.

Treating κ as uncertain resembles Bayesian model averaging over a continuous spectrum

of covariance shapes (e.g., Nowak et al., 2010). The parameters of the structural model are

θ =
(
µ, σ2, κ, λx, λy

)
, where µ is the mean value of log-transmissivity Y = ln(T ) (with T

in units of m2s−1), σ2 is the variance of Y , κ is the shape parameter, and λx, λy are the

length scales. First, in absence of site-specific data, I assume the uncertain structural param-

eters to follow uniform prior distributions with lower and upper bounds, µ = [−7.5 − 5.5],

σ2 = [1 3], κ = [0.5 5], λx = [10 25] m and λy = [5 15] m. Nevertheless, due to the Monte

Carlo framework, it would be easy to implement any other prior distribution assumption.

Unconditional transmissivity fields are generated and flow and transport simulations are

performed with the same numerical implementation as in Nowak et al. (2008). The simula-

tions were run on a computer cluster with 36 cores at 3.0GHz and a total of 300Gb RAM. The

computational time for n = 5000 unconditional realizations is 28h and, in the conditional

case, 222h. In real applications, lower numbers of realizations (e.g., n = 500) could also be

used, but should be confirmed by convergence analysis (e.g., using bootstrap or jackknife

methods, Shao and Tu, 1996).

8.1.2. Model Calibration and Conditioning (Steps 2-3)

In order to reduce epistemic uncertainty, the VIP framework is conditioned to direct and

indirect measurements. Here, I generate a random realization, which is denoted as the
”
syn-

thetic truth“. From this realization, five artificial measurements of head φ0 and ten measure-

ments of log-transmissivity Y0 (see Fig. 8.1) are drawn. These measurements are perturbed

with random measurement error that has standard deviation of σY = 1 and σφ = 0.25m

for measurements of Y and φ, respectively. The structural parameters used to generate the

synthetic
”
true“ random field are µo = −6.83, σ2o = 1.91, κo = 0.49, λx,o = 9.11m and

λy,o = 5.17m. Fig. 8.1 shows exemplary the synthetic
”
true“ log-transmissivity field and

the corresponding streamlines with the given initial and boundary conditions. For the con-

ditional simulation, I used the Bayesian Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimator in

combination with a fast Kriging-like conditioning scheme for direct measurements and re-

jection sampling (Section 5.3).

The actual outlines for the critical values (see Tab. 8.1) that apply in the synthetic
”
real“

realization are shown in Fig. 8.2. The ten artificial log-transmissivity and five head measure-

ments are obtained from this synthetic
”
true“ random realization.

The plus sign in Fig. 8.2, Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4 marks the location S for which a contaminant

spill (e.g., virologically or microbial loaded water) within the aquifer is assumed, yielding

well vulnerability quantities and probabilities of exceeding a critical level WV Ck,crit (see

Eq. 4.2). The location S will serve as a possible spill location for comparison in Section 8.2.

In the synthetic
”
truth“, location S has peak arrival time tpeak,S,obs = 80 d, dilution of peak

concentration by the factor of cpeak,S,obs = 1.99 × 10−8, time to react tcrit,S,obs = ∞ d (as the
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Figure 8.1.: Illustrative example, showing location of measurements (left). Log-

transmissivity field and the corresponding streamlines of the well capture zone

for synthetic
”
truth“ with structural parameter set (µ0 = −6.83, σ20 = 1.91, λx,0 =

9.11m and λy,0 = 5.17m) (right).

resulting concentration in the well never rises above the critical threshold value ccrit) and

exposure time texp,S,obs = 0 d (as there is no exposure due to concentration levels below ccrit).

8.1.3. Vulnerability Set-up (Steps 4-8)

The breakthrough curves for each location in the domain are reconstructed from tempo-

ral moments (Section 5.4.2) by non-linear maximum entropy-based parameter estimation

in log-time as given in Eq. (5.40). The resulting well vulnerability measures are obtained

by comparing the contaminant impact to pre-defined critical values. The critical values are

chosen according to Tab. 8.1. The first well vulnerability criterion represents the German

k WVC Level Dim.

1 τcrit 50 [d]

2 ζcrit 1× 10−7 [-]

3 τreact 21 [d]

4 τexp 2 [d]

Table 8.1.: Critical threshold values for the synthetic test case.

wellhead protection area with WV C1,crit = τcrit = 50 d (DVGW, 2006), but here evaluated

for the arrival time of peak concentration instead of bulk arrival time. The second vulner-

ability criterion shows the area within which a contaminant is being diluted by less than a

factor of WV C2,crit = ζcrit = 1 × 10−7. The third criterion shows the probabilistic extent

of the capture zone, in which a critical reaction time WV C3,crit = τreact = 21 d is exceeded,
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Figure 8.2.: Outlines and criteria values of the
”
real“ realization.

thus indicating the confidence in the reaction time for a water manager until the contam-

ination breaches the given threshold level ccrit = 1 × 10−7 and mitigation measures have

to be installed. The fourth criterion indicates the potential area for spills where the well is

exposed to contamination above the threshold for more than WV C4,crit = τexp = 2 d. This

critical exceedance level τexp represents the maximum time, for which one can compensate

the contaminated pumped raw water by water stored in reservoirs for the exposure dura-

tion.

Due to the Monte Carlo framework, the posterior empirical probability distributions of the

four intrinsic vulnerability criteria are available for each location across the domain. Thus,

vulnerability-based isopercentile lines of non-compliance (Eq. 4.2) can be mapped and used

for decision analysis (step 9).

8.1.4. Vulnerability-based Decision Analysis Set-up (Step 9 )

Additional data that is obtained from the synthetic true test case will be used to investigate

the benefit of data according to Section 6.3. In Section 8.5, I will show the impact of data

type, quality, and quantity for pre-defined sampling designs (see Fig. 8.7) on the delineation
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accuracy and then investigate the influence on the economic risk measure, customer minutes

lost (Eq. 6.8). The effect of uncertainty on delineation accuracy will be measured by the areal

delineation error Aerr as defined by Eq. (6.5).

8.2. VIP Maps

Fig. 8.3 displays the four intrinsic well vulnerability criteria with isopercentiles of

[0.1, 0.5, 0.9], based on the set-up from Section 8.1.1 with unconditional realizations. The

10th isopercentile line, for example, encloses the area A10 outside of which the respective

vulnerability criterion is exceeded with less than 10% probability. The smaller the percentile,

the larger the enclosed area, and the safer is the corresponding wellhead delineation. Fig. 8.4

shows the corresponding results for the conditional Monte Carlo simulations using the syn-

thetic data set, obtained from the synthetic truth shown in Fig. 8.2. The color shading in

Fig. 8.2, Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4 show the actual values or ensemble average of the underlying

exposure risk quantities (tpeak, cpeak, treact and texp). The ensemble average is a pixel-wise

statistical value over nr Monte Carlo simulations. The choice of critical level ccrit deter-

mines the second to fourth well vulnerability criteria substantially and thus the shape and

size of the corresponding vulnerability maps. If the critical peak level ζcrit for the second

vulnerability criterion (see (b) in Fig. 8.3, Fig. 8.2 and Fig. 8.4) equals the threshold level

ccrit for the third and fourth vulnerability criterion (see (c) and (d) in Fig. 8.3, Fig. 8.2 and

Fig. 8.4), the isopercentiles of the reaction time (see third criterion and (c) in Fig. 8.3, Fig. 8.2

and Fig. 8.4) can be at most as wide as the isopercentiles of peak concentration. For large

critical values of reaction time τreact and ζcrit = ccrit, the isopercentiles of the third well vul-

nerability criterion become equal to the isopercentiles of the second criterion, because the

third criterion will degenerate to the information whether any reaction is necessary at all,

regardless of the time to react. The same effect occurs for the fourth vulnerability criterion

for small values of the critical exposure levels τexp, because non-zero exposure times appear

wherever the critical threshold level ccrit is breached.

According to Aven (2011), it is important to determine for any risk assessment study both

the exposure level (severity) of the hazardous contamination and the likelihood of its occur-

rence at the receptor. Both of these risk-based information types are contained within the

VIP maps, showing for each location the existing intrinsic well vulnerability of the drinking

water well and its exceedance probability.

In the following, the results for the four VIP maps will be discussed, based on the example

of a spill at location S.

The first VIP (peak arrival time) is estimated (ensemble mean) for the unconditional case

with tpeak,S,uncond = 61 d (see Fig. 8.3 (a)) and for the conditioned example tpeak,A,cond =

68 d (see Fig. 8.4 (a)). In a conventional approach, the stakeholder would assume that

there will be no exposure risk for the drinking water well by the spill event at S in

both cases, as microbial safety is defined in Germany by transport times larger than

τcrit = 50 d. Taking the new probabilistic information into account, the vulnerability

maps for peak arrival show exceedance probabilities P̃ (tpeak,S,uncond > τcrit) = 55.2%
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Figure 8.3.: Probabilistic isopercentiles [0.1, 0.5, 0.9] for the four intrinsic well vulnerability

criteria (a)-(d) from n = 5000 unconditioned simulations. Grey-scale maps show

the ensemble mean of the respective well vulnerability criteria (a)-(d).

and P̃ (tpeak,S,cond > τcrit) = 39.8%. This is indeed a substantial risk, and would be

missed within conventional deterministic approaches.

The second VIP (peak concentration) directly shows the relevance of distinguishing be-

tween dilution and the uncertainty of plume location. The expected maximum concen-

tration at the well is, on average, diluted by the factor of cpeak,S,uncond = 1.21×10−7 and

cpeak,S,cond = 1.12× 10−7, if contamination occurred at location S (see Fig. 8.5). Single

realizations can yield higher and lower dilution factors. The ensemble average break-

through curve is presented as the solid thick line. A detailed discussion on this topic is

given in Section 8.3. The exceedance probabilities are P̃ (cpeak,S,uncond > ζcrit) = 43.2%

and P̃ (cpeak,S,cond > ζcrit)=46.8%.

The third VIP (reaction time) delivers information about the time available to react before

the well has to be shut down. In this example, the average values for location S are

treact,S,uncond = 30 d and treact,S,cond = 42 d, which is substantially smaller than the
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Figure 8.4.: Probabilistic isopercentiles [0.1, 0.5, 0.9] for the four intrinsic well vulnerability

criteria (a)-(d) from n = 5000 conditioned simulations. Gray-scale maps show

the ensemble mean of the respective well vulnerability criteria (a)-(d).

numbers for peak arrival time. All realizations, which do not breach the threshold

level ccrit = 1× 10−7, are not considered within the ensemble averaging as no reaction

time is required at all. The 10th percentile of available reaction time at location S is

as low as 12 d (uncond) and 17 d (cond), indicating how fast early alert systems and

emergency management decisions would have to be, such that well safety can still be

guaranteed in adverse cases.

The fourth VIP (well down-time) gives the necessary information about the well down-

time to be expected after contamination by a spill event within the catchment. The

average exposure time related to a spill at location S is texp,S,uncond = 7 d and

texp,S,cond = 8 d, showing exceedance probability of P̃ (texp,S,uncond > τexp) = 43.8%

and P̃ (texp,S,cond > τexp) = 46.1%. This indicates the time frame and the associated

uncertainty that the well will be out of operation.
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8.3. The Effect of Macrodispersion in Risk Management

Macrodispersive approaches or models without separation of dilution and uncertainty in

position cannot map isopercentile lines of non-compliance, but only one capture contour

line (e.g., Frind et al., 2006). In that case, uncertainty in size and position is lumped together

within an implicitly averaged transport equation, blurring the overall picture and destroy-

ing a large part of the probabilistic information.

In Section 3.6, I briefly introduced the shortcoming of macrodispersive transport models, re-

lated to represent the uncertainty of plume location along a cross-sectional depth-averaged

control plane. The ensemble-averaged vulnerability criteria are, per definition, equivalent

to solutions based on upscaled macrodispersion approaches (see background gray-scale of

Fig. 8.2, Fig. 8.3 and Fig. 8.4). The spatial distribution and features of macrodispersive well

vulnerability results are discussed by Frind et al. (2006). Here, I compare the consequences

that arise from using a macrodispersive risk approach for risk-informed decisions.

Deterministic approaches with upscaled macrodispersive parameterization mix uncertainty

in location of the contaminant plume with actual dilution, leading to delineation outlines

based on the average of all possible geostatistical hydraulic conductivity fields. This ap-

proach cannot transparently reflect the uncertainty in plume location and actual dilution.

Here, I perform a pixel-wise evaluation within a Monte Carlo framework, addressing epis-

temic uncertainty. The relevance of uncertainty quantification has been demonstrated for

peak arrival time (see Section 8.2). Although S is assumed to be safe, the probabilistic peak

arrival distribution provides valuable information on exceedance probability. Thus, follow-

ing a deterministic approach would have led to underestimation of the actual risk.

8.4. Considering Peak or Bulk Arrival Time

Fig. 8.5 (left) shows contaminant breakthrough curves, when parameter uncertainty within

the risk quantification framework is transparently revealed. The ensemble mean break-

through curve is the actual solution provided, in case a deterministic macrodispersive trans-

port model would have calculated the impact of a contaminant spill at location S to the well.

The statistical information on peak concentration levels at the well in case of a deterministic

model run would not be accessible. Much worse, the average over strongly peaked dis-

tributions with peaks at different peak arrival times leads to a much smaller peak level of

the macrodispersive (implicitly ensemble averaged) breakthrough curves (see Fig. 8.5). This

illustrates best, why macrodispersive approaches are not adequate for probabilistic risk as-

sessment, if transport is non-ergodic (e.g., Hassan et al., 2002).

The typically positively skewed breakthrough curves of transport in heterogeneous forma-

tions yield earlier arrival time for peak concentrations tpeak than for the arrival of bulk mass

t50 at the well (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995). Fig. 8.5 (right) illustrates this with a scatter plot

between tpeak and t50. In this example, tpeak,S,uncond (tpeak,S,cond) is on average 15% (11%)

smaller than t50, leading to 7% (6%) larger catchment delineation on average, as shown

in Fig. 8.6. The size difference depends on the degree of heterogeneity, and will be more

drastic for high variability cases or fractured media. In risk analysis, the underestimation of
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Figure 8.5.: Breakthrough curves (BTC) of all realizations and the average breakthrough

curve (bold) of n = 5000 unconditional realizations at the drinking water well, if

a hazardous spill occurred at location S (left). Scatter plot of mean peak arrival

tpeak versus mean bulk arrival time t50 at location S (right).

protection zones when using bulk arrival time can have crucial liability issues in risk-based

decisions. The advantage of the first vulnerability criterion over the traditional bulk-related

assessment is that it takes the more conservative peak time instead of the bulk arrival time

into account. Therefore, considering peak arrival time in risk analysis is the more relevant

measure of contaminant arrival.

8.5. The Effect of Conditioning

The effect of reducing epistemic uncertainty U (see Eq. 6.7) by the conditional realization

with 15 measurements for all four vulnerability criteria in the illustrative example of Sec-

tion 8.1.2 is provided in Table 8.2. Here, U is a measure for the area a planner has to sacrifice

due to uncertainty according to Eq. (6.7).

As shown in Tab. 8.2, conditioning to data reduces uncertainty, thus increasing the robust-

ness of any decision that has to be made regarding water supply safety. Clearly, it is worth to

spend money on catchment investigation to receive more confident and smaller probabilis-

tic wellhead protection delineation outlines. The quantity and quality of data or the type of

data to reduce uncertainty to an acceptable level can be assessed in a rational manner by de-

cision analysis. Here, the utility value to measure uncertainty is areal error Aerr as defined

in Eq. (6.5).

The results in Section 8.2 have shown that the unconditional VIP line A10 for peak arrival

time extends beyond the eastern model boundary, such that the model set up is not suitable

for assessing data worth by areal error Aerr as defined in Eq. (6.5). Thus, I extend the above
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Figure 8.6.: Showing the size of the time-related wellhead protection zones, depending on

tpeak and t50 for different isopercentile levels in the unconditional (left) and con-

ditional (right) case.

VIP critical value unconditional

uncertainty Uuc

conditional un-

certainty Uc

tpeak τcrit = 50d 43.1% 25.2%

cpeak ζcrit = 1×10−7[−] 14.6% 10.4%

tcrit τcrit = 50d 14.6% 10.4%

texp τexp = 2d 14.5% 10.3%

Table 8.2.: Showing the fractional area [%] of delineated catchments according to the four

VIP maps that is sacrificed to uncertainty for the conditioned and the uncondi-

tioned case.

model domain to a model domain outline of 500m × 300m with 150.801 total number of

nodes to be solved (see Fig. 8.7). The mean annual and spatial constant recharge rate is

increased to qrg = 280mm/a with standard deviation of σ = 40mm/a. The well position

changes to xwell = 375m, ywell = 150m. All other settings, such as initial, boundary condi-

tions, model discretization and structural parameter assumptions, are kept constant to the

previous model set up (see Section 8.1.1).
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Figure 8.7.: Illustrative synthetic example, showing location of measurements for assessing

data worth.

8.5.1. Uncertainty Reduction

Scenarios of Catchment Investigation

Four scenarios are compared with each other, ranging from the unconditional model simula-

tion (scenario 0) to model predictions being conditioned to 9 (scenario 1), 12 (scenario 2) and

15 (scenario 3) direct and indirect measurements (see Fig 8.7). In comparison to the previ-

ous model set-up, only a total of nr = 1000 conditional transmissivity fields are generated,

which is sufficiently large to demonstrate the effect of model conditioning. The synthetic

”
truth“ is generated in the same spirit as explained before, using the same structural pa-

rameter set up θ as used in Section 8.1.1. From this
”
true“ realization, the corresponding

observed log-transmissivity and head measurements for scenario 1 to 3 (see Fig. 8.7) are

drawn. The random measurement error is assumed to follow a zero-mean normal distri-

bution with standard deviation σY for direct measurements of hydraulic conductivity and

σH for indirect measurements of hydraulic head, as shown in Fig.8.8. The matrix shown

in Fig. 8.8 is used to assess the impact of measurement error (e.g., low vs. high technology

measurement devices) on the resulting accuracy of delineation outlines.

The Overall Monitoring Effect

Fig. 8.9 shows that, with increasing confidence level β, the areal error and thus the de-

lineation area increases. The increase in areal demand is non-linear, following roughly a

Weibull distribution. The reference case in Fig. 8.9 is chosen for design case 2 with 12 sam-

pling locations (8 direct and 4 head measurements), denoted as D2-RMM. D2 stands for

design case 2 and RMM for the medium hydraulic conductivity (2nd letter) and medium

head (3rd letter) measurement error σR (see Fig. 8.8). There are two ways to read Fig. 8.9

that corresponds to two risk reduction options. First, one can see how more or better data re-

duce the areal error to deliver a more robust decision basis. Second, higher reliability levels
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Figure 8.8.: Sampling scenario matrix, showing the measurement quality with pre-defined

standard deviation.

are available at the same areal error level, when improving the available data basis. For ex-

ample, let us assume that water supply safety is currently (see D2:RMM) at a reliability level

of 85%. The areal error can be reduced (1st option), when the sampling accuracy of head

(D2:RML) or hydraulic conductivity (D2:RLM) measurements is doubled or if additional

data is added to the conditioning process (D4:RMM). The largest uncertainty reduction to

be achieved within design case 2 is to double the sampling accuracy of hydraulic conduc-

tivity (D2:RLM). During all these changes, the reliability level was kept constant. For the

second option, sampling campaign 2 (D2:RLM) leads to a reliability level of β ≈ 90%, when

keeping the expected areal error constant at Aerr ≈ 104m2. The decision between these two

options depends on the risk perception of stakeholders. Stakeholders that are risk averse

use the least uncertain decision and prefer an increase in reliability level (option 2). Risk

sympathetic stakeholders prefer decisions that lead to greater benefits, here the delineation

outline with a smaller area and smaller areal error (option 1).

More or Better Data?

The next question to be pursued is whether the accuracy in measurements leads to more

information gain than incorporating more data? Fig. 8.10 shows the information gain in

reducing uncertainty (Aerr) for a given reliability level β = 90% by changing the measure-

ment error or by adding more samples at pre-defined locations.

Fig. 8.10 shows that most excess area is delineated for the model run D1:RHH with the least

accurate measurement devices and the design with only 9 measurements instead of 12 and

15 sampling points. Contrary, the least areal error demand is given by the sampling cam-

paign D4:RLL, with 15 sampling locations and low measurement error in hydraulic head

and log-transmissivity. Increasing the quantity of sampling from D1 to D2 (three additional

samples) shows a significant uncertainty reduction. There is hardly any information gain,

when considering another three additional measurements. This significant decrease follows

the benefit curve of Fig. 6.1, where with increasing sampling size the utility gain decreases.
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Figure 8.9.: Relationship between reliability level and area sacrificed due to uncertainty,

showing four sampling scenarios based on measurement accuracy and type at

constant sampling size.

In comparison, increasing the measurement accuracy always leads to information gain for

the proposed sampling campaigns. The largest information gain is achieved by increasing

the measurement accuracy in both sampling types from RHH to RMM.

The presented results depend on the pre-defined sampling campaign and the assumed syn-

thetic truth that generates the data for conditioning. However, with these limitations, sam-

pling campaign D4:RLL (high measurement accuracy in both sampling types and maximum

sampling number) provides the best sampling scenario for uncertainty reduction.

Overall, Fig. 8.10 shows that, with increasing sampling number and accuracy, the areal er-

ror demand reduces. Furthermore, it provides information that uncertainty reduction reacts

non-linear to the chosen sampling parameters. Therefore, epistemic uncertainty reduction

is catchment- and scenario-specific but leads to more robust and confident decisions.

Which Data Should Be More Accurate

Fig. 8.10 shows that measurement accuracy plays a significant role in epistemic uncer-

tainty reduction. A comparison of measurement accuracy in hydraulic head and log-

transmissivity data is shown in Fig. 8.11 for a pre-defined reliability level β = 90%. Doubling

or reducing the measurement accuracy in hydraulic head has less impact on the areal de-

lineation error. The accuracy of log-transmissivity influences the areal error and decreases

the uncertainty demand with more accurate sampling. Therefore, the accuracy in direct

measurements is more important than to indirect measurement data in this scenario set-up.
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Figure 8.10.: Comparing measurement quantity and quality by showing utility value areal

error Aerr for three design cases (D1, D2, D4) and three measurement quali-

ties from low (RHH) to high measurement accuracy in hydraulic transmissivity

log(T ) and piezometric head h (RLL).

8.5.2. Improved Risk Estimation

In Section 8.5.1, the effect of uncertainty reduction is shown by reducing the wrongly de-

lineated area due to uncertainty. This effect has been measured with the utility value Aerr
(Eq. 6.6). de Barros et al. (2012) argue that uncertainty reduction depends on the chosen

prediction goal or the environmental performance metric. Here, I investigate the effect of

increasing sampling size on the prediction goal of customer minutes lost (CML). Customer

minutes lost is a risk measure used in drinking water supply to assess the time of water

being unavailable within 100 years.

nCML = 50, 000 Monte Carlo simulations are performed to calculate the water supply reli-

ability, measured by customer minutes lost (see Eq. 6.8). The exposure time texp at location

S follows the cumulative density distribution of exposure time (fourth vulnerability crite-

rion). The probability Pf of Eq. (6.8) for a major aquifer contamination to occur at location

S, is assumed to follow a β-distribution (see Lindhe et al., 2009) with failure occurrence of

at least once every 20 years and in a most likely event of once every 5 years. The demand

behavior d of a consumer follows a positively skewed β-distribution with given pre-defined

lower (dmin = 80 ld) and upper bounds (dmax = 290 ld).

In contrast to the previous three sampling designs (9 (D1), 12 (D2) and 15 (D3) measure-

ments), I only use the sampling design D1 and D3. Lindhe et al. (2009) defined for the

Gothenburg system an acceptable level for customer minutes lost of Rcrit = 144CML,
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Figure 8.11.: Assessing for design D2 (k = 12) the utility for doubling or halving the quality

in head or conductivity measurements.

which indicates that a consumer has to suffer 10 days of water shortage within 100 years

after a single spill event. In the synthetic case study, a spill event at location S drastically

exceeds this acceptable risk level Rcrit, as aquifer contamination would last for several days

or even years. Fig. 8.12 shows the cumulative CML distribution for location S. The mean

customer minutes lost for scenario 0 is R̄scen0 = 760CML, which indicates a mean supply

failure of approximately 53 days within 100 years.

The results show, that with increasing reliability level, the customer minutes lost value

increases in all three scenarios. This is due to the fact that the more severe events, caus-

ing longer supply failure, are more seldom. Taking additional data into account will de-

crease the possible errors in the risk prediction. Thus, at first sight, one is surprised that the

customer minutes lost increases (R75,scen0 = 1188CML and R75,scen2 = 2029CML) with

increasing sampling size. Please note that, as conditioning reduces uncertainty, it moves

VIP lines and thus the estimates of well down-time closer to reality. This indicates that the

calculated exposure time (texp,S,scen0 = 11 d) of the unconditional model (scenario 0) is un-

derestimated in comparison to the more realistic exposure time (texp,S,scen2 = 16 d). There-

fore, uncertainty reduction helps to estimate the expected impact more accurate. While the

probability distribution of impact will surely become more information with more data, one

cannot predict prior to sampling in which direction it will shift. Here, it shifts towards larger

impact values, thus providing a more confident but larger risk estimate.
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Figure 8.12.: Cumulative probability distribution of customer minutes lost for the three

given scenarios evaluated at location S.

8.6. Application of Economic Decision Analysis Concepts

As introduced in Chapter 6, two economic decision analysis concepts are illustrated. The

first concept follows the delineation concept based on peak arrival time (VIP 1) and the

economic benefit of using additional data to reduce epistemic uncertainty (more accurate

delineation) compared to sampling costs. The second approach demonstrates a prioritiza-

tion scheme of risk mitigation alternatives based on economic valuation techniques. The

study is based on the model domain introduced in Section 8.5.1.

8.6.1. The Economic Value of Additional Data

The previous results (see Section 8.5) show insights on the value of additional data in com-

parison to more accurate measurements. Here, I want to demonstrate the worth of addi-

tional data expressed through their economic value as described in Section 6.1. The eco-

nomic value of information gained by additional data has to outweigh the costs related to

data acquisition. In this study, the utility value to measure uncertainty is areal error, Aerr as

defined in Eq. (6.5). It is a translation of uncertainty effects into a monetary context by as-

suming an economic value for each parcel land within the catchment. Here, I assume a unit

monetary value per square meter. Thus, it allows to compare sampling designs according to

their costs and benefits regarding system safety as illustrated in Fig 6.1.

For simplicity, I assume for Eq. (6.2) that total costs equal the installation costs of moni-

toring wells Ci = Csamp. Monitoring costs (Cop) and restoration costs (Cf ) are neglected.

Thus, the costs Y = u1 = Csamp increase with an increasing sampling network X (Fig. 6.1).

The sampling costs (see Eq. 6.2) are assumed to be 5000e per data acquisition (well). The
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measurement error to assess the sampling quality is chosen according to the medium val-

ues (’M’) of Fig. 8.8. In the scenario chosen here, the costs associated to area being wrongly

delineated due to uncertainty equal 1e/m2.

Fig. 8.13 shows five safety levels β of delineation and their behavior in the light of sampling.

The total costs are calculated according to Eq. (6.2). It is the sum of monetized benefits and

sampling costs. The points located on the sampling-design axis represent the three condi-

tional sampling scenarios with 9, 12 and 15 measurements. For a given reliability level, such

as β = 90%, the total costs decrease until 9 measurements, despite the fact that the sampling

size increases. This is due to the information gain obtained by additional data acquisition to

reduce delineation uncertainty. Thus, the benefit in saving areal costs is larger than the costs

for data acquisition. Data sampling is performed as long as the total cost curve for any given

reliability level decreases. The return point (minimum of the objective function, see Eq. 6.1)

denotes the cost-optimal solution given a pre-defined safety level β. Here, taking β = 90%,

the cost-optimal solution is sampling campaign 1 with 9 sampling locations (see Fig. 8.7).

Again, stakeholders could choose to accept the total amount of costs (here delineated area),

such that a higher safety level β = 95% is available at no additional costs in comparison to

the initial situation or a fixed investigation budget.

Fig. 8.13 strongly depends on the sampling costs Csamp. Increasing sampling costs (e.g.,

10, 000e /well) reduces the information value of additional sampling much faster. There-

fore, the pay back to invest into data is depleted earlier. In this specific case, the minimum for

β = 90% is reached with 8 sampling locations and costs increase dramatically beyond. Con-

trary, cheaper available measurements (e.g., 2, 500e /well) will lead to larger cost-optimal

sampling campaigns. Here, the optimum would be incorporating 12 measurements (D2) for

the reliability level of β = 90%.

In summary, the efficiency and worth of data depends on pre-defined costs of sampling and

of wrongly delineated area, the pre-defined sampling campaigns (scenario or design cases)

and thus on the sampling locations. Measurement locations are often fixed, so that such a

scenario-based decision analysis is acceptable. Nevertheless, the decision analysis frame-

work would benefit from casting the problem into a formal optimization framework (e.g.,

Nowak et al., 2010).

8.6.2. Economically-based Prioritization of Risk Mitigatio n Alternatives

The following is an example to demonstrate the use of VIP-based information for

economically-based prioritization of risk mitigation alternatives. Fir simplicity, the exam-

ple is based on two mitigation alternatives.

Fig. 8.14 shows the two risk treatment alternatives. The first scenario follows the sampling

campaign as discussed before (uncertainty reduction due to quantity of data, Section 8.5)

with β = 90%. The total costs for sampling increase with each additional sampling. Here,

exposure time increases with additional sampling as collected data indicate a smaller well-

head protection outline. The second scenario is related to insurance premiums. The insur-

ance will cover the damage after an event has happened. Here, I assume a constant payment

of 150e/a over a 20 year period. Each mitigation alternative is monetary valued and plotted

in Fig. 8.14.
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Figure 8.13.: Showing for three given design cases (colored circles) the safety level depend-

ing on total costs for drilling (5000e/well) and areal error (1e/m2) versus sam-

pling size.

These two simplistic risk mitigation scenarios are set into an economically-based deci-

sion framework and compared to the economic valuation method, damage replacement

costs, as defined in Eq. (6.10). In this specific example, the damage replacement costs

measure the unavailability of drinking water, which is expressed by the vulnerability cri-

terion of well down-time texp. The costs related to water production are assumed to be

γ = 0.45e/m3. For illustrative purposes, the pumping rate is assumed to be Qp = 100 l/s

and not Qp = 1 · 10−4m3/d as described in Section 8.1. With increasing exposure time, the

consequences increases (see Fig. 8.14, red line).

The results of Fig. 8.14 show that, for an expected exposure duration of texp(xS) ≤ 18 d,

the investment in monitoring is less expensive than to pay the damage caused by well

contamination. For exposure durations of texp(xS) > 17 d, insurance is the economically

most cost-effective option. The pay back of the premium starts with exposure durations of

texp(xS) ≥ 8 d. For exposure durations of texp(xS) < 17 d, the sampling scenario is less

expensive than the premium, such that monitoring should be the preferred choice up to to-

tal costs of C(texp = 7 d) = 27, 216e as larger costs are better to handle with an insurance

policy. This is due to the constant cost assumption and would need more sophisticated in-

surance cost functions that account for discount and inflation rates, and so forth.

Of course, sampling does not mitigate actual damage but it provides valuable information

on VIP lines that are closer to reality. Here, I translated the information gain into a mone-

tary context by saving costs related to wrongly delineated area. The sampling scenario is a

risk mitigation opportunity that reduces the uncertainty component (probability) within the

risk definition. Other scenarios may reduce the contaminant load (impact) to the well and

actual costs are related to these actions. The premium scenario follows an end-of-pipe strat-

egy, accepting the current risk situation, assuming that insurance money can compensate
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Figure 8.14.: Rational risk-based decision support, comparing here two alternatives (insur-

ance premium (green), data sampling (blue)) to damage replacement costs

(red). The dashed-blue line is a projection of costs for further sampling.

for all damages. Relating these three types of risk mitigation strategies to each other in an

economic optimization context will need future research.

8.7. Findings of VIP Applied to a Synthetic Test Case

In this chapter, the vulnerability concept has been applied to a synthetic example with a 2D

semi-confined heterogeneous aquifer and a single pumping well. Via finely-resolved Monte

Carlo simulations, maps of vulnerability isopercentiles (VIP maps) were calculated. The

computational costs are kept moderate by combining the reverse formulation of advective-

dispersive transport and the concept of temporal moments.

This probabilistic information provides additional information and enables risk managers

to map non-compliance lines for pre-defined critical levels. In the specific example, it turned

out that deterministic approaches assume a spill location to be no risk due to larger travel

times than the critical value. Nevertheless, the VIP lines show that in more than ≈ 40%

(conditioned model result) or ≈ 55% (unconditioned model result) of all cases the contami-

nation is a risk to the well source. Thus, in about half of all cases, deterministic results would

have underestimated the risk of that contaminant source.

• The finely resolved geostatistical and probabilistic approach allows to separate be-

tween dilution of concentration and uncertainty in plume position.
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• Despite the (small) loss of information due to the temporal moment approach, the gain

in computational efficiency and the resulting accessibility to probabilistic information

is more valuable in my opinion.

• It considers peak instead of bulk arrival time, thus rendering larger and safer

wellhead-protection zones.

• The probability distribution of each vulnerability criteria at a location S provide infor-

mation on all possible solutions.

• The design of risk mitigation options (e.g., wellhead protection zone delineation) can

be performed, depending on the desired reliability level.

• The VIP framework is able to update model predictions with additional and better

data, such that the prediction is closer to reality and more robust. The technique allows

to compare the benefits of using more or less data, and/or data with smaller or higher

quality.

• The degree of uncertainty reduction responded non-linear to a linear change in quan-

tity and quality of data. Quite intuitively, the sampling campaign with the best mea-

surement accuracy and with most sampling locations reduced the uncertainty most.

• The amount of sampling has been evaluated in an economic context, providing the

cost-optimal choice (1) to increase the safety level at no additional costs (here, from

90% to 95%) or (2) to improve the robustness in decision-making as VIP lines move

closer to reality (here, 9 measurements for reliability level β = 90%). In addition

to this, customer minutes lost increased with reduced uncertainty, as the sampling

data used in the example pointed to larger necessary wellhead protection zones with

increasing well down-time.

• Economic valuation techniques can be applied to compare several risk mitigation

strategies, such as additional catchment investigation, insurance premiums, and so

forth. The chapter concluded with setting up a rational risk-based decision frame-

work to compare different risk mitigation alternatives with each other in an economic

context, evaluating mitigation alternatives that either reduces probability or impact.



9. Application of VIP - Burgberg Test Case 1

This chapter demonstrates the application of the VIP concept to a real case study. The

key point is to demonstrate that risk-aware wellhead protection delineation to guarantee

safe water supply is ready for practical application by water stakeholders and consultants.

The Burgberg catchment operated by the
”
Zweckverband Landeswasserversorgung“ will

serve as demonstrator. The delineation of the Burgberg catchment has recently been re-

considered. Thus, comparing the actual decision to a robust and risk-based decision frame-

work is of special interest. Also, a second VIP tool set will be compiled to show that the

VIP framework can be operated with readily available end-user software. The case study

features a karstic aquifer, represented by a model, which has been set up by an engineering

company. A methodological description is provided in Section 4.3. With the presented tool

set, the current reliability level is assessed, and the risk mitigation options are presented to

support stakeholders in taking future risk-informed decisions. The mitigation options are

compared based on the utility value of additional delineated area.

Section 9.1 introduces the model set up for Burgberg catchment. Section 9.2 is analogous

to Section 8.2, showing the vulnerability maps for the real test case. Section 9.3 provides a

risk-aware delineation management concept and Section 9.4 concludes this chapter with a

brief summary.

9.1. Burgberg Case Study

The Burgberg catchment, operated by the Zweckverband Landeswasserversorgung (LW), is

located on the eastern Swabian Alb in the south-west of Germany, and is part of one of the

largest drinking water catchment in Germany. The total area is AII = 1.1 km2 for the inner

wellhead protection zone defined by solute travel times of τcrit = 50 days or less (zone II)

and AIII = 458.12 km2 for the extended protection zone (zone III) according to the appli-

cable guidelines (e.g., DVGW, 2006). The well catchment is karstic and includes an Upper

Jurassic aquifer that is partly covered by Quaternary gravel channels with varying thickness

of up to 10m. The karst aquifer mainly consists of two aquifer layers. The upper aquifer

consists of strongly karstified reef limestone. The lower part of the Upper Jurassic is less

porous and consists of upper and lower limestone units. The Lacunosa marl (Lower Juras-

sic) follows the lower limestone and marks the aquitard level (e.g., Schloz et al., 2007). A well

field extracts groundwater for drinking water use from three deep karst wells, screened in

the upper aquifer layer.

1Parts of this chapter has been published in Enzenhoefer et al. (2013).
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9.1.1. Numerical Model Set-up (step 1)

Lang and Justiz (2009) developed a numerical model for fully saturated, single-porosity,

steady-state and semi-confined groundwater flow in the Burgberg catchment based on

MODFLOW (e.g., Harbaugh et al., 2000). The hydrogeological model consists of three

layers, representing (1) the Quaternary gravel channels, (2) the highly conductive Upper

Jurassic aquifer and (3) the lower part of the Jurassic karst aquifer with lower conductance

(limestone). Due to hydrogeological surveys (e.g., tracer and pumping tests) and known

geological settings, the hydrogeological model consists of one zone for the first layer, 12

zones for the second layer and 9 zones for the third layer. The zonation and grid density

increases around the well (see Fig. 9.1). The third layer is shown in the Appendix (Fig. B.1).

The discretization within the vicinity of the well is ∆xw = ∆yw = 12.5m and extends to

∆xd = ∆yd = 100m in the remote parts of the catchment, resulting in nc = 75, 797 actively

used model cells.

Three rivers and two karst springs are incorporated as leakage boundaries. The north and

south boundaries are modeled as no-flow boundary conditions. They follow the geome-

try of streamlines that have been calculated from a larger catchment model (e.g., Lang and

Justiz, 2009). The boundary in the west is again a no-flow boundary, where the catchment

touches the great European water divide. The great European water divide marks the bor-

der between the catchments of the river Rhine and the Danube river, which end in the North

Sea and the Black Sea, respectively. The east boundary is implemented as a Dirichlet bound-

ary condition with H = 445m, representing a gallery of springs. The pumping rate of the

well field is on average Qp = 300 l/s. The groundwater recharge rates within the domain

are calculated on the basis of data given by the federal environmental protection agency of

Baden-Württemberg (LUBW) from 1961 to 1990. The mean recharge rate for this time pe-

riod is qr = 10.5 l/(s km2) ranging from zero in the east to qr,max = 50 l/(s km2) in the west,

equipped with a global multiplier for calibration.

The current model is a single-porosity model, and could be upgraded to a dual-porosity

(e.g., Barrenblatt et al., 1960), multi-rate mass transfer (e.g., Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995) or

continuous time random walk (e.g., Berkowitz and Scher, 1995) model for better represen-

tation of transport in karst. However, the single-porosity model is the actual used model in

practice for that catchment. Such upgraded models would require much more calibration

data that are not available. Also, changes in the model would not affect the methodology

that is in the focus of this thesis.

9.1.2. Model Calibration and Conditioning (step 2-3)

The model was calibrated carefully by trial and error at steady-state, using 27 hydraulic head

measurements taken on two reference days with two different pumping rates of the pump-

ing wells, pump test information, sieve curves from bore core analysis and tracer tests (e.g.,

Lang and Justiz, 2009). Parameters for calibration included a total of 12 hydraulic conduc-

tivity values and the multiplier for recharge. The involved objective function in Eq. (5.22) is

the same as used by PEST. The calibrated hydraulic conductivity for the upper layer equals

K1 = 4 · 10−3m/s, whereas the hydraulic conductivity values for the zones within the sec-
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ond layer range between K2,min = 1 · 10−5m/s and K2,max = 5 · 10−3m/s. For the third

layer, values fall between K3,min = 1 · 10−6m/s and K3,max = 5 · 10−3m/s (see Fig. 9.1).

Lang and Justiz (2009) assumed that the porosity is ne,1 = 10% for the gravel material in

the top layer and ne,2,3 = 3.6% for the two layers that represent the Upper Jurassic karst

aquifer. The calibrated K values show an increasing trend towards the well. This is fully

consistent with the theory of effective conductivity values in convergent flow fields through

heterogeneous (here: karstic) media (e.g., Indelman et al., 1996).

For all 13 calibrated parameters, a linear sensitivity analysis is performed to obtain the Jaco-

bian J . For the head measurements, I assume a measurement error variance of σ2φ2·10−4m/s

(corresponding to ≈ ±3 cm as the 95% confidence interval) and error correlation of 0.5 to

generate the error covariance matrix R. The a-priori variance for the log-conductivity values

in each zone is set to σ2pp,K = 0.25 (i.e. the 95% confidence interval is one order of magni-

tude) under the assumption that conductivity is uncorrelated between the zones before cali-

bration. For the groundwater recharge multiplier the variance is assumed to be σ2qr = 0.156.

All these assumptions are inserted into Eq. (5.29) to obtain the post-calibration error covari-

ance. The average individual post-calibration variance for all conductivity values (on the

diagonal of the matrix) is σ2pp|d = 0.031, and the average correlation (all non-diagonal ele-

ments) is ρpp|d = −0.011 (Nowak et al., 2010).

In total, nr = 1000 conditional flow realizations were generated. For each realization, the

hydraulic conductivity K and the recharge multiplier are randomly drawn according to

Eq. (5.30). Because calibrating mostly to pressure data in deterministic calibration leaves

all transport parameters uncalibrated, independent statistical assumptions are necessary for

them. Their range is given in Table 9.1. Porosity in all three layers and the longitudinal

and transversal horizontal dispersivities are kept uncertain, following for simplicity uni-

form distributions. The porosity range is assumed to take karstic features, such as faults

and fractures, into account. The transverse dispersivity in the vertical direction is kept con-

stant at αTV = 0.01m. The horizontal transverse dispersivity is assumed to be linked to the

longitudinal one via αTH = αL/20.

9.1.3. Vulnerability Set-up (step 4-8)

The simulation end time for the reverse transport is set to TTot = 30 years and the total

number of particles is nP = 500, 000. The accuracy of breakthrough curve reconstruction to

obtain well vulnerability criteria from this relatively small particle number is compared to

the results from a reference simulation with nP = 15, 000, 000 particles in Section 9.2.6. The

simulations were run on a personal computer with 2 Intel cores at 2.26 GHz and 4 GB RAM

Layer I Layer II Layer III pdf-type

porosity ne [%] 8− 23 2− 30 2− 30 uniform

dispersivity αL [m] 20− 500 20− 500 20− 500 uniform

αTH [m] 1− 25 1− 25 1− 25 αTH = αL/20

Table 9.1.: Uncertain transport parameters for the Burgberg test case.
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resulting in a simulation time of ≈ 7days. This should be perceived as a reference simula-

tion effort. Much smaller time may be achieved, when reducing the number of nr = 1000

conditional realizations, or when reducing the total simulation time of TTot = 30 years or

with more computational power, if available. With only nr = 100 realizations (sufficient to

approximate a 90% probability reasonably well) and only 10 years of total simulation time,

the computational time reduces to ≈ 6hours. As a last step, the four vulnerability criteria

are evaluated in each realization.

By combining the vulnerability criteria from all conditional realizations, the empirical prob-

ability distribution for each well vulnerability criterion at each location in the domain is

available. The underlying critical levels for non-compliance levels (see Eq. 4.2) have been

chosen in close cooperation with the water supplier
”
Zweckverband Landeswasserver-

sorgung“ as given in Table 9.2, and correspond at least to the maximum contaminant levels

specified by the applying German regulation (DVGW, 2006), compare also US regulation

(e.g., US EPA, 2009).

9.2. Probabilistic Well Vulnerability Results - VIP Applied to
Burgberg

The Fig. 9.2 shows the isopercentiles α = [0.1, 0.5, 0.9] for the four probabilistic well vulner-

ability criteria, based on the critical values from Tab. 9.2. Quite intuitively one can observe,

that the smaller the non-compliance probability α (i.e., the larger the corresponding reliabil-

ity level β), the larger the required delineated area. The 50th-percentile line, for example,

encloses the area A50 outside of which the respective vulnerability criterion is violated with

less than 50% probability (see Eq. 4.2). The area between the A50- and the A10-line may be

interpreted as the safety margin to achieve a reliability of 90%. Thus the reliability of the

supply system based on the area A(β) can be plotted for each possible reliability level β

against the (areal) costs, see Fig. 6.2.

The filled (red) dot within Fig. 9.2 marks the location S (1.2 km upstream of the well

field with grid coordinates xgrid = [239; 167]; or in easting and northing coordinates

xs = [3589240; 5383470] m), where a spill event for the sake of discussion is assumed, in

order to compare results and illustrate the VIP-based management concept.

Peak arrival time (VIP 1) WV C1,crit = τcrit 50 [d]

Maximum Concentration (VIP 2) WV C2,crit = ζcrit 1 · 10−8 [-]

Reaction Time (VIP 3) WV C3,crit = τreact 10 [d]

Well exposure Time (VIP 4) WV C4,crit = τexp 30 [d]

Table 9.2.: Critical levels of well vulnerability for the Burgberg test case.
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Figure 9.2.: Probabilistic vulnerability isopercentiles (VIP) for the four intrinsic well vulnerability criteria (VIP 1: top left, VIP 2: top

right, VIP 3: bottom left, VIP 4:bottom right) from n = 1000 conditioned realizations.
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9.2.1. VIP 1: Probability of Early Peak Arrival Time

The first VIP map (see Fig. 9.2, top left) represents the regulations for the German inner

wellhead protection area, when using the critical travel time WV C1,crit = τcrit = 50 d (see

Tab. 9.2). Here, the peak arrival time is used instead of bulk arrival time, because this is

the more conservative and more meaningful definition of arrival time in the advective-

dispersive context (see Section 8.3). The thick solid line (purple) shows the existing well-

head protection zone within the Burgberg catchment. At the spill site S (red dot) selected

for illustration, the mean arrival time of peak concentration equals 142days, with 23% prob-

ability that peak arrival time is faster than τcrit = 50 d. Apparently, the peak arrival times

may easily fall below τcrit, while the mean arrival time is much larger than τcrit = 50 days.

This fact stems from the strong skewness of the arrival time distribution (see Fig. 9.3), which

has often been found to be close to log-normal under uncertainty of hydraulic conductivity

(e.g., Cvetkovic et al., 1992; Dagan and Nguyen, 1989; Nowak et al., 2008). The isopercentile

lines of peak arrival time are shown for the non-compliance level α = [0.1, 0.5, 0.9], indicated

by the three colors in Fig. 9.2. A more detailed discussion on the first VIP map, how peak

arrival time is used for risk-aware delineation is provided in Section 9.3.

9.2.2. VIP 2: Probability of Insufficient Plume Dilution

The second VIP map (see Fig. 9.2, top right) shows the probability map that a point-like

instantaneous contaminant spill of unit mass (e.g., 1 kg) causes a peak concentration in the

well of more than WV C2,crit = ζcrit = 1 · 10−8 kg
m2 (see Tab. 9.2). In case of a one-time

spill event of a water-soluble compound at location S, I assume a total contaminant mass

of ms = 10, 000 kg to be infiltrated to the aquifer. The expected peak concentration for this

contaminant in the well is then calculated by multiplying ms with the mean value of the

second well vulnerability criterion. The expected concentration for a unit-mass spill in the

test case at location S is 3.9 × 10−8 [−] (see Fig. 9.2, top right), which leads to an expected

peak concentration in the above contaminant example of 3.9×10−1 mg/l. Single realizations

can be more or less diluted, thus leading to higher and lower possible peak concentrations

as discussed in Fig. 8.5. The probability to not comply with the critical dilution factor ζcrit
at position S is 92 %. This indicates strongly that storing or handling such an amount of

contaminants at location S should be avoided.

9.2.3. VIP 3: Probability of Too Little Available Response Tim e

The third VIP map shows the probabilities that an early-alert and emergency reaction system

with a necessary reaction time of WV C3,crit = τreact = 10 d will fail. Such an early-warning

system could be a network of monitoring wells, sampled at least every τreact- days, including

the time for sample analysis and installation of mitigation measures to reduce or even avoid

the impact on the drinking water supply. The reaction time is defined as the time available

until a certain threshold concentration of ccrit = 1 ·10−7mg/l is exceeded within the well for

a unit mass release. The areal extensions of VIP contours for reaction time are smaller than
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Figure 9.3.: Probability density distribution of peak arrival time for a spill event at loca-

tion S.

those for the corresponding peak arrival time, because the first arrival of low concentrations

ccrit is much earlier than peak arrival (compare Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 8.5). The mean reaction time

for a unit spill at location S (in all realizations when ccrit is exceeded) is 66 days, which is

by far larger than the critical value τreact = 10 days. The probability that the reaction time is

smaller (larger) than the given critical duration is 15% (85%). The conditional probability of

having a sufficient available reaction time in critical cases (where ccrit is exceeded) is not 85%

but only 22% because realizations with c > ccrit behave differently than those with c ≤ ccrit.

9.2.4. VIP 4: Probability of Excessive Exposure Time

The fourth VIP map shows the probability of exposure times being larger than the given

critical exposure time WV C4,crit = τexp = 30 d (see Tab. 8.1). Exposure time is defined as the

duration a well is contaminated with solute concentration above a critical threshold concen-

tration ccrit = 1 · 10−7mg/l, and thus unavailable for the water supply without treatment.

The mean well down-time for location S equals 289 days. The probability of critical well

contamination for more than τexp = 30 d is 92%. 99% of all realizations exceeding ccrit lead

to well down-times of τexp ≥ 30 d. In fact, contamination at almost any possible location

within the catchment will lead to a well exposure duration larger than τexp = 30 d, for the

considered concentration threshold level. Therefore, the map for VIP 4 and VIP 2 are prac-

tically identical (see Section 8.2). In order to avoid the risk of long well down-times, the

protection area has to be enlarged up to the level, where either the risk acceptance level is

fulfilled or the economic viability is over-strained.
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9.2.5. The Impact of Considering Specific Vulnerability

Next, a brief example is presented on how the information in the VIP maps can be modified

for contaminant-specific properties (here: linear sorption) and how this affects the VIP maps

evaluated via Eq. (5.43). Fig. 9.4 shows the two ensemble-averaged breakthrough curves at

location S, depending on the retardation factor Rd. The base case (dark gray line) is calcu-

lated without any attenuation potential besides the hydromechanical dispersion behavior

of the aquifer. These intrinsic conditions are valid for conservative tracers or bacteriological

and virological transport problems.

The other breakthrough curve (medium gray) shows a retarded concentration profile at the

well with Rd = 3.5 due to linear sorption processes to the minerals. This value only serves

to illustrate the flexibility of the vulnerability concept to account for fate and degradation

processes due to the post-processing procedure. The retardation level is contaminant and

site-specific and needs adaption to each catchment. The peak arrival time is shifted to later

times, thus the isopercentile outlines within the first VIP map (peak arrival time) would be-

come smaller than in the intrinsic case. Also, the intensity of the peak concentration in the

well is reduced to much lower levels, causing smaller VIP contours for the second well vul-

nerability criterion. The corresponding change of the third VIP map (threshold arrival time)

is more difficult to explain. On the one hand, the time of exceeding a given threshold level

would be postponed to later times (compare first VIP map, Fig. 9.2, top left), thus leading to

increased reaction times. On the other hand, all concentrations are attenuated more strongly

(compare second VIP map, Fig. 9.2, top right), such that the critical concentration would be

exceeded in fewer realizations. In this specific example, both effects would roughly cancel

out, and the third VIP map would almost not change. The same would be true for the fourth

VIP map (exposure duration), as exposure time shrinks with increasing attenuation, while

it increases with the slower overall speed of transport. Tab. 9.3 summarizes the correspond-

ing probability values of non-compliance obtained when assuming R = 3.5 for a spill at

location S.

9.2.6. Accuracy of Breakthrough Curve Reconstruction from Small Particle
Numbers

To assess the accuracy of breakthrough curve reconstruction from small particle numbers

via the inverse Gaussian distribution (Eq. 5.41), two different solute breakthrough curves

are demonstrated at the well (see Fig. 9.5). Again, a contamination event at location S serves

VIP 1 VIP 2 VIP 3 VIP 4

P1,S [%] t̄1 [d] P2,S [%] c̄r [−] P3,S [%] t̄3 [d] P4,S [%] t̄4 [d]

intrinsic 23.2 142 91.8 3.9e−8 22.1 66.4 8.3 289.1

with sorption 2.7 499 33.9 1.1e−8 2.7 125.6 0.3 259.0

Table 9.3.: Ensemble-averaged well vulnerability criteria and the corresponding VIP value at

location S for intrinsic transport conditions and with linear sorption (Rd = 3.5).
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Figure 9.4.: Mean solute breakthrough curves from n = 1000 realizations within the well for

a contamination spill at location S. Dark gray line indicates intrinsic conditions

and medium gray line is the breakthrough curve including sorption effects with

Rd = 3.5. Please note the logarithmic scale of the time axis.

for illustration. The solid black line is based on a reference simulation with np = 15, 000, 000

particles in a single realization, using the calibrated parameter set (e.g., Lang and Justiz,

2009). This number of particles follows a guideline of Kinzelbach (1988). However, all

presented VIP calculations are based on calculations with a smaller number of particles

np = 500, 000 in the backward transport modeling case. The reconstructed breakthrough

curve based on the inverse Gaussian distribution (IGD, Eq. 5.41) and the smaller particle

number is shown as the blue line in Fig. 9.5. The values of the four well vulnerability crite-

ria computed with these two methods differ by △tpeak = 2%, △cpeak = 26%, △treact = 10%

and △texp = 7%. The high deviation in peak concentration △cpeak stems only from the

high fluctuations in particle arrival even in the reference simulation, and would be reduced

to below 10%, if applying a suitable noise filter to the reference BTC. These error levels

fall far below the statistical fluctuation of the well vulnerability criteria between the real-

izations. Thus, the reduced model seems to be acceptable for the vulnerability concept,

reflected against the fact that it yields a computational speed up by a factor of 30.

9.3. The Areal Re-delineation Risk Mitigation Concept

The VIPs discussed in Section 9.2 are domain-wide maps of exceedance probability, deliv-

ering the necessary statistical information for robust risk management decisions. Lines of

equal probability, for example when choosing a maximum acceptable non-compliance prob-

ability α, are adequate outlines for risk-driven wellhead protection areas. Such areas offer
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Figure 9.5.: Showing the accuracy of breakthrough curve reconstruction via the inverse

Gaussian distribution for a single breakthrough curve. Black line is the refer-

ence simulation with np = 15, 000, 000 particles. Blue line: reconstruction based

on np = 500, 000 particles.

consistent reliability levels of β = 1−α along their entire outline. In the following, the focus

is only on the first probabilistic vulnerability criterion as the one being relevant for wellhead

delineation to discuss the first three management options mentioned in Section 6.2.

9.3.1. Option I: Current Reliability Level and Smaller Consi stent Area

Fig. 9.6 shows that the politically installed and currently used inner wellhead protection

zone A(0) (purple line) for an arrival time of τ = 50 d covers most of the area proposed by

the 10-th isopercentile (α = 10%). However, there is excess protection area in the south

and some unprotected area in the west. Expressed in numbers, the current delineation has

a probability of non-compliance between 0% in the south and 25% in the northwest. Thus,

the largest consistent reliability level of the current protection zone according to Eq. (6.3)

is only β(0) = 75% (see enclosed blue area, Fig. 9.6). The same consistent reliability level

could already be achieved with a protection area enclosed by the 25-th isopercentile line,

having only A25 = 0.45 km2 area instead of A(0) = 1.1 km2 (see Fig. 6.2). The difference be-

tween these two areas is △A(−) = 0.65 km2. This freed up area is available for management

option II.

9.3.2. Option II: Areal Reallocation

A much larger consistent reliability level can be achieved when re-allocating the excess area

∆A(−) = 0.65 km2 (see Eq. 6.4) according to a vulnerability-based isopercentile line that is
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found byAα = A(0). The dashed line (enclosing the yellow area) in Fig. 9.6 shows the result-

ing new protection zone, based on the 11-th percentile. It offers a reliability level increased

from 75% to 89% at no additional areal costs.

9.3.3. Option III: Reliability Increase at Minimum Costs

Fig. 6.2 shows how the areal demand A(β) of the overall protection zone depends on the

desired reliability level β. Apparently, the areal demand increases more than exponentially

with increasing reliability levels in the upper range. This curve roughly follows a Weibull

distribution. Thus, very high reliability levels are only achievable with extraordinary costs,

e.g., β
(++)
1 = 96% with A(+) = 0.78 km2, whereas a reliability level of β

(++)
2 = 90% is

comparatively easy to achieve with an additional area of △A(+) = 0.08 km2 (shaded red in

Fig. 9.6).

9.3.4. Option III(b): Reliability Increase While Honoring t he Current
Delineation

Despite the larger delineated wellhead protection area A(+) for the chosen reliability level

β(++), some areal patches in the south of the current wellhead protection area A(0) would

become unprotected. This specific area was only delineated due to local political reasons, in

order to protect springs close to the well gallery. Please remember, wellhead delineation is

executed by state authorities (see Section 3.4). The second version of this option would take

the existing delineation (purple line) and supplement it by all currently non-covered areas

that fall within a desired reliability level. For example, the unification of the purple outline

and the 11% VIP line (yellow area) would achieve a consistent reliability level of 89% while

not giving up any of the currently delineated area. This would achieve the same consistent

level as option II, yet at additional areal costs of 0.22 km2.

9.4. Findings of VIP Applied to a Real Test Case

In this chapter, the VIP concept has been applied to a real test case and shows that account-

ing for uncertainty in risk management for wellhead protection is easily accessible with

known software, such as MODFLOW, MODPATH and PEST. The real field site is located in

a strongly karstified region on the eastern edge of the Swabian Alb, Germany.

In summary, this chapter demonstrated successfully that ...

• . . . higher reliability levels of a given time-related wellhead protection zones demand

a larger delineation area around the well.

• . . . risk-aware delineation leads to smaller areal delineation demand at the same safety

level, or that with the currently available delineated area a higher reliability level is

achievable.
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• . . . politically and local circumstances within the delineation process can be transpar-

ently incorporated into the decision making process.

• . . . contaminant-specific VIP maps are available through a fast post-processing proce-

dure.

• . . . saving computational simulation time is available, when using a low particle-based

breakthrough curve reconstruction approach.



10. Application of STORM - The Burgberg
Catchment

The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate the STORM concept on a realistic application,

featuring a small set of synthetic hazards (Section 10.1). The application is based on the

flow and transport calculations that have been presented for the Burgberg catchment (see

Chapter 9). The risk quantification results (Section 10.2) are applied in a small risk manage-

ment and prioritization study in order to show how STORM can support stakeholders to

take risk-informed decisions and how different risk measures, risk objectives or risk estima-

tion schemes lead to different risk management actions (Section 10.3). In this chapter, well

exposure time (WET) is used as a demonstrator for choosing one stakeholder-objective risk

measure. The chapter concludes with a brief summary (see Section 10.4).

10.1. Synthetic Hazard Test Case

Performing risk analysis for a real catchment is a challenging task. Up to date, it is not pos-

sible to find any information on hazard failure rates, nor do water managers know exactly

how much mass enters the subsurface after a failure event has occurred. Water catchment

managers are just starting to identify possible risk sources across the catchment, with only

vague knowledge on actual mass storage at these hazardous sites. Due to these reasons, a

synthetic hazard database is set up. It will serve the purpose to illustrate the benefit of using

frequency analysis as a next step within risk quantification and management.

In the presented hazard test case, there are a total of three contaminant types j = I to

III , distributed over a number of hazards across the catchment. The hazards are defined

such that each specific case of chemical, spatial or temporal hazard type (see Fig. 7.4, model

choice) is present at least once. For illustration purposes, the number of hazards is kept

small at nine hazards, in order to keep the case study simple and transparent. The nine haz-

ards are listed in Tab. 10.1.

The assumed distribution of hazards within the Burgberg catchment is shown in Fig. 10.1.

The three contaminant types may reflect any hazards such as chlorinated solvents, BTEX

compounds or microorganisms. For convenience and not to be side-tracked on parameter

accuracy for chemical properties, the three contaminant groups are kept generic, demon-

strating the possibility to account for retardation, degradation or intrinsic effects. In the

remainder of this thesis, I will therefore only refer to generic contaminant types. The current

simplifications can be made without loss of generality, because the approach is not limited

in hazard number or contaminant types. The available chemical property information are

stored in the contaminant property list (see Tab. 10.2).
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h Location xh Mass m0

[kg]
Failure
rate λ

CT Haz. Type Haz. Type Haz. Type

(grid coordi-
nates)

[min / max] [F/a] j (chemical) (spatial) (temporal)

1 (270 /169) [240 / 360] 1/10 1 NAPL Point pulse

2 (242 /170) [1200 / 1800] 1/15 1 Solute Point pulse

3 (243 /168) [4000 / 6000] 1/25 2 Solute Point pulse

4 (273 /157) [2000 / 3000] 1/15 2 Solute Point pulse

5 (264 : 270 /186) [960 / 1440] 1/10 2 Solute Line pulse

6 (290 /212) [10 / 40] 1 3 Solute Point pulse

7 (264 : 266 /200 :

202)

[25 / 50] 2 3 Solute Area pulse

8 (259 /156) [60 / 140] 1/8 3 Solute Point pulse

9 (258 /193) [2x / 3x] 1/100 1 Solute Point continuous

Table 10.1.: Hazard database with nine synthetic risk sources (CT = Contaminant Type).

CT Examples Critical level Saturation conc.1 Retardation Degradation

ccrit[g/l] csat[mg/l] Rd[−] ξd[1/d]

1 Chlorinated solvents 5.0e−6 660 2.4 0

2 BTEX compounds 5.0e−6 573 1.0 3.7e−8

3 Microorganism, Metals 5.0e−6 35 1.0 0

Table 10.2.: List of contaminant-specific properties.

Please note, that the critical concentration levels are set to ccrit = 5e−6 g/l for the three con-

taminant types. These criteria are based on US EPA (2009) for chlorinated solvents and BTEX

compounds and could be easily and independently of each other lowered to ccrit = 1e−6 g/l

or any other reasonable and situation-specific value. In general, retardation rates are site

specific, depending on the organic content of the aquifer material. Here, I assume an artifi-

cial but still realistic retardation rate. The chosen degradation factor is small, using higher

values is possible at any time. The water saturation concentration is based on the Integrated

Risk Information System (IRIS) (accessible via US EPA, 2012). Although some of the data

rely on regulatory standards, the test case is purely synthetic and designed with the sole

purpose as an illustration of the risk quantification and management concept.

10.2. Risk Quantification - STORM Applied to Burgberg

The data from Section 10.1 are used to extend the VIP application study from Chapter 9 to

stakeholder-objective risk values. This procedure includes the generation of randomized re-

lease histories from the hazards according to Section 7.3, the dissolution process of contam-

inants to the groundwater through the unsaturated zone (see Section 7.4), the transport and

fate of contaminants to the well, including cumulative impact assessment (see Section 7.5),

and using the post-processed stakeholder-objective risk measures (see module 8 in the same

Section and Section 7.1.2) in risk management (see Section 7.6). The obtained results are his-
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tograms of failure intensities, which can be analyzed and discussed in various ways. Here,

it quantifies the mean annual risk of supply failure due to contaminant exposure above a

critical threshold level. With the probabilistic information on temporal events, the annuality

of well exposure time is available for each contaminant type and across contaminants.

10.2.1. Impact Maps

Fig. 10.1 shows intrinsic information on well exposure time and the minimum contaminant

mass that already leads to a detectable impact at the well. The intrinsic impact neglects

retardation and degradation and is valid for inert contaminants such as metals or microor-

ganisms. Again, contaminant-specific maps that account for retardation and degradation

are available (see Section 9.2.5). The maps display the distribution of generic risk sources

(CT I =black, CT II =medium gray, CT III =light gray) across the Burgberg catchment,

distinguishing point, line and areal source types. The pumping wells are marked by white

dots.

Fig. 10.1 (top) shows the ensemble-averaged minimum impact, measured in well exposure

time, due to a contamination at this specific location. In this context, minimum impact is de-

fined as the severity of impact that has to be at least expected at the well, averaged over all

realizations. The ensemble-averaged results coincide with the results obtained by a deter-

ministic risk assessment (see discussion in Section 8.3). These deterministic (impact-based)

models provide maps as shown in Fig. 10.1 and do not provide information on any cu-

mulative probability distribution, such as knowing the 90% confidence interval on impact

prediction (e.g., US EPA, 2001). The difference between the presented maps in Fig. 10.1 and

the VIP maps of the synthetic (Fig. 8.4) and Burgberg application (Fig. 9.2) is that here the

minimum impact and necessary minimum mass are visualized and not the ensemble-averaged

impact due to a unit mass. Therefore, these maps follow the classical backward risk assess-

ment approach (e.g., Cushman et al., 2001).

Fig. 10.1 (top) shows that well exposure time increases with increasing distance to the well.

This is due to transport-based dispersion, such as spreading of the contaminant plume. The

dispersion effect leads to contaminant breakthrough curves at the well with increasing expo-

sure time for more diluted curves, until dilution lowers the peak below the threshold level.

The presented pane of the complete model domain only shows increasing exposure times.

The minimum exposure time depends on the amount of mass being released to the aquifer

(see Fig. 10.1, bottom). The bottom figure shows the minimum mass needed to impact the

pumped raw water with a contaminant load that is just enough to cause a non-zero well

exposure time, i.e., ccrit is exactly met by the peak concentration of the breakthrough curve

in the well.

Based on these maps, risk managers can perform prioritization depending on the hazard

location relative to the well. For example, hazards with lower mass release potential are

acceptable for a specific location and pose no risk to the well (as measured by well exposure

time), as dispersion lowers the peak concentration below the critical threshold level ccrit.

Here, hazards 6 to 9 pose no risk, as their maximum mass m0 to be released is below the

minimum impact mass. In case that hazard 8 (m0 = [60 / 140] kg) is located only a bit further

south and east (see Fig. 10.1) the minimum mass to impact the well reduces to m0 < 100 kg.
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Therefore, hazard impact and risk strongly depends on the location of hazards relative to the

receptor. Furthermore, the assumption that an individual hazard does not impact the well

is only true, if this risk source or contaminant type respectively can be treated independent

of other risk sources.

Now I consider for prioritization the actual mass being released, using the mean mass

m0 (Tab. 10.1) in a deterministic fashion. Hazard 2 delivers the most severe impact with

texp,2 = 1143 d, followed by hazard 3 texp,3 = 592 d and hazard 4 texp,4 = 484 d. All other

hazards do not exceed the critical threshold value, if considered individually. Thus, con-

taminant type j = I contains the most severe hazard, whereas contaminant type II has two

hazards that contribute to well failure, and hazards of contaminant type III do not impact

the well at all.

Hazard prioritization based on a deterministic risk model (impact-based, B1):

h2 > h3 > h4 > [h1, h5, h6, h7, h8, h9] = 0

10.2.2. Risk Estimation

In this thesis, I proposed the next step from deterministic to uncertainty-based risk assess-

ment models, denoted in this thesis as probabilistic risk model. The hazard ranking, pro-

posed in Section 10.2.1 is pragmatic and simple, based on individual hazard-wise analysis.

Module 8 of STORM (see Section 7.5) explains the necessity of aggregation across space,

time and frequency, such that hazards cannot be treated independently of each other at the

well. If aggregation is neglected, risk sources may be deemed to be safe, although being

dangerous, if assessed in combination with others (see hazard 7, Fig. 7.5).

All risk models that do not account for failure probability estimate risk given damage. The

expected outcome of these risk assessment models that account for uncertainty aspects ex-

cept for failure probability are similar to the deterministic
”
risk“ (=impact) approaches (see

Section 8.3, Fig. 10.1). The advantage of risk models in comparison to vulnerability-based

approaches is the availability of the probability density distributions of impacts (compare

Fig. 10.2).

The current section follows this argumentation and performs an aggregated risk assessment.

Compared to vulnerability-based approaches, not only risk given a failure but also the prob-

ability distribution of failure events will be considered.

Risk Estimation given Damage

The STORM framework is capable to estimate risk given damage (Eq. 7.10), assessing an

intermediate risk level between deterministic risk given damage and risk. In the context of

STORM, risk given damage considers the hazard-wise failure frequency as shown in the his-

togram (see Fig. 10.2). Thus, the risk given damage values are weighted by the hazard-wise
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Figure 10.1.: Maps of minimum impact and mass to be expected at the well, showing the

spatial distributed minimum well exposure time (texp [d],top) and the required

minimum mass (mmin [kg], bottom) at intrinsic conditions (Rd = 1, ξd = 0).
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failure rates. Still, Eq. (7.10) estimates the expected impact in case of a failure.

The histograms show the impact distribution for the three presented contaminant types (top

three plots) over simulation time. The impact is a result from the contaminant-specific to-

tal breakthrough curve. Thus the risk given damage is the ensemble-average of all impacts

per contaminant type and is also available for each individual hazard or the sum of all haz-

ards (Fig. 10.2, bottom). The cumulative or total expected risk is calculated by Eq. (7.13).

Please note, as soon as contaminant-specific aggregation occurs, the failure rate assigned to

each hazard influences the prioritization in comparison to risk models that only account for

parameter uncertainty. Fig. 10.2 (top three) shows the distribution of well exposure times

based on contaminant-specific total concentration breakthrough curves. The bottom his-

togram shows the stacked plot of the three contaminant-specific distributions of well expo-

sure time normalized by simulation time TTot.

The mean well down-time given a damage equals RD,I(WET |F ) = 507 d for the con-

taminant type I . The total breakthrough curve of contaminant type I consists of hazards

1, 2 and 9 and accounts for retardation processes. The expected well down-time for con-

taminant type II equals RD,II(WET |F ) = 497 d and RD,III(WET |F ) = 195 d for type

III . This indicates that the contaminant type I poses the largest risk to safe water supply

given a damage. The overall expected well down-time, taking all contaminants into ac-

count equals RD,cum = 393 d. Thus, summation of risk measures across contaminant type

is critical as it assumes the occurrence of well exposure time per contaminant type in series

(non-overlapping well exposure durations).

Ranking of contaminant types based on a probabilistic risk model (see Eq. 7.11):

RD,I > RD,II > RD,III

Mean Annual Risk

The presented risk quantification approach extends the risk analysis by a frequency compo-

nent of hazard failure. This allow providing information on how often and to which extent

the receptor is exposed to contamination. According to Eq. (7.11) it is possible to estimate

the mean annual well exposure time. Stakeholders are able to judge, if this expected annual

exposure time is acceptable for them or not. This risk interpretation goes beyond the con-

cept of risk given damage (e.g., VIP concept) as discussed in Chapter 7.

The expected annual risk (here: well exposure time) equals Ra,I = 37 d, Ra,II = 53 d and

Ra,III = 19 d for the three contaminant types. Thus, contaminant type II has a larger annual

impact than contaminant I , which is contrary to the observation made before. The reason

is due to the failure probability and the probability distribution of the mass. Hazards of

contaminant type II fail less frequent, but with a higher mass load. In order to avoid a high

impact at the well, which is on average RD,II(WET |F ) = 497 d, catchment managers are

asked to reduce the contaminant load of contaminant type II , such that hazards that con-

tribute to the total breakthrough curve deserve a closer look. The total expected annual well

down-time equals Ra,Tot = 109 d, which is the sum of the three contaminant types, only
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in the case, when well down-time due to any contaminant type occurs in a consecutive,

non-overlapping, order. The estimation of the actual total expected well down-time needs

further investigation and developing time.

Prioritization of contaminant types based on a probabilistic risk model (Annual mean risk):

Ra,II > Ra,I > Ra,III

Annuality-based Risk

Another way to illustrate the annual risk is by plotting the cumulative distribution func-

tion according to Eq. (7.12). Fig. 10.3 shows the total annuality curve in relation to the three

contaminant-specific annuality curves. When annuality curves cross each other, the ranking

order of hazards changes. Thus, prioritization of hazards depends on the return period. For

this example, I compare the 100 − year and 20 − year return period for the contaminant-

specific annuality curves. The well exposure time in 100 years equals for the three contam-

inant types RJ,I(Ta = 100) = 1096 d, RJ,II(Ta = 100) = 962 d and RJ,III(Ta = 100) = 611 d.

The well down-time for Ta = 20 years equals RJ,I(Ta = 20) = 508 d, RJ,II(Ta = 20) = 576 d,

RJ,III(Ta = 20) = 70 d. Contaminant type II is more responsible for smaller (WET <

860 days) and more frequently occurring events than contaminant type I . As opposed to re-

ducing impact by reducing stored contaminant mass of type II , risk management should fo-

cus on the contaminant type I to reduce risk, e.g., by improving the reliability of hazards that

handle contaminant type I . It is very seldom that a well exposure time due to contaminant

type III has to be expected. Nevertheless, within 100-years, the stakeholder has to expect a

well down-time of texp,III = 576 d. The steep incline at high frequency for each contaminant

type is due to the sudden incline of well exposure time, if an event occurs (see Fig. 10.1,

top). The total well exposure time for Ta = 100 years equals RJ,Tot(Ta = 100) = 1245 d and

RJ,Tot(Ta = 20) = 764 d. This clearly shows that the total risk is not the sum of individ-

ual hazards or contaminant types, respectively (Fig. 10.3). A detailed description on hazard

prioritization based on two return periods is given in Section 10.3.

Prioritization of chemicals based on a 100-year annuality-based risk:

RJ,I(Ta = 100) > RJ,II(Ta = 100) > RJ,III(Ta = 100)

Prioritization of chemicals based on a 20-year annuality-based risk:

RJ,II(Ta = 20) > RJ,I(Ta = 20) > RJ,III(Ta = 20)
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10.3. Risk Management - STORM Applied to Burgberg

Risk standards, such as DVGW (2009), challenge water stakeholders to prioritize risk

sources in order to install effective risk mitigation measures that target the hazards of high-

est priority. This section addresses prioritization of individual hazards based on annuality

(see Section 10.3.1). The current section also provides a comparison of three risk mitiga-

tion scenarios (see Section 10.3.2) and the influence of choosing a stakeholder-objective risk

measure on the hazard ranking (Section 10.3.3). Section 10.3.4 goes a step further as three

different hazard ranking lists are compared that are obtained from different risk estimation

approaches, such as qualitative risk estimation with a 5× 5 risk matrix.

10.3.1. Impact of Different Risk Attitudes on Prioritizatio n

The prioritization of hazards depends on the chosen risk estimate (Section 10.2.2). In this

section, I will discuss the impact task of risk attitude on hazard prioritization. Thus, risk

managers are able to target their risk mitigation task more precisely, prioritizing hazards

that account for frequent or less frequent damage. The prioritization is based on Eq. (7.14).

Fig. 10.4 shows the prioritization of hazards according to a short return period with

Ta = 10 years and according to events that are occurring only once per Ta = 100 years.

For both return periods, hazard 3 is most severe as it lowers the expected impact for the

given return period by ∆RJ,3(Ta = 100) = 26% and ∆RJ,3(Ta = 10) = 23%, if removed

from the system. Hazard 2, which denotes the highest annual exposure risk, when hazards

are analyzed independently of each other without accumulation, is ranked second for the

10 − year return period with ∆RJ,2(Ta = 10) = 17%. Thus, hazard 2 is relevant in risk

management for more frequent events. The 100− year return impact does not significantly

change, when omitting hazard 2, with ∆RJ,2(Ta = 100) < 1%. For Ta = 100, hazards 3, 4

and 5 are more important than hazard 2. Overall, hazards of contaminant type II (hazards

3 to 5) and hazard 2 (contaminant type I) influence the more frequent events (see Fig. 10.4).

Contaminant type II contributes most to seldom event periods. Likewise, contaminant

type III contains relevant hazards that influence events with longer return period. Thus,

although hazard 6 to 8 do not exceed the threshold individually nor in perfect concurrence

(see discussion in Section 10.3.4, B2), they still pose a risk of well down-time for seldom

events (Ta > 25 years). This is due to the fact, that these hazards have a low individual im-

pact but exceed the critical threshold value, when multiple events occur due to high failure

rates that previous contamination has not ebbed away in the production well. The result of

this effect is shown in Fig. 10.3.

Fig.10.4 shows clearly that hazard ranking changes, depending on the chosen return pe-

riod (here based on Ta = 10 years and Ta = 100 years). Fig. 10.4 provides an overview on

contaminant types and hazards that are responsible for certain recurrence intervals. Thus,

thanks to the additional frequency information provided by STORM, risk managers are able

to identify hazards that are relevant for higher or for more frequent impacts.

In addition to this, prioritization depends on the chosen risk estimate. Here, the chosen risk

estimates were the annual mean impact Ra (Section 10.3.4) and impact based on a given re-

turn period RJ (this section). Furthermore, the presented results are catchment-specific and
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Figure 10.4.: Prioritization of individual hazards based on the 10− and 100 − year return

period of WET . The y-axis shows the change of risk according to Eq. (7.14)

depend on the location of the risk source (see Fig. 10.1).

Hazard prioritization based on risk attitude (D1, D2):

Ta = 10 : h3 > h2 > h4 > h5 > h1 > h8 > h6 > h7 > h9

Ta = 100 : h3 > h5 > h4 > h8 > h6 > h7 > h1 > h9 > h2

10.3.2. Choice of Risk Mitigation Strategy

Risk mitigation has several dimensions. First, it is possible to reduce the failure rate for the

most severe hazard or a combination of hazards (HP). Second, stakeholders can introduce

risk mitigation measures that reduce the contaminant impact at the well (HM). Third, both

aspects could be combined (HB).

The effects of the first three mentioned risk mitigation options are illustratively shown for

the top hazard 2 (ranked according to expected annual exposure time and impact assess-

ment) and for top hazard 3 (ranked according to the 10− and 100 − year return period).

In the following, it is assumed that risk mitigation options are available that can be used

to halve the impact, failure probability or both simultaneously. Fig. 10.5 demonstrates the

results of this simplistic scenario-based illustration.

As expected, the risk option to reduce both aspects simultaneously delivers the highest risk

reduction for hazard 2 and hazard 3. The most effective reduction in annual expected well

exposure time is halving mass and probability for hazard 2 (∆Ra,Tot(WET |HB) = 35%).
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Figure 10.5.: Change of total annual expected risk Ra,Tot(WET ) [%] by applying three risk

mitigation options (halved mass, halved failure probability, both halved) on

hazard 2 and 3.

Installing risk mitigation options that tackle the contaminant load and thus the impact

at the well would still lead in this case to a reduction of the expected annual risk by

∆Ra,Tot(WET |HM) = 32.1%. Both options clearly outweigh other options like better main-

tenance in order to decrease the failure rate, which would only yield ∆Ra,Tot(WET |HP ) =
28.4%. Nevertheless, the most efficient way to mitigate risk is having mass. The combina-

tion of both options does not significantly reduce risk levels.

It is not always the case that mass-related risk mitigation options are superior to option that

reduce probability (e.g., failure rate, uncertainty). For hazard 3, halving probability yields

∆Ra,Tot(WET |HP ) = 21.6% and is slightly more effective than reducing the contaminant

load to the well with ∆Ra,Tot(WET |HM) = 20.4%. In fact, halving probability reduces

the total annual risk likewise, when combining both mitigation options for hazard 3. Thus,

mitigation options related to probability should be suggested for hazard 3.

The study shows (Fig. 10.5) that risk mitigation is highly hazard-specific and strongly de-

pends on the local situation (e.g., catchment, hazards). The question to find the best risk

reduction strategy could also be answered through optimization techniques. Such risk-

optimized decision analysis within STORM may deserve more research in future studies.

10.3.3. Impact of Different Risk Measures on Prioritization

The determination of the risk objective is the first step in risk analysis. Unfortunately, stake-

holder views may change due to several reasons, such that flexible tools are in demand to

evaluate any possible pre-defined risk objective. The consequences to base decisions on un-

qualified or unreflected risk analysis and prioritization schemes may be unbearable. The im-

pact of choosing different risk measures will be demonstrated now. Hazard prioritization is
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based on well exposure time (WET ) and maximum concentration ratio (MCR).
”
Maximum

concentration ratio“ is relevant in human-health or ecological risk assessment, whereas the

”
well exposure time“ is appropriate to assess the technical or economical failure of a system.

Fig. 10.6 shows the impact distribution of the maximum concentration ratio over the simu-

lation time period T . The respective results for well exposure time have been presented in

Fig. 10.2.

The overall risk given a damage is atRD,Tot(MCR) = 2.04. Thus, peak concentration levels

are on average twice the critical threshold value ccrit. The most severe contaminant type is

II with values being four times ccrit, RD,II(MCR) = 3.78. Within hazard ranking hazard

3 is most severe RD,3(MCR) = 9.47, followed by hazard 4 with RD,4(MCR) = 3.46 (see

Fig. 10.6). Tab. 10.1 shows that these two hazards are the ones with the highest mass release

potential.

The total annual risk equals Ra,Tot(MCR) = 0.71. Peak concentrations are on average be-

low the critical threshold value in the cause of a year. In fact, the most relevant hazard that

dominates peak concentrations and total risk is hazard 7 Ra,7(MCR) = 0.98, followed by

hazard 3 Ra,3(MCR) = 0.38. This is due to the high failure rates (see Tab. 10.1). Further-

more, all peak concentrations, also those below Ccrit, are considered within this analysis.

Thus, concentration levels of hazard 7 are close to the drinking water limit ccrit most of the

time.

Considering well exposure time, the hazard prioritization changes (see Fig. 10.2). The rank-

ing order changes to hazard 2, 3 and 4, respectively (RD(texp)). Furthermore, well expo-

sure time classifies contaminant type I as the most severe contaminant type according to

Eq. (7.10) instead of contaminant type II as indicated by the maximum concentration ra-

tio. In addition to this, hazards 7 to 9 are ranked last for annual mean well exposure time,

whereas hazard 7 is the top hazard for Ra,7(MCR). Hazard 7 is a line hazard and fails twice

a year at low mass release rates. Although not exceeding ccrit it still poses a continuous

source of risk that possibly needs treatment.

With this simple illustration, it is most obvious that risk mitigation options differ, depend-

ing on the chosen risk-objective. Of course, there are similarities, such as identifying haz-

ards 3 and 4 as a common major risk source. However, there are also risk sources that are

not identified as top risks in one or the other case (here, hazard 2 or hazard 7). For max-

imum concentration-based assessment, hazards 3, 4 and 7 are most relevant, whereas for

well exposure time hazards 2, 3 and 5 attract the attention of the water manager. Therefore,

decisions and risk mitigation options will differ. Also, the target contaminant group for the

specific example catchment changes from contaminant type I (WET) to II (MCR).

Prioritization of hazards based on stakeholder-objective risk measures (MCR):

RD(MCR) : h3 > h4 > h2 > h5 > h1 > h7 > h6 > h8 > h9

Ra(MCR) : h7 > h3 > h4 > h6 > h2 > h5 > h1 > h8 > h9
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Figure 10.6.: Histogram of maximum concentration ratio (MCR) by individual contaminant

types I to III and in total across type (bottom).

10.3.4. Impact of Different Risk Estimation Schemes on Priorit ization

In literature, many risk analysis methods exist. In Chapter 3, the differences between qual-

itative and quantitative risk estimation and the importance of aggregation has been dis-

cussed. In the previous section, prioritization has been performed with one risk quantifica-

tion approach, here, the quantitative STORM approach. Finally, I demonstrated the effect of

using two different stakeholder-objective risk measures during prioritization. Now, I will

compare three hazard rankings that are based on three different risk estimation approaches.

The three approaches are qualitative risk assessment, quantitative impact assessment (e.g.,

Tait et al., 2004; Troldborg et al., 2008) and physically-based probabilistic risk assessment.

A: Prioritization after Qualitative Risk Estimation

Prioritization of qualitative risk estimates (here, denoted by letter A for comparison to other

risk estimation schemes) is based on a 5 × 5 risk matrix (see Fig. 10.7). Aggregation of

contaminants across space and time is not straightforward as discussed in Section 3.5.2. In

general, each hazard is treated independent of each other. Due to the ordinal scale, it is

possible to compare hazards of different contaminant types with each other.

To compare the hazards of Tab. 10.1, the hazards are classified according to the ordinal scale

of the transfer function provided in Tab. 10.3. The failure rate λ of each hazard informs the

risk managers about the probability of hazard failure. The mass being stored at each hazard

location indicates the damage potential for the respective hazard. The transport aspect from

the hazard location to the well is neglected, i.e., the impact is measured at the risk source
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instead of at the receptor. An alternative qualitative approach that considers transport is the

semi-quantitative method proposed by Haakh et al. (2013).

Doessing Overheu et al. (2013) proposed to use a log-scale for the mass discharge-based

categorization. For illustration, I choose the categorization bounds for mass and probability

in a subjective manner, as proposed by AS/NZS 4360:2004 (2004). Therefore, the rankings

need adaption by the water stakeholder to their specific local problem. The categorization

of the synthetic hazard test case follows the risk matrix as shown in Fig. 10.7.

The results are visualized by the hazard numbers in Fig.10.7. Apparently, Hazard 5 falls
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Figure 10.7.: 5 × 5 risk matrix, showing the categorization of hazards from the synthetic

hazard test case. The nine hazards are colored according to the contaminant

type (CT I=red, CT II=blue, CT III=green).

into the zone that is not acceptable and only hazards 9 and 6 are acceptable. In qualitative

risk assessment, stakeholders often do the mistake to still interpret risk as probability times

damage, although such a clear product rule can only apply quantitatively on cardinal scales

as used in quantitative risk analysis approaches. Stakeholders tacitly use cardinal operators

Rank Ranking bounds Mass bounds Probability bounds Evaluation

1 0.0 < 0.2 < 50 kg < 1failure in 50 years very small/rare

2 0.2 < 0.4 < 200 kg ≥ 1 failure in 50 years small/rare

3 0.4 < 0.6 < 1.000 kg ≥ 1 failure in 20 years medium

4 0.6 < 0.8 < 5.000 kg ≥ 1 failure in 10 years large/often

5 0.9 ≤ 1.0 ≥ 5.000 kg ≥ 1 failure in 5 years very large/often

Table 10.3.: Transfer function to assess hazard ranks for probability and damage.
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with qualitative (ordinal) values, taking the computed outcome as a quantitative result. For

example, the risk matrix is symmetric and delivers values from low
”
0“ to high

”
1“ risk

values, after being normalized by the Neumann-Morgenstern utility function (see square

brackets in Fig. 10.7). This transfer function normalizes the level of severity or probability

by the maximum value of the categorization bound per axis. Using these numbers, one

would still conclude that hazard 5 is the most severe risk source, followed by hazard 1, 2

and 4. For comparison with the following two other risk analysis schemes, the resulting

ranking is also shown in Fig. 10.8.

Cox (2008) proposes to use the qualitative results only to distinguish between high and low

risk, such that hazard 5 is ranked as unacceptable, whereas hazards 6 and 9 are acceptable.

The other hazards would need further investigation. These hazards are potentially as severe

as hazard 5 (see discussion on negative slopes, Section 3.5).

Instead of looking at individual hazards, one can also look at hazard groups, defined by

contaminant types (see color coding of the hazard numbers in Fig. 10.7). Fig. 10.7 shows

contamination type II (blue) to be most severe, and that hazards 1 and 2 (CT I , red) and

hazards 7 and 8 (CT III , green) would need further investigation. In the previous section,

hazard 7 is indeed a relevant risk source for assessing the maximum concentration ratio. As

highlighted in Section 3.5, risk matrices are a valuable tool if used appropriate. Qualitative

approaches can be adequately used for screening in order to find relevant hazards.

Prioritization of hazards based on a qualitative risk analysis (A):

Common practice:h5 > h1 = h2 = h4 > h3 = h7 > h8 > h6 = h9

Correct way:h5 > [h9, h6]; [h1, h2, h3, h4, h7, h8] = more information

B: Impact-based Prioritization

Impact-based prioritization is based on deterministic risk (vulnerability) modeling results,

where epistemic uncertainty is neglected or cannot be quantified, respectively. The pro-

posed quantitative impact assessment approach is mass-discharge-based (see Fig. 10.1).

Considering each hazard as individual risk sources (B1), the mean impact of hazard 2

(WET = 1143 d) is most severe, followed by hazard 3 and hazard 4. This prioritization

neglects aggregation of mass discharges and frequency aspects.

According to Tait et al. (2004) and Troldborg et al. (2008), cumulative effects across space and

time have to be considered even in this type of vulnerability assessment. Here, the arrival

and the concentration profile of contaminants of the same type at the well are assumed to

occur perfectly simultaneous. This is similar to the aggregation of breakthrough curves in

Fig. 3.9 (black line). The maximum mass release potential to the aquifer is assumed. Thus,

the aggregation-based impact approach (B2) denotes a worst case situation. The well expo-

sure time for contaminant type I equals 1529 d and 722 d for contaminant type II . The third

contaminant type does not exceed the critical threshold value (see Fig. 10.6, CT III). The

ranking follows Eq. (7.14) and is presented in Fig. 10.8 for comparison.
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Please note, the total risk is influenced by an individual hazard based on the proportion of

that hazard on the contaminant-specific breakthrough curve. Therefore, the ranking is only

valid under the assumption that the ratio ∆Rr,h behaves linear across contaminant types,

such that the contaminant-specific impact occurs consecutively without any overlap. The

most severe hazard is hazard 2, followed by 3 and 4 (see Fig. 10.8).

Prioritization of hazards based on vulnerability-based risk analysis (B2):

Impact-Ratio:h2 > h3 > h4 > h1 > h9 > h5 > h6 > h7 > h8

C: Risk-based Prioritization

A simplified risk ranking strategy is available, assuming impacts of individual hazards at

the well to be independent of each other, such that contaminant BTCs do not overlap in time

(C1). Following this simplification, hazard 2 is ranked most severe (Ra,2(WET ) = 32 d/a),

followed by 4 (Ra,4(WET ) = 27 d/a) and 3 (Ra,3(WET ) = 21 d/a). Hazards 6, 7, 8 and 9

pose no risk.

Prioritization of hazards based on probabilistic risk analysis (C1, independent hazard):

Ra : h2 > h4 > h3 > h5 > h1 > h6 > [h7, h8, h9] = 0

This assumption of independence is strong, and is not true in most of the cases (see Fig. 7.6).

Therefore, convolution of mass discharges across space, time and frequency is essential to

assess the cumulative impact of contaminants of the same type (C2). There are two possible

ways to interpret Eq. (7.14) for hazard ranking. First, the hazard impact is related to the

total annual risk across all contaminant types RaTot,r. Second, it is related to the cumulative

contaminant-specific total breakthrough curve RaCT ,r.

Prioritization of hazards based on probabilistic risk analysis (C2, aggregation-based):

RaTot,r : h7 > h2 > h6 > h8 > h3 > h4 > h1 > h9 > h5

RaCT ,r : h2 = h7 > h3 > h4 > h1 = h6 > h5 > h8 = h9

The results show that hazard 7 is one of the most severe ones. A similar observation has

been made before for considering MCR. The reasons are given in Section 10.3.3. Hazard 2

is, as expected, a top risk source in both cases. Furthermore, both prioritization approaches

within C2 lead to similar results, regarding the least important hazards, such as hazard 9
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and 5. Contrary, hazard 6 is ranked third (RaTot,r), although being the least important haz-

ard in the contaminant-specific ranking (RaCT ,r). The same is true, when compared to other

rankings (e.g., vulnerability-based (B2), risk-based (C1)). Also hazard 8, which is ranked

last for the contaminant-specific ratio (RaCT ,r), is ranked fourth, when assessing the relative

change of risk in comparison to the total risk (RaTot,r).

Overall, the contaminant-specific approach (RaCT ,r) seems to be more valid than RaTot,r.

This is due to the fact that for RaTot,r the damage (here: well exposure time) is assumed to

occur in a perfect concurrence, such that well exposure durations due not overlap across

contaminant types. Contrary, the contaminant-specific approach (RaCT ,r) is limited in rank-

ing hazards across contaminant types, here, showing hazard 2, 3 and 7 being each the top

risk source per contaminant type. But how is it possible to compare the three top events per

contaminant-type against each other? Therefore, hazard prioritization would need further

investigation. A possible solution could be to consider the canceling out effect of damages

as shown in Fig. 3.9. Due to this unresolved problem, ranking by C1 is presented in Fig. 10.8.

The last option to prioritize hazards is based on annuality, using either a high return period

(D1 = Ta = 10 years) or a low return period (D2 = Ta = 100 years). The ranking has been

illustrated in Fig. 10.4. Here, hazard 2, 3, 4 and 5 are deemed to be the top three risk sources

for both two return periods.

Comparing the Prioritization Results

The hazard ranking of three risk approaches (qualitative, impact, risk) are compared with

each other in Fig. 10.8. Here, only showing one risk estimation approach each. None of

the proposed methods coincide in the top three risk sources. Hazards 2 and 4 are the only

hazards to be identified, that are listed within the top three risk sources of the three pre-

sented approaches. Hazard 3 is ranked second (B2) and third (C1) within the quantitative

risk models, whereas ranked fifth in the qualitative approach. However, hazard 3 could

easily be ranked higher, when considering the possible range of impact (Fig. 10.7, values

within the squared brackets). Considering the results of C2 (cumulative risk), D1 and D2

(risk attitude-based) hazard 3 is ranked within the high range. Furthermore, the three risk

models coincide within the group of less relevant hazards (hazards 6, 7, 8 and 9). Please

note, that hazard 7 is ranked as a top hazard, when considering cumulative effects (C2).

Although the differences between the prioritization results seem to be somewhat arbitrary,

it has to be noticed that mostly the ordering changes, but the relevant hazards are always

within the top group. Due to these reasons, I would recommend to relax the assumption of

consecutive ranking and take the top two to three or outstanding risk sources to tackle risk

mitigation options until more accurate prioritization is considered in future research. This

is in line with the proposed methodology by Cox (2008) for qualitative risk matrices.

10.4. STORM Summary

The goal of this chapter was to demonstrate the applicability of STORM, showing aspects

of cumulative risk assessment and the impact of risk factors, such as stakeholder objectives,
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Figure 10.8.: Comparing three hazard rankings, including qualitative risk (A), impact (B2)

and quantitative (C1) risk assessment using STORM.

on the prioritization. The STORM approach has been applied to a synthetic hazard test

case with nine hazards of three different contaminant types. The hazards, including spatial

and temporal variable release patterns, have been assumed to reside within the Burgberg

catchment (see Chapter 9).

• The study shows that aggregation across space, time and frequency is necessary to

assess cumulative risk. Summation of mass-discharge levels at the well is the only

meaningful aggregation to perform risk analysis. Aggregation across type is not avail-

able by summation, but by statistical analysis.

• The framework shows flexibility in adapting to the multi-objective interests of stake-

holders, by introducing well vulnerability criteria as intermediate risk levels.

• Two risk estimates are presented, the mean annual exposure time and the annuality

curve of exposure, returning the expected well exposure for a given return period.

• Corresponding differences in risk prioritization have been discussed.

• Also, the impact using qualitative versus quantitative risk analysis methods has been

investigated.

• The decision analysis framework shows that hazard prioritization and derived risk

mitigation actions is dependent on the risk attitude (choice of return period), the

stakeholder-objective risk measure (e.g., MCR, WET ), the risk estimation equation

(e.g., annual expected damage, risk ratio) and the choice of risk analysis method (e.g.,

qualitative, quantitative).



11. Conclusions and Outlook

The goal of this chapter is to summarize the main findings of this thesis and provide an

overview of possible future research. Section 11.1 describes the overall findings in light of

the pre-defined thesis as defined in Section 1.5. Section 11.2 presents a summary and conclu-

sion regarding the VIP concept and Section 11.3 regarding STORM. The chapter concludes

with an outlook on possible future research to further improve the field of risk quantification

and management for drinking water supply systems (Section 11.4).

11.1. Overall Summary and Conclusions

At the beginning of this thesis, I provided a comprehensive overview, in-depth introduction

and critical review of risk assessment and management. This summary enables risk

managers and stakeholders to judge the suitability of available risk models to their actual

problem setting. The advantages and limitations of qualitative and quantitative risk models

have been intensively discussed, showing the supremacy of quantitative methods over

qualitative ones. Also, requirements for quantitative risk models, regarding dispersion, risk

aggregation and uncertainty have been postulated. Furthermore, a common risk terminol-

ogy and risk management concept has been introduced to this thesis that spans across the

three risk communities of qualitative, deterministic and probabilistic risk assessment.

Due to the findings of Chapter 3, it has been possible to state the overarching goal of this thesis:

to provide risk quantification and management concepts, guaranteeing safe drinking

water supply from groundwater. These concepts are designed to support risk-informed

and robust decision making in the light of uncertainty quantification and state-of-the art

transport-based models.

As a thesis I defined:

Risk assessment and management for drinking water supply systems has to be prob-

abilistic, quantitative and physically-based. Only physically-based models enable the

aggregation of mass discharges at the well, which is the only valid way to account for

cumulative effects across hazards in space, temporal arrival and frequency. Aggregation

across different contamination types is only available by statistical analysis on the level

of risk estimation. The flow and transport calculations should avoid upscaled models

that already include averaging procedures, because they would hinder a clean statisti-

cal analysis. Also, they should be set into a Bayesian and/or geostatistical probabilistic

modeling framework to quantify and reduce epistemic uncertainty. That being said on a

conceptual level, adopting the flexibility and modularity of graph-based risk methods will
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be a valuable step on the way from theory to practice. For practical application, it is also

relevant to develop a unique concept that offers all desirable risk measures for multiple

stakeholder views out of one method. Thus, stakeholder decisions can be supported by

stakeholder-objective risk measures and by intuitive decisions analysis frameworks.

Conceptual advancements: Based on this thesis, I have successfully developed and

presented two physically-based probabilistic risk quantification concepts. Both risk models

fulfill the source-pathway-receptor concept as proposed by US EPA (1989), estimating risk

at the receptor level (here: the drinking water well) and not at some intermediate level, such

as at some downstream point from the source (e.g., at the groundwater table). The necessity

to avoid upscaled flow and transport models, e.g., parameterization of macrodispersion

by Fickian concepts, has been highlighted. I have shown that quantitative risk assessment

is superior to qualitative (ordinal-scale based) risk analysis and that probabilistic and

quantitative information on concentration breakthrough curves are a valuable tool for

stakeholder-objective, robust, and risk-informed decision analysis. The adopted modular

concept proved to be very useful. Thus, the thesis provided above is confirmed.

Model reduction: Both risk concepts resolve parameter uncertainty, such as hydraulic

conductivity, via Monte Carlo simulations. As a counter measure to the high computational

costs, triggered by the need for Monte Carlo simulations for probabilistic risk assessment,

the flow field is reversed and moment-based transport calculations in combination with

analytical and numerical breakthrough curve reconstruction techniques are adopted. The

corresponding gain in computational efficiency and the resulting accessibility of probabilis-

tic information at only a slightly reduced accuracy are much more valuable to my opinion.

Probabilistic vulnerability criteria: The contamination breakthrough curves at the well are

aggregated based on the contamination type. From these cumulative breakthrough curves,

well vulnerability criteria for each contaminant type are deduced, leading in the next step

to exceedance-based cumulative distribution functions for each location across the domain.

This probabilistic information on non-compliance is used to support stakeholder-objective

decision analysis.

The issue of dispersion: Any transport-based risk measure is sensitive to the conceptual

difference between uncertainty in plume location and actual dilution. For that reason, the

flow and transport problem should be solved via finely resolved Monte Carlo simulations,

where aquifer heterogeneity is resolved on and above the grid-scale in each realization.

Thanks to this approach, the probability of peak dilution and the uncertainty in position

and extent of protection zones can be assessed separately.

Catchment-wide risk aggregation: Contaminant loads from different release events at

different times or location within the catchment are aggregated at the well, depending

on the contaminant arrival of each hazard. This leads to cumulative concentration break-

through curves per contaminant type. The aggregation of mass discharges can be done in
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a fully quantitative manner by simple addition. Aggregation across contaminant type is

only available by statistical analysis for non-linear risk measures. All threshold-based risk

measures are non-linear, and risk dramatically changes depending on the chosen critical

values. Therefore, simple summation of risk levels is prohibitive in a non-linear risk setting.

Uncertainty reduction and data worth: Within a Bayesian framework, the geostatistical

models are calibrated to direct and indirect measurements. Uncertainty reduction is

available by stochastic or conventional model calibration. The effect of conditioning

on risk-aware delineation has been demonstrated. Uncertainty reduces with increasing

amount and quality of data and depends on the sampling type. The trade-off between data

quality, quantity and type has been demonstrated. The worth of data for improved well-

head delineation has been set into an economical context, showing that higher reliability

levels are available at no additional costs to guarantee safe drinking water supply, when

uncertainty is priced via a utility function. These data worth analysis studies have been

used to support stakeholders to take risk-aware decisions.

Stakeholder-objective risk measures: All presented decision analysis frameworks rely

on the vulnerability concept and are flexible to adapt to the needs of stakeholders. The

used probabilistic well vulnerability criteria allow stakeholders to address human-health,

ecological, operational or economical risk-related questions. Thus, they serve as the basis

for any transport-based risk measure. This is important, as different objectives lead to

alternative decisions, such as demonstrated for hazard prioritization. Besides hazard

ranking, the decision analysis framework is used to support stakeholders in their decision

or risk mitigation scenario choice, respectively. Here, I have shown the use of peak arrival

time and well exposure time in a risk-based decision analysis context.

Modularity and flexibility: The presented risk concepts are independent of the employed

modeling software. Thus, they are flexible in their modeling tools and allow due to the

modular conceptualization an easy adaption to current available software situation with

the advantage that intrusion to the code is not necessary. Furthermore, the concept is

independent of dimensionality, boundary conditions and (hydro)geological conditions.

These properties make the approach flexible for any type of drinking water catchments and

a wide range of applications.

Two new risk assessment frameworks: The two introduced physically-based probabilis-

tic risk quantification concepts are called VIP and STORM. Although VIP is used for the

transport and intermediate vulnerability assessment step of STORM, the VIP concept can be

used on its own to quantify and manage catchment risk as shown. As VIP is a backward

approach, it does not consider the aggregation of contaminant mass so far. Instead, the focus

is on pixel-wise concentration-based information, that can be flexibly adapted to the given

risk source situation. STORM uses the backward transport information from VIP in a for-

ward risk context, adding the aggregation over any given hazard inventory towards overall

quantitative risk measures.
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11.2. Summary and Conclusions for the Proposed VIP Concept

Concept of methods: The VIP concept is based on probabilistic well vulnerability criteria

that are used for delineating Vulnerability IsoPercentile lines. These VIP lines quantify

the risk of non-compliance that drinking water is exposed to contamination above a

pre-defined or regulatory-based threshold level. On a methodological level, VIP consists of

nine modular steps. VIP is a backward risk assessment approach.

Key contributions for improved management: Compared to existing approaches, the pre-

sented VIP concept provides valuable additional probabilistic and advective-dispersive in-

formation, such as

1. The probability distribution of peak arrival travel time from a potential spill location

to the well;

2. The possible levels of peak concentration arriving at the well, while accounting for

dilution effects through diffusion and dispersion;

3. The probability distribution of the time window available to react after a spill event

until a critical concentration level is exceeded in the well (e.g., a drinking water stan-

dard); and

4. The probability that the well has to be shut down for more than a given duration,

which is the information required to estimate economic damage and consider alterna-

tive risk treatment measures.

The vulnerability isopercentile maps are easy to understand, such as showing the level of

exposure risk for all locations within the well catchment by displaying areas with lower or

higher probability to not comply with pre-set safety standards. By visualizing these zones

prioritization of contaminated sites and location of protection zones are available. Thus,

VIP maps deliver information beyond the classical deterministic wellhead delineation and

vulnerability approaches.

VIP - modularity and flexibility: For demonstrating the modularity and flexibility two

modeling tool sets for VIP analysis have been presented. These tool sets acknowledge state-

of-the-art flow and transport models and is applicable to available and known software.

VIP is ready for practice: As demonstration for practical application, the VIP concept

has been applied to a real catchment operated by the
”
Zweckverband Landeswasserver-

sorgung“. The resulting VIP maps provide options for risk-aware delineation of wellhead

protection zones. I have presented three management options that allow water managers

to (a) quantify the current safety level of existing delineations, (b) newly delineate protec-

tion areas in an area-neutral fashion to achieve higher consistent safety levels, (c) control the

costs for larger risk-aware delineations and other risk mitigation measures, (d) render the

decision making process more robust against uncertainties and (e) improve transparency

towards consumers and stakeholders.
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11.3. Summary and Conclusions for the Proposed STORM
Concept

Concept: The STORM-based forward and cumulative risk model quantifies STakeholder-

Objective Risk Measure within a forward risk mode, accounting for multiple risk sources of

different contaminant types and hazard failure frequencies across the well catchment. The

STORM framework has been applied to the real test case, Burgberg, with a synthetic hazard

data set.

Proper risk aggregation: Meaningful hazard ranking (prioritization) has to be mass-

discharge-based. Hazards that are considered independent of each other may often pose no

risk to the drinking water well. Only in a cumulative and realistic setting, these hazards

threaten safe water supply, as concentration loads may exceed critical concentration levels,

when overlapping from different failure events at different points in space or time. Risk

in a cumulative problem setting is not the sum of risks, but the sum of hazard loads

per contaminant type evaluated in a statistical framework. Furthermore, risk is highly

non-linear due to threshold-based impact estimates.

Decision support with STORM: The STORM framework allows to smartly investigate the

most effective risk mitigation alternative to reduce risk the most. Mitigation options are

based on probability and impact reduction or both simultaneously. The risk mitigation is

highly dependent on the risk attitude, hazard location, and the transport-specific catchment

properties. Therefore, the choice of mitigation option (mass, probability) depends on the

above mentioned factors and the local situation.

Hazard prioritization: Prioritization is either based on mean annual risk or on the impact

for a given return period. Both risk estimates are related to each other, as the integral area

under the annuality curve equals the annual mean risk estimate. These frequency-based

risk estimates provide additional information to risk managers in comparison to the

classical risk interpretation that risk is the expected impact or the 90%-confidence level

given a damage. The annuality curves provide additional information to risk managers

that are even more valuable than the annual mean risk measure. The curves transparently

reflect, which hazards are most severe for a given return period.

Influence of stakeholder-objective risk measures: Hazard ranking is highly dependent

on the risk attitude of the stakeholder. Furthermore, they allow to pinpoint hazards that

contribute to severity levels that are not acceptable. Prioritization also depends on the

chosen stakeholder-objective risk measure. This has been demonstrated by comparing

two hazard ranking lists, one showing the ranking based on maximum concentration ratio

(MCR), the other on well exposure time (WET ). Furthermore, prioritization depends on

the risk estimation model, here comparing three risk assessment approaches, varying from

qualitative, via deterministic
”
risk“ (impact) to probabilistic risk assessment.
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Benefits of total risk aggregation: The STORM framework assesses the total risk of supply

failure, taking all hazards into account and still allows prioritization of individual hazards

based on their risk contribution. Due to a single overall risk estimate, risk can be mapped

over time, such that trends can be quickly visualized and recognized. Furthermore, different

catchments can be compared based on the overall risk, leading to catchment prioritization

for investments regarding risk reduction.

In conclusion, the conceptual and mathematical-stochastic framework behind STORM pro-

vides valuable information in a cumulative and thus complex problem setting:

1. It allows prioritization and aggregation of risks from several hazards within a well

catchment across different contaminant types and failure frequency.

2. It delivers the overall probability of drinking water contamination and thus supply

failure as a whole, if there are two or more hazards in the catchment, but keeps the

information on individual hazards to prioritize them.

3. STORM allows to distinguish between the need of aggregation and when hazards can

be treated independently of each other.

4. The framework maps the trend over time in the overall risk.

5. STORM is flexible to adapt to the objective of stakeholders (e.g., human-health, ecol-

ogy, economy).

6. It transparently reflects the decisions made by stakeholders, and supports stakehold-

ers in decision alternatives, when considering different stakeholder preferences (ob-

jectives), risk attitudes, risk estimates and measures.

11.4. Outlook

Risk quantification and management concepts for well catchment need further general im-

provements:

1. Risk quantification in this thesis and in most other works is based on steady-state flow

fields. Festger and Walter (2002) showed, that steady-state assumptions (e.g., bound-

ing streamlines) break down under transient flow conditions. The groundwater flow

field and thus contaminant transport is subject to seasonal variations, time-dependent

pumping regimes and extreme hydrological situations such as droughts and floods.

Therefore, the significance of flow transients within a risk management context need

more attention, such as to investigate the interplay between spatial uncertainty and

flow transients or the influence of uncertain transients on risk measures and related

risk-informed decisions.

2. Conceptual model error (beyond considering the Màtern correlation function to en-

code geostatistical model uncertainty) has been neglected in this thesis and can be

incorporated by Bayesian model averaging (e.g., Hoeting et al., 1999). Taking concep-

tual model error into account would resolve uncertainty to a next level. Sousa et al.
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(2012) transparently disclosed uncertainty in wellhead delineation by utilizing three

different flow and transport models.

3. The risk framework quantifies uncertainty on the top level, such as the uncertainty in

the risk measure. Using Bayesian inference methods (e.g., Perl, 2009) it is possible to

trace uncertainty from element to element and thus identify the individual modeling

step that introduces the largest parts of uncertainty. There are methods available that

transparently reflect the degree of uncertainty per component, such as ANOVA or

Bayesian networks (e.g., Thomsen et al., 2012). This enables stakeholders to smartly

invest available resources to reduce epistemic uncertainty most effectively.

4. The choice of sampling designs to reduce epistemic uncertainty most effectively or to

find the highest available safety level has been performed in a scenario-based manner

in this thesis. To do so in a rational and more efficient manner, one can use optimal

design techniques in combination with a worth of data framework, based on formal

optimization methods (e.g., Feyen et al., 2003; Nowak et al., 2010). Such techniques

provide the information, which types of data should be collected where and in which

quality, in order to achieve the largest uncertainty reduction or highest reliability level

for a given limited budget. In this area, several open questions remain. For example,

Bakr and Butler (2004) investigated only the required amount of data to delineate a

wellhead protection area up to a certain accuracy level without considering limited

investigation budgets or quality and type of possible data types.

5. Optimization techniques could also be applied to choose the best available risk miti-

gation scenario for a given budget from a continuous space of scenarios. Scenarios to

choose from can include premium payments, costs for data acquisition and alternative

risk treatment methods.

6. I often encountered the wish to combine the four well vulnerability criteria to one

unified risk measure. In this thesis, I proposed to consider a risk analysis approach,

mainly based on one risk measure that is meaningful regarding the pre-defined risk

objective. Nevertheless, in light of finding an optimal solution for all participating

stakeholders within a risk assessment and management process, it would be necessary

to find a solution between the multi-objective interests. One way to encounter this

dilemma is by using multi-objective optimization (e.g., Marler and Arora, 2004).
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Future Research in VIP

In specific, VIP could be extended in the following fields:

1. The reaction time denotes the available time until a contaminant load is above a certain

critical threshold value. Therefore, the third vulnerability criterion is suitable to assess

the reliability of groundwater monitoring networks in the context of an early warning

system. By setting the problem of monitoring network design into an optimization

framework, monitoring systems can be designed such that both the detection relia-

bility and the available time for counter measures between first detection and impact

at the well is maximized. It is also possible to find a cost-optimal monitoring design

solution. The main challenge is to set up a suitable set of objective functions in light

of costs, available time, and detection reliability within a multi-objective optimization

framework.

2. The utility value of areal error assumed the effects of excess delineated area and

wrongly undelineated area to be equal. In fact, the error of delineating area that is

not part of the actual catchment outline is only a financial risk, whereas the error of

missing land that should have been protected is more severe. Due to the second type

of error, customers are unwillingly and unknowingly exposed to contaminated water

that may lead over time to severe health effects. Therefore, I suggest to find a more re-

alistic economically-based utility function that provides a more realistic view on data

worth.

Future Research in STORM

In specific, STORM needs extension in the following fields:

1. For the event model, I assume independent time sequences between two events that

follow an exponential waiting time distribution. This has been justified by only con-

sidering the useful life period of the risk source. The exponential function could be

replaced by a beta or a Weibull distribution, such that the failure rate is used as a time-

dependent variable. Due to the Monte Carlo framework, one could even randomize

the time-dependent failure rate in order to account for the uncertainty in parameteri-

zation of the hazard rate.

2. The aspect of source geometry (e.g., Thomsen et al., 2012) is neglected so far. As con-

taminant source architecture influences the model prediction, the module on mass re-

lease could be extended by a model that accounts for randomized or scenario-based

spatial mass release patterns.

3. The STORM model could be extended to account for the time-lag and mass discharge

rates to the aquifer. The flow and transport through the unsaturated zone could be

estimated by analytical transfer functions, such as pedotransfer functions (e.g., Wang

et al., 2009), a cascade leachate model (e.g., Troldborg et al., 2008) or numerical so-

lutions. The relevance of using time-lag models has been discussed by Sousa et al.

(2012).
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A. Obtaining Vulnerability Criteria by
Moment-based Breakthrough Curve
Reconstruction

The goal of this chapter is to introduce the mathematical concept to reconstruct contami-

nant breakthrough curves from statistical moments. The information on the breakthrough

curve history is needed for the VIP concept as introduced in Chapter 4 to assess the four

well vulnerability criteria (step 5, Fig. 4.1). Due to model reduction techniques, the trans-

port model delivers only information on the zeroth to fourth temporal moments. Based on

these moments, it is possible to obtain a non-linear polynomial function that represents a

skewed breakthrough curve. The aim is to find the so-called Lagrangian parameters of the

polynomial function with the help of an optimization scheme, such as Newton-Raphson it-

eration. The methodology presented here in this chapter is applied in the synthetic test case

(Chapter 8).

First, I give a brief problem description and present the Equations to be solved (see Sec-

tion A.1). As a next step, I introduce the Gauss-Hermite Integration, as it was adapted to

this specific problem setting (see Section A.2). The third part introduces how to calculate

analytically the third and fourth well vulnerability criteria by the MATLAB
”
root“ function

with the previously obtained Lagrangian parameters (see Section A.3). This analytical ap-

proach helps to save computational demand, making the transport code faster.

A.1. Maximum Entropy in Log-Time

The entropy E of a probability density function p(t) is defined as

E = −
∫ ∞

−∞
p(t) ln p(t)dt (A.1)

In the maximum entropy framework, a probability density is found that maximizes entropy,

E, which is subject to side conditions that a set of momentsE[Ξk] is given, where Ξk denotes

the temporal moment. Ξk(t) is the polynomial function for which the Langrangian param-

eters have to be found. It has been shown by Mohammad-Djafari (2001) that the resulting

probability density function p(t) must have the form:

p(t) = exp

[
−

nℓ∑

ℓ=0

λℓ · Ξℓ(t)
]

(A.2)
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with nℓ being the number of side conditions and λℓ the respective ℓ-th Lagrangian parame-

ter. The moments are calculated by the general form

E[Ξk] =

∫ ∞

−∞
Ξk p(t)dt = µk (A.3)

with µk being the k-th moment. In the current context, the random variable t is time, and

µk are temporal moments obtained from the transport code, and the probability density

function p(t) represents the breakthrough curve, c(t). Taking Eq. (A.2) and inserting into

Eq. (A.1) leads to

Gk(λ) =

∫
Ξk(t) exp

[
−

nℓ∑

ℓ=0

λℓ · Ξℓ(t)
]
dt = µk (A.4)

with Gk being the integral function of the k-th moment (see Eq. A.3). It is now possible to

solve Eq. (A.4) by any optimization scheme for the Lagrangian parameters λℓ. Following

the conceptual idea by Harvey and Gorelick (1995) to solve the contaminant breakthrough

curve in log-time, reads for p(t):

p(t) = c(t) =
1

t
exp

[
−

nℓ∑

ℓ=0

λℓ · ln (t)ℓ

]
(A.5)

Substituting Eq. (A.5) into Eq. (A.4) leads to:

Gk(λ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
tk

1

t
exp

[
−

nℓ∑

ℓ=1

λℓ · tℓ
]

dt = µk (A.6)

with
nℓ∑

ℓ=1

λℓ · tℓ = p(t) =
(
λ4 ln(t)

4 + λ3 ln(t)
3 + λ2 ln(t)

2 + λ1 ln(t) + λ0
)

(A.7)

with ℓ = 0, . . . 4, when solving for up to four temporal moments, leading to five Lagrangian

parameters λℓ.

Back-Transformation to Maximum Entropy in Time

While maximizing entropy in log-time has been shown to produce good results in Harvey

and Gorelick (1995), it is mathematically more convenient to solve the problem without the

logarithm. Thus, I apply a transformation of the form

t = exp(s) (A.8)

ln(t) = s

to Eq. (A.6). Thus, dt = exp(s)ds changes Eq. (A.6) to:

Gk(s) =

∫ ∞

−∞
exp [ks+ P (s)] ds = µk (A.9)

with

P (s) = −
(
λ4s

4 + λ3s
3 + λ2s

2 + λ1s+ λ0
)

(A.10)

The only remaining difference to the standard problem of finding a Maximum Entropy dis-

tribution is the appearance of ks in Eq. (A.9).
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A.2. Gauss-Hermite Integration

The integration in Eq. (A.9) has to be performed many times, for k = 0, . . . ,K (whenK is the

largest order of temporal moments considered), and for many cycles of iteration within he

optimization to find the values of λk. One of the best methods for 1-dimensional integration

is Gauss-Hermite quadrature. Gauss-Hermite quadrature (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964)

approximates the value of integrals the following form:

∫ ∞

−∞
f(x)dx =

∫ ∞

−∞
ω(x) exp(x2) · f(x)dx ≈

n∑

i=1

ωi exp(x
2
i ) f(xi) (A.11)

with n being the number of Gauss-Integration points xi, with corresponding weights ωi and

a weighting function ω(x). Depending on the probabilistic or physicist interpretation of the

Hermite polynomial (Eq. A.13), the probabilists’ weighting function ω(x) follows a standard

normal distribution

ω(x) = exp

[
−1

2
x2
]
, (A.12)

The values xi are found as the roots of the Hermite polynomials Hn(x), and the correspond-

ing weights can be calculated

ωi =
2n−1n!

√
π

n2 [Hn−1(xi)]
2 (A.13)

The explicit form of the probabilists’ Hermite polynomials of order n, i.e., for any total num-

ber of Gauss-Iteration-Points n is

Hn(x) = n!

n/2∑

m=0

(−1)m

m! (n− 2m)!

xn−2m

2m
(A.14)

Adaption to the Maximum Entropy Problem

In order to evaluate Eq. (A.9) with Gauss Hermite quadrature, I extend Eq. (A.9) by:

1 = exp

[
−1

2

(
x− µ

σ

)2
]
· exp

[
+
1

2

(
x− µ

σ

)2
]
=
ω(x)

ω(x)
, (A.15)

and define:
f(x)

ω(x)
= exp [ks+ P (s)] (A.16)

As the weighting function ω(x) follows a standard normal distribution (see Eq. A.12), now I

have to find suitable values for µ and σ. The weights have to be shifted to the location of the

mean µs and stretched by the variance σ2s of the integral function (see Eq. A.9). The weights

change through the rescaling proportional to σs. The transformed weighting function fol-

lows the distribution w′ ∼ N (µs, σs) and reads

ω′ = exp

[
−1

2

(
x− µs
σs

)2
]

(A.17)
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Thus Eq. (A.9) becomes

µk =

∫ ∞

−∞
exp [ks+ p(s)] · w′ · exp

[
+
1

2

(
s− µs
σs

)2
]

ds (A.18)

with µs being the mean value of the integral function of Eq. (A.9). The corresponding shifted

Gauss-Integration-Points are:

si = xi ·
√
2σ2s + µs (A.19)

and the corresponding weights ω′
i:

ω′
i = wi ·

√
2σ2s (A.20)

This leads to the final equation that can be numerically integrated at the shifted Gauss-

Integration-Points si and applied with the transformed weights ωi:

µk =

∫ ∞

−∞
ω′
i · exp

[
ksi + P (si) +

1

2σ2s
(si − µs)

2

]
ds ≈

n∑

i=1

w′
i · f(si) (A.21)

with n being the number of Gauss-Integration-Points. This is the equation on which the

optimization for finding the Lagrangian parameters λk will actually be applied.

Getting µs and σs

The mean, variance and standard deviation of the log-normal distribution is generally given

as follows

E[X] = µ = exp

[
µs +

1

2
σ2s

]

V AR[X] = σ2 =
(
exp

[
σ2s
]
− 1
)
· exp

[
2µs + σ2s

]
(A.22)

STD[X] = σ =
√
exp [σ2s ]− 1 · exp

[
µs +

1

2
σ2s

]

µs and σs are the mean and standard deviation of the logarithmic distribution, whereas µℓ
and σℓ are the ℓ-th temporal moments calculated by Eq. (5.33). Eq. (A.22) is rearranged in

order to receive µs and σ2s .

log(µ) = µs +
1

2
σ2s

log(σ2) = log
{(

exp
[
σ2s
]
− 1
)
· exp

[
2µs + σ2s

]}
(A.23)

The logarithmic mean is

µs = log(µ)− 1

2
σ2s (A.24)

Substituting µs from Eq. (A.24) in Eq. (A.23) leads for σ2s to

σ2s = log

(
σ2

µ2
+ 1

)
= log

(
m2c

m2
1

+ 1

)
(A.25)
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with m2c being the second central moment (variance) and m1 being the first temporal mo-

ment. Substituting Eq. (A.25) into Eq. (A.24) leads to

µs = log(µ)− 1

2
log

(
σ2

µ2
+ 1

)
= log(m1)−

1

2
log

(
m2c

m2
1

+ 1

)
(A.26)

Using Eq. (A.21) in combination with Eq. (A.26) and Eq. (A.25) within an optimization rou-

tine directly leads to the Lagrangian parameters λℓ.

A.3. Reconstructing Well Vulnerability Criteria by the MATLAB
’roots’-Function

Here, I show how to assess the points in time, when the concentration rises above (t1) and

falls again below (t2) a given critical level ccrit. t1 equals the third well vulnerability criterion

treact. Well down-time is calculated by texp = t2 − t1.

Eq. (A.5) (concentration profile in log-time) is set equal to ccrit in order to receive the roots

t1 and t2:

c(t) =
1

t
exp

[
−λ4 ln(t)4 − λ3 ln(t)

3 − λ2 ln(t)
2 − λ1 ln(t)− λ0

]
= ccrit (A.27)

Due to substitution (see Eq. A.8), Eq. (A.27) reads:

c(s) = exp(−s) exp
[
−λ4s4 − λ3s

3 − λ2s
2 − λ1s− λ0

]
= ccrit (A.28)

Eq. (A.28) is rearranged to

λ4s
4 + λ3s

3 + λ2s
2 + (λ1 + 1) s+ λ0 + ln(ccrit) = 0 (A.29)

The polynomial coefficients ci to be passed to the MATLAB
”
roots“ function are:

c0 = λ0 + ln(ccrit)

c1 = λ1 + 1

c2 = λ2 (A.30)

c3 = λ3

c4 = λ4

Instead of using the MATLAB
”
roots“-function, one can calculate according to the

”
roots“-

algorithm the eigenvalues of the companion matrix A:

A =




c0
c4

c1
c4

c2
c4

c3
c4

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0


 (A.31)
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With the coefficients given in Eq. (A.30) and the Lagrangian parameters λk attained from

Eq. (A.21), it is now possible to calculate for the polynomial of Eq. (A.29) the corresponding

roots, which are the eigenvalues of matrix A (Eq. A.31). In order to calculate the third and

fourth well vulnerability criterion, the roots ŝi received here (Eq. A.29) are re-substituted by

ti = exp(ŝi) with i = 1, 2.
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Figure B.1.: Zonation for the lower Burgberg aquifer, showing layers 3 of the MODFLOW model by Lang and Justiz (2009). The

position of the wells are marked by the black dot, black lines show the road system, blue lines mark creeks and rivers and

the gray areas show cities and villages.
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Table C.1.: Possible (intermediate) risk measures by means of well vulnerability criteria.
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